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ABSTRACT
The period of about four centuries from the reign of S©a& I to 
the invasinn of Magha is significant in the history of Buddhism in 
Ceylon primarily for the changes it brought in the organization of 
the sangha. In the ninth and the tenth centuries, the three nikayas 
of the Sinhalese saiigha, which grouped monasteries spread over various 
parts of the Island under the leadership of three monasteries at the 
capital, reached the highest stage of their organizational development.
As an institution owning extensive agricultural resources, the monastery 
of this period occupied an important position in Sinhalese economic 
organization. The immunities acquired in the ninth and the tenth centur­
ies increased its income and extended its control over its tenants. The 
elaborate administrative system, devised for the new responsibilities of 
the monastery, was a vital factor which strengfriened the cohesion of the 
nilcaya.
The loss of property by the monasteries during the period of Co^ -a 
rule and again in the period between the (hath of Vijayabahu I and the 
accession of Parakkamabahu 1 affected the organizationof the nikaya; 
and its disintegration led to a new grouping of the saAgha based on 
eight fraternities. The unification of the sangha in the reign of Parak­
kamabahu I was achieved by bringing these eight fraternities under a 
common leaderships it did not involve the suppression of the Abhayagiri 
and the Jetavana nikayas as has been hitherto supposed.
z
Throughout the period under study, the sa&gha occupied 
an important position in Sinhalese society as its literati; as 
intermediaries in cultural contact with foreign lands; and as 
functionaries in the ceremonial and cultic practices of the laity* 
The reforms in the reign of Parakkamabahu I gave an impetus to the 
activities of the safigha, which is particularly evident in the 
literary works produced during the subsequent period and in the 
expansion of Sinhalese Theravada in South East Asia* They also 
created, for the first time in the history of the Island, a unified 
organization of the safijgha.
3This thesis presents the results of my research work under 
the supervision of Dr. J. G. de Casparis of the School of Oriental 
and African Studies. I am deeply grateful to Dr* de Casparis who, 
with his intimate knowledge of the history of South and South East 
Asia, guided me in the preparation of this thesis and, with his 
constructive criticism and advice, helped greatly to improve its 
quality. I consider it a privilege to have worked under his dir­
ection. It was Dr. L* S. Perera who first awakened my interest in 
this subject. I am indebted to him for his valuable suggestions on 
possible lines of inquiry. I was fortunate to have many useful dis­
cussions with Dr. Padmanabh S. Jaini; he took great pains to help 
me in the preparation of the Appendix. I am obliged to Dr. Hla Pe 
who showed much patience in explaining many passages from Burmese 
chronicles and inscriptions and in answering my numerous queries. For 
their valuable help, I wish to thank Mr. IC. Indi'apala who checked the 
references in the Tamil sources, read some of the chapters and made 
several suggestions for improvement; Mr. D. J. Kalupahana and Mr. T. 
Rajapatirana who assisted me by readily checking the references in 
the Tibetan and Chinese originals; and Mr. Si. .Zwalf whose assistance 
I often sought in consulting the Sanskrit sources. I am grateful to 
His Excellency G. P. Malalasekara, High Commissioner for Ceylon in
the United Kingdom, Prof. A. L. Basham and the Venerable H. 
Saddhatissa for their encouragement and guidance* Without all 
their help and co-operation, this work would not have been ac­
complished.
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INTRODUCTION
u
A detailed and continuous history of Buddhism is of particular 
importance for the proper understanding of the culture and history 
of Ceylon. For Buddhism has been closely linked with the social, 
cultural and even the political history of the vast majority of its 
people. The short historical accounts of Buddhism which appeared in 
the Histoire du bouddhisme dans l*Inde by H. Kern published in 1905 
and in Charles Eliot1s Hinduism and Buddhism published in 1921 are 
among the most noteworthy pioneer works in this field* Gr. P. Mala- 
lasekara dealt with an important aspect of the activities of the 
Sinhalese saftgha in his Pali Literature of Ceylon, published in 1928. 
In a paper on fMahayanism in Ceylon1 published in the same year in 
the Ceylon Journal of Science. S. Paranavitana examined the evidence 
from literary sources and the archaeological material available at 
the time on the prevalence of Mahayanist and Tantric ideas and pract­
ices in the Island. This study still remains the most valuable con­
tribution on the subject.
The task of writing a systematic history of Buddhism was first 
undertaken by E# N. Adikaram whose doctoral thesis on the Early His­
tory of Buddhism in Ceylon was published in 1946. He based his re­
searches mainly on the commentarial works on the Pali Canon, datable 
to the fifth century A#D. Ten years later, the work was taken up by 
another scholar, Walpola Rahula. His History of Buddhism in Ceylon 
(3rd century B.C. - 10th century A.p.), though handicapped by the
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selection of a too extensive period, reveals the use of a greater 
variety of sources and a more comprehensive treatment of the subject 
than is evident in the work of his predecessor*
Though no attempt has been made so far to continue the work 
begun by Adikaram and Rahula, the subject has received the attention 
of a few scholars* In a paper published in 1955 in a special issue of 
the Oeylon Historical Journal, V* Pandita outlined the history of Buddhism 
in the Polonnaruva Period* In his excellent work, Leg sectes bouddhiques 
du petit vehicule, published in the same year, Andre Bareau made a detailed 
exposition of the main tenets of the Mahavihar a and investigated into 
some a spects of the differences ofopinion among the three nikavas of 
Sinhalese Buddhism* Pive years later, Heinz Bechert brought out a 
_ posthumous publication of a study by Wilhelm Geiger on the Culture of 
Ceylon in Mediaeval Times* This work contains a section on *Religion 
and Culture* in which Geiger brings together the relevant material found 
in the Pali chronicles* The latest contribution on the subject is to 
be found in the History of Ceylon sponsored by the University of Ceylon*
In the sections devoted to Buddhism in this work, S* Paranavitana pre­
sents in outline the main developments in the history of Buddhism up 
to the sixteenth century*
In addition to the works mentioned above, there are some unpub­
lished monographs which have a direct bearing on the history of the saAgha* 
Of these, the Institutions of Ancient Ceylon from Inscriptions (3rd cen­
tury B,C« - 10th century A*D«) by L. S* Perera, a doctoral thesis presented
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to the University of Ceylon, is of particular importance. In this useful 
work Perera exaines in considerable detail some of the institutional 
aspects of Buddhism. In her doctoral thesis on The Age of Parakramabahu, 
Sirima Wickremasinghe assesses the contribution of this king to the 
development of Buddhism and gives an account of the religious buildings 
erected under his patronage. More recently, W. M. IC. Uijetunga has in­
vestigated into the social and religious conditions during the period 
of Coia rule in a thesis devoted to the Rise and Decline of Cola Power 
in Ceylon. Though it was beyond the scope of these works to make a 
detailed examination of the history of ‘the safigha they form a reliable 
basis for further research and outline many problems which are of interest.
The scop© of this thesis covers the period from the reign of Sena I, 
which witnessed an event of considerable significance in the history of 
Buddhism in the Island, to the invasion of Magha noted by the chroniclers 
for his rapacity and for his persecution of Buddhism. Perhaps the most 
significant event in the religious history of this period was the unifi­
cation of the saftgha in the reign of Parakkamabahu I* This brought under 
a common leadership the clerical community which had remained divided into 
several independent factions for more than a millennium. In the ninth 
and the tenth centuries the three nikayas of the Sinhalese sailgha were at 
the highest point of their organizational development. The nikaya division 
cut across the structure of the sa&gha to create three groups of clerics 
who accepted the leadership of three monasteries at the capital - the 
Mahavihara, Abhayagiri and the Jetavana* This study examines the organizatio
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of the sangha in the ninth and the tenth centuries with a view to 
ascertaining the bases of these divisions and investigates into the 
subsequent developments ‘ Which made the unification possible. This in­
vestigation forms the basis of an assessment of the nature and the 
significance of the unification.
The gradual but continued growth of monastic wealth was accom­
panied in the earlier part of the period under study by the relinquishment 
by the king of his fiscal rights and of his administrative and judicial 
authority over the property of the sangha. The present study examines 
the ectent and the nature of the ownership of property by the sahgha, 
the organisation evolved to carry out the functions that the possession 
of property and administrative authority involved and the changes that 
these new developments brought in the life of the sahgha and in their 
relations with the laity; it brings to light the organizational and 
particularly the economic aspects of Buddhism which have not received 
adequate attention in the previous works on the religious history of 
the Island. ■
The ninth and the tenth centuries witnessed the later stages of 
an important development ii the history of Buddhism in South and South 
East Asia* This was the expansion of Tantric teachings propounded and 
systematized primarily at the centres of Buddhist learning in the Eastern 
regions of India, Similarly, the twelfth century marked an important 
stage of another equally, if not more, significant movement in the expansion 
of Sinhalese Ther&vada which brought Ceylon into prominence as a source 
of inspiration to the Buddhists of South East Asia. In the context of
these developments, the relations that the Sinhalese safigha maintained 
with the Buddhist communities in lands round the Bay of Bengal form a 
very important aspect of their history.
The study of these problems is based primarily on material derived 
from the Pali and Sinhalese chronicles and from archaeological sources.
The chronicles provide a fairly detailed and continuous account of the 
history of the sangha which is at times supplemented by inscriptions.
The commentarial and sub-commentarial works on the Pali Canon and con­
temporary literary works help to clarify with additional information 
some of the problems raised by these sources. Almost all these literary 
sources, being works of monks, concern themselves with the history of 
the saftgha. Yet, it is noteworthy that they represent, with only two 
exceptions, the work of the Mahavihara. Hence, one is placed in the un­
enviable position of dependence on the incidental references and pre­
judiced remarks in these works, in compiling the history of the other,two 
nikavas.
Inscriptional evidence only partly compensates for the deficiencies 
in the literary sources. A large number of inscriptions still await pub­
lication. The edition and interpretation of many of the published records 
require a considerable amount of revision. This has been attempted where- 
ever possible and the aid of contemporary literary sources has been sought 
in their re-interpretation. In addition to these sources, Tibetan, Burmese 
and Chinese chronicles, certain manuscripts found in Tibet and Nepal and 
epigraphic records from India, Burma and Java provide valuable information
on the condition of Buddhism in Ceylon and on the relations that 
the Sinhalese sangha maintained with other Buddhist communities of 
South and South East Asia. And despite the difficulties involved in 
the utilization of available sources, it is remarkable that in the 
whole of South and South East Asia it is only in Ceylon that such 
detailed information is available on the organizational and economic 
aspects of the history of the Buddhist saAgha during the period 
under consideration.
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE SMGHA
The division of the community of monies into three nikayas led 
by three large monasteries situated at Anuradhapura - the Mahavihara, 
Abhayagiri and the Jetavana - had become, by the ninth century, a 
characteristic feature of the structure and the organisation of the Sin­
halese sahgha, It is usual to find hermitages in different parts of the 
Island being described in the inscriptional records of the ninth and tenth 
centuries as institutions affiliated to one of the nikayas. The term 
nikaya originally meant ’group' or 'collection' and was used particularly 
to denote classified groups of literary works in the -Buddhist Canon. Later 
on it acquired the secondary meaning of 'a group of monks who subscribed 
to a particular interpretation of the Buddhist scriptures’. Its Sinhalese
equivalent and derivative naka has been used in certain inscriptions to
1denote larger monasteries like the Oetiyagiri at MIhintale but normally 
it was used, like the term nikaya, to denote the schools of Sinhalese 
Buddhism. In the period under consideration, the nikaya in the Sinhalese 
saftgha came to comprise a collection of hermitages and monasteries which 
fell under the supervisory control of one monastery.
The hipavamsa makes no mention cf the divisions among the Sinhalese 
sangha. The first references to the three nikayas occurs in the Mahavamsa 
which records that the Dkarmaruois and the Sagalikas broke away from the
h z  Vol. I p.92 1.A20; Vol. II p.61 11.A23-24; Vol. Ill p.222 1.B11.
*1
Theravada.' In a more detailed passage which occurs in a later context, 
it states that a monk who left the Mahavihara in the reign of Ya£$agama;pi 
(89-77 B.C.) formed a separate faction at the Abhayagiri monastery. Later 
on, another faction broke away from the community at the Abhayagiri mona­
stery and went to live at the I)aldihiparama. It was for the monks of this 
last mentioned faction that the Jetavana monastery was built by king Kaha- 
sena,^ The list of Buddhist sects compiled by Yinitadeva, dated to about 
the eighth century, and the Tibetan list in the Vargagyaprcchasutra mention 
the Jetavanxyas, Abhayagirivasins and the Mahaviharavasins as the three 
divisions within the Theravada While commenting on the sectarian divi­
sions Ml Buddhism, the Yamsatthapakasani states that the Dharmarucis and the
Sagalikas should be identified respectively with the residents of the
4Abhayagiri and the Jetavana monasteries, Further confirmation of this
identification is found in the Mikayasahgrahaya which specifically states
that It was the monks of the Abhayagiri monastery who came to be known as
the Dharmarucis and that the residents of the Bakkhiparama who later re-
5ceived the Jetavana monastry were known as the Sagalikas.
The Mahavihara was situated in the M aham e gh av an a park to the south 
of the city of Anuradhapura, According to the Mahavaflisa, it was founded by 
the thera Mahinda, renowned in legend as the monk most closely associated
hy., 5.13.
Zm., 33.95-98; 37.32-33.
See Andre Bareau, Lea sectes boudflhtques du petit velilcule, pp. 24-27. 
h a p , pp. 175-176.
h
Mlks. pp. 12-15*
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with the introduction of Buddhism to the Island.1 In the chronicles,
the monks of the Mahavihara are sometimes referred to by the names Theriya
and Theravadin; these names, however, are applicable to those of the other
two nikayas as well. The Mahavihara had within its precincts a number
of objects and monuments held in great veneration by all Buddhists, the
most important of which were the branch of the Bo-tree brought from Buddha
Gaya, the Thuparama which was held to be the first stupabuilt at Anuradhapura
and the Mahathupa built by the warrior king DuJJhagamapi, It seems to
have been unrivalled till the end of the third century when Mahasena razed
some of its buildings to the ground, forbade the people to give alms to
its residents and built within its precincts a monastery for the Sagalikas,
with a stupa which was larger than the Mahathupa, But the Mahavihara sur-
vived to flourish as the main monastery of a prominent nikaya and one of
the foremost centres of Pali Buddhism*
The Mahavihara was patronized by almost all the kings of the nih-^ h
and tenth centuries. The grants of wealth, land and Immunities are cited
3
and discussed elsewhere. Of the shrines and other institutions at the 
monastery, the stupa at the Thuparama and the Lohapasada seem to have re­
ceived the most attention. The first was held in such high esteem that 
Udaya II (887-898) and Mahinda IY (956-972) covered it with strips of gold
For a discussion on the identification of the three monasteries, see 
H* Parker, Ancient Ceylon, 1909* pp* 291-511* ARASC 1954 para 47.
2See p.3^8 
^See pp. 6 8-YO
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*7 —
and silver* Sena II (853-887) restored the Lohapasada, endowed it with
2 3’maintenance villages’ and arranged for thirty-two monks to live there*
Sang'ha, a sister of Kassapa V (914-923), repaired it and crowned it with
a pinnacle*^ Sena II also built a shrine by the Bo-tree and repaired the
conduit which conveyed water up to the tree*5 The Gsnthakara hermitage
6was restored by ICassapa V, In an inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery,
a king, identified as Mahinda IY, claims to have repaired the bronze work of
the Ruvanapaha (Ratanapasada) at the Mahavihara*
ilpart from references to restorative work, the chronicles and the
Inscriptions contain mention of the substantial additions made during this
period to the number of buildings at the monastery* Udaya II as well as
Sena and Rakkha, generals of Kassapa IV (898-914) and of Dappula IV (v)
(914-935) respectively, built dwellings for monies at the Thuparama* At
the main monastery, Sena I (833-853) built the Sahghasena hermitage*^
10Kurthaka, a general of Sena V, built the Senasenapati hermitage* General
11Sena mentioned above added the Samuddagiri hermitage, The chief scribe
1Ct ,, 51.128; 54.42.
2
For an explanation of this term see pp*77-33.
3Cv., 51.69, 71.
4I££., P-103.
5Cv., 51.78.
69Z‘> 52.27.
7EZ Vol. I p.222 1.25.
8Cv., 51.129; 52.16; 53.11.
9Cv., 50,70.
(cont,)
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of Kassapa IV, also called Sana, built the Mahalekhapabbata hermitage* ' 
Mahinda IV is credited with the construction of the Mara wall near the
^ p
Mahathupa. Prolific building activity, vouched for by these references,
is convincing proof of the patronage of the kings and the nobility that
the Mahavihara enjoyed up to the end of the tenth century.
The long period of neglect and the plunder of monuments for material
to set up new buildings have left little of the precincts of the Mahavihara.
The thirteen groups of buildings unearthed by archaeological excavation are
an impressive collection; but they seem to fall behind the ruins of the
Abhayagiri monastery in extent. Commenting on one of these ruins, Bell
declared, 'Judged by its basement-ruins, no more handsome specimen of this
~ 3type of shrine was ever erected at Anuradhapura'. The dating and the 
identification of these ruins present a very difficult problem. The only 
ruin which can be identified with some degree of confidence is the Loha­
pasada, Further, the information gathered from the excavations which were 
of the horizontal type is too meagre to throw adequate light on the history 
of the monastery.
Two othex* monasteries at Anuradhapura, the Marie cava JJi and the
(cont.)
10Cv., 51.88.
11Cv., 52.21.
1Cv., 52.33.
2E2 Vol. I p.222 1.28.
Lee ABASC 1895 pp.2-4; 1897 pp. 1-3; 1398 pp. 1-3; 1900 pp. 1-4; 1901 pp. 1-5.
I I
Xsuramepu (issarasama&a), are known to have come under the leadership of 
the Mahavihara nikaya. The Maricoava£'|;i monastery, the repository of the
Hair relic, was founded by Du^'hagamapi between the Abhaya and the Tissa
1 2 tanlcs, ICassapa II (650-659) built a dwelling at the site. But the
monastery seems to have suffered from lack of patronage until the reign of
ICassapa Y when it was found in a dilapidated condition. ICassapa rebuilt
the monastery and granted It to five hundred monks of the fheriya faction
3 ,after endowing it with 'maintenance villages'. According to the Oulavamsa,
Hahinda IY built the 0an danap a sad. a for the Hair relic^  In a tenth-century
inscription, a king, identified as Mahinda IY, claims to have built the
5Haksa shrine for the same relic. The chronicle also alludes to the exist­
ence of a literary work dealing with the history of the relic, called the 
6
ICesadhatuvagtsa. But the Hair relic does not seem to have enjoyed as
7much popularity as the Tooth and Bowl I’elics.
The present ruins of the Marie cavajifi monastery which cover an area 
of about fifty acres comprise, apart from single buildings, fourteen groups 
of monastic buildings arranged on three si6.es of the stupa, leaving the
1Mv., ch. 26; Cv., 54.40-41; EZ ¥ol. I p.22 1.54. 
2Gv., 44.149.
3Cv., 52.45, 46.
^Cv., 54.40,
5EZ Vol. I p.222 1,34.
SCr., 39.56.
'lee pp.’sz.£-'S^ £J.
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north open. Bell surmised that there would have been four groups on each of 
the three sides according to the original arrangement; Groups A and J were 
later additions. He also suggested the identification of the central struct­
ure in group A with the dwelling erected bjr Kassapa IX, But this would
imply that most of the ruins date back to a period earlier than the seventh 
1century, It seems more reasonable to presume that many of the ruins should 
date from the reign of ICassapa V, The absence of any inscriptions datable 
to this period and the unscientific nature of the excavations, however, make 
it impossible to substantiate this position or to anive at any other re­
liable dating.
An inscription records an interesting episode from the ninth year of
Hie reign of Mahinda IV (964 A.D.) when the chief preceptor of the Mahavihara
nikaya led a deputation of monies from the Isuramepu-Bo-Upulvan-Kasubgiri
monastery to present to the king, matters concerning a dispute they had with
royal officials over the rights of the monastery to water from the Tisa 
2
tank. As evident from the location of the inscription, this monastery,
variantly called Isuramepu, Issarasamapa or ICassapagiri, was situated in
the area to the east of the Tissa tank, known at present by the misnomer
Vessagiriya, It was patronized in the seventh century by JeJJhatissa III and 
* 3Da$hopatissa II, Three centuries later, Mahinda IV built a large mansion
1902 pp, 3-6• 1903 pp. 1-5; 1906 pp,2~8 and plans, 
2EZ Vol. I p.33 11,8-13.
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1at the site. It Is clear from the inscription cited above that this
monastery, represented today by ruins of unpretentious proportions varying
from caves hearing pre-Christian inscriptions to buildings which, like some
of the inscriptions at the site, may date from the last few centuries of
the first millennium, belonged to the Mahavihara nikaya.
The Abhayagiri monastery, situated to the north of the city, was
built by Yajtagamap.1 (89-77 B.C.) for a monk called Mahatissa. This monk
was later accused by the monks of the ^ahavihara of a breach of discipline
and was expelled from the Order. It Is not improbable that the popularity
of Mahatissa and the favoured treatment he received from the king aroused
the jealousy of his fellow monies. It may be noted that the accusation
levied against him was that he ’frequented lay families (kula-sagisaftha.)’«
At least there were some monks who disagreed with the decision to expel
Mahatissa. His disciple, also known as Tissa, rose in protest against the
treatment meted out to his teacher and left the Mahavihara to form a rival
2
faction at the Abhayagiri monastery.
The origin of the term Hharmarucika is uncertain. According to the
H i kaya s an gr ah ay a, the disciples of the monk Dharmaruci of the Vajjiputra
nikaya (Vatsiputriya) came from the Pallararama in India to live with the
monks who broke away from the Mahavihara. The latter accepted their teaching
3and were themselves called Dhammarucikas. The authenticity of this story 
1EZ Vol. I p.222 1.27.
2Mv., 33.78-83, 95-98; Niks. p.14-15.
Niks. p.13. Though Pallararama may well be held to be a corrupt version 
of Fallavarama, It is of too early a date to connect it with the Pallavas.
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which appears only in a fourteenth-century literary work is not beyond
1
doubt. It is also possible, as Bareau has pointed out, that this term, 
which may be interpreted as 'those who take pleasure in the dhamma' or 
'those who cause the dhamma to shine', was a name adopted by the members 
of the nikaya themselves*
The account in the chronicles of the origin of the Abhayagiri mona­
stery tends to suggest that the first schism in the Sinhalese sahgha was 
a result of personal differences and differences over disciplinary matters 
rather than a disagreement over points of doctrine* By the third century, 
however,.'heretical teachings' found acceptance among the residents of the
2 •* rnAbhayagiri monastery. Voharika Tissa is said to have suppressed the
- 3Vetullavada at the Abhayagiri monastery* But these teachings had revived
by the reign of Gojhabhaya (249-262 A*D.) who banished from the Island
4
sixty monies who professed, the Vetullavada* In the reign of Aggabodhi I
(571-604), an Indian monk called Jotipala defeated the followers of this
school in debate; but even as late as the time of JParakkamabahu I, the
monies of the Abhayagiri and Jetavana monasteries are described as followers
5
of the Vetullavada.
1 ‘ ! —  —  - * — 
Bareau, op.clt* , p.242*
2]?or a discussion on the views of the Abhayagiri school, see pp.siS-^^^ 
•^Niks. p * 14 *
%v>, 36.111-112; Hiks. p. 15.
5Cv., 42.35. 78.20-23.
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The Abhayagiri monastery greatly benefited from the patronage of
Mahasena who enlarged it at the expense of the Mahavihara, Later on it was
vested with the custodianship of the Tooth and Bowl relics. Its liberal
attitude towards the teachings of the non-Theravada schools of Buddhism
would have helped it to gain adherents and expand t.mder the patronage of
the successors of Mahasena, By the time of the visit of Fa-Hian, it is
reported to have had five thousand monks living within its precincts as
against the three thousand at the Mahavihara. Fa-Hian states that its stupa
was 470 height. By the side of the stupa was a large shrine in the
middle of which stood a figure of the Buddha, 22 ft, in height. Fa-Hian
also adds that the Bo-tree at the Abhayagiri monastery was brought as a
1sapling from India9 like the more well known tree at the Mahavihara,
The chronicles as well as the Inscriptions testify to the extensive 
patron age that the Abhayagiri monastery enjoyed in the ninth and the tenth
centuries, Sena I built within its precincts the VIrahkurarama and extended
*  2
his patronage to the Uttarajha and ICappura fraternities as well. The lead
given by the king was followed by the queen and the courtiers and as a re-
suit four new hermitages - the Mahindasena, TJttarasena, Vajirasena and the
3 ARakkhasa - were added to the monastery, Sena II restored the image-house.'
His queen prepared a diadem-jewel for the image and also built the Sangha-
T " —  - —  —  —  —  - — —
Beal, Chinese accounts of India pp. 46-7.
2Cv. 50.68, 77. 
30v. 50.79, 83-84.
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senapabbata hermitage endowed with a good source of income, ICassapa XV
2
repaired the stupa and built a dwelling named after himself, The
hhammarama was built by his general. The next king, ICassapa V, erected
the Silameghapabbata and Bhap$ika hermitages and attended to the repairs
of the shrine of the B0-tree.^ Sena III (938-946) paved the courtyard
5 -
round the stupa. Both the stupa and the shrine of the Bo-tree had to be 
restored again in the time of Mahinda IV who also claims to have repaired 
the roof of the dwelling erected by king ICassapa, built the Pusarba 
dwelling and adorned the figure of Mahinda with eyes of rubies and a net 
of gold for the feet,^ The last statement would suggest that like the 
monies of the Mahavihara, the followers of the Abhayagiri olaimed a close 
association and perhaps direct descent from the thera Mahinda,
The Abhayagiri monastery is described in glowing terms in an inscript­
ion of the tenth century which mentions that a certain Mahadami was the 
chief monk of the nikaya at the time. According to this record, the Abhaya­
giri monastery was a repository of scholars of great wisdom endowed with 
the virtues of temperance, contentment and religious austeirity, These 
monks were always engaged in literary pursuits, They were ready to sacrifice 
their lives for the preservation of the sasana and strve to observe the pre­
cepts and to eliminate passion with fear even of the most trivial of trans- 
1Cv., 51.86-87.
2P.iv,. p.105; 0v>, 52.15.
30v., 52.17.
4Cv., 52.58.
50v., 55.53.
6BZ Vol. I p.221 11.13-15.
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Xgressions*
The popularity and the extent of the Abhayagiri monastery, vouched
A
for by literary and epigraphic sources, are amply confirmed by archaeological
o
evidence,^ The ruins unearthed by horizontal excavations reveal a monastery 
which is the largest in extent in the diole Island and is constituted of a 
complex assortment of buildings crowded all round the main stupa into an 
area covering more than three hundred acres* Of most of the buildings not 
more than the foundations remain* But what remains reveals a complex 
arrangement ofmany groups of symmetrieally placed buildings, each enclosed 
within a boundary wall and with a well-built stone porch guarding the en­
trance from the street* This reminds one of the definition of a parivena, 
Saratthadipani 3 as a site enclosed within its own boundary walls
3but situated within a mahavihara* On the basis of this definition, the 
groups of buildings mentioned above may be identified as parivenas belonging 
to the Abhayagiri monastery*
One of the most prominent ruins at the site is a large rectangular 
stylobate with a bay at the back*^ Originally it seems to have had two 
hundred and sixty eight pillars the huge proportions of which earned for 
the ruin the modern misnomer, ’The Elephants1 Stables’* The size of the 
pillars suggests that it rose to several stories* It seems to have been 
h z  Vol. I p.221 11.9-13.
hiU.SC 1891 p.21; 1894 p.3; 1910-1911 pp. 6-16; 1911-1912 pp. 1-28.
^Saratthadipanl (Deva^ faldchita ed., 1914) p*510* 
huso Vol. I pp. 1-18.
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roofed with 'bright blue glazed tiles of which numerous fragments were
e.
found in the excavations’ . A staircase outside the first stor^ r led to 
the upper floors* Ayrton made the plausible suggestion that it should be 
identified with the Ratanapasada built originally by KapiJJha Tissa (167- 
185) and rebuilt in the eighth century by Mahinda II,^
The hermitage to the north of the Abhayagiri stupa is one of the
2
best preserved of the monastic complexes. It was surrounded by a double 
wall of longitudinally placed large granite slabs, From the porch, a 
pathway led northwards up to a sunken quadrangle supporting a pahcayatan a. 
Access could be gained to the quadrangle also through the two smaller 
entrances on either side of the main entrance. To the left of the pathway, 
in the area between the porch and the quadrangle, was a rectangular structure 
64 ft, by 47 ft,, supported by seventy two pillars. Inside it was a paved 
space 28 ft. by 10 ft, 8 ins, sunk 2 ft, below the floor level. Bell calls 
it a ’bath-house'. Directly opposite it and to the right of the path is 
the stylobate of a building 58 ft, by 37 ft, 6 ins, with three entrances and 
forty columns evidently designed to support a heavy superstructure. The 
main building of the pahcayatana measures 67 ft. by 46 ft, and had thirty 
twocolumns. The four annexes were each 30 ft. square and sixteen-columned.
Of the minor ruins scattered outside the quadrangle, the most significant 
seems to have been a stupa to which access was gained through a flight of 
k v . , 36.7; Cv., 48.135-6.
AsC Thirteenth Report PI. XXIV
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steps on the northern boundary of the quadrangle. It is important that
the voussoir bricks at the site of this ruin are numbered in a script which
seems to belong to the tenth century; it throws some light on the possible
date of this group of buildings.
As in the case of the sites mentioned earlier, the techniques adopted
in the excavations of this time did not attain a standard of precision that
would enable the student to distinguish different levels of occupation at
the monastery. But a number of inscriptions found at the site, like the
scribblings 011 the voussoir bricks, belong to the ninth and tbnth centuries,
Two inscriptions datable to the second half of the tenth century were found
near the ’stone canoe’ by the Outer Circular Road, to the west of the main 
1
stupa. An inscription of a king identified as ICassapa V was found by the
2'stone canopy’ to the north of the 'stone canoe’. Another tenth-century
inscription ms discovered in the area described as Section III of the
3monastic grounds* More recentLy a number of granite tablets with Sanskrit
inscriptions of the ninth century were found to the southwest of the main
stupa,^  Two more Sanskrit inscriptions, dated respectively to the first 
half of the ninth century and to the tenth century, were discovered, during 
the excavations in the Kapararama area,^ The discovery of these records 
leads one to suppose that most of the ruins unearthed reflect the extent of
1EZ Vol. I pp.213, 230.
232 Vol. I p.41.
^ABASQ 1911-1912 p.35.
haA.SC 1940-1945 p.41.
5EZ Vol. X p.lj Vol. V Pt. I p.162.
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the Abhayagiri monastery during the ninth and the tenth centuries.
During the reign of Mahasena, the monastery of the Cetiyapabbata
1came under the control of the Dhammarucikas. The establishment of their 
influence at one of the oldest seats of Buddhism* hallowed by its associ­
ation with Mahinda* would have been an important stage in their rise to 
importance. In the sixth century* an attempt was made by king' Dhatusena to
hand over the Ambatthala stupa at the Cetiyapabbata to the Theriyas; but
2
the Dhammarucikas successfully dissuaded him from doing so. The monastery
was patronised during the period under consideration by Sena II who built
a hospital and Kassapa IV who erected a Hadayu$ha hermitage within its 
3premises.
The Cetiyagiri monastery which squats on the Ambatthala hill spreads
over two nearby hills* the Reyagiri-lena-kanda and the AnaikuJ^i-kanda on
to the valley below. At the time of Fa-hian’s visit* the Cetiyagiri mon-
4astery is reported to have supported two thousand monks. A hermitage in
. . 5  —Buddannehala, forty-five miles to the north-east of Anuradhapura, was a
dependent institution under its control; but the Cetiyagiri monastery was 
itself under the supervisory control of the Abhayagiri monastery. The
_ _ r *  r ~ i —  —  — —  —
Mahavihare papena mahasenena nasite
vasimsu dhammarucika bhlkkhu cetlyapabbate Cv., 3S.75*
Geiger’s translation* which does not take into consideration the true 
significance of the Locative Absolute construction of this strophe, 
does not seem to be accurat e. Cv.* trsl* Vol. I p.37*
2Cv., 38.76.
, 51.73; 52.18.
ijeal, op.clt., p.48.
5EZ Vol. I pp.191-200.
extensive land endowments made to the Cetiyagiri monastery and the ad­
ministrative arrangements made to manage them will be discussed in due 
1course,
-  2According to the Njkayasangrahaya, three hundred monks who did
not want to associate themselves with the teachings of the Vetullavada
upheld by the Dhammarucikas broke away in the time of Cojhabhaya (249-262:)
under the leadership of a certain Ussiliya Tissa and took up residence at
the Dakkhi^arama. The date given for the separation in the Vamsatthanakasani
and the Uikayasangrahaya would give the year 249 A.D. Unlike the former
schism, this schism seems to have been precipitated by differences in
doctrkial inclination. However, the monks of this faction who left the
Abhayagiri monastery due to their opposition to the Vetullavada are said
to have become the supporters of this same school at a later time.^ The
followers of this faction came to be known as Sagalikas after Sagala, one
5
of their number who gained fame as an expositor of the dhamma. Confirma­
tion of this last statement is found in a tenth-century inscription from 
the premises of the Jetavana monastery which refers to Saguli as the monk 
after whom the nikayawas named, Ceiger believed that the name Sagala was
^See p,
N^jks, p,14*
3
According to both these works, the schism took place 558 years after the 
establishment of Buddhism, This would give the year 795 of the Buddhist 
era current at the time which is approximately A.D* 249* Vap» pp.175-6; 
Ilks* pp.14-15*
4
Hiks* p. 19* See also p,g&U n •£
5Iiks. 14-.
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possibly connected with the city of this name in I\Torth~western India,
which is mentioned in the MilindapaHha as the capital of king hi1inda 
“|
(Menander).
In the fourth century, Mahasena built the Jetavana monastery with a 
stupa which came to be the largest in the Island and bestowed it on the 
thera Tissa of this fraternity. This monk, who is reviled in the Mahavagisa 
in the most opprobrious of terms, was accused of a severe breach of dis­
cipline (antimavatthu) and the minister who held an inquiry into it
2
expelled him from the Order albeit the wishes of the king* The later 
followers of the nikaya, obviously, did not share the view of the chroni­
clers on the character of the founder of their leading monastery* Tissa
is described in the inscription cited above aa a virtuous ascetic who was
3content and moderate in his desires.
During the ninth and the tenth centuries, the Jetavana monastery was 
patronized by several kings though not to the same extent as the other two 
nikayas. Sena I:who rebuilt the Mahaparivena which had been burnt down,
4also erected a new dwelling and Installed a gold image of the Buddha in it*
Sena II placed figures of bodhisattvas in the Ma^imet^ala-pasada which
was destroyed later by Coja invaders. The task of restoration was undertaken
5by TJdaya IY and completed by Mahinda. IY. The latter was also responsible 
XOOMT p.185.
2rn. 57.32, 33, 38, 39. 
5KZ Vol. Ill p.227 11.5-7. 
4Cv., 50.65-67.
JCv., 51.77; 53.51; 54.48; BZ Vol. I p.227.
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for the restoration of the Diyasen house which was used for the performance
of the rites connected with the uposatha ceremony* An important addition
to the monastery was the Kassapa hermitage built by the general Sana Ilanga
2in the reign of Kassapa IV, Four officials of Mahinda IVadded four hermit-
3ages,
A site enclosed within a boundary wall, containing about fifteen groups
of buildings in addition to an alms-hall and a number of image-houses, all
clustered round the main stupa, represent the Jetavana monastery today,‘
At least five of these groups were of the pahcayatana type. Three more, G,
H and J, followed a similar arrangement but had only two instead of four
annexes. Among the more important ruins at the sitevas the large building
which bears a striking resemblance to the Ratanapasada,in its plan. It
measures 109 ft, by 60 ft. and like the Ratanapasada it has a wide bay at
the back and a group of large columns, each about 2 ft, square, which were
probably intended to carry many upper stories.
Xn the main ruin in group F ? the Jetavana monastery possessed one of
5the most impressive image-houses found at Anuradhapura. It seems to have 
been a shrine with a vaulted roof, the mainchamber of which measured 69 ft, 
square with a vestibule 32 ft. square. Its walls which were 5 ft thick were 
1EZ Vol. I p.227.
2Cv., 52.17.
3Cv., 54.4-9.
tyjASC 1892 pp. 1-3; 1893 pp. 1-5; 1894 pp. 1-2.
ASC Tenth Report PI. VII.
pierced by seventeen windows* The main chamber had a circumambulatory 
passage round the inner sanctum which contained the image. At present, 
only the pedestal which is 12 ft* square remains of the image* Bell cal­
culated from the size of the pedestal that the image would have risen to 
about 18 ft* 6 ins. in height. The vestibule could be entered through the 
main entrance on the east or through a side entrance on the north. It Is 
interesting that the monolithic door-jambs of the main entrance measure 
26 ft. in height. Such a large doorway would have afforded for the faithfi 
a good view of the colossal image in the sbrine.
Two inscriptions from the fourth and the tenth centuries have been 
found at the site of the monastery,^ Taken as a whole, the Jetavana mona­
stery compares very poorly with the Mahavihara and the Abhayagiri In extent; 
it does not seem to have enjoyed a position comparable to those of the 
other two schools in the religious life of the people.
Certain passages in the chronicles tend to suggest that there were 
more than three nikayas in the Sinhalese sangha, One such passage occurs in 
the description of the meritorious deeds of Aggabodhi IV, in the Culavagisa; 
tatha dvinnam nikayanam vihare mandapaccaye■■■■.Hi —IP—,. '■ i . y  — W ll- — M il II I I I llj / l *  I I I
disvapi ca sutva va bhogagame bahu ada
bahuna kim nu vuttena nikayesupi tisupi^ 
ada gam a s aha ss am so bahuppadam nl.rakulam
It may be Inferred that the reference to two nikayas in the first strophe
implies the existence of two nikayas as distinct fromthe three nikayas
36
mentioned in the second. In fact, Geiger has suggested that these be
«•*. 1 
identified'with the Thuparama and the MaricoavaJJi monasteries. The
Nikaya sangrahaya and the Daladapu.javaliya mention the Dharmaruci, Sagali
and the Vaitulyavadi among the nikayas involved in the ' purification*
2
of the sangha in the time of Parakkamabahu I. Phis would imply that
with the Mahavihara there were four nikayas in all.
However, the Thuparama and the Mariccavaffi monasteries, as we have
pointed out earlier, were dependent institutions of the Mahavihara nikaya
and are nowhere referred to as independent nikayas. It is quite possible
that the first strophe refers to the two main nikayas ~ the Mahavihara
and the Abhayagiri while all the three nikayas are mentioned hi the second.
As to the second instance, it may be pointed out that the Mahavai&sa and
Culavamsa mention that the Vetullavada was a body of ’heretical
teachings' accepted by certain monks of the Abhayagiri and the Jetavana
monasteiaes. There is no reason to believe that those who accepted these
teachings formed a separate organization. The Vamsat thapakasanl sets all
the doubts raised by these two passages at rest by categorically stating
that there were no other nikayas among the Sinhalese sangha apart from
- a
the three mentioned in the Mahavamsa. This Is confirmed by lists in the
Indian and Tibetan works quoted earlier which refer to the Jetavanlyas,
^Gv., trsl. Vol. I p.99 n.2.
2
Hiks^ p.25; Da^adapujavalsja p.61*
]^?or * detailed discussion, see pp.AT^  n & .
trap, pp. 175-6.
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Abhayaglrivasins and the Mahaviharavasins as the three divisions of the 
sangha of Ceylon,^
There is no evidence to suggest that during the first few centuries 
of their history these three monasteries represented anything more than 
rival factions of the community of monks living at Anuradhapura. The ex­
pansion of the nikayas depended on the acquisition of other monasteries
under their control. Some of these monasteries would have been granted by
V
patrons while others may have been founded by monks of the main monastery.
It is only in the fifthcentury that an instance is found of a monastery
outside the environs of Anuradhapura being granted to one cf the three
factions. Mahanama (406-428) granted to the Mahavihara a monastery built
2
on the Bhumarakkha mountain on the southern bank of the river Mahavali*
Dhatusena (455-574) granted eighteen monasteries to the same nikaya.'5
Of these the ICalavapi monastery was identified by Geiger as the present
Avukana monastery; but Nicholas has located it at Vijitapura in the
KalagamPalata of the Anuradhapura districtThe name suggests that it
would have been close to the ICalavapi tank. Geiger was also inclined to
believe that Dakkhi#agiri was the same as the present Mulkirigaia in the
5Southern Province. But an inscription from Maludiyapokuna in the Matale
r  ~~ ~ —  —  — - - - ■ - —  “ ““
See p.19.
2Cv., 35.213.
3Cv., 38.45-51.
4JRASCB(hs) Vol. VI p.166.
^Cv trsl. Yol. I p.35 n.3*(
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district identifies the rained monastery at the site with the Daklijagirl-
1 An
vehera. Nicholas has located the Pa$$avallakabhuta monastery in the
Polonnaruva district, and the Bhatusenapabbata monastery and the Pacina-
kambavijfhi monastery in the Nuvaragam Palata of the Anuradhapura district;
p
but he has not given any reasons for these identifications. According
to the chronicle, three of the monasteries - MaAgana, Thupav^ifjhi and
Dhatusena - were in the north (uttare), Nicholas believed that they were
3in the present Jaffna, district,, However, the Uttaradesa possibly extended
further south than the present Jaffna district* It is not possible to
determine the exact location of these places. Dayagama, Salavana, Yibhi-
sana and Bhill&vana monasteries were in Roha^a. If the last is the same as
the Bilavana monastery which occurs in a fourth-century inscription from 
4Karambagala, it may be located in the Hambantoja district. It is not 
possible to locate or identify the other monasteries like Va$$ha, Bhallataka, 
Antaramegiri, AJ$alidhatusena, KassapiJJhidhatusena and Kojipassava*
Apparently not all of these monasteries were built by Dhatusena; the 
monasteries of Bakkhi^iagiri and possibly Bhillavana and Kofipassava were 
merely rebuilt. The Mahavagisa records that the Dakkhipagiri monastery was 
built by Saddhatissa (137-119 The Bilavana monastery was known in
1BZ Vol. Ill p. 258 11. .45-6, p.264 1.10.
2JB&SCB(HS) pp. 154, 159.
Ibid., p.84. 
llIO Ho. 21a, JRASOB(NS) Vol. VI p. 67.
5Mv., 33.7.
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the time of Sirimeghava$$a (301-328 A*D.). Kofipassava, if it is identical
•r — 1
with the ICofipassavana granted by Mahanama to the Abhayagiri monastery, 
is an interesting case. For it implies that Dhatusena restored a monastery 
which belonged to the Abhayagiri nikaya and granted it to the Mahavihara. 
This would not be surprising as he tried to do something quite similar at
2 -vthe Cetiyapabbata. It is, however, possible that it was d"~esolate mona­
stery that Dhatusena restored. Despite the similarity of names, it is also 
possible, though very unlikely, that they were two monasteries within the 
same village.
The last grant recorded in the chronicle is from the reign of Kassapa
IY (898-914)* His general, Rakkha, built a monastery in the village
Savaraka and granted it to the Mahaviharavasins. It is not possible to
determine the location of this village.
inscriptions provide more Information on the spread of the monasteries
belonging to the Mahavihara nikaya. A record from Polonnaruva dated in the
eighth year of a khg Sirisangbo, Identified as Mahinda IV, refers to the ICuJu
Tisarad Mahavehera in the Eastern Quarter as belonging to the Mahavihara
nikaya. It is probabljr identical with the Ku£atissa monastery patronised by 
g
Sena II* The record goes on to add that a hermitage in the village 
ICip.igama belonged to the Kuju Tisarad monastery. Nicholas has pointed out 
1Cv., 37.212.
2See p.'3i 
3Cv., 52.31. 
4EZ Vol. II pp.49-57. 
5Cv., 51.74.
that there is a modern Ki#igaraa in the Juaggala Pallesiya P&ttu.
2
A tenth-century inscription from Mayilagastoja refers to a hermitage
called the U$atis Pirivena which belonged to the Mahaveher Maka. Vi'ickrema-
singhe believed that it refers to a hermitage belonging to the Mahavihara
3nikaya. An inscription of Dappula IV from. ICataragama records an endowment 
made to the Kapugam hermitage described as mahaveher nalca uf/vaisa pihiti* 
Paranavitana translated this passage as 'situated in the vicinity of 
the monastery Mahaveher'. He suggests that the Mahaveher Naka is identical 
with the Tissa Mahavihara at Mahagama. If Paranavitana's interpretation 
is accepted, it may be suggested that the hermitages mentioned in both 
these inscriptions belonged to the Tissarama monastery at Mahagama. But 
his Is not the only possible interpretation. It Is also possible to trans­
late the passage from the Kataragama inscription as Indicating that the 
Kapugam hermitage was a dependent institution within the Mahavihara nikaya. 
The evidence cited above is sufficient to show that the hermitages and 
monasteries owing allegiance to the Mahavihara nikaya were spread all over 
the Island, as far as Dakldiipagiri in the central highlands, Bhillivana 
possibly in the Hambantofia district in the south, the environs of Polon­
naruva in the east and northwards from Anuradhapura into Uttaradesa.
Unfortunately much less information is available 011 the other two
JMSGB(gS) Vol. VI p. 184.
2E2 Vol. II pp.57-63.
3B3 Vol. Ill pp.219-225.
nikayas. Mahanama built three monasteries - Lohadvara, Ralaggama and
** «- 1 Kofipassavana for the Abhayagiri nikaya, but it is not possible to locate
them. Apparently, Sigiri was' a stronghold of the Dharmaruci and Sagalilca
nikayas* A monastery built in the ITiyyanti park at Sigiri was granted to
the Dhammarucis even in the lifetime of Kassapa X (473-431)* Moggallana X
gave the Dajha and the DaJhako#$aSHa monasteries built at the site to the
M .  S
Dhammarucikas and the Sagalilcas. But in a tenth-century record from the 
Abhayagiri monastery, the Sigiri-mahasa is mentioned as belonging to the 
Mirisavifivehera (Mariccava'jpj;ivihara) This raises two possibilities*
The hermitages at Sigiri could have been granted to the Mahavihara by a 
later king, after a period of dilapidated and desolate existence. The other 
alternative is more plausible. We noticed that two hermitages belonging to 
Abhayagiri and Jetavana nikayaswere found at Sigiri. It is quite possible 
that a third was built for the Mahavihara, too* It has also to be stated 
that the record is too fragmentary to support any decisive conclusion.
In the reign of Aggabodhi II (604-614), the Veluvana monastery was built.
«» to q ra,
for the Sagali nikaya. In addition to Sigiri, there were monasteries which 
accepted the leadership and the supervisory control of the Abhayagiri mon-
42
^ *MI 1 
astery at Kira, Pallaya and Sunagrama; but they are of uncertain location*
It has already been mentioned that another hermitage from Bu ddh aim ehala,
forty five miles north-east of Anuradhapura, also belonged to the same
n3 kaya
Unlike in the case of the Mahavihara nikaya» it is not possible to
state with certainty that the Dharmaruci and the Sagalika nikayas were
also spread all over the Island* But circumstantial evidence suggests that
their influence spread to the far south by the beginning of the period
under consideration* Pantrio charms and mystic formulae, written on clay
tablets in a script dated to about the ninth century, have been found In
Monaragala in the Uva Province, at Dumbara in the Gentral Province and
3at Pangalla in the Southern Province* Colossal figures of bodhlsattvas have
been found at Buduruvegala in the Uva and at Valigama In the Southern 
4 TProvince* It seems not unreasonable to suppose that the penetration of 
Mahayanist and Pantric influences into Rohap.a and to less accessible terrain 
in the Malaya came in the wake of the expansion of the influence of the 
Sagali and particularly the Dharmaruci nikayas rather than of the Maha­
vihara nikaya: but unfortunately no concrete evidence linking these sites
with either of the nikayas Is available.
It is evident from the Culavamsa that at least by the eleventh century
1EZ Vol. I p.4 11.8-10.
2
See p.3 i
30JSG Vol. XI p.47.
4Ibid*, p#49; ' see also supra p*3 l^ .
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the three nikayas were known in Roha$a. 'While describing the work of 
restoring ruined shrines undertaken by Vijayabahu I (1055-1110), the 
chronicle refers to the relic shrines of the three nikayas at Mahagama, 
destroyed by the Co^a invaders* There is little doubt that the influence 
of the three nlkayaswas definitely established in Rohapa after the mass
exodus of monks from Polonnaruva, in the reign of Vikkamabahu I (llll-
2 *“ —1152)* And in the time of Parakkamabahu 1, monks of the three nikayas
dwelling in Roha^a were among the religieux invited by the king to parti-
3cipate in the synod he convened.
Concurrent with this' territorial expansion of the three nikayas
was thevertioal penetration of their influence into the body of the sahgha,
which resulted in the division of the various minor groups within the
clerical community on sectarian lines. Prom about the sixth century,
mention of a certain group of monks called tapassins occur in the Culavamsa,
Mahanaga (569-571) bestowed a thousand fields from huratissa for the re~
4
gulai1 provision of gruel to the tapassins of the Mahavihara, The fields
were probably in the Polonnaruva district, Aggabodhi I (571-604) built a
monastery at Ambilapassava and granted,, it together with that village to
5
tko tapassins of the same sect, Nicholas has located Ambilapassava in 
1Cv., 60.56.
2Cv., 61.58-61.
5Cy ., 78.10.
4Cv., 41.17. 
5Cv., 42.17.
“ 1the present Vavuniya district. ¥e hear again of the tapassins in the xelgn 
of Kassapa IY, when Sena Ilanga, a general, built for them a dwelling on
a
the Rattamalagiri, identified as Katmale, to the south of Anuradhapura.
These three references suggest that the tapassins were spread over a wide
area in the Island ahd that they were probably divided on sectarian lines.
Presumably, the tapassins were monies who practised asceticisms
(tapa) * The term tap as sin has been used in two instances 'in the Culavamsa to
connote religieux who performed certain ascetic practices listed in the
Mahaniddesa. In one instance, it occurs In a context where it seems to
have been used to refer to the Pamsukulikas. In another place it occurs
in the phrase aranhakanani tapassinam which reveals that the forest-dwelling
monks were also referred to by this ternu^ A group of monks who are only
4
once mentioned In the Culavagisa seems to fall into the same category.
Vijayabahu I is said to have provided the vantajlvakas with ’the four
priestly requisites’. They seem to have been held in very high esteem*
J?or he granted ’maintenance villages’ even to their relatives.
Geiger interpreted the term vanta.jivaka as ’one who has thrown away 
5
his life1; but this carries little sense. It would be more understand­
able If we accept the reading vattajivaka found in two of the manuscripts
1JRii.3GB(HS) Vol. VI p.87.
2Cv.} 52.20; JBASCB(HS) Vol. VI p.157.
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of the chronicle- The term vatta occurs in the sense of Sanskrit vrata in
^  — 1 
early Pali texts like the highanikaya and the Hahaniddesa* In fact,
in explaining the term vatta, the Mahaniddesa lists eight ascetic practices
(dhutanga)* On this basis vatta.jivln would have meant 'one who devoted his
life to the practice of asceticisms1*
Most probably, the monks described as yogins for whom Aggabodhi I built
‘2a monastery also fall into this category* Buddhaghosa mentions hatthayoga
pattayoga as two of the modes of performing one of the thirteen ascetic
3
practices - the pattapindiicanga, Hence It seems reasonable to assume that 
all these three terms - tap as sin, vattaj ivin and yogin — denoted a category 
of monks who devoted themselves to the performance of ascetic practices 
(dhutang.a) •
The Pamsukulikas who depended on discarded rags for material for 
their robes were perhaps the best-known group of ascetics in Oeylon* The 
Visuddhimagga gives twenty-three types of rags which were permissible for 
use by the Pagisukulikas* Evidently, strict adherence to rules and prin­
ciples could not be expected from all the followers of this sect* Buddha­
ghosa refers to three types of Pamsukulikas - the 'strict', 'moderate' and 
the 'soft*. According to him, he who picks up a rag thrown away in
the cremating ground is a strict man* He who picks up a rag which was
1
Digha Wikaya (PTS) Vol. XIX p.9j Mahaniddesa (PTS) Vol. I p.188.
2Cv>, 42.25.
•7
Vsm* (Warren and Itosambi) p.56*
placed with the verbal expressions na monk will pick it upn, is a moderate
1
man* He who accepts a rag placed at his feet is a soft man,'
A story in the Sahassavatthupakara&a mentions Pamsuiailika monks who 
lived in the second century B.C* According to the Manorathapurani, they 
took part in the cfebate which took place among the sangha about a century
later and held that conduct (pafipatti) shod Id be given precedence over
accomplishment in the scriptures (pariyattl) in the life of monies, in oppo­
sition to the Dhammakathikas who argued that accomplishment in the scriptures
,,s ^
formed the basis of the sasana*"'
The Pa$sukulikas occur in the chronicles for the first time in the 
seventh century. Manavamma (684-713) built a dwelling at the Thuparama for 
them#^ His successor, Aggabodhi Y (713-724) built four monasteries for the 
same sect*^ Of these, the Girinagara monastery at Devapali and the Brga*- 
matika monastery have not been located* But the Kadambagona monastery was 
in Mahathala, roughly the present Matale district, end the Beva monastery 
was at Antarasobbha, a ford over the river Mahavali, somewhere to the north 
of Mahiyangana. Yajira, a general of Dappula II (815-831), built a monastery
n 6 _
for this sect at ICacchavala. It is probably the same as the ICaccha ford over
i  ™ ' ' " ’ —  ~~ — - 1 ’ “ “
Pe Maung Tin, The Path of purity p.72.
2Sh3vp.. p.4-9.
Manorathapurani (PTS) Yol. I pp. 92-93.
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the river Mahavali, Another large monastery for the Pa^sukulikas was 
built by Sena I at the Ari$f hapabbata, the present Rijigala range of hills 
in the I-Iurula Pal at a of the Anuradhapura district* A ninth-* century in­
scription from this area, which refers to the Rijigal monastei’y built by
2
king Salamevap., confirms the statement in the chronicle* The instances 
cited above make it clear that the gaijisukulikas were spread over a wide 
area. They also suggest that groups of Pa^isukulika monks tended to live 
separately in hermitages or buildings of their own even if they were attached 
to a particular monastery or a nllcaya.
The period covered by the reigns of Sena 1 and II saw a significant 
development in the history of the Pa^sukulikas and their relations with the 
Abhayagiri nIkaya * In the reign of Sena I, a separate kitchen was con- 
s true ted for the Paijisukulika monies of the Abhayagiri monastery* The separ­
atist tendencies implicit in this seemingly insignificant statement had de­
veloped to such an extent by the twentieth regnal year of Sena II (872 A,D,) 
that the Paiysukulika monks left the Abhayagiri monastery to form a separate 
group (ga^ahesuift)The abrupt reference in the Oulavamsa does not enable 
one Jto form a fair idea of the incident, It is not possible to ascertain 
the reasons for this separation, hor is it possible to make a definitive 
statement on what the separation amounted to. But there is no doubt that
1Cv.; 50.63-64; JBASOB(HS) Vol. VI pp. 171-172.
2SZ Vol. Ill pp.289-294.
3Cv 50.76.
A H
t assa v is a tim e  vasse v lh a re  abha y u tta re
nikkhamltva gan’ahesum pamsukulIkabliilckhaYO „ Cv. 51* 52*
the separation of the Painsukulikas, who enjoyed immense popularity and
were generously patronised from the seventh to the tenth century, would
have been detrimental to the prestige of the Abhayagiri nikaya.
Nevertheless the incident:''iteelf sheds valuable light on a question
of immediate concern to us; the extent of the influence that the three
nikayas wielded on the monks belonging to the P%sukulika sect, It is quite
clear that there were Pagisukulikas at the Mahavihara* For, as mentioned
earlier, Manavamma is said to have built a dwelling for them at the fhuparama
About three centuries later, Sena Ilanga, a general of Iiassapa IV, built the
Samuddagiri hermitage at the Mahavihara for the Pa^sukulika monies* This
shows clearly that the Pa^sukulika fraternity at the Mahavihara remained
within the folds of its nikaya right into the tenth century* Hence it is
not unreasonable to suppose that the nlkay c^livision cut across the Pa?$su-
kiilika sect, though there is no mention in any of the sources of a Pam-
sukulika faction within the Jetavana nikaya*
In this connection, it is significant that in the reign of Vikkamabahu
I (nil-1132), the Pa^suloilikas were divided into two factions (koffhasad- 
  2
vayanissita)* On the basis of this Information, it is possible to adduce 
two explanations of the incident which took place in the reign of Sena II,
The P ajjisukulikas who left the Abhayagiri monastery could have joined, either 
those of the Jetavana nikaya, or less probably, the Mahavihara nikaya* But 
the term ganahesum suggests that they left the Abhayagiri to form an inde-
pendent group of their own. Hence it is also possible that it was this 
group and the Pa^sukulikas of the Mahavihara who were referred to as ’the 
Pa^sukulikas of the two divisions %  in the time of Vikkamabahu X. The 
second explanation would imply that there was no Ba^sukulika faction witin 
the Jetavana nikaya.
It appears that this lavish patronage the Paijisukulikas enjoyed had a
\
mellowing effect on the severity of their austerities. It Is ironical
that these monies given to a life of wearing robes made of rags were pre-
1sented with royal garments in the reign of Aggabodhi V* Aggabodhi VII
2(772-777) decreed that food fit for royalty be given to them* The mona­
stery of Arijfhapabbata was endowed with extensive resources (mahabhogam)
and equipment worthy of royalty (parikkharam ra.j araham)* Aramikas, slaves
3and workmen were appointed to attend to their needs, These donations
are perhaps an indication of the changes that were taking place in the
attitudes of the Pajjisukulikas.
Even if the P amsukulIleas were turning into ’soft men’ as Buddhagliosa
would have called them, this did not dampen the enthusiasm and the devotion
of their patrons. They were held in such high regard that even their kinsmen
were honoured, Sena Ilanga distributed rice and clothing among the mothers
A
of sukulika monks. Immediately after his success in the campaigns agains'
50
the Go^as, TJdaya XV (V) (946-954) distributed priestly requisites bought
— «. ]
at considerable cost amen g the Pamsukulika monies * ' M&hinda IV regular^
entertained them to alms at his palace* Further he presented them with
bowls filled with garlic, black pepper, long pepper, ginger, molasses,
myrobalan, clarified butter, oil and honey, and distributed among them
2
blankets, carpets, robes and other requisites* Their popularity is best
exemplified by an incident which took place in the reign of lldaya III when
the people rose in revolt against the king who had violated their tradi~
3
tional privileges*
Ayrton's suggestion that the so-called Western Monasteries in 
Anuraclhapura should be identified with the Tapovana where the hermitagesf;
of the Pagisulculikas were situated does not seem to be unreasonable.^
These ruins are to be found in the area traversed by the Cuter Circular 
and Arippu Hoads, to the west of the city. They comprise several groups of 
buildings, each enclosed within a double stone-wall and entered through a 
porch of handsome proportions, all executed in a distinctive architectural 
style* The characteristic which distinguishes this type of monastery from 
others discussed so far is that it has as its central feature one or more 
specimens of a structure consisting of two stone-faced platforms connected
^Cv*, 53»48 *
, 34*18, 19, 23-35*
J$ee p.
*; i
by a monolithic 1 bridge1* Ayrton surmised that the first of these platforms 
would have been left open and was perhaps surrounded by a half-wall* Pre­
sumably* the second platform had a flat roof* The second platform was always 
situated on the hummock of a rock and its foundations were built in such a 
way that there was a moat surrounding the platform* over the bare face of 
the rock* All round these double platforms are found an odd assortment of 
buildings the functions of which are recognisable only in the case of image™ 
houses and of privies* The whole monastic complex is noteworthy for the 
severe austerity of its execution* Dressed slabs, sometimes sparsely orna­
mented, were used in its construction. Oddly enough, the only instance of
lavish ornamentation is seen in the workmanship of the urinal-slabs of the
. . Ipnvres*
it has already been pointed out that these ruins situated about two
to three miles from the city are considerably different from the usual type
of monastery in point of style and layout* It is also significant that ruins
of the double platform type have been found at the Rijigala hills where
Sena I built a monastery for the PaJjisukulilcas. These facts add strength
to Ayrton’s suggestion though there is no direct evidence to substantiate it*
Remains of similar buildings have also been found at Mullesgala,
Manaksnda, VeherabSrxdigala, Sivalukanda, Galbandivihare, Mapikdena and 
2
iluvaragalkanda* As Ayrton remarked, all these sites need not necessarily
have been associated with Pa^isukulika monks.^ It may also be added that 
- . —  _ _
Hocart's explanation that the excretory functions of the monks were con­
sidered to be a holy rite amounts to little more than fanciful imagination. 
See HASC Vol. I p*56*
2HASC Vol. I p.43*
^Ibid*, p * 47 *
the Pa^isukSlikas were not necessarily confined to monasteries of this 
type.
The P am sulcul ik a s find mention again in the time of Vikkamabahu I.
They joined the monks of the eight mulaviharas of Polonnaruva to leave
for Rohapa in protest against the confiscation of monastic property by 
1the king. Put this time they walked out of the capital into oblivion and
are never again mentinned in the historical sources of Geylon.
The Arannika or the monk who dwelt in the woods has been a familiar
figure among the sangha from the earliest days of Buddhism. It is hard to
draw a clear distinction between the Pa^sukulikas and the Arannika as there
2
would have been monks who practised both these forms of asceticism* A 
certain Vanavasi Mahatissa occurs in the commentaries of Buddhaghosa,^
But it is only in the tenth century that a specific reference is made to 
the Arannika, In the chronicles, The Culava&sa mentions that in the 
reign of Kassapa IV, Sena Ilanga built a dwelling in the woods for the 
Arahhika monks of the Mahavihara and named it after his clan*^ Deva, the 
queen of Kassapa V, built a hermitage for the monks who dwelt in the woods, 
who are described^ as ’lamps unto the Thera sect’* It Is possible to deduce 
by implication that there would have been Araftftika monies in the other two 
yas as well; but there is no specific evidence to substantiate it.
1See p,tz£
2See for example Yinaya Bitaka Vol. Ill p*15.
^Sumangalavilasini (PTS) Vol. I p.189; Papaficasu&ani (PTS) Vol. I p.258. 
52.22.
5Cv„, 52,64.
Like the Pa^sukulikas, the Aranfrike*, too, benefited from the generosity 
of Mahinda IV. lie regularly sent them wholesome food with molasses heated 
in clarified butter, essence of garlic and betal and delegated physicians 
to attend to their sick. The attraction that asceticism had for a section 
of the community of monks and the esteem in which they were held by the 
laity may, to some extent, reflect a reaction to the monastic way of life 
as known at the time. But it is possible that the popularity of the Arahnika 
was due as much to the f ame of their scholarship as to their devoted adher­
ence t(|aseetic ideals. Several of the better-known teachers and commentators
2of the periQ<|imder consideration came from this fraternity.
The confiscation of monastic property carried out by Vikkamabahu 1 
led to an exodus of monks from the main religious establishments to Roxana, 
but the Ai’ailfllka fraternity does not seem to lave been affected. A settlement 
of monks near the Dimbulagala range of hills, ten miles to the south-east 
of Polonnaruva, was patronised by Sundaramahadevi, the queen of Vikkamabahu
1* In an inscription issued in the sixth year of her son's reign Sundar amaha-
£21
devi describes Dimbulagala as the abode of five hundred monks. The shrines 
of the monastery which, were supposed to house relics of the Buddha attracted 
many pilgrims. The queen had a path constructed between the Hxrumahalena and 
the Sahdamahalena as it was with the assistance of chains and strenuous 
effort that people, especially the old folk, had to reach these shrines.
It is interesting that two of the dwellings at the Bimbulagala mona­
stery were called ICalingulena and Bemala^paha (Bami^apasada)* At this time, 
people from Kalinga were quite familiar in Ceylon* There was a well-known 
clan by this name* The queen herself was from the ICalinga country. The 
reference to the KallHgulena occurs in a fragmentary portion c£ the reocrd,
In a clearer portion, Sundaramahadevi claims to have made endowments to 
the Bema^apaha for the provision of gruel and rice* The names of these 
two dwellings perhaps indicate the patronage the monks of Bimbulagala re­
ceived from both the Kalinga and the Dravi^a communities In Ceylon*
Literary sources, especially the Pali works, refer to a place called 
Udumbarapabbata or Udumbaragiri* The Sahassavatthupakarana mentions the 
Candamukhalena at the Udumbarapabbata where the thera Maliyadeva once dis­
coursed on the dhamma. It also refers to a certain Udumbaravihara where
the Ariyavamsa was preached; but it is not certain whether this is the
1 - -
same as the Udumbarapabbata. According to the Rasavahini, monies used to go
2to Udumbaragiri to practise meditation*
Udumbarapabbata or Udumbaragiri is the exact translation into Pali of 
the Sinhalese name Bimbulagala,. The Sahassavatthu mentions that the Udumbara­
pabbata was situated on tie way between Anuradhapura and Mahagama and suggests
3that it was close to the river Mahavali, Candamukhalena is strongly re­
miniscent of Sandamahalena. lienee it seems quite probable that both these 
^Shsvp«, pp. 120, ISp.
^Rasavahini (Colombo, 1920) Vol. I p.183*
terms Udumbarapabbata and Bimbulagala refei’red to the same place* One
objection to this identification would be that the Nikayasangrahaya
mentions the monk Kassapa as belonging to the Audumbaragiri fraternity but
* *  1
refers to Medhanlcara as a member of the Bimbulagala fraternity. But this 
does not invalidate the identification as the author of the Nikayasangrahaya
was wont to use the Sanskrit and Sinhalese forms of a name rather indis-
2 ^ « criminately. And in the Padasadhana sannaya  ^Medhankara mentioned above
is described as audumbarabhihita-pabbata-vasika*J This leaves little doubt
on the validity of this identificat ion* The monastic settlement at
Bimbulagala which produced some of the leading figures in the organization
of the sangha in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries? was perhaps the
most important centre of the Arannika sect during this period*
The presence of another separate group of monks is alluded to in a
strophe yielding a controversial text and an equally controversial inter”
pretation* Speaking of the meritorious deeds of the queen of Udaya X? the
Culavamsa sayss
bhiiddiusahghassa sa gamagi mahaummaram ca tass'ada1 
The last word of the first pada occurs in six of the manuscripts Geiger 
consulted as damissada and in the seventh as damisassada* It is evident from
1Hiks . pp.25, 26.
2See for instance the use of PaJ.abatgala and Pufabhattasela in p.27* 
^Padasadhana sannaya (BharmahaniLa? 1932) p*303*
amilassada
the case ending that this phrase was meant to Qualify bhildchusanghassa in 
the second pada* But damibhikkusangha or damisabhikkhusangha carries 
little sense* Hence it was amended to read flamikassa by Sumangala and 
Batuwantudawa in the first edition of the Culavamsa* Buddhadatta accepted 
this emendation in his more recent edition of the chronicle. But Geiger’s 
emendation of the phrase to read as damllassada seems to be more appropriate 
and closer to the original text and gives a more specific sense than the 
term gamikass* ada.
The acceptance of Geiger’s reading* however* involves the implication
of the existence of a community of Dravidian monies as a separate group*
For they a re said to have teen the beneficiaries of a grant of a monastery
and of a village. Nicholas believed that the village Maha-ummara granted
to them should 1b located between Aimradhaptira and the river Mahavali, in
1the area presently known as the Kurulu Palara, There is also an inscription 
which hints at the possibility of the existence of a separate community of 
Dravidian monks. A tenth-century record from Vevalkafiya in the Kaiada 
KQrale, twenty-one miles to the north-east of Anuradhapura, refers to the 
land holdings which belonged to the Demejvehera at Kibinilam of the Angam
p
kuliya in the Northern Division#“ The Demejvehera could have been a mon­
astery where Dravidian monies lived* and if so, supports the foregoing 
assumption* But it is also possible that the monastery received this name 
for some other reason as if, for instance, it had been built by a Dravidian.
1JRAS0B (MS) Vol. VI p.173
tl a
The Dravidian monk was not an unfamiliar figure in ancient Ceylon#
Some monks came from South India to make a significant contribution to 
the development of Buddhist thought in the Island.^ But the phrase 
damilabhikkhusangha would point to the not very likely possibility of their 
existence as a separate community distinct from the main body of the 
Sinhalese sangha. The assumption of the presence of a community of Dravid- 
ian.v monks leading a separate existence entails the grave implication that 
the community of monks was divided on racial grounds. Here, we may remark 
that such an assumption has to be based, as has been demonstrated above, 
on a weak infrastructure of highly controversial evidence.
Another constituent faction of the clerical community was the order 
of nuns which, In spite of its interesting history, received little attention 
from the chroniclers. fhe Djpavamsa, which provides more information than 
the Hahavagisa, describes the early nuns as well accomplished in the script­
ures and lists the names of those who were prominent in the Order from 
the earliest times till the reign of Bhatikabhaya (22 B.O* - 7 A.D*)2 Many 
of them were drawn from the upper strata of the society. Anula, the queen 
of Deva^ aijipiyatissa, Mahila and Samanta, daughters of Kakavappatissa, and 
Sivala and Samuddanava who were probably the daughters of Bhatikabhaya, 
were all prominent nuns in their times. Later on, we hear of the queen of 
Jejthatissa Hi entering the Order on the death of her husband. Similarly
‘^See p.SSi fK
2Dv . , ch. 18.
•%v>, 44.114.
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the daughter of Aggabodhi VI became a ram to escape maltreatment at the
1
hands of her husband.
The nuns of Ceylon seem to have evinced an extraordinary zeal in 
missionary enterprise. It was as a result of their endeavours that an
2
Order of nuns was established in China* According to the Chinese annals, 
eight Sinhalese nuns arrived at Hanking In 426 A«D. Their presence ’in­
spired Chinese women for the first time, to seek to enter the “Holy Orders".' 
But ten nuns were required to form a chapter to perform the ceremonyof 
admission. In 429 three more nuns arrived from Ceylon and women were 
admitted into the Order of nuns for the first time In the history of 
Buddhism in China.
According to the Hahavamsa„ Mahasena built two convents called Uttara
’h  CCtr
and Abhaya. Presumably, they were given over to the Abhayagiri nikaya.
The Culavamsa records the construction of a dwelling (upassaya) called 
Raj ini for the nuns of the Sagalika nikaya? in the reign of Moggallana I 
(491«508)*^  Mahinda II had a silver image of a bodhisattva made for the 
nunnery called Silamegha. The queen of Udaya I who made a grant of wealth 
to this monastery also turned over to its charge another convent she caused 
to be built. The mention of the Image of the bodhisattva could imply, 
though not necessarily, that the institution belonged to the Abhayagiri 
or the Jetavana nikaya. The instances cited above consist of a specific 
reference to a nunnery of the Jetavana nikaya and two more references to
1Cv.., 48.57.
p
Seng-che-lio, Kao-seng-tchouan and Po-tsou-t’ong-ki quoted by Pelliot in BEPBC 
Vol. IV p.356. Translated into English by John M* Seneviratna* See 
JRASCB Vol. XXIV pp. 107-8.
3Mv 37.43. (cont.)
5nunneries which possibly belonged to the Abhayagiri or the Jetavana
Vi 1An inscription from Mahakalattava, presumably datable to the reign 
of Kassapa IV, records that Sena, the Chief Scribe, built the Halarama 
named after his mother* He endowed this convent with the village Gitelgamu 
and charged its inmates with the task of watering and maintaining the Bo- 
tree at the Mahavihara* There is little doubt that it belonged to the 
Mahavihara nikaya. The Gulavagisa records that Sena Ilanga built the 
Tissarama nunnery during the same reign. The nuns of this institution
had the similar task of attending on the Bo-tree at the MariccavaJ^i
2 - monastery. Evidently, this nunnery, too, housed adherents of the Maha­
vihara
3The liukurumahandamana inscription? also dated to the reign of Kassapa 
IV, mentions the ^ahindarama nunnery which was situated wfcts&Jin the ’inner 
city’ of Anuradhapura. Unfortunately, no information is available on its 
nikaya affiliations* More specific evidence is found from later reigns.
In the time of Kassapa V, Vajira, the wife of the Sakkasenapati built a
A
dwelling at the Padalafichana, for the nuns of the Theravarnsa. Mahinda IV
built the Mahamallaka convent for nuns of the same group*
tT)-------
C2>» 39.43. 
48.139.
1AIC Ho. 110. 
2Cv,, 52.24.
E2 Vol. II pp.19*25. 
40v,, 52.63,
5C2>, 54.47.
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It is evident from the facts cited above that the Order of nuns was
divided among the three nikayas, It is also clear that nuns were by 110 means
rare at Anuradhapura* In fact? some of the dwellings built for them were
quite extensive In their proportions, The Jefjharama, built by the queen
of Aggabodhi IV, for instance, was endowed with three villages and had
a hundred aramikas attached to it.^ The Order of nuns persisted right
down to the tenth century. It has already been mentioned that Mahinda IV
built a convent. In an inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery, a king,
also identified as Mahinda IV, claims that he built an alms-hall for nuns
2
and that he repaired the buildings at unendowed nunneries.
But nuns leave the stage of history as quietly as they had occupied 
it, leaving 110 trace for the curious historian to determine the causes or 
the circumstances of their disappearance. It is in the reign of Mahinda IV 
that they are mentioned for the last time. Perhaps, the troubled years of 
the Co^a occupation made survival difficult* In his commentary on the 
Vinaya,S&riputta devotes 884 pages for discussing the rules pertaining to
3the life of monks, but dismisses the section on nuns with a mere 18 pages.
If a community of nuns existed in his time, it could be expected that he 
would have followed the example of his predecessors in devoting much greater 
attention to this subject. In fact, the experience gathered during the 
period of political Instability which preceded wouldhave underlined the need 
for a detailed exposition of the rules governing the conduct of nuns*
1Cv., 46,27,28.
2EZ Vol. I p.222 11,32-3.
^SaratthfiflIpanj:, (ed. Devarakkhita), 1914.
Even if the Order of nuns had become extinct in Ceylon by the end 
of the period of Cola rule, nuns continue to find mention in the in­
scriptions of Burma* Uiw Pai£, a nun, occurs as a witness to a ceremony
1of dedication in a record dated A.U, 1196. Two inscriptions from the
2
thirteenth century refer to nuns of slave parentage. According to an 
inscription from the Minwaing Kyaung Enclosure, Minnanthu, Pagan, Uiw 
Chi Taw, presumably a nun, was among the eight dignitaries present at a 
recital of paritta in 1261 A.D. Than Tun suggests that it was probably
A.
the same person who occurs as the chief incumbent of a nunnery in 1279 A«D. ‘ 
It appears strange that no attempt was made to restore the Order of nuns 
in Ceylon with help from the Burmese. Perhaps, the Burmese nuns were not 
considered by the Ceylonese to be sufficiently ’orthodox1 in their views and 
practices. It is also possible that the revival of the Order of nuns was
5not considered to be particularly conducive to the well-being of the Order, 
3Jo evidence is available on this problem and this amasing lack of interest 
on the part of the sangha and the laity to revive the Order of nuns remains 
inexplicable at the present stage of our knowledge*
The discussion which appears in the preceding p ages would help one 
to form a fair idea of the nature of the three nikay aswhioh formed the main
element of the structure of the Buddhist yangha of Ceylon, Unlike the sects
Y ~~ — — “ ' ‘ “ ' ™ “ ' —
Lucie and Pe Maung Tin - Inscriptions of Burma9 PI, 516A.
2l Md.. Pis. 89,92.
3Ibid.. PI, 200.
^Ibid, PI. 268| Than Tun, The Buddhist church in Burma during the Pagan 
Period (unpublished Thesis) pp. 285™286,
The belief that the existence of an Order of nuns had a harmful effect on 
the sasana can be traced back to the Canon,
in Tibetan Buddhism, they did not represent provincial interests; they
existed side by side in various localities of the Island, For were they
restricted to particular communities or groups within the clerical society,
There is reason to believe that almost all the different groups of religieux
mentioned in our historical sources were divided on nikaya lines, Hence it
is clear that the nikaya division transcended geographical boundaries and
penetrated deep into the clerical community*
It has been mentioned earlier that the attachment of a monastery to
a particular nikaya wuuld have involved the adherence of its monks to the
interpretation of the Canon and to other views professed by that nikaya*
There is no information pointing to a strict control by the main monastery
in this respect. The inscription of Kassapa V at the Abhayagiri monaster
alludes to the practice of allocating monks trained in the scriptures at
the main monastery to fill vacancies at the dependent institutions of the 
- 1nikaya. This would have to some extent encouraged conformijy* to the views
held by the main monastery* This relationship between the main monastery
and its dependent institutions would have come into force mainly in instances
of disputes regarding the doctrines or the disciplinary rules* One means
recommended in the Vinaya for the solution of disputes was consultation with
2neighbouring monasteries, It would have been usual to refer disputes to 
other monasteries of the nikaya or to individual monks known for tieir learn­
ing, for solution. The possibility that some form of consultation betx^ een 
h z  Vol. I p.48 1.41.
‘Vinaya Pitaka Vol. XX p.94.
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monasteries situated at considerable distances from each other, prevailed
as early as about the first century A.D., is evident in the commentaries
of Buddhaghosa. The Atthasalini, for example, quotes extensively with tacit
approval the interpretation of the Dhammasangani professed by Mahadhamma-
rakkhita of Roha^a and Mahadatta of Moravapi, though it purports to be an
1exposition of the views held by the Mahavihara. Further, the Visuddhimagga
records an instance of a monk from Anuradhapura going to Rohapa to acquaint
himself with the interpretation of the Canon propounded by the thera Maha-
2
dhaiMiarakkhita, mentioned above. These instances make it evident that,
at least in the early days, it was not a case of the main monasteries of
Anuradhapura giving the lead and impressing their views on the rest. The
provincial monasteries would come into prominence when they produced men
of scholarly attainment. Their views were accepted even by the monies at
the capital. In the case of the Mahavihara, the task of ensuring the ad-
herence of the dependent institutions to the teachings of the nikaya would
have become easier after the time of Buddhaghosa who compiled and collated
the views and interpretations held by various teachers to produce a system™
atic exposition of the teachings of this nikaya.
However, distance would have been one of the limiting factors on the
relationship between the main monastery and the other constituents of the
nikaya. It is doubtful whether the main monastery could maintain its super-
Atthasalini (PTS) pp. 230, 278, 2^4-6; Moravapi has been located in the 
Kurunagala district. JRASCB(FS) Vol. VI p.94.
2Ysm. pp. 77-78.
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visory influence over the monasteries and hermitages situated in the far 
corners of Roha^a and Dakkhi$adesa, further, the spread of the three 
nikayas over the whole Island does not necessarily mean that all the 
monasteries came within their fold, Buddhism had penetrated throughout 
the Island well before nikaya divisions arose and it is possible that 
some of the early monasteries and hermitages continued to lead an inde­
pendent existences evading the polarization witnessed during the period 
under consideration. The Culavamsa records the grant that Aggabodhi I 
(574-604) made of the Kurunda monastery endowdd with a vast coconut pianta- 
tion and numerous attendants to the whole Order of monks (sabbasahghikam),
If any importance is attached to the last phi*ase, this particular monastery, 
unlike many others,granted during this period, seems to have been devoid 
of affiliation to any one of the nikayas. It is also possible that the 
Pajysukulikas who broke away from the Abhayagiri nikaya in the time of Sena 
II existed as an independent group. Hence it is important to remember that 
the three nikayas represented the saftgha only in a general and conventional 
senses their presence does not imply a sharp division in the body of the 
sangha on a sectarian basis.
0
Chapter 2 
THE SMCHA AETD ITS PROPERTY
The ideal of the early Buddhist monk, like that of most other 
ascetics, represented an attempt to stand aloof from the economic 
and social "bonds of normal lay life* It prescribed the rejection 
of wealth and all forms of economic activity* The monk was to lead 
a life of poverty and of total dependence on the voluntary donations 
of the laity* But the rise in number ofmonks and monasteries made 
adherence to such an ideal no longer practicable* The total depend­
ence of a large number of monies on voluntary donations for their food 
and clothing was an unsatisfactory arrangement. The monastery needed 
a stable source of income also for the maintenance of monastic build­
ings and for the regular performance of its ritual. And among the 
patrons of the £afigha were kings and the elite of the society capable 
of making substantial endowments* This paved the way to the growth of 
monastic property and brought about a significant change in the atti­
tude of the sangha towards wealth.
The Mahavamsa alludes to a land grant made by Ihulatthana (119 
B*C.) to a monastery called Kandara.^ VajrJ;agajjiap.i (103 B.C.) made a 
similar grant to the hermitage of his benefactor, Kuppikala Mahatissa, 
and Bhatikabhaya (22 B.C. - 7 A*D.) endowed stupas with land so that 
they could be kept in good repair. It is only in the post-Christian
33.16.
era that grants of irrigation works occur in the Mahavaflisa.
Amap^agamapi (19-29 A.D*) granted the Mahagame$$Ltank to the
1 JU^ mu.
Dakkhi$avihara* IJanaga (33-43) donated a tank near Ma$ikaragama
to the Issarasamagia monastery# Vasabha (67—111) presented the
Mucela monastery at Tissava^hamanaka with the dues from the canal
A^isara and also granted a tank irrigating thousand karisas for
3the maintenance of lamps at a monastery at Galambhatittha#
Inscriptions confirm the evidence from the chronicle and further
reveal that the practice of granting irrigation works was known even
from the pre-Christian times# The Duvegala inscription of Laftjatissa
(119-109 B.C.) records the grant of a tanlc and of land.^ " The Fa-
ulpota inscription, which mentions the grant of a field, and the
Galgamuva inscription, which records the grant of a village and of
- - 5
a tank, seem to date from the reign of VaJJagamagLi# Hence we can
be fairly certain that the practice of endowing monasteries with land,
villages and irrigation works was known by the beginning of the Christ- 
6lan era#
35.5.
^ t., 35.47.
Mv., 35.47. Karlsa =_kiri. The Saddharmaratnavali translates the
Pali passage atfrhakarisa in the Phammapadatthakatha as ekyala 
dolosamuna (Colombo ed# p.149). As a yala is equivalent to twenty 
amunas, this would mean that a karisa was four amunas in sowing ex­
tent# According to Clough, an amuna is about 2-2V 2 acres# Codrington 
estimates an amuna at one acre# See EZ Vol. Ill pp# 189-190*
4.
Ceylon Antiquary Vol* III p*12#
5rbid., p.13.
g
Grants of landed property to monasteries occur in Indian inscriptions
round about the same period# See Luders* list Hos. 1013, S 18, 1106, 1124, 
S 19 and 22*
Both the inscriptions and the chronicles abound with references 
to grants made to the sangha in the first seven centuries of the 
Christian era * During this period grants of land seem to have become 
progressively extensive* The land donated by Mahadafhika Mahanaga 
(7-19 A*D.) to the Pasanadipaka monastery was Thalf a yojana in extent*.’ 
Mahanaga (569-571) granted three hundred 'fields* to the Jetavana mon- 
astery and^thousand 'fields* to the Mahavihara. Similarly, the yuvara.ja
of Aggabodhi I (571-604) donated two hundred 'fields* to the Girivihara
3which he built, presumably in Dakkhi$adesa* There is no means of veri­
fying the reliability of the figures given in the chronicle. Further, 
the use of vague terms like 'field* leaves no clear indication of the 
exact extent of the land granted*
There was also some variation in the types of property granted 
sangha* Aggabodhi I endowed the Kurunda monastery with a coconut
plantation which was 'three yo.ianas in extent*. Mogallana III is said
5to have donated more than three hundred salterns* But villages were 
the most popular type of property granted to the sangha. Bven after
1Mv>, 34.92.
2Cv>, 41.98.
?Cv., 42.9.
4Cv., 42.15-16.
5lonakhetta* Cv», 44*49#
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making allowances for possible exaggerations it would appear that the 
grants of this period had increased in extent and value.
The acceptance of property introduced a new idea into the organi­
zation of the sangha. The ear3iest donations, mostly of caves, were made
to the entire sangha as implied by the formula, * to the community of
1
monks of the four directions, present and absent1* But donations of 
property were made, even from the time of LaJijatissa, to individual 
monasteries. As a result of this practice the monastery came to repre­
sent not merely a collection of resident monks but also a corporate 
property-owning institution. The fact that the inmates of monasteries 
came to believe that the property granted to their monasteries belonged 
to them alone and not to the whole sangha as such is evident from the
boundary disputes among the monies of the Mahavihara, Dakkhipnvihara
2and the Abhayagiri monastery recorded in the chronicles.
It is noteworthy that some of these grants were made not merely 
to a monastery but to a particular institution within the monastery, 
like a parivena or a shrine* Buddhadasa (337-365) is said to have en­
dowed the Mo rap ari vena at the Mahavihara with two villages - Samagtagama
• .  —  ^  *  a *
and dojapanugama* Dafhopatissa II (659-667) gave the village lahagalla
1agata anagata catudisa sagasa.
2
Chronicles refer to^three instances of such disputes in the reigns of
Ka^IfJha Tissa, Mahasena and Dajhopatissa. Mv.t 36*10-13; 37*32-33* 
Cv., 45.-29-30.
5Cv., 37.173.
— . 1
to a meditation hall and ICasagama to the Moraparivena. These grants
may indicate the expansion of the monastery and the consequent rise
into importance of sub-units in its organization* Certain grants
make a further specification. KoJJhagama granted hy Udaya J (797-801)
was for the protection of an image house; the village Mahamaga granted
hy the same king was for expenses on festivals connected with the
2
KhoJbakkhiya Buddha image*
3
No mention of land grants occur, as L, S. Perera has pointed out, 
in the inscriptions of the ninth and tenth centuries* However, this 
would not necessarily mean that grants were not made. For the Culavamsa 
records many instances of land heing granted to monasteries at and out­
side the capital. Sena X (833-853) and Kufjhaka, a general of Sena XI 
(853-887), assigned mahabhoga to various dwellings attached to the
« « 4 • 5
Mahavihara. Sena II granted bhogagama to the LohapasaLa. Geiger 
renders the term mahabhoga into English as * great revenues1 and bhogagama 
as 'maintenance villages** In the reign of Kassapa IY (898-914)? his 
general Sena Ilanga issaid to have assigned 'maintenance villages1 to 
the hermitages he built, some of which x-rere for the monks of the Maha­
vihara nikaya^ Bappula IY (924—935 A*D*) granted a village to the
1Cv., 45.27-28.
2CV.f 49.14-16.
3L. S* P e r e r a I nstitutions of Ancient Ceylon from Inscriptions (Un­
published thesis}, p. 1327*
1
shrine of the Bodhi-tree at Mahavihara.
The Abhayagiri monastery, too, figures in an equally important
manner inihe lists of grants found in the Culavagisa. The yuvara.ja
of Sena I endowed the parivena Mahindasena with 'revenues* and gave
2 • «it to the community at Abhayagiri. Sangha, the queen of Sena II, also 
made a similar donation. Kassapa IV granted a village to the mansion 
he built at the Abhayagiri monastery*^- Kassapa V (914-923) presented 
two villages to the Bha$$ika and Silamegha parivenas at the same
5
monastery.
Other major monasteries which benefited from grants were the
Jetavana and the Mariccava£$i. Seni X fixed 'large revenues for the
6residence he built at the Jetavana monastery. Kassapa Y granted 
'maintenance villages' to the Mariccava^i monastery which he reno­
vated.^ Bappula III (923-924) gave it a village; Mahinda IY (956-972) 
assigned 'maintenance villages' to the Candanapasada he erected within
n
its premises* It was not only the monasteries at the capital which
benefited from grants of land during the period under consideration*
Culavamsa records grants of villages and 'maintenance villages1
made to the Senaggabodhi shrine at Polonnaruva, the monasteries of
KuJ;atissa, Ma£$alagiri and Hilarama in RajaraJJha, Buddhagama mon~
stery in Malaya and the Mahiya&ga$a monastery in Roha^a* Inscriptions
from a ruined site in Kaludiyapoku$a reveal that there was a large and
3well endowed monastery at the site* The preceding account of the 
donations made to the community of monies reveals that the major mon­
asteries of Anuradhapura such as the Mahavihara, Abhayagiri, Jetavana 
and the Mariccavafc^i as well as monasteries from various other parts 
of the Island had, by this time, come to own sources of income in 
varied types of property like fields, estates, salterns, villages and 
irrigation works*
A relevant problem which merits discussion at this stage is the 
extent of this 'ownership' and the control that the 'owners' possessed 
over the property* This is especially important as these donations of 
property could have meant the transfer of taxes or income due from them 
and not of the complete property rights* If such was the case, the
taxes due to the state or a share of the income would be transferred 
to the monastery which would, however, have no real control over the 
property*
Two statements in the Mahavamsa shed clarifying light on the 
nature of at least some of these grants* G-ajabahu 1 is said to have 
granted to the MariccavaJJ:! monastery a piece of land which he had
bought for a hundred thousand (kahapap.as?) % hisjmother bought another
— — 1 
plot of land from the Mahavihara to build a dwelling for monks. It
is certainly evident from the first reference that it was a proprietary 
right rather than a right to the royal dues that was being granted.
The second reference makes it clear that, even as early as in the 
second ©ntury A.D., monasteries could, at least theoretically, dispose 
of their lands* In certain inscriptions, grants of property are made 
after exempting them from kara which most probably denoted a tax (kara 
kadaya or kara kadavaya)* Hence it is possible to suggest that at least 
some of these grants made to monasteries involved the transfer of a 
form of ownership which included and amounted to more than the royal dues.
Inscriptions and chronicles prove to be of little avail in deter­
mining the nature of the relationship which prevailed between the mon­
astery and its tenants and in investigating into the ways in which the
-’-Mv,, 35.121.
2
See Paranavitana*s interpretation of these terms in EZ Vol. Ill
pp. 117-118,
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monastery exerted its rights of ownership during this period. However, 
the Samantapasadika, the commentary of Buddhaghosa on the VijEya Pijaka, 
throws somelight on ownership of land and the property rights of the 
monastery in the formative phase of these practices. In one passage, 
Buddhaghosa lays down the procedure to be followed in the exchange of 
property%
’this is the procedure to be followed in exchange of 
property; A ooconut plantation belonging to the sangha^ 
is situated at a distance from the monastery, Kappiyakar- 
akas^ consume much of the produce. And when whatever is 
left is brought from thither, it would amount to little 
once the charges of the carts are paid. Some people from 
a village close to the plantation possess a plantation 
close to the monastery. They come and suggest that the 
plantations be exchanged. In such a case, the suggestion 
should be accepted, if it is agreeable to the sangha, with­
out hesitating on the thought that the plantation belongs 
to the safftgha and as such should not be exchanged.f 2
The reference to exchange of property and the realistic manner in which
the problems that the landowners have to face, like misappropriation by
employees and cost of transport, are described in the Samantapasadika
leave little doubt that the monastery had come to possess proprietary
rights over some if not most of its lands.
While commenting on the word udake in the second section on Para-
.iika, Buddhaghosa grades various offences connected with irrigation and
3recommends penances for each offence. This suggests, though not neces­
sarily, that monks were involved in irrigational activities. The Raja-
1Por an explanation of this term, seeep.rethtt 
2Smp., p.1238.
3Smp.. pp. 343-346.
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slIclchapada"V^ Laaa sub-section of the Tijjisakavai^ ana goes further to
clarify this relationship* It provides some rules for the guidance
of the monks in their relations with the tenants;
’If people, bent on helping the sangha, construct an 
irrigation tank on the land belonging to the sangha, 
and thenceforth provide ’’allowed articles”*^ from the 
proceeds of the crops raised with the water from the
tank, it is permissible to accept them* And when it
Is requested, ’’Appoint a kappiyakaraka for us”, it 
is in order to appoint one. And if these people, being 
oppressed by the tax demands of the king, were to give 
up the land and go away, and if others who occupy their 
land do not give anything to the monks, it is permissible
to stop the supply of water; but this should be done in
the ploughing season and not in the crop season. And if 
the people were to say, ’’Reverend sirs, even in the past 
people raised crops with watex^  from this tank”, then they 
should be told, ’’They helped the sangha in such and such 
manner, and provided the sangha with such and such articles”.
And if they say, 'Hfe, too, shall do so”, it Is permissible 
to accept what they offer*’2
The same procedure is recommended for the collection of dues from canals, 
fields and forests belonging to the safigha* ^
It is quite clear that', these rules have been drafted with con­
sideration for the interests of the tenant. Sven the coercive measures 
to make him pay his dues were to be taken in a manner which would not cause 
him excessive harm* The regulations also Imply that the rights of the 
sangha were limited and regulated by precedent. It is on the strength
(15) Vol. I p . 192.
’utensils allowable to the monks’. See Vinaya Pi taka
2
Smp*, p.679.
Smp., p,682.
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of the precedent that the previous tenant had been paying dues that the 
monastery demanded dues from the new tenant. The monastery was not to 
demand dues from the first tenant. It was left to his discretion,^
In actual practice, however, this would hardly have been a hindrance 
or a limitation, A donor of a field, canal or a tank would see to it 
that the income and the rights that were his due were transferred to 
the monastery after donation. This would create the necessary precedent 
for the monastery to establish its rights. The most important relevant 
fact that emerges from this passage is that the rights of the sangha in 
both land and irrigation works were not restricted to the taxes or a 
share of the income turned over by a third party* They were in actual 
possession of at least some of these donations and were in a position 
to enforce the right to their legitimate share by considerately gentle 
yet effectual means.
It remains to be examined what exactly was involved in the transfer 
of villages to the monasteries* The grant of a village could involve the 
right to taxes or to labour from its inhabitants or to a proprietary 
right over its land or to some or all of these rights. Apart from the
m * -mtsi m * #sa
term gama, terms such as aramikagama, labhagama and bhogagama have been
used to describe grants of villages made to the sangha up to and during
the period under consideration. An aramikagama would be a village which
2
supplied men to serve in various capacities at the monasteries, Geiger 
^Smp., p.680.
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translated the term labha as 'revenues1 and the passage 
mahesiya as 'the village the proceeds of which had belonged to the
in ancient Ceylon' L. S* Perera commented that labha 'does not appear 
to be a technical term as such though it carries the general meaning 
of "profit* or "advantage* or "gain®1# He goes on to say that 'whether
were used in the chronicles, they in fact denoted the same type of
grant* This, however, does not seem to be likely#
Though in early Pali literature the term labha carries the general
meanings given above, it seems to have acquired a special sense in the
form it occurs in ’ tenth century inscriptions* It is quite possible
that it denoted a similar sense even in the instances where it occurs
in the chronicles. The slab inscription of Kassapa V lists three types
of monies who lived at the Abhayagiri monastery* apilisara&a vat himiyan,
labha laduvan (receipients of labha) and avas laduvan; The Kaparalma
Sanskrit inscription of Sa&ghanandin refers to Vasalabhartha to which
4
the inmates of a monastery were entitled. Paranavitana translated
1mahesi'* In his valuable paper on 'Proprietary and tenurial rights
villages were called bhogagama or not, most if not all the grants of
2
this period fall into the same type'• This interpretation would 
imply that though three different terms , bhogagama and gama
•klv., 42.61.
2JESS Vol. Ill No. 1 pp. 16, 18-19.
5EZ Vol. I p.48 11. 29-30.
4EZ Vol. V Ft. I p. 169 1.13
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vasalabhartha as Residence, income and welfare’. He suggests that 
labha would have been the stipend that an inmate of a monastery re­
ceived.1 The stipend could have covered the right to board as well*
But most probably it denoted something more than the right to board.
If it x^ ere not so the reference to a category of monies called recipients 
of labha would be meaningless. The payment of special emoluments to 
monks of scholarly attainments and those who performed administrative
2
duties at the monastery is mentioned in many of the contemporary sources. 
It would appear that the two instances of the occurrence of labha in 
Culsramsa agree* with the interpretation of the term as a stipend*
It was the learned monks who were honoured by Moggallana III with
*  3 -
assignments of especially high labha. Aggabodhi II granted a labhaggama
belonging to his queen to the men who were to guard the relic-shrine at
AH- mat A H  £L M  <*>
the Thuparama. Labhaggama in this contest may be interpreted as a 
village granted as or in lieu of a stipend.
The term bhoga ( bhu.j or bhun.j) occurs in Sanskrit in a wide 
variety of meanings including ’enjoyment'* ’usufruct’, ’food’, ’income’, 
’revenues’ and ’wealth’. In Indian inscriptions it appears as a technical 
term connoting a special type of 'royal dues’ as well as in a general 
sense of ’enjoyment’, ’possession' and ’wealth’ to quote only a few of
^  Vol. V Pt. I p. 169 n.7*
2See rp .1^ 2,13 
^Cv,, 44*47.
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its connotations. The Pali dictionary gives the following explanation
bhogagama; ’ ’’village of revenue”, a tributary village i.e. a
village which has to pay tribute or contribution (in food etc,) to
2
the owner of its ground.1
In the Pali chronicles, too, the term bhoga has been used in a wide
variety of meanings, Moggallana I and III gave bhoga when they gave their
3sisters and daughters in marriage. Here it could mean, either ’vrealth* 
or ’revenues’, Geiger has chosen the latter. Hhatusena restored to his 
brother ICumarasena his pubbabhoga which consisted of two hundred fields*.Wl ,i i, ■ I '»StI 1
and half the income from ICalavapi.^  In this context the term most pro­
bably meant proprietary right rather than the royal dues. But the term 
bhoga has been used in the chronicle to denote some type of royal dues, too. 
In one particular strophe, the term occurs in the sense of both 'tax’ 
and of ’property’. While describing the meritorious works of Ma-
hinda IV, the chronicler mentions a decree of this king appealing
5to future kings not to charge bhoga from sanghabhoga. These
examples reveal, as Perera has pointed out, that bhoga was a
6general term the meaning of which depended on its context. It may be
*Staiier Williams, Sanskrit Dictionary, 1872, p.722.
^Pali-English Dictionary (PIS)
3CV., 39.55; 41.7.
40v., 38.53.
5 »  —  —  «  — .
raia so'nagate bhogam raiano sanghabhogato■ n ■S.iiy.i 1 > i ■ . ■! mi I I l y L-ftwiiiiiiiiiii n'l".'—» IHJ.L Liirip.iM! "*rr m,.i i a. ' an
na gaphatuti pasa^e llkhapetva nidhapayi. Ov., 54.28,
6See JHSS Vol. Ill Ho. 1 p.18.
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added that even in instances where the king makes grants of bhoga, 
the word is liable to any one of these Interpretations and may not 
necessarily connote the transfer of Revenues1 or 'revenue-yielding 
villages'*
- 1
The term bhogagama occurs in the Sahassavatthu-pakarana. In
■fc*16 Culavagisa it occurs for the first time in the reign of Kassapa I 
(473-491) and is £>und in numerous instances up to the reign of Parak-
p
kamabahu II (1236-1270)* These instances reveal that the practice 
of granting bhogagamas was widely prevalent in different parts of the 
Island throughout the period under consideration* It Is also note­
worthy that all these instances of grants of bhogagamas concern the 
maintenance of people, whether they be monks or laymen* Though villages 
are granted for such purposes as meeting the cost of daily ritual at 
shrines and of festivals the term bhogagama is never used in such a 
context* The validity of this observation is brought out by descriptions 
of some of the grants found in the Culavamsa* Sena II granted bhogagamas
to the Lohapasada which he had renovated and decreed that thirty monks
3should live there* Some grants are more specific* Udaya I renovated 
the Giribhap^amonastery and granted bhogagamas to the monks living there.^
^Shsvp., p*158.
20v>, 39.10; 44.51, 97-101; 46.12-14; 49.21; 51.74; 60.79; 61.54-55;
84 * •
3Cv., 51.71.
bhogagame ca dapesl bhilddiunam tam nivasinaa Cv», 49.29.
Kassapa V restored the Mariccavajfi monastery and granted bhogagamas 
to the five hundred monks whom he lad settled there.1 Similarly,it 
was to the monies of the same monastery that Mahinda IV assigned 
bhogagamas. It also appears In a statement made in the Culavamsa 
in connection with the reign of Kassapa IV that bhogagamas were distinct 
from villages granted to the employees of the monastery (aramikagamas). 
For this king is said to have endowed the monasteries he built with 
bhogagamas and aramikagamas. It is probable that bhogagamas were 
assigned to provide the monks with their priestly requisites. Such an 
interpretation would gain strength from a strophe in the Culavamsa 
according to which Aggabodhi IV is said to have granted bhogagamas to 
monies of the ’two fraternities’ on having learnt that they were in 
need of ’requisites’.^  It is probably with this Idea in view that 
Geiger rendered the term into English as ’maintenance village’.
In certain instances grants of ’maintenance villages’ most pro­
bably involved the transfer of rights different from and more than 
those to royal dues* In one case, Kassapa I is said to have bought
5
the ’maintenance villages’ he granted to the Issarasama^a monastery*
It seems unlikely that by the fifth century taxes from all the villages
1Cv., 52.46.
2Cv., 54.40.
3Cv., 52.26.
4Cv., 46.15.
Issarasamanaramam lcaretva pubbavatthuto
adhikam bhogagame ca kinitva tassa dapayi Cv., 39•10.
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in this area had been granted away that the king had to buy some back 
to make a re-grant. Further, if it was only the royal dues which were 
being transferred, the location of the villages would have been of no 
great importance and as such the necessity to buy the villages would not 
have arisen. But this action of the king would be more understandable 
if the grant involved the transfer of rights to Something more than 
and other than the royal dues from the villages - perhaps the pro­
prietor^ share of the crops.
Further evidence is available in an inscription from Rambava
in the KSndS Korale, dated in the rergi of Mahinda IV, which refers to
a grant of a piece of land to be enjoyed by the children and the de-
1scendants of a person called Kalingurad Pirivat HSmbuvan. It is a 
transfer of fields and dry land from the sambhogagamu Vangurupiji ex­
cluding what had been previously dedicated to the sangha. It is clearly 
a transfer of tenurial rights and not of revenue rights. The grant 
implies that the king had a proprietary right over the village except 
in the lands which had already been given to the sangha; and the village 
is termed sambhogagamu. The Pali equivalent of the term, sambhogagama, 
does not occur in the chronicles and it is very tempting to connect it 
with bhogagama and to cite it as further evidence in support of the 
interpretation given above.
There is, however, one passage in the Culavamsa which can be cited
EZ Vol. XI pp. 65-70.
as precluding the interpretation. In this passage, Sena II makes a
donation of bhogagamas to the three monasteries - Buddhagama, Mahi-
yangapa and Kufatissa* But in the very next strophe he is said to
have granted sagamake to the monastery of Map^alagiri.1 The prefix
sa is sometimes used in the sense of P. saha. 'with1, but it is not
applicable in this particular context. It can also be the abridged
form of P. saka and Skt. sva and instances of its use in this sense
2
can be quoted from the Oulavamsa itself. Hence the term sagamake is
probably the equivalent of P. sakagamake. Geiger translated it as
'villages belonging to himself'. On the basis of this Interpretation,
it could be argued that the term sagamake was used to describe the
grant to the Ma^.^alagiri monastery to distinguish it from the grants
of the former group which did not fall into this category. This would
imply that the grant of bhogagama. at least in this case, was more
probably a transfer of revenue and that the Interpretation given above
is inappropriate.
Bhuttagama, a term similar in form and derivation to bhogagama,
occurs in the Sahassavatthu-pakarana. In one instance a village is granted
. .  3
by the king as bhuttagama to a lady. But in another instance a king
grants the whole division of Roha$a as bhuttagama.^  Obviously, this
?Cv.'f""51. ~74~5.     ’ “ —  —  —2'—”
Si cm Sample Oy. 39*58.
?Shsvp., p.64*
was not a grant of proprietary rights. The use of this term in such 
a context, too, could cast doubts on the interpretationof bhogagama 
given above.
In considering these objections it may be pointed out that the 
term sagamake need not necessarily have been used to contrast it with
in. ^ -rtiiSrTii ,.i! niff.aiii F'. ' i i '
bhogagama* For it could have been used, as is common in poetry, in a 
synonymous sense. As regards the second objection, it is not clear 
whether bhuttagama was identical in meaning with bhogagama* In fact, 
it appears probable that they were different in meaning as both these 
terms are found in the Sahassavatthu-paka^a* Yet as it is safer to 
draw a conclusion with deference to these objections, the interpretation 
given above may be modified. It can be stated that at least some of 
the grants of villages, especially of bhogagama, involved a claim other 
than and at times including the right to royal dues* It is possible 
that this amounted to the proprietary rights over the land of the villages*
A clear instance of a monastery exercising such rights is found in the 
Mihintale Tablets, where the Cetiyagiri monastery is said to have made 
separate grants of land-allotments and of revenue from two villages,
Guta and Karan da, to the officials and workmen in its employ.^ *
A type of grant which merely involved the transfer to the monastery of 
the royal dues or of a share of the produce finds mention in the inscriptions 
of the ninth and the tenth centuries. The Gonnava. Devale inscription 
which belongs to the reign of Sena II or of Dappula IV (V),^
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records the grant of a piece of land in Mahamigdlabim to Agbo Mugayin
1Yaradana to be held on pamu&u tenure. The grant carried the proviso 
« 2
that a share (ba) of one amuna of paddy for each kiri of field was
3
to be paid at each harvest to the 'inner monastery’ of the Mahavihara*
In an inscription from Nagama, dated the seventh year of a king identified 
as Kassapa I?, a certain mahaya Kitambava was granted the village Kojayu^u 
in the district of Tapabim to be held on pamunu tenure on condition that
4 c
he paid an annual tax (badu) to the Abhayagiri monastery. Owing to 
the fragmentary nature of the record, it is not possible to determine the 
extent of this payment* The RambHva inscription of the first regnal year 
of Mahinda IY (956-972) presents a list of property granted to a person 
called Kalingurad Pirivat Hambuvan• The donee was to supply oil for two 
months each year, at the rate of one laha a week, for the maintenance of 
lamps at the shrine of the Bo-tree at the Mahavihara* ^ All these three 
grants carried the immunities usually associated with direct grants of 
land to monasteries.
7 ' “ * —  — —  —
For pamunu tenure, seeTp.^tf.
2An amuna was a measure of grain amounting to four pal as and forty lahas*
The laha was the equivalent of the kuruni and this was equal to four nali
(nalT) According to the DAG, the mana was half a nali. But the meaning 
of pala is vague* Evidence in the JAG suggests it was a nali* A commentary 
on the Kharikavita^ij quoted by Sorata equates it with the eighth of a 
nali* In the Mihintale Tablets certain employees are given an admana and 
2 pat of rice* This implies that a pata was less then an eighth of a nali*
3BZ Vol. Xv pp. 186-191.
4Badu is used in the sense of government dues in the Badulla inscription.
E2 Vol. Y Pt. II p.186 1. 08
5EZ Vol. II pp. 14-19. 
EZ Vol. II pp. 65-70.
The grants recorded in these inscriptions obviously belong to a 
new type. The donee evident enjoyed a permanent tenurial right over 
the land* For the first two oases were transfers of pamunu tenure while 
in the third it is specified that the land was to be enjoyed in here­
ditary succession by the descendants of the donee* The donee also en­
joyed exemption from the usual royal dues. The monastery was not the 
owner of the land* But it enjoyed certain specified rights, which in 
a sense restricted the rights of ownership enjoyed by the donee* A part 
of the income had to be turned over to the monastery. In the first in­
scription this is termed 1 share1; it does not seem to have amounted to
1a substantial part of the yield*
The third inscriptdsm carries another conditions 1 Should there arise
a dispute concerning this (grant), the apilisarana monks of the Mahavihara
2shall settle it*1 This seems to suggest that the monastery wielded a 
certain amount of influence and authority over the administration of 
these grants. But the extent of this influence and authority would have 
varied according to the circumstances* The lands mentioned in the Gon- 
nava inscription were situated in the Kurunagala district, and such a 
remote situation would naturally ensure for the donee the freedom from 
excessive intervention by monastic authority. The donee in the Nlgama
inscription bore the title mahaya while his counterpart in the Bambava
” A ~ “ “ “ — — —  — —  -  ™»
The Saddharmalankara (BentoJa Saddhatissa, 1934 P*10) states that a good
field was expected to yield a yala for each amuna sown* On this rate a
lciri of field would produce eighty amunas of paddy. Rven if the produce
of the field is placed at forty amupas, the share of the monastery was
not substantial.
2 . ™ « 
meyat van viyavulak ata mahavehera apilisarana sangun saha denu ko&
Eg Vol. II p.68 11* 29-30. For apilisarana sangun. see p.
slab inscription was termed Kalingurad (iCalxngaraja) • Presumably 
both were important officials, The authority of the monastery would 
be restricted by the power and the position of such donees* But these 
grants, reminiscent of similar endowments made to monasteries in Java, 
ensured for the monastery a source of income without the attendant 
responsibilities of landownership*
Another problem which concerns the ownership of land is whether 
the grants made to monasteries were permanent* A passage in the Samanta­
pasadika seems to suggest that a grant made by a royal personage was 
valid only till the end of his lineage:
'When the continuity of the lineage (of the donor) is 
severed, if whosoever becomes the lord of the province 
(janapada) does not hinder the enjoyment (of the grant) 
but re-grants it, like the queen of Alandanagaraja in 
the case of the tank enjoyed by the monks of the Citta- 
lapabbata monastery, it is in order* 1 ^
This passage points to the prevalence of the practice of making re­
grants and suggests by implication the possibility of the withdrawal 
of a grant by a new ruler.
A passage in the Gulavagisa suggests the same possibility when the 
chronicler, while describing the reignj^ f Udaya I (797-801), states that 
this particular king honoured the decrees and edicts of previous kings
p
and maintained and safeguarded the donations made by his father. The 
possibility of withdrawal of grants gains further strength from a pass­
age in the Anuradhapura slab inscription of Kassapa 7 in which the king
PP* 679-680.
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decrees that his successors should not Confiscate in anger the land
granted on pamu&u tenure with full reliance in the efficacy of the
1
Buddhist religion1*
Actual cases of withdrawal of grants are hard to come by. The 
Colombo Museum pillar inscription of Kassapa IV can be cited as a record 
of one such instance if its present interpretation is accepted. The in­
scription records an endowment made to a timbirige (maternity home).
Immunities were granted to this property after ’having excluded per&
- 2kusalan’. Paranavitana translated this term as ’previous religious
gifts’. Bell interpreted the term kusalan as ’a benefaction given
and received by the pouring of w a t e r M o r e  recently ¥. S. Karuparatna
has attempted to trace the origin of the term of kusala-sravana and to
interpret it as 'the proclamation of a meritorious benefaction’* He
has further pointed out that in modem parlance the term koholan kala,
probably derived from kusalan.. kala. is used to describe property donated 
5to the sangha. If, on this basis, Paranavitana*s interpretation is 
accepted, the possibility of withdrawals of religious donations seems 
rather strong.
1BZ Vol. I p. 47 1.26.
2EZ Vol. Ill p. 275 11. D12-14.
5SZ Vol. Ill p.277. 
48ALR Vol. X Ft. X p.7.
5See EZ Vol. V Pt. I pp. 143-44.
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In actual practice, however, the withdrawal of grants made to
monasteries would hive been by no means a desirable or easy task* l1 he
founder of a new dynasty, with his eye on the means to consolidate his
power, would hardly have deemed it wise to estrange the sympathies of
the sangha, by withdrawing the land held by them. The reaction which
greeted the attempts of Mahasena and Dajhopatissa II to re-allocate the
property claimed by one monastery to another shows how difficult the
1
task would have been. Apart from instances of plunder of the wealth 
accumulated in monasteries by kings at war, no attempt to confiscate the 
land granted to monasteries is evident till the end of the Anuradhapura 
period*
It is not certain whether all the donors who granted land to mon­
asteries had complete property rights over them. Doubts would be parti­
cularly strong as regards grants made by officials and lesser individuals.
A fourteenth-century inscription, for example, refers to a grant made to
2a monastery of divel land belonging to an official; such a grant could 
not have been permanent. But we cannot be certain whether the meaning 
of the term divel had changed by the fourteenth century.
It is, however, most probable that most of the grants to the 
sangha were intended to be permanent* Two inscriptions from Ayitigevava 
and Atviragollava, dated in the reign of Kassapa V, record immunities
1Mv.1 57.32-33; Cv., 45.29-30.
2M  Vol. IV pp. 90-110, For divel see p.m.
granted to lands belonging to monasteries. At the end of each inscription
are two disc emblems identified by Wickremasinghe as representations of
1the sun and the moon. These probably embodied the idea expressed in
detail in later inscriptions - that the grant was to be valid as long
as the sun and the moon lasted. This would indicate that at least some
of the inscriptions dealt with permanent grants of land made to the sangha.
Even if the donations made 1d monasteries were permanent it is possible
that their lands were alienated by sale and mortgage. The strict rules
laid down by the kings of this period prohibiting sale and mortgage of
monastic property point to the prevalence of these practices* According
to the Mihintale Tablets of Mahinda IY, nothing whatsoever belonging to
2the finner monastery* or the ’relic shrine* was to be given on loan. It
was not to be purchased if offered for sale by monastic officials. The
same edict lays down later on that no land or villages belonging to the
monastery should in any way be given away on pamunu or ukas tenure. The
gold given in payment by those who acquired the land was to be confiscated
and given over to the monastery. Those who were responsible for the trans-
*5
action were to be banished from the country. L. S. Perera has observed* 
after examining the various instances where this term occurs that a grant
1EZ Vol. II pp. 34-38, 44-49.
2,.at vehera. See p.igg 
3.. —at veher dage pilibad kavari vatakud pirul nodiya yutu. kSmiyan 
vikini.j nogatU yutu ... meyeherhi bad tuvak gambim kavaru pariyayen 
ukas pamagu nodiya yutu isa gatuvan rana nohimikot vehera£me navata 
gata yutu isa dunuvan des yavanu kof ... EZ Yol. I p, 92 11. A29-30, 
p. 97 11. B56-58.
of land as pamunu ’confers to the grantee the most complete ownership
1possible within the tenure system1. The passage quoted from the
Hihintale Tablets reveals that this transaction involved money. Hence
in this context, it would have amounted to a sale of land. The second
2
term, as both Codrington and Perera have shown, connotes ’mortgage*. 
Prohibition of sale and mortgage of land belonging to the sangha on 
pain of such severe punishments should have helped to conserve monastic 
wealth. But it is not certain whether these regulations were in force 
throughout the period under consideration and also whether they were as 
severe in the manner they were enforced as they are in their wording.
The possibility of withdrawing grants made to monasteries and of 
disposal of property by monasteries themselves through sale and mortgage
make it difficult to determine the extent of property under the control
of the larger monasteries at Anuradhapura. Further, the chroniclers lack 
exactitude and precision in their descriptions of donations; nor can 
they be expected t> have recorded all the grants that were made. Apart 
from the ’villages’, ’thousand villages' and the 'three hundred salterns’
donated to the three nika.yas» the chronicles make specific references to
the grants of Samapagama, Kasagama, Pa$p.eli, Gojapanugama, Tint ini gama 
and three other villages, a piece of land worth a hundred thousand
1L. S. Perera: Institutions .... p.1261,
2
Ibid., pp. 1262-1264. H. If. Codrington, Ancient Land Tenure and Revenue 
in Ceylon, 1938, pp. 13-14.
(kahapapas?) and a thousand fields to the Mahavihara; the villages 
Anganasalaka and Duratissa, more than four other villages including a 
weavers’ village, the taikKolavapi and the Rahera canal to the Abhayagiri
A
monastery; three hundred fields and the villages G-o^igama and Vasa-
bhagama to the Jetavana monastery^ and ten amunas sowing extent of fields
4to the Cetiyagiri monastery at Mihintale.
Inscriptions provide more reliable evidence on the subject, though
on the whole the information available in them is meagre* According to
the Mannar ICacceri inscription the Bahadurusen pirivena of the Mahavihara
owned the villages Pepodatu^a, Kumbalhala and Tumpokup in the Ku^Lakadavuka
division of the northern Coast* The Sen Senevirad pirivena of the same/s
owned Posonavulla (probably the name of a piece of land) in Sulinnarugama,
6
twelve kiri from Mahaman^ala and four payas from Galinduru GomangLala.
Another pirivena of the Mahavihara held five payalas of land close to
Polonnaruva while the village Mahagapiyova in the district of Pirivatubima
7in the Southern Quarter belonged to the Iiasub Senevirat Pirivena*
xCv., 37.172-173; 41.96-97; 42.17; 45.28; 53.10.
2Cv., 41.31, 96-9742.63; 44.68-69 ; 46.19-22; 48.2; 52.13, 58.
5Cv., 41.96-98.
4Cv., 38.77.
5EZ Vol. Ill pp. 100-113.
W  Vol. I pp. 163-171, 172-173* Ba, pala and paya seem to be synonymous 
and denote a fourth of a kiri. It is not certain whether payaja meant 
the same* Payala can be equated also with pala which amounted to a 
fourth of an amuna and hence a sixteenth of a kiri.
7EZ Vol. II pp. 28-43; Vol. IV pp. 59-67.
n
The Jetvanarama Sanskrit inscription suggests that the villages 
Lahasika, Urujugopu, Ambilagrama, Hunala, Ulava^asikhap.Jigrama, Kira, 
Pallaya and Sunagrama belonged to monasteries attached to the Abhayagiri 
nikaya. The Morago^a and Nkgama inscriptions, both dated to the reign 
of Kassapa I?, reveal that the Abhayagiri monastery had interests in land 
near Padaviya. Two payas of land from V&ligamu were assigned to the em-
' 7
ployees at the Kapararama.^ Evidence on the property of the Jetavana
monastery is restricted to a single record* This inscription, found at
Atviragollava in Ka^avat Korale,reveals that the village Velangama belonged
4to the Sirisangborad Pirivena of the Jetavana monastery*
Information of a more specific nature is available on the extent 
of the temporalities of the Cetiyagiri monastery* However, this, too, is 
by no means complete. The Plinth Course inscription copied by Muller seems 
to refer to payments due to the monastery from the officials of the 'four 
districts' (satar raia).^  It is not clear whether the monastery possessed 
any property rights over these areas. The fragmentary nature of the record 
precludes us from obtaining any more details. According to the Mihintale 
Tablets^ the villages Karandagama and Gutagama, land at Kiriban^pavu and
1iz Vol. I p.4 11.4, 8-9. 
2m  Vol. I pp. 200-207; Vol. XI pp. 14-19. 
3!Z Vol. X p. 49 11. 50-51. 
4EZ Vol. I pp. 44-49. 
5
Possibly this was an annual payment. It is clear that it brought in 
more than 68 kaland of gold. AIC Ho. 114* For kaland, see p.^ fs.
6az Vol. I pp. 75-113.
around Pohonavil and the Porodepi tank and the vasara, land at Manu
and on the upper and lower parts of Lihinipavu belonged to the monastery*
The monastery also held rights to labour from the villages Va^udevagama,
Sunuboldevagama and Dunumugama. The physician at the monastery was
assigned detisasenen niya paj-iyak and the master craftsman bohdvehera
seaaya. Paranavitana equates sena with modern Sinhalese hena and niya
with Skt. ni.ja and later Sinhalese ninda. Ninda connoted the 1 entire
property of the owner*. Paranavitana compares pallya with P. pali (var.
pali) which occurs in the Papahcasudani in the sense of 'allotment*. He
is probably right when he interprets the first phrase on this basis as
denoting an allotment of arable land (as distinct from fields) called 
2BetisEu Thi^interpretation would imply that the Cetiyagiri monastery
3possessed such 'dry* arable land at Bon$vehera and at Detisa. It is
rather unfortunate that the inscription does not state the actual extent
of the land. In certain instances it is more specific. Land allotments
amounting to eighteen kiri from Tajolagama, two kiri from Sapugamiya,
**
three kiri from Mangulava, two kiri from Algamiya and a payala from 
Damgamiya occur among assignments set apart as payment to employees and 
for expenses regarding repairs.
The evidence cited above stands in striking contrast to the solitary
^Paranavitana has translated the term as 'irrigated land below a tank'.
See EZ Vol. Iv pp. 124-126.
2E2 Vol. V Pt. X pp. 130-132.
^Detisa could also mean 'thirty-two'.
grant of ten amunas recorded in the Culavagtsa and helps to provide us 
with some idea of the extent of land in the possession of the Cetiyagiri 
monastery. let one cannot expect to obtain a comprehensive list of pro­
perty from records of administrative regulations that these inscriptions 
primarily are. But a fair idea of the resources of the monastery may be 
formed by considering the various commitments of the institution. The 
Cetiyagiri monastery maintained more than a hundred and seventy employees. 
About a hundred and seven kiri and three pa of land were set apart as re­
muneration for their services. If we base our calculations on the con­
servative estimates of Codrington, this would amount to 431 acres,^ This 
was in addition to the allotments made to the physician and the master 
craftsman and the five villages - Karandagama, Gutagama, Dunumugama, Sunu­
boldevagama and Va^udevagama - assigned to various other employees. In a 
year of three hundred and sixty five days, seventeen amunas, two palas, 
five kurupis, one nali and one pat of rice were given to employees alone
as daily allowances; forty five kalandas and one aka of gold were spent
2
on special allowances* In addition to this, twenty nine vasags were
kept apart for officials and workmen employed in various capacities. These
constituted merely the payments made to employees.
One hundred kalandas of gold, ten yalas (= two hundred amup.as) of
paddy and all the offerings received at the main shrines of the monastery
«>
together with the allotments from Algamiya and Damgamiya mentioned above 
See p. CGh-3
2
For an explanation of vasag, seerp.^i^
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were set apart to meet the cost of repairs and maintenance of monastic 
buildings. Thus it is evident that in gold alone the annual expenditure 
of the monastery on these heads amounted to a hundred and forty five 
kaland and one aka. According to the calculations of Codrington a 
kaland would weigh about 70 to 72 English grains.1 If this is accepted, 
the expenditure incurred by the monastery would amount to about 10,158,75 
to 10,449 English grains of gold* In addition to these expenses, the 
monastery had to provide board for its resident staff and the considerably
p
large population of monks, bear the cost of xobes and pay special allow-
3
ances to learned monks.
This abstract of the finances of the Cetiyagiri monastery points 
to the ownership of extensive resources presumably based mainly on landed 
property. It is unfortunate that no such detailed information is available 
on the resources and commitments of the three major monasteries of Anura- 
dhapura. But the fact that the Cetiyagiri monastery was an adjunct of the 
Abhayagiri nilcaya reflects the extensive nature of the resources of this 
r* 1^*”
Like some Hindu temples of India,^ the monastery enjoyed privileges 
in irrigation facilities, When a dispute between the royal officials and 
the employees of the Isurame$LU monastery concerning the rights to water 
from the Tisa tank was brought to the notice of a king, identified as
1Codrington, Ceylon Coins and Currency, 1924# p.9
2
See ?p,A07~ e,
^See p. %\3.
^See for example SII Vol. IV Ft* I Ho. 18.
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Mahinda IV, he gave his decision in favour of the monastery and set up 
an edict for the future guidance of his men. The fields belonging to 
the monastery were to be given precedence in the distribution of water 
from the tank. Water from this tank was to be diverted to the fields with­
out interruption until the stone pillar set up in front of the sluice-gate, 
at a depth of four cubits, appeared above the water level. If the crops
should be destroyed through the failure of royal officials to supply water,
1
the damage was to be assessed and made good by the king.
In certain cases, donors of land sought to ensure the supply of 
water for their irrigation. A tenth-century pillar inscription at pre­
sent at the Colombo Museum records the grant of a piece of land to an
image—house and also provides for the maintenance of the traditional water
2 'supply to the land from a nearby stream. In some^Lnstances the monastery 
had rights over irrigation works In the vicinity. The Cetiyagiri monastery 
was entitled to the diyabedum (share or income from water) from the ICapE 
tank| hence water for its fields in this area was:; readily available.
l“ !  ^ 1 ! *"* 1  ^  ^ ’ “ “ ” ’ ~ “
Vessagiri Inscriptions, Slab A, Vol. I pp. 29-38* Commenting on this 
description, Wickremasinghe_confessed that he could not make out the mean­
ing of the term a( ya) sama( nara) dolen in the phrase nasuvanal a(ya)sama- 
(nara) dolen taba denu kof. 11. 29-30. This is, evidently, one of Wick- 
remasinghe’s initial and less careful attempts. He deciphered the passage 
correctly but faL tered in the separatism of words. If this is done cor­
rectly, the phrase would read, nasuva naf a(ya) sama(na)(ra)dolen taba
denu kof, ’the income lost should be made good (samara probably "from".
samay ’to settle’) by the state (lit. royal palaceJT’'
2SZ Vol. IV pp. 244-252..
5EZ Vol. I p. 97 11. B55.
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In other instances, land belonging to monasteries were exempted from 
the water dues. The Iripinniyava and Rambava inscriptions, dating from 
the reign of Udaya IX or of ICassapa IV, and the Buddannehala inscription 
of a king identified as Kassapa V record the exemption of lands belonging
*i
to the respective monasteries from the payment of diyabedum.
2Apart from plantations of coconut and areca crops like sesaite ,
v 3green gram (mu&Q.) and undu were cultivated on monastic land. Rice
was perhaps the major crop# A tenth century record stipulates that the
land of the monasteries should be devoted to the cultivation of paddy
4and not other crops# Part of the land belonging to the monastery was 
given to the employees in remuneration for their services# Whatever was 
left would have been portioned out to peasant cultivators on a 1 share­
cropping1 basis or cultivated directly by the monastery*
The Mihintale Tablets stipulate that the land and the villages» be­
longing to the monastery should be 'settled1 in the kara tenure; they 
were not to be given away on pajj:a* ¥ickremasinghe compared kara with 
Skt# karika and held it to be a payment on a fixed rate like the ’tithe1#
1
EJZ Vol# I pp* 163-171, 172-173, 191-200# For a discussion on di;
:Iu S* Perera in JHSS Vol. IX Wo* 1 p*23*
2See p.lH-
51Z Vol. I p. 33 1.27; Vol. Ill p. 177 1.6. undu is a variety of 
flemingia. mung is a type of lagumimosae#
tsz Vol. I p. 33 1.27.
5.me vehera bad tuvak gamhi karayehi_banda salasat mut 
EZ Vol* I p. 92 11* A43-44* For patfra, see p.iysr.
EZ Vol. I p.103 n.12.
6
see
Codrington equated it with Tamil karaiyi&u, a term which probably con-
1noted 'temporary allotments'* Paranavitana believed that it was synony­
mous with Skt* karya and suggested that it referred to a service-tenure 
2system# Perera preferred the last interpret giion commenting that it
3would have been a system similar to divel, but with the difference that
4in addition to service the tenant would have had to pay a tithe, too*
More recently, in a fresh interpretation of the term, Paranavitana 
has compared the term with kara, derived from k£, which has been used in 
both Sanskrit and Sinhalese in the sense of ’dues', 'tax' or 'revenue'#
'In the meaning of "liable to revenue",' he maintains, ' we should have 
the gerundive from this root, kirya, from which the mediaeval Sinhalese 
form kara, kara, kar§ can regularly develop on the analogy of Sinh* vara 
from Skt* vlrya*' Thus taking the term as connoting a tax, he has trans­
lated kara - vadaruman and kara-pakaruman. in the Ko$$avafri;avan inscription
5as 'inspectors of taxable land' and 'assessors of taxable land'*
The variety of derivations suggested for the term is in itself a 
clear indication of the difficulty of arriving at a definition through 
etymological considerations* It may be noted that Paranavitana tries to 
trace the derivation of the term to kirya, a word which is not attested* 
Therefore, it would seem more advisable to interpret this word on the
p . - —  _  _ ' ~ ” — —  —
Codrington, Ancient hand Tenure*««** pp* 14-16•
2EZ Vol. Ill p. 191 n.3
3L* S. Perera, Institutions* **, p.1274*
^ or divel, see p. ; also EZ Vol. Ill p* 191 n*9*
basis of the contexts in which it occurs.
Kara has been equated with kara. But in no example can kara be
definitely identified as denoting a tax. If kara was the gerundive of
kara, it would be difficult to explain why kara was preferred in some
inscriptions, while kara in the form of karavuvara was used jh the sense
1of tax in other contemporary inscriptions and literary works. Moreover,
if kara denoted a tax, one would expect it to occur in immunity grants
which list the various royal dues from which the respective properties had
been exempted. But kara' is never found in any of the immunity grants.
On the other hand, when taken in its contexts, the term points to
an altogether different meaning. According to the Mihintale Tablets, the
land was to be 'settled' in kara tenure; but officials were not to take
2land belonging to the 'inner monastery* on kara. The same inscription
lays down that kara fields held by haskaru were not to be taken by the
monastery except on failure of their hereditary line. The word has occurs
in the sense of 'crop' or 'yield* in the Dhampiya Afuva Gajapadaya,^  a
contemporary literary work, and Sorata has interpreted the term haskaru,
probably on the strength of this reference, as 'cultivator'.^ Hmce it
q —- — — —- ~ '
The BAG equates karavuvara with Pali ball p.62. The Jafaka Atuva G*afa-
padaya p.91 explains the Pali term balikarakapuriso as a 'villager' or a
kudi who pays karavuvara. The Amavatura contains a passage in which a
king is reminded that it is unjust to charge karavuvara from the people
without discharging the reciprocal obligation of maintaining law and
order. (Nanaloka ed.) p.103. For inscriptional evidence, see p.s.93
2BZ Vol. X p.93 11.A45-46.
Vol. I p.93 11. A.48-49.
4DAQ p.33.
p.1113.
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-would appear that kara was primarily a term used to denote a tenure on 
which the land was given to peasants for cultiva tion. These peasants seem 
to have held a hereditary right to cultivate their respective plots* in a 
secondary sense, the term would have come to mean the share due to the 
landowner from the tenant cultivators* In another passage of the Mihintale 
Tablets, it is stated that kara from villages were to be taken to the mona- 
stery. Further, in the Badulla inscription, collectors of dues are in­
structed to turn over to the monasteries the kara 'f rom religious benefact- 
ions. It is evident from the preceding discussion that the land of the 
monastery was given to peasant cultivators on what was perhaps a 'share- 
cropping* basis. It is possible that the tenants, in addition to the 
share they ^ id, had to serve at the monastery, as Paranavitana and Perera 
surmised.
B. Stein who has made a study of the inscriptions at the Vehkates-
3vara shrine of the Tirupati temple in South India, has shown that the
lands of this shrine were given out to peasants for cultivation and that
the share of the temple from the produce of the land varied between fifty-
one and seventy-five per cent. No such detailed information is available
on the monasteries of Ceylon. The Mihintale Tablets specify that one third
4of the produce of the land was to be taken to the monastery. It reminds
1EZ Vol. I p. 93 11. A.37-38.
2BZ Vol. V Pt. II p. 192.
3B. Stein, "The .economic function of the mediaeval South Indian temple"
Jnl. of Asn. Stud., Vol. X 19, 1959-60, pp. 163-177*
4EZ Vol. I p. 93 1. A38.
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one of the statement of I-tsing that a monastery which he visited in 
Eastern India gave out its land for cultivation in return for one third 
of the produce.1 But it is not certain whether the Mihintale Tablets are 
referring specifically to the dues the monastery received from its tenants.
In cases where the proprietary rights over villages and large ex­
tents of land, particularly fields, were granted to monasteries, little 
change as to the tenure could have been made, as the land would already 
have been held by peasant cultivators with a hereditary right to till the 
land. But the cultivation and maintenance of smaller grants of fields and
of plantations of coconut or areca could have been undertaken directly by
/■ 2 the monastery. The corvee labour to which the monastery was entitled
could be profitably utilized in such enterprises.
An inscription from Buddanneh&la, which records a grant of land, 
carries the provision me rajfci yedunavun me kumburat net sama kot diya pana 
kot. This has been translated by Paranavitana as ’employees in this dis­
trict shall level the beds (of fields) and lead the water to these (afore­
said) f i e l d s ' I f  this rendering is accepted, it would mean that at 
times the labour due to the state was used to help the monasteries to
cultivate their land. Monastic records refer to payments made for hired 
4labour. The use of hired labour to work on fields was not unknown in
■i
I-tsing p*62*
2
See p.i$9.
5EZ Vol. I p. 197 11. B31-C2, p. I qg
4cSee p.
ancient Ceylon, The gahassavatthu-pakarana contains a story about a
man who went in search of work and was hired to harvest a field owned by
% 1the governor of a district (rajjhika), It is possible that the monastery 
used labour from all these sources to cultivate a part of its land.
The growth of monastic property wouldhave, from the earliest times* 
given rise to a need for buffaloes for work in fields and draught-oxen 
for carts and caravans, The Abhayagiri inscription of ICassapa V carries 
the warning that the officials who either gave out or took for themselves
the oxen of the karvalhala of the monastery would be dismissed from ser-
2  ^
vice. The Samantapasadika prescribes the proper procedure accepting
grants of oxen. But it is only in the period of Co|.a rule that a grant
of cattle is found for the first time in Ceylon. In an inscription from
the Velgam monastery? Adittaparaiyan, a Tamil, granted eighty-four cows
3for the maintenance of perpetual lamps at this monastic shrine. The 
Calpata monastery, too, lists cattle and buffaloes among various types 
of property granted to the monastery and refers to cowherds (endera) among 
its employees*^
The inscriptions of the ninth and tenth centuries contain many grants 
of exemption from royal dues made to land held by monasteries. Most pro­
bably these grants of immunity merely amounted to the transfer of revenue 
^Shsvp. p.54*
^EZ Vol. I pp. 48-49 11* 45-46. The term hala could mean a 'hall*, 'shed1, 
or a 1 traders1 stall!. Wickremasinghe has left karvaj. untranslated. Among 
meanings of kara, connotations lice ’sea’ and ’salt* are well known. Vala 
is often used in ancient Sinhalese literature and modern parlance in the 
sense of ’pit’, 1 cistern1 or 'low ground’. Hence karval would mean a ’salt 
pit1 or ’pit in the sea’ - a saltern. This is reminiscent of the three hun­
dred salterns granted to the three nikayas. It is very tempting to suppose 
on this basis that the karvalhala was a place connected with the salterns, 
where salt was stored or kept for sale, and that the passage referred to 
oxen used for transportation. f'onnf )
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to the monasteries. In this connection a statement which occurs among the
regulations for the guidance of monks and monasteries in the administration
of the monastery is of particular interest: ’Taxes in excess of, or less
than, (what is due according to) former practices are not to be levied*'
It clearly reveals that the monasteries were not only entitled to the royal
dues but also that their officials actively participated in their collection
Apart from these taxes, some of the monasteries derived an income from the
2administration of justice in the villages which came under their control*
According to a tenth-century record from Badulla,a trader who kept
his shop open on a poya day was liable to a payment of a padda of oil for
the maintenance of lamps at the MahiyaAgap.a monastery* If he failed to do
so, a fine ’as is customary1 was to be charged and used for the same pur- 
3pose. This could imply that it was usual to close all shops on poya days
and that those who did not do so had to make a special payment to the
monastery. On the other hand, it is also possible that it amounted to a
mere quit-rent paid by those traders who opened stalls on monastic grounds
on poya days* But it is not possible to determine the exact nature of
this source of income.
(cTont.) ~ ~ ~ ~
3GJSG Vol. XI No. 596.
4EZ Vol. IV p. 207 11. 19, 23.
^pere girltin va&a kina karavuvara nobandna isa. SZ Vol. Ill p. 263 11. 39* 
2See p*nc|
3SZ Vol. V Pt. II p. 183 11. B26-36.
Monasteries as ¥©11 as individual monies in Central Asia and China took
part in commercial enterprises and usury* Perhaps the Theravadin monks
of Ceylon cared less for these 'profane activities'* For evidence on
this subject is very rare* Yet a Sanskrit record from the Abhayagiri
monastery prohibits monks who indulged in agriculture and commerce from 
1living there* Similarly, the Mihintale Tablets stipulate that those
monies who took part in buying and selling forfeited their right to live
2at the monastery. This suggests the possibility of individual monks 
taking part in commercial activities; but specific instances of such 
participation are not found on record.
An inscription from Anuradhapura, datable to the reign of Dappula 
XV (924-935)9 records a deposit of two hundred kaland of gold at a mon­
astery with specific instruction as to how the income from this endowment
was to be utilized. It is clear from this record that the donor expected
3a return of fifteen per cent per annum. The monastery, therefore, would 
have had to invest the money on its own initiative, in a manner which would 
enable the fulfilment of the conditions laid down by the donor. Accord­
ing to the Ctilavamsa, Mahinda IV. built a tambula-man&apa and assigned 
the income from it for the purchase of medicinal requirements of the monks
1iz Vol. I p.5 11.16-17.
2EZ Vol. I p.93 11. A42-43.
3
Slab Inscription Mo* 1. EZ Vol. I pp. 23-29. Twenty kaland of gold were 
set apart for the provision of jaggery worth one aka and clarified butter 
worth one aka to one monk on the uposatha day in the middle of each month 
(11*20-22)* From this it is clear that the donor expected a return of 
24 akas = 3 kaland on an outlay of twenty kaland* (8 akas = 1 kaland 
Oodrington, Ceylon Coins.** p* ll). This would amount to a return of 
fifteen per cent.
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of the Theravagtsa#1 The Badulla inscription refers to special stalls 
termed maflapa (P# mandapa) for the sale of arecanuts and betal* Officials 
were to prevent the sale of these commodities outside these appointed
2 «n
places. Hence it seems that it was a stall where betel (tambnla) was 
sold which was donated by Mahinda I?, These two instances suggest the 
possibility that the monasteries of this period were involved in commer­
cial activities#
It would appear that the monastery, assisted by its rules and re­
gulations prohibiting the sale and mortgage of its property, became the 
locus for the concentration of wealth, particularly land, in the mediaeval 
Sinhalese economy# It brought about a notable change in the attitude of 
sangha towards wealth# According to the Samantapasadika, the accept- 
of property was prohibited to the sangha; but this was permissible if the 
property in question was donated foi^  the specific purpose of meeting the 
cost of ’allowable articles’ or of maintaining monastic buildings in 
repair.^ Ostensibly, this was a convenient means of overcoming difficult 
rules to accommodate current practices# Buddhaghosa was dealing with a 
problem which was of practical importance to the sangha. A strict inter­
pretation of the rules would have been invalid against a practice which
which had been current for-about five centuries* But, in fact, it also 
1Cv., 54.46.
2£Z Vol. V Pt. II p. 187 11. 027-32.
See p.7A h - I.
Smp., pp. 678-679.
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marks the development of a more positive attitude towards wealth hased 011 
the idea that it ms permissible for the sangha to possess wealth if it 
served a purpose in accordance with the disciplinary rules.
Again the practice transcended the rule* Donations of cash and 
precious substances were not an unusual source of income to the monasteries* 
Mahinda IV, Vijayabahu I and Hissanka Malla weighed themselves in precious 
substances and presented the saftgha with this wealth."** It is also possible 
that in addition to the income from grants made without any specification 
of purpose, some monasteries realized a surplus from other grants after 
attending to the functions specified by the donors* Presumably, such in­
come was at least partly inve&ed in land or commercial enterprises* The 
inscription of ICassapa V at the Abhayagiri monastery decrees that the funds 
of the monastery left after payment of allowances to monks and servants and
the expenditure on repairs and decoration should be used to Tacquire vil- 
2
lagesf* There is an instance of a monastery investing money in land in an 
inscription from Hinguregala dating from about the fourth or •foe fifth cen­
tury. According to this record a monastery spent three hundred and eighty 
kahapanas to buy land at twenty kahapa&as a paya*^  The Galpatavihara in­
scription, dated by Paranavitana to the reign of Parakkamabahu 1, mentions 
that a piece of land was bought with the gold of the monastery and planted
1Cv., 54.27; El Vol. XVIII p. 336 11. 11-12} EZ Vol. II p.172 11.11-14.
2 " «*
piriven laddan tamanat pirikapu vatin mut itirituvak dayin sahgun dasan 
vafakam navarn puja situvam koj va&iyak ata gam ganna isa. EZ Vol. 1 p.49 
11,52-54*
3EZ Vol. V Pt. I pp. 111-119.
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with areca* When a monastery has a surplus in funds at the end of the 
year, it implies that it had sufficient resources for its maintenance*
The use of these funds for further accumulation of property was, in a 
sense, a transgression of the limits set by Buddhaghosa and represents 
a change from his views*
In this connection, a verse which occurs in the Culavamsa with 
reference to the queen of IJdaya I, seems relevant:
Gama ye3 sum pura IdLta vihare tattha sa dhanam
** *  ■ ' ir*<—  ■— .in ' ■■ ■' »«■< 1 1 111 ' ■ *11, n ' .j ■ Pi * ij y  , *
datva te mocayitvana viharassteva dapayi*^
The passage in which this verse occurs, particularly the two verses which 
precede it, appear suspect* But thisparticular verse yields a fairly 
satisfactory translation: !At that monastery she redeemed, by paying
money, the villages which had been bought in the past and re-granted them
3
to the same monastery.* This passage seems to confirm the practice? re­
ferred to above, of monasteries 'acquiring villages'. The curious act of 
the queen in buying them back and re-granting them to the monastery was, 
one may surmise, a gentle means of expressing her disapproval of the 
practice*
In three instances the Culavastsa refers to a group of monies called 
labhavasins* Mahinda IV granted wealth to the labhavasin monks of the 
three nikayas*^ Vijayabahu I assigned the villages AntaraviJJhi, Sanghata- 
1BZ Vol. IV p. 206 11. 8-9.
2Cv., 49.26.
3 -
Geiger translates lcita as'sold'* This is, obviously, incorrect*
Cv* »trsl* Pt* I, p.129.
4Cv., 54.-27.
«  -  *  - 1
gamaka and SirimagnJalagama to labhavasin monies. The first and the last 
of these villages were located in the modern Batticaleo. and ICurunagala dis­
tricts respectively by G* ¥. Nicholas; he has also suggested that the sec- 
„ 2
ond was in NajaraJJha. Vijayabahu I also restored to the mona­
steries the villages in Roha^a which had been granted by previous kings 
for the supply of food for monks, for labhavasin monks and for the provi- 
sion of offerings to stupas. No explanation of the term labhavasin has 
been given so far. It is important to note that they could belong to all 
the three nikayas. It also seems that they were fairly wide-spread over 
the Island, further, in all these three instances they are associated with 
a grant of a village or of wealth. In the last instance cited, they occur 
among other heads of expenditure at a monastery as provision of food for 
monies and payments to employees. These reasons as also the fact that the 
term labhavasin appears in the chronicle in the same period as the term 
labhaladuvan in inscriptions make it very tempting to suppose that both 
terms referred to the same group of monks, i.e. those who were entitled to 
stipends* The tendency to consider monks who enjoyed personal incomes as 
belonging to a separate class is noticeable also in the Burmese chronicle 
Sasanavamsa which refers to three types of monks; forest-dwellers, 
village-dwellers and 'recipients of the taxes on the fields and lands dedi­
10
cated to a monastery*.
The mention of villages and incomes assigned to the labhavasins 
raises the question of the possibility of the development of personal pro­
perty among the saiigha. Among the numerous inscriptions recording the 
pious donations of the patrons of the sangha are found some donations by 
monks themselves. An inscription as far back as the third century A.D.,
found at Murutange in the North-western province, records a gift of three
2hundred damakahavanu made by a monk called Saftghatissa. The tenth century 
Sanskrit record from the Kaparsrama mentions an endowment of two hundred 
tankas by a certain sthavira Sanghanandin for the supply of drinkables
*7
(paniyartham) to the monks of the Kapararama* The generosity of these 
religieux points.to their possessior|of fairly substantial incomes and sug­
gests the possibility of their having had rights over property.
This possibility grows stronger when considered in the light of 
statements in the insolations of the ninth and tenth centuries. A regu­
lation in the Jetavanarama Sanskrit inscription prohibits the monies of
4
that particular monastery from owning even a pada of land in the Island.
It is very unlikely that such a regulation would have found its way into 
the short list of rules in this inscription if the question had not been 
of practical importance and relevance to those times. Further evidence is 
^Sasanavamsa (B.C.Law) p.92.
2CJSG_ Vol. II Ho. 381.
3E2 Vol. V Pt. I pp. 162-169. 
tiZ Vol. I p. 4 11.11-12.
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available in the Anuradhapura slab inscription of ICassapa V where reference 
is made among various types of property belonging to the nikaya to aangsatu 
purigulsatu labhayehi isa bajtuvak gambimat* This passage has been trans­
lated as ’the villages and land connected with the incomes (stipends) 
accruing to the clergy in common and to individual monks’* The same in­
scription decrees later on that residences made over to the clergy in common 
should not be converted into personal property*^ These two statements are 
particularly noteworthy. For they reveal that a distinction was drawn be­
tween the property belonging to the monks in common and that which belonged 
to individuals* This distinction seems to have been strong enough to justi­
fy the provision of regulations prohibiting the conversion of ’common pro­
perty' into ’personal property’*
Inscriptions do not provide sufficient evidence to help determine 
whether pungulsatu denoted ownership of property by individual monks or 
laymen* In clarifying this position, the Samantapasadika proves extremely 
helpful. In the Cullavaggavap$ana of the Samantapasadika, Buddhaghosa lays 
down the procedure to be followed if the sangha found itself unable to main­
tain the buildings of the monasteries in good repairs
’ It has been said in the ICurundi that if there is no wealth 
held in common by the sangha, one monk should be asked to
look after the building and take the space for a bed in re­
turn, If he desires more, it should be protected even after 
giving a third or a half of it to him. And if he still pleads,
’only the pillars remain5 much work has to be done,” the 
whole building may be given to him as his personal property 
(puggalikam) ***** Such a building would be his personal
1 y
sang kaja avas pungul nokaranu isa S2 Vol, I pp. 47-48 11*28-29*
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property during his lifetime, but would become the 
property of the sangha (sanghikafl) at his death* But 
if he wishes to leave it to his disciples, a third or 
a half may be given after examining the work done; it  ^
is permissible for him t> leave this to his disciples*’
Another passage from the same section of the S aman tapasadika deals with
the rights of monks who set up monastic dwellings;
’If a monk builds a hermitage for his personal use, on 
land belonging to the sanghain common, but with his own 
materials, without taking even a grain of sand belonging 
to the sangha, half of the building belongs to the sa&gha 
and the other half is his personal property. ... If he 
builds it with material belonging to the safigha, collected 
at the monastery, he is entitled to only a third**. But if 
he sets up a building after filling and levelling very 
rough and uneven ground and cutting steps where there was 
none, the saftgha has no olairns on it.f2
These passages suggest that the inability of the monasteries to 
maintain all their buildings in good repair as well as the initiative of 
individual monies in building activities gave rise to some form of personal 
ownership among monks* But it is difficult to determine whether these 
statements of Buddhaghosa were prompted by realities of the times or 
whether they were merely logical possibilities considered by a commentator* 
Perhaps, they were a mixture of both. Even if it^conceded that they were 
mere logical possibilities, it is seen that during the course of this dis­
cussion Buddhaghosa accepted the idea of ownership of property by indi­
vidual monks* Secondly the recurrence of these terms in the later in­
scriptions show that they had been translated into real terms at least by
S^rnp., p* 1246.
2Smp.. p. 1246-1247.
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the tenth century. The discussion of Buddhaghosa "brings out the signifi­
cance of the terms sangsatu and pungulsatu in the inscriptions and leaves 
little doubt that the latter was used with reference to the personal pro­
perty of monks and not of laymen.
However, the evidence cited above does not indicate an actual in­
stance of land being held by individual monks though they strongly sug­
gest this possibility. The Samantapasadika discusses only the ownership 
of monastic buildings. Perhaps, the idea of ownership of land was not 
yet known. In this connection, an iiscription from Buddannehala, dated 
in the third year of a king identified as ICassapa V, is of considerable 
importance. According to this record, the rights to a certah allotment 
of land amounting to six kiri In extent were vested in the monk Harse, 
the incumbent of the hermitage of Hagirigala and not in the institution 
itself. After his demise these rights were to devolve upon Buddhamitra 
who is described as the 'son by consecration ' (abhigekayen daru) of 
the former. And on the death of the latter they were to be enjoyed by a
person appointed by the abbot of the Cetiyagiri monastery.**" The fact
that this is the only inscription of its typefound so far may suggest
that this was an uncommon p r act ice. But it does not appear so uncommon
when considered in the light of the evidence of the Samantapasadika cited 
earlier* further, it provides an actual instance of ownership of property 
by individual monks but also of ’inheritance' by ’spiritual sons' and 
hence is a remarkable corroboration of the evidence found in the Samanta-
EZ Vol. X pp. 191-200.
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Further evidence is found in an inscription from KoJ£ange, dating 
from about the early decades of the thirteenth century, according to 
which the mahathera Abhaya .«. of Yilagammuja granted three pieces of 
land including the pamunu of Kalam to the sangha.^  An earlier inscription 
from the same place reveals^the pamupu of ICalam had been granted by Lokes-
vara to Loke Aramena, a general, for valour shorn in campaigns against the
2Co^as# The land in question couldImve come to be possessed by the monk 
in any one of three different ways* First, he couldhave owned the land 
before he entered the Order* This would imply that the land had been in 
his possession for a long time, as he was a mahathera by the time he made 
this grant. Second, the right could have devolved upon him through inheri­
tance after he joined the Order. This explanation recognizes the right 
of a monk to inherit property. Third, he couldhave been offered the land. 
Even if it were so, he seems to have made the grant some time later as le 
refers to the land as belonging to him (tamanvahansege) and not what he 
had recently received.
Corroborative evidence is found also in a later passage of the Cula- 
vamsa. In order to restore the property of monasteries confiscated by his 
predecessors, it is said that Parakkamabahu II caused to be determined the 
villages which had been assigned for the provision of 'priestly requisites' 
(paccayagamaka) and those which belonged to monks in common (ganasanta-
EZ Vol. IV pp. 82-90 No. 2. 
2EZ Vol. IV pp. 82-90 No. 1.
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kagama) and to individuals (puggalikagama).^  This reference to pugga- 
likagama reiterates the idea of individual ownership and also suggests 
that villages, too, were involved* On the basis of this evidence it is 
not altogether unjustified to contend that a part of the property assigned 
to the community of monks was enjoyed by certain monks of this period as 
their personal property.
The appearance of the practice of ownership of property by individual 
monks would suggest that Buddhist monks, in spite of the ideal they set 
for themselves, were, by the period under consideration, drawn into very 
close association with the lay society so that some of the salient features 
of lay life were introduced into the life of monies. But it would be unwise 
to believe that monks had the same rights over their personal property as 
the laymen did. The use of the term Townership1 raises a number of diffi­
cult and in some cases unanswerable questions. It is not clear how far 
the rights of these fowners' extended. The property owned by the mahathera
Abhaya ... of VilgammuJ.a, mentioned above is termed pamunu and involved
2'the most complete ownership possible within the tenure system'. Evi­
dently, the right of alienation in the sense of transfer to the safigha 
was known; but it is not clear whether a monk could transfer his property 
to a layman as a sale or a gift.
'Ownership' did not involve personal management. It mere^ r entitled 
the owner to the income from the property which would have been administered
1Cv., 84.5-4.
2See p . tq©-
in the usual manner hy monastic officials.1 The right was limited also 
by residence qualifications. A^ jfcenth century inscription from the Abhaya- 
giri monastery states that monks were not entitled to their incomes if
p
they left the Order* Further, both this inscription and the Mihintale 
Tablets add that the income accruing from the villages and the land be­
longing to the monastery should be enjoyed only by the regular residents
3of the monastery.
As pointed out earlier, the personal property of a monk would nor­
mally revert to the sangha after his death. It is noteworthy, however, 
that he could leave his property to his disciples. This finds confirmation 
even in the account of I-tsing where he deals with the procedure followed 
in the Western regions he visited in dsaling with the property of deceased 
monks; ’First of all an inquiry should be made as to whether there are 
any debts, whether the deceased left a will, and also if anyone nursed 
him while ill. If there be such, the property must be distributed in 
accordance with the law* Any property remaining must be suitably divided...
Lands, houses, shops... village gardens, buiMings which are Immovable be-
4come the property of the assembly.’
Though ownership of property was at times vested ii^individual monks 
all such sources of income were considered to be the property of the re­
spective monasteries and ultimately of the nikayas. Several inscriptions 
■''See EZ Vol. I p.239.
2EZ Vol. I p. 235 1. 25; p.23611.37-38.
3EZ Vol. I p.91. 11.A15-16.
4
I-tsing p.189-190.
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of this period refer to the ‘property of the three nikayas'* A tenth
century inscription from Diyurumvela refers to a village in the Malaya
*™ 2 **region owned hy the Abhayagiri nikaya. The Anuradhapura slab inscription 
of ICassapa V records the grant of immunities made to all the lands and vil- 
lages belonging to the whole Abhayagiri nilcaya. Evidently, all the land 
belonging to a nikaya was considered as forming one unit, for administrat­
ive purposes. Further, as will be discussed in the next chapter, the main 
monastery of the nikay^had a close supervisory control over the admini­
stration of the property of the hermitages belonging to the nikaya; these
hermitages had to submit their annual statements of accounts for approval
4
by the monks of the main monastery. Hence, in the ninth and tenth cen­
turies, the nikaya was not merely a fraternity of monks subscribing to a 
particular school of thought; it was also a body which owned a vast ex­
tent of land and had supervisory control over these lands through institu­
tions representing the nikaya spread over many parts of the Island.
The fifty-three years of Qo^ .a rule over Rajara$$ha which followed 
the fall of Anuradhpura was a period of constant warfare between the Co|.as 
and the succession of petty rulers who rose to power in Rohapa and Dalckipa- 
desa. In these years of political disorder monastic property would^ iave 
been subjected to plunder and confiscation by war-leaders in need of funds
1iz Vol. XV p. 42 11. 013-14.
2OJSO.. Vol. II No. 635.
3EZ Vol. I pp.41-57.
4^Seerp*i65T-iCG
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to replenish their treasuries; and whatever was left could easily 
lapse into the hands of monastic officials and tenants.
It is the misdeeds of the CoJ.as which are highlighted in the Cula- 
vagisa when the chronicler draws a picture of rapacious plunder and de­
struction; 'They plundered many costljr images of gold from tie shrines 
of the three nikayas in all Lanka, violently destroyed all monasteries 
in different parte of the land and like blood-sucking .yakkhas pillaged 
Lanka of its w e a l t h * I t  is quite possible that the CoJ.as plundered the 
wealth of the monasteries and transferred monastic property to the ^aiva 
temples they built in Ceylon and South India. However, apart from tie vague 
statement in the chronicle quoted above, there is no concrete evidence to
support either of these suppositions. Vijayabahu I is said to have re-
2stored to the safigha the property granted to them by previous kings,
This would imply that monastic property had been confiscated or that their 
ownership had lapsed during the preceding period; but this was a statement 
made with reference to Roha^a which was the centre of the Sinhalese resist­
ance to Co^ .a rule.
More evidence on the fate of the property of monies in Rohapa is 
found in another strophe in the Culavamsa. Kassapa, son of Mahinda V, 
is said to have offered, after a victorious campaign against the Cojas, 
a boon to his generals. In this connection, it is said,
1Cy., 55.20, 21. 
2See p.n 9
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Bu&dho so pavesLi&amam varam yacittha, Kittiko 
sanghikam gahitam bhagam vis saj.je turn varam vari.
Geiger rendered this strophe into English as follows! * Buddha asked as 
w
wish for the village in which his family dwelt; Kitti chose as wish that 
the part of his revenues which the bhikkhu community had appropriated might 
he remitted*’ The second part of this passage is particularly striking.
It seems rather strange that the monies had succeeded in appropriating the 
revenues of none other than one of the foremost military leaders of the 
Sinhalese at the time. Even if the Buddhist monies were audacious enough 
to think of such an act unworthy of their position, a general would be an 
unlikely victim. Secondly even if this was what the chronicler meant, 
the phrase safighikam gahitagi would have been a rather inappropriate gramm­
atical form to convey this sense. Hence, the second part of this strophe, 
it seems, demands a different interpretation. Both the words sanghikam 
and gahitagt in this pada qualify the term bhagam. Considering this fact, 
this pada can be translated without any strain on the meaning or the con­
struction of the strophe as, 'Kittika chose as wish that the incomes of the 
sangha which had been appropriated be restored.' This evidently refers to 
the area which was under Kassapa’s control. The 'incomes of the saftgha* 
mentioned in this strophe could have been confiscated by Kassapa or by 
the Gojas who had occupied Hoha$a for six months till the end of these 
campaigns. One may surmise on the basis of this evidence, that the sangha 
suffered from deprivation of their property even in the regions outside 
Rajaratfha during this period of constant warfare and political disorder.
1Cv., 55.31.
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The accession of Vijayabahu I to the throne of Ceylon and the 
establishment of peace and order ushered in a period of prosperity for 
sangha. The Culvamea devotes an entire chapter to the description 
of the work of the king for the ifelfare of the saftgha and the laity. 
Restorations and fresh grants of villages to about twenty-one monasteries 
occur in the chronicle. Of these Bhallataka, Jambukola, ICurundiya, Maha- 
sena, Maigijalagiri, paragamaka, Panina and Sittalagama may be located in 
RajaraJthaj Candanagiri, hevanagara, ICasagalla, Madhutthala, Mahiyanga$a,
Rakkhacetiyapabbaia and Buddhagu^a in Roha^a, Pa$$uvapi in Bakkhip.adesa and
1 -the Jambukola cave monastery in Malayadesa. His patronage of the labhavasin
«*> 2 
and vanta.jivin monks has already been mentioned.
The shrine on the mount of Samano^a was another place which bene­
fited from the generosity of Vijayabahu. The Culavamsa mentions the grant 
of the village Ciliinalaya and its fields of sali paddy for the provision
3
of alms to pilgrims visiting the shrine. The Ambagamuva inscription 
records a grant, made to the same shrine, of a plantation of areca in 
Kehelgamuva, another in udu-ho (upper bank of the stream) and allotments 
of land in Tiniyagal, Soragoja, Liyavaja, in the forests of Badulla as well 
as in Makujmula, Ambagamuva, Yaligampola and Ulapaha all of which were 
attached to Kalatiguvela.^
1Cv., 60.58-63, 81; JHASCB(NS) Vol. VI pp. 48, 57, 61, 70, 71, 80, 83, 
86, 104, 108, 183, 188, 191, 192. 
2
See pp.A-**- ,ioQ.
^Qv., 60.64-67.
Vol. II p.214 11. B38-43.
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Tet, undoubtedly the most extensive donation of Vijayabahu I was 
the endowment he made to the monastery he built for the monks of the three
— i
nnkayas. According to Geiger's translation'he granted to the community
the whole district of AJisara to gether with the eanal-diggers dwelling
there1* But the original strophe runs as follows;
Sanghassa pakavatjattham rattham datvalisaralcam 
sakalam tam nivasihi nettlkehi saheva ca
It may be pointed out that the occurrence of ca in the last pada precludes
Geiger's assumption that the term tam nivasihi qualified nettikehi. The two
t
terms will have to be taken as separate. Nettika occurs in the Dhammapada.*
The Dhammapadatthakatha, commenting on this particular strophe, suggests
that it denotes 'a workman engaged in irrigational activities'. But it
4is quite possible, as Rhys Davids pointed out, that the term also meant 
'a conduit for irrigation'. In fact, A^isarara^^ha was an area with a 
number of irrigation works and was presumably named after the largest and 
the most important of them. If we, therefore, accept the second meaning of 
the term, the translation will have to be modified to read as follows:
'For the provision of food, he granted to the community the whole district 
of A^isara together with its residents and canals.'
It is interesting that the residents of tie district, too, were given
Cv., 60.14.
2
iDhammapada v.80.
D^hammapadatthalcatha (PTS) Vol. II p. 147*
4Pali~-English Dictionary (PTS)
1
over to the monastery. Several Indian inscriptions record similar grants. 
In practice this would lave meant merely that the rights to labour usually 
enjoyed by the king were now transferred to the monastery* But the most 
noteworthy feature about this grant is the vastness of the area granted.
its tributaries. There is no evidence on the exact extent of the rights 
of the monastery over the land granted to it. But there is little doubt 
that the income of the monastery was quite substantial. It is unfortunate 
that the identity of this monastery which was held in such high esteem by
on the strength of the foregoing account, that the Buddhist monasteries of
even if their prosperity did not equal the standards of the p eriod prior 
to the Go^a occupation.
With the death of Vijayabahu the political unity of the Island was 
lost, and there began a period of protracted warfare bringing widespread 
devastation to the three independent kingdoms which arose in Rajaraj;j;ha, 
feohagLa and Dakkhi^adesa* These dimunitive kingdoms could not support such
,ge together with its inhabitants
The account of the campaigns of Parakkamabahu I in the Gulavamsa shows 
that the district of AJ.isara comprised a number of villages including 
Ta^atthala, AJigama and probably Kadduragama, Kira|;i, Vilana, Mattikavapi, 
Uddhanlturagama, Adhokurangama and Nasinna. In addition, the grant pro­
bably covered the right to the income from the great AJisara canal with
Vijayabahu I has not been preserved in our sources. It may be presumed,
the three main nikayas were well endowed during the reigns of Vijayabahu
Nirmand Copper Plate Gil Vol.Ill p.288
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warfare and in. the words of the chronicler their rulers 'squeezed out 
the whole people as sugar-cane in a sugar mill, by levying excessive 
taxes'* Under these straitened circumstances it was natural that they 
would look at the wealth of monasteries with covetous eyes. Further, one 
of the rulers who ascended the throne of Polonnaruva, Vikkamabahu I 
(1111-1132), sons of Vijayabahu I, had reasons to be disgruntled with the
sangha. For, in selecting the king and the upara.ja after the <feath of
- 2 
Vijayabahu I, they had ignored his own claims.
A posthumous inscription of V^ayabahu from Polonnaruva records
an agreement between a certain mahasthavira lugalan of the Uturujamuja
and the Mahatantra, Valafgiyar and Nagarattar sections of the Velaikkara
army. In accordance with this agreement the Velaikkaras would assign
men for the protection of the shrine of the Tooth relic. Further, they
bound themselves to protect the villages, servants and the treasures of
the shrine, to protect men seeking shelter in its immunity, to provide all
its requirements and to maintain it in good repair. They even gave the
shrine a new name: Mu^ ipu-k ai-1 i ru-V e 1aikkaran~D a J. aday-pp e rump alii (i.e.
the great shrine of the Tooth relic of the Velaikkaras of the three
divisions). It is clear from this passage that the Velaikkaras took
over virtually the complete control of the shrine and its properties.
1Cv.> 61.53.
2See p. 3j£\
3EI Vol. XVIII p.338.
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This is the first instance in Ceylon of the sangha seeking the help of 
mercenary troops for the protection of its property and its rights*
The sangha wouldhave found themselves in \ery severe straits to be 
forced to take this unusual step,
l'n his edition of the inscription, ¥ickremasinghe comments, 'it 
is conceivable that between 1137 and 1153 A.D., that is to say either at 
the end of Vikkamabahu1s reign, or at the beginning of that of his son 
Gajabahu, both of whom were no friends of the Buddhist church, Moggallana 
fearing that the king might lay his devastating hands on the rich Tooth- 
relic temple, then containing the Tooth- and Bowl-arelics that were ori­
ginally at Moggallana^ own TJttaroJa vihara, at Abhayagiri, prevailed upon 
the powerful Vellaikkaras to take over the full custody of the temple and 
fled southwards to Roha^a or the Yuvaraja's country,1^  In dating this 
inscription, ¥ickremasinghe was partly guided by his identification of 
Mugalanof this inscription with Moggallana, the lexicographer who lived
in the time of Parakkamabahu I. There are several difficulties which pre-
2
eluded such an identification, which will be discussed in due course.
Here it should suffice to cite certain facts which point to the impro­
bability of this dating.
Culavamsa states imery precise terms that it was Vikkamabahu who 
confiscated the wealth of the shrine of the Tooth relic. Hence this re­
cord has to be dated to a period prior to that event; there is no basis
13Z Vol. II pp. 249-50.
2See (P• *+7o -
for dating it to the reign of Gajabahu II. Secondly it appears rather 
unlikely that Vikkamabahu with his grievances againstthe sangha would 
have waited till the end of his twenty-one year long reign to take meas­
ures against the monasteries, Further, if the record dates from so late 
a period, it would be very strange that it speaks of the reign of Vija- 
yabahu in great detail and makes no mention at alL of Vikkamabahu. Certain 
facts in the inscription lend colour to our view. The Velaikkara army 
which bound itself to protect the property of the shrine was in all pro­
bability in the service of the king. It is also stated that they were 
summoned by mahasthavira Mugalan who ms in the company of king's ministers 
(raj —amatyaro&un—ku&a). it is very unlikely that the Velaikkaras would 
have entered into such an agreement if It was the king who intended to 
appropriate the wealth of the shrine. Even if they did so, it is more 
improbable that the king’s ministers would have taken part ix the delibera­
tions which led to this agreement and stated so in a public document. 
Moreover, if the mercenary army and the ministers were opposed to the 
idea of confiscating monastic property, it is not likely that Vikkamabahu 
would have succeeded in his attempt as he In fact did. On considering that 
only Vijayabahu is referred to in this record, it appears that it possibly 
belonged to the period between the death of Vijayabahu and the accession of 
Vikkamabahu, It may be suggested that the monks were forced to take these 
unprecedented measures to ensure the protection of their property and of 
their rights during these unsettled times markedby constant warfare, 
particularly when they realised the possibility of Vikkamabahu, whose in­
terests they had forsaken* emerging victorious. If the plausibilityof
these arguments is accepted* thds inscription can be precisely dated.
For the period between the death of Vijayabahu and the accession of
1
Vikkamabahu lasted only about a year, i.e. A, D. c. 1110-1111.
It is possible that the Sanskrit inscription from Padaviya which re­
cords that the Buddhist monastery at the site was taken under the pro-
- 2 tection <£ the Velaikkaras also belongs to this period. These precautions,
however, proved to be of no avail. According to the CulavagiBa, Vikkamabahu 
confiscated the precious stones and pearls offered to the Alms Bowl and 
the Tooth relic of the Buddha, He also appropriated the 'maintenance 
villages', golden images and offerings of sandalwood, aloes and camphor 
belonging to the saftgha’ » But there is no mention of any opposition 
offered by the Velaikkaras placed in charge of the shrine of the Tooth 
relic* They may have belonged to the faction which was defeated by Vikkama­
bahu in the struggle for the throne. Even if they were by this time in the 
employ of Vikkamabahu, they had no reason to complain. According to the 
Culavamsa, the king distributed the 'maintenance villages' of the sangha 
among his followers and converted the monasteries into barracks for his 
foreign soldiers.
The spoliation of monasteries was not entirely unprecedented. For­
eign invaders were not the only people responsible for such measures. The
T~~ ~  ‘ ' —  - —  ■ —  - — .
This dating is based on Paranavitana*s chronology. See UHC Vol. I P5* II*
2pp. 843-847.
ARASC 1953 P*19.
3Cv., 61.54-61.
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chronicles refer to confiscations of monastic property in the reigns
of Kuncanaga (? 187~189 A.D.) and Dafhopatissa I (639-650) by partici-
1
pants in civil wars to raise funds for their campaigns. But it was in
the reign of Vikkamabahu that a confiscation of monastic property was
carried out by a Sinhalese king on a large scale to affect all the major
establishments of the sangha.
Unlike certain confiscations of monastic property like the Hui Chang
2
Suppression in Chinese Buddhism it does not seem to have been an attempt 
to control the number of monies or the extent of the wealth of the mona­
steries. Apparently, no attempt was made to laicize monks. Though Vikkama- 
balm seems to have patronized the $aiva faith, there is no evidence to 
believe that this action amounted to a persecution of Buddhism in favour 
of any other faith. It would have been partly a political vendetta, but 
mainly a measure prompted by pecuniary needs. There is little doubt, how­
ever, that the action of the king was felt deep in the organization of 
the sangha. The loss of their wealth brought together the various frater­
nities of the sangha, despite the traditional differences which divided 
them, in a concerted move of censure against the king. Inihe words of 
the chronicler, the ascetics in the eight chief viharas looked up to
as people worthy of honour, and the pamsukulika bhikkhus belonging to the
^Shsvp., pp. 21-22; Cv., 44.131-154, 140.
2
See K. Chen, ’The economic background of the Hui Chang Suppression of 
Buddhism’, Harvard Ini, of Asn. Stud. Vol. 19, 1956, pp. 67 ff. See 
also p.fc£3 .
3See p .&£ jO .
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two divisions, were wroth at the matter and thinking it were better to 
remove themselves from the vicinity of people like those erring from 
the faith, wrought in this way so much evil against the Order, they took 
the sacred Tooth Relic and the Alms Bowl Relic, betook themselves to
1
Roha$a and settled themselves here and there where it pleased them.1
Perhaps they were thinking of the instance when the monks of Tapovana took
a similar measure against the king, with successful results, in the reign 
2of Udaya III. This time it was not a mere section of the sangha that 
was affected. The account of the Culavamsa points to a mass exodus to 
Roha^a of monks from the main fraternities at the capital. They took 
with them two relics which were increasingly gaining prominence as symbols 
of sovereignty. This was indeed a situation fraught with calamitous pot- 
entialities endangering the position and the security of the king.
Curiously enough no uprising which embarrassed Vikkamabahu is re­
corded in the chronicles. It is not impossible that the growth of the 
wealth of the monasteries and the unwise participation in political af­
fairs by monks had roused some resentment among the laity who, even if 
they did not acquiesce in the actions of the king, saw no reason to oppose 
him. It is also possible that, contrary to the statements in tie chronicle, 
not all the monasteries were affected by this act. Some monies would have 
continued to stay in the capital and its vicinity. A fragmentary in­
scription of Sundaramahadevi, the queen of Vikkamabahu, refers to Ananda,
1Cv., 61.58-61. 
See
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described as a monk of great renown, who was presumably patronized by
her.1 .Another inscription of the same lady, dated in the sixth year of
Gajabahu II, shows that the Dimbulagala fraternity, a leading centre of
2the Araftnika sect, continued to flourish during this reign. Most pro™ 
bably the monastery was occupied during the reign of Vikkamabahu, too.
Thus, the flight of monks to koha^a failed to bring about the repercussions 
that could lave been expected.
If the monks expected better treatment in Roha$a, they were dis­
appointed before long. ManabharagLa who succeeded Sirivallabha as the 
ruler of Eoha^a was as much in need of funds as Vikkamabahu was. According 
to the Cukyajflsa, he seized the wealth assigned to the Tooth relic and the 
villages belonging to the monks. His reign, however, was not entirely 
unmarked by generosity. In an inscription dated in c. 1145 A.D., he
granted land, thirteen amunas in extent, to a monastery called Talamuhund-
. . 4 gin.
In the context of this chapter, the reign of Vikkamabahu appears to 
be significant for two important reasons. Firstly, the major monasteries 
seem to have been shorn of a considerable part of their wealth* Secondly, 
this brought forth in response concerted action on the part of the sangha
1E2 Vol. IV pp. 67-72..
2BZ Vol. II pp. 194-202.
3Cv., 72.304-305.
4EZ Vol. V Pt. I pp. 142-146.
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despite the differences which usually kept them apart. It is also 
noteworthy that the account of the reign of Gajabahu in the Culavamsa 
as well as inscriptions datable to his reign contain no reference to 
any attempts by the king to grant land or to restore the property con­
fiscated by his predecessors.
'Fke Culavamsa mentions that Parakkamabahu 1 accommodated the re­
presentatives of the eight ayatanas in the Jetavana monastery at Polon- 
naruva. Even if their original possessions were not restored, the 
king had at least to provide a source of income for this monastery and 
the six other monasteries he built at Polonnaruva. The chronicle makes
no mention o f any such endowment* But according to the Pu.javaliya, he
- 2granted to these monks polonnaru verupetln vajanapasa. The relevant
meanings of the term pasa are ’requisites’, ’side* and ’section*.
3
Varupet occurs in the Saddharmaratnavali to denote ’fields’. Hence
11 i  ii i ■    i  in i i  i w ii M i m i
the phrase may be translated into English as ’valuable allotments from 
the fields of Polonnaruva' or 'costly ’requisites" from (the income of)
the fields of Polonnaruva'. Further, if the dating of the Galpatavihara
*** A
inscription to the reign of Parakkamabahu I is accepted, it would appear 
that the fields and the coconut and areca palms of the allotments of 
Siyambalapaya, Tingavaju, Tiratanayavatta, Isanavitivatta, Panaspolvatta,
1Cv., 78, 32-34.
2P.iv., p. 106.
Saddfaarmaratanavali (jayatilaka ed.) pp. 393, 712.
4EZ Vol. IV pp. 196-200; 205-207 11. 5-23.
KosgalogogLa, Mo...go$a, ...» luganto$avatta, Dharmananda and Manaduva 
islands, Bolutu^ava and Beravago^a were granted to the Galpata monastery. 
But if indeed Parakkamabahu was responsible for the restoration of the 
wealth of the monasteries, confiscated by his predecessors, the author 
of the Culavaqisa who made a deliberate attempt to present his hero in 
true heroic proportions would hardly have missed the opportunity to de­
scribe this deed in all its detail. The failure of Parakkamabahu to 
bring about such a restoration is implicit also In the Bhagavalena in­
scription of Nissa&ka Malla, where he claims to have restored to the
shrine of Samanoja, several villages including Ambagamuva which originally
q
belonged to this shrine but had been confiscated by his predecessors. 
Evidently, it is referring to a confiscation which took place after the 
reign of Vijayabahu X who granted the village Ambagamuva to this shrine. 
Apparently, the reign of Parakkamabahu I, though rightly renowned for 
the generous patronage of the sangha, did not bring about the restoration 
of monastic wealth in a manner which equalled their former prosperity*
Chapter 5
THF AMIWISTMTIQI PIT MONASTIC PROPERTY
"The paradox of all rational asceticism,’ Weber observed, 'which in 
an identical manner has made monks in all ages stumble, is that rational 
asceticism itself has created the very wealth it rejected* Temples and 
monasteries have everywhere become the very loci of all rational economies*’ 
The accumulation of wealth by the Sinhalese sangha, which was the result 
of a long period of munificent patronage by all ranks of the socrjety, 
confronted them with the same paradox that Weber so clearly outlined*
The rules of discipline embodied in the Vinaya Pijiaka were strict in dir­
ecting monks to refrain from all profane activities including acceptance, 
management and.enjoyment of material wealth. But the main monasteries at 
the capital and the minor hermitages which accepted their leadership, as well 
as even individual monks had come to own, apart from movable property, a 
vast extent of fields, land and irrigation works*
The need to resolve this dichotomy between theory and practice had, 
by the time of Buddhaghosa, attracted the attention of the commentators 
on the .Vinaya. The statements of Buddhaghosa reveal a liberal and com­
promising attitude in his approach to the problem; ’It behoves not for 
the bhikkhusangha to administer, aceept or consent to the acceptance of 
any Immovable property like a field, landholding, tank or a canal. But 
it Is permissible to accept 1 allowable" articles from the proceeds of
1
H* H* Gerth and 0. Wright Mills, From Max Weber, 1961, p.352.
2
See p.74- n-i.
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such property, if they be administered by a kappiyakaraka.’ This state™
2ment is further illustrated and clarified by other passages, which lay 
down that it was through a kappiyakaraka - a layman - that a monk should 
accept and manage property donated for the maintenance of the saftgha*
Thus the need to reconcile ownership of wealth with the pursuance of 
ascetic ideals as prescribed in the Vinaya necessitated the employment 
of a class of administrators for the management of monastic property.
Apart from these theoretical reasons there were other, equally im­
portant, practical considerations which made it essential for the sangha 
to employ a body of regular officials for the administration of the mona­
steries. The possessions of the monasteries covered a wide range including 
land, fields, irrigation works, salterns and cattle* Some of these land 
grants were quite extensive* Several of them were situated at considerable 
distances from the monasteries to which they were granted.
A Parivena of the Mahavihara owned an allotment of land in Muhundnaru
- 3in the Eastern kuarter, about fifty miles from Anuradhapura. The Sen
Senevirad Pirivena owned some land in Posonavulla, one and a half miles
to the east of Tittagonnava in the Kuncuffu Korale as well as in Galinduru
4
Gomang.ala, three miles further away to the north east* The latter was 
about forty miles from Anuradhapura. The Bahaduru Sen Pirivena, also of
1Smp*» p.1238.
2See Smp.. pp. 677, 678, 680, 681, 691. 
3EZ Vol. IV pp. 59-67.
4EZ Vol. I pp. 163-171, 171-173.
the Mahavihara, held rights to three villages by the coast, probably
1
close to Mannar and more than fifty miles from the city* A piece of
land, irrigated by the Padonnaru tank in Morago^a, more than forty miles
from Anuradhapura, belonged to the Mahgul Pirivena of the Abhayagiri 
2monastery* Similarly, the Sirisangbo Pirivena of the Jetavana monastery
owned Velangama, a village situated eleven miles to the north of MacLa-
vacciya and therefore about twenty five miles from the monastery* It
is evident from this that the monastery of this period was faced with
the difficult problem of administering possessions situated more than
fifty miles awayj the possessions of the Mahavihara were scattered over
a wide area extending to more than fifty miles in the east, forty in the
north-east and fifty miles to the west.
The administrative problems of the monasteries would have become
more complicated during the last three centuries of the first millennium
which saw the profusion of grants of immunities exempting from taxation
and official interference the villages and the land allotments of the 
3monasteries. The consequent transfer to the monasteries of the control 
of at least some of the villages should possibly have brought the tradi­
tional officials of the village under the authority of the monastery.
On the other hand, the monastery itself would have had to adjust its ad­
ministrative set-up to carry out the new responsibilities it tad come to
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assume*
Further, the demands of the day-to-day internal administration 
of large monasteries, which included the provision of the necessities 
of the monks and the erection and maintenance of buildings, would have 
paved the way to the emergence of the practice of employing laymen in 
the monastic administration from the earliest times. In fact, mention 
of this practice occurs in later sections of the Vinaya Pijaka* The 
Mahavagga contains a story about king Bimbisara who, on seeing the monk 
Pilindavaccha levelling a slope to erect a dwelling, was moved to offer 
him five hundred men as aramikas, They formed a village alternatively
,m a *6* t o  mta. ^
called aramikagama and Pilindagama after the name of the monk. Simi­
larly, an incidental reference to kappiyakarakas is found in the Sutta- 
vibhanga where it is stated that monks should not make purchases by them- 
selves but should have the transaction conducted t kroughkappiyakar.akas«
The Pali chronicles of Ceylon record that local kings provided the sangha 
with attendants of both these types. The Culavamsa refers to aramikas for 
the first time in connection with the reign of Sirimeghavap^a (301-328 A.D,)^
Buddhadasa (337-365) granted kappiyakarakas to monies who propounded the
4'dhamma,
Geiger held the view that the two terms aramlka and kappiyakaraka
5were identical in meaning. The first occurs in several Buddhist Sanskrit 
vinaya Pitaka (PTS) Vol. I pp. 206-209.
2
Smp,, see pp. 698-9*
3Cv*> 37.63. 
4Cv.( 37.173.
r™
;Cv,, trsl. Vol. I p.16 n.4-
3 * - —
tests. ' The term kalpikara found in the Divyavadana is probably the
2equivalent of kappiyakaraka as Edgerton has suggested. In none of these
sources is there sufficient evidence to draw a clear distinction between
the two terms, However, their adjacent incidence and the contexts in which
they occur in the Pali works of Gey Ion, especially the S am an t ap a s ad ilea ?
suggest that tlieir meaning mried,
^ ie aramikas that Aggabodhi IV granted to the monk Hajhasiva are
3
said to have been the king*s own relatives, but this does not necessarily 
mean that they were expected to hold a high position, A passage in the 
limsakavannana of the S aman t ap a sad ika shows that even slaves and bondmen 
belonging to the monasteries were called aramikas. According to this, if 
a dyer (rajakadasa) or a weaver (pesakaradasa) were to be offered to the 
sangha, they could accept him as an aramika.^
In certain contexts aramikas occur as minor employees and function­
aries of themonastery* According to the Duggatitthiyavatthu of the Sahassa- 
vatthupakaraaa, a king sends for the chief aramlka of the monastery to 
question him about the decorations at the monastery. The Sihalavatthu- 
pakara&a contains two stories in which aramikas figure as the employees in 
charge of the store of provisions and those responsible for the preparation 
of meals. There is an interesting story in the 3amantapasadika about a
1 - of, Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, Vol. il, p.104.
2
jDivy. 343.15; Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, Vol. II p.173. 
5Cv., 46.14.
Smp., p.683.
5Shsvp.. p.63*
6)Sihvp., pp. 47, 50-51*
monk who, being dissatisfied with the food he received, tried to in- 
dicate by signs the size of a cake that he would like the aramikas to 
bake for him.'*'
In another story In the Culya&sa, the gods appeared before Agga- 
bodhi II in a dream in the guise of aramikas, and threatened to take away 
the sacred relics of the Thuparama if the king did not expedite the work 
of restoring the stupa. This could imply that the aramikas were supposed 
to be placed in charge of the protection of the relics. If this were so, 
the guardians of relics and relic shrines that the kings appointed from 
time to time also belonged to this category. The Saratthadlpani points 
out in a discussion of the comparative merits of various types of monastic 
dwellings that monies living at large monasteries were liable to disturbances 
ky aramikas who brought ears of paddy to demonstrate the occellence of their 
acehivements. From this it would appear that even those who tilled the 
land of the monastery were called aramikas.
It is clear from this discussion that aramika was a comprehensive
term which covered a wide variety of workmen and employees attached to the
monastery* The fact that they wer^, at times, granted in large numbers also
supports this observation. Aggabodhi I granted a hundred aramikas to the 
- 4
Kandavihara. JeJJha, the queen of Aggabodhi IV, also granted a hundred
aramikas to the JeJJharama. ICassapa I? granted aramikagamas to the 
hermitages he built; such grants, when considered in the light of 
the passage from the Mahavagga cited earlier, would imply that the in­
habitants of these villages were expected to serve at the monasteries.
Some of the aramikas, as evident from the Samantapasadika» worked daily, 
the whole day or half a day, some once In five days and others once in
3a fortnight; they were given food and an allowance (nivapa) accordingly.
The kappiyakaraka was primarily the person tho procured the nec­
essities of the safigha through purchase or barter and made these articles 
’allowable1 (kapplya) by formally offering them to the sangha. In the 
early days, and in the lesser monasteries even in later times, the dis­
tinction between the kappiyakaraka and those employees who attended to 
lesser domestic duties would not have been very pronounced. But the 
services of a kappiyakaraka became most Important and necessary when the 
sangha came to own such items of property as money, land and irrigation 
works which were not considered ’allowable’. According to the Samanta- 
pasadika, it was the kapp iyakaraka who accepted and administered them on 
behalf of the sangha and diverted the proceeds to the provision of 
’allowable articles’.^  The practice of diverting a disproportionate share 
of the produce of monadic lands to their own use seems to have been a
1 Cv., 46.20.
2Cv., 52.16.
3
Smp,, p.683; for nivapa see p.jc|o 
^Smp,, p.1238; see also p.74- n-l.
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common complaint againd; the kappiyakarakas.^  Some of them were placed 
in charge of irrigation tanks belonging to monasteries* presumably to 
collect the water dues* In this context it may be noted that in the 
only instance of the occurrence of this term in the Oulavamsa, kappi­
yakarakas were allocated to monks who had received grants of bhoga, 
obviously because they were needed to administer the wealth or the re­
venues which were being transferred* Thus in the light shed by the Pali 
works, the kappiyakaraka appears as the official x>l&ced in charge of the 
wealth of the monastery. The importance of his position in the organi­
zation of the monastery as well as his responsibilities would have grown 
pari passu with the expansion of the possessions of the monastery*
The elaborate organization of monastic administration evident in 
the records of the ninth and tenth centuries undoubtedly represent a 
later stage of a long process of evolution. Its origin probably lay 
in the simpler administrative arrangements represented by the aramikas 
and the kapp iyakarakas * It is possible that some of these employees were
p
appointed by monks.~ Sometimes people with no means of livelihood found 
employment as kappiyakarakas* Some were bondmen donated by the lay
patrons of the sangha* It is also significant that in many instances 
monastic employees were appointed by kings* For this could have helped 
to introduce features common to the administrative institutions of the
See p* 73
2See e.g. Smp.* p.675*
%mp, p. 1001.
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state into the organization of monasteries*
The utilization and the interpretation of the epigraphic 
material available on the administration of monasteries is beset with 
several difficulties* The most notable of these is the paucity of evi- 
dence on the organization of the Mahaviharaand the Jetavana nilcayas*
Almost all the records belong to the Abhayagiri monastery and the Ceti- 
yagiri monastery at Mihintale* The inscriptions from Mihintale are the 
most important as they provide a fairly detailed picture of thejorganiz- 
ation and the working of the administrative system of a monastery*
The similarity of the social and economic milieux and, therefore, 
of the problems that the monasteries were confronted with should have led, 
one may surmise, to the growth of a basically similar administrative 
organization at all these monasteries* However, in spite of a possible 
basic similarity, various factors like the degree of evolution, differ­
ences in attitude prompted by doctrinal inclination and divergence of 
outside influences would have brought in significantly different features* 
In this context, it is noteworthy that the Mihintale Tablets state that 
the list of rules and regulations they contain was selected after a com­
parison of those which had been current at the Abhayagiri and the Geti-
1yagiri monasteries* The dissimilarity of the two systems, vaguely im­
plicit in this statement, becomes a credible fact when a comparative 
study of the administrative arrangements of the two monasteries is made*
^  Vol. X p.91 1.A6 
2See pp.|C4 (f.
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The divergence which prevailed in the organization of these two monasteries, 
in spite of the similarity of doctrinal inclination and the administrative 
links which connected them, is an apt illustration of the dangers which 
shadow attempts at generalisation.
The Mihintale Tablets, which contain a list of the employees of the 
monastery together with the remuneration they received and detailed in­
structions on the management of administrative affairs, reveal an elaborate 
organization at the head of which was a committee of management called the 
k am tan. It was composed of eight members: i) naka balana himiyan,
ii) veher pirivahanuvj iii) niyam rje£u» iv) a kamiya, v) pasak 
karniya, vi) veher leya, vii) karanj leya, and viii) karand atsamu.
These officials sometimes sat in session to administer the business of 
the monastery together with a group of monks who represented the 1 two 
fraternities1 (demuja) of the Abhayagiri monastery.
The titles of the members of the committee perhaps reflect a clear 
definition of their individual functions. But one has to depend mainly 
on interpretations of these terms to form an idea about these functions 
as the inscription fails to provide any further information on the subject. 
The first term was translated by Wickremasinghe as 1 the monk who looks 
after the naka *. Although naka is derived from the Pali nikaya, it could,
3
as Paranavitana pointed out, carry the connotation of a 'monastery1.
EZ Vol. I p.92 11. A21-23.
2EZ Vol. I p.101.
3EZ Vol. XII p.224 n.5.
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Lo S. Perera questioned Uickremashinghe1s translation pointing out that
this official was entitled to remuneration for his services. This, he
maintained, ’is unlikely and unusual if he was a monk1, and concluded
1
that it is fmost likely that he was a layman1.
The fact that this official was paid an allowance need not deter us
from identifying him as a monk. Por, according to the snne inscription,
monks who had mastered the canonical texts were also paid stipends in
2
accordance with their attainments* It may be pointed out that he alone 
among the members of the committee bears the title himiyan« Unlike the 
other officials, he did not hold a land allotment* The allowance in gold 
due to him was paid in two instalments at the 1 sermons delivered at the 
inauguration and the prorogation of the period of "retreat” (vassa) for 
the monies’. These facts show that there is little reason to contest 
Wickremasinghe’s translation. Thus it appears that the chief monk of the 
monastery had a place in the committee of management, presumably in a 
supervisory capacity.
The significance of the second term,too, seems to have been largely 
misunderstood. The pirivahanuva, who is the first lay official to be men­
tioned in the list of the members of the committee, was probably the pre­
mier lay official. But this term does not occur in the second part of the 
inscription which prescribes the payments to be made to each employee in
return for his services. In this section, a certain pirivahanu vata
1 ' “ ~~ —  ' “ “ —  ■ —  _
L* S. Perera, Institutions of Ceylon from Inscriptions, p.1368.
2See p.Z 13.
3EZ Vol. I p.94 11.B1-2.
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kamiyalc occurs as an official who received an allotment of one kiri and
1w^0 of land - a meagre emolument compared with the five kiris
granted to each of the last six members of the committee. Wickremasinghe
2believed that both these terms denoted the same official. Paranavitana 
and Perera, who seem to have accepted this identification, have gone fur­
ther to conclude that the niyam .je£u, the third in order in the list of
3
the member of the committee, m s  the chief administrative official. It 
seems unlikely that one member of the committee should receive such a low 
stipend while all the other members received a higher and regular allowance. 
This prompts one to question the validity of Wickremasinghe®s identification 
of pirivahanuva with pirivahanuvata k&miyak.
The term piiivahanuva occurs in its Sanskrit form - parivahana - 
in the ninth-century Sanskrit inscription found at a hemitage within the 
grounds of the Abhayagiri monastery.^* In this record he is described as an 
official in charge of the protection of the 'inside and the outside®. This 
term is not found in the Indian inscriptions and is not known In this form 
to Indian lexicographers. It Is probably derived from the root vah con­
nected with uh, 'to carry® with the secondary meaning 'to lead® as in the 
term sarthavaha. The term is found in its verbal form in the phrase ma~ 
(haveher piri)vahana ma&abiya in a tenth century inscription from nearby
^EZ Vol. I p#94 1*B5; for kiri and paya, see p. £<S p
2EZ Vol. I p.108 n.l.
3 *
Paranavitana, Sigiri Graffiti Vol. II p.30 v.49? L. S. Perera, op.cit. 
pp. 1538, 1556.
^BZ Vol. I p.5 1.32,
5antarvahirakgap.akusalasya» See p. 16 5*,
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Abhayavctva; but the reading is doubtful.^ " This was not a title restricted
to the monastic administration. A variant form - pirivahanna - occurs
in the Badulla inscription to denote a village official. It was his duty
to direct the committees of local administration in their tasks like in-
2
quiring into and levying fines on offences committed in the village. In 
the Sanskrit inscription from Abhayagiri the parivahana was the official 
who received the higher emolument at the hermitage. It has been pointed 
out that even in the Mihintale Tablets he occurs at the head of the list 
of lay officials.
The relationship between the terms pirivahanuva and pirivahanu / 
vata k&ffli may be gleaned from an analogy in the Polonnaruva Raja Maligava 
inscription of Mahinda IY which speaks of a certain kudasala vat kami 
Mihindim who was in the service of the ku da salanavan Ramuk.^ It may be 
suggested on this basis that the pirivahanu vata kamtyak was a minor offi-
mv
cial subordinate to the pirivahanuva.
The absence of any reference to the pirivahanuva in the second part 
of the Mihintale record, if it was not the result of an omission on the 
part of the scribe, could be attributed to two possible causes. He could 
have been an honorary official. It is possible that a high-ranking dig­
nitary or a member of the royal family occupied this important post. The 
PuJ-iyankulam slab inscription gives an instance of a chief minister (maha
amati) being appointed to the stewardship of a hermitage.^" Secondly, it
1 ' — —  —.“ - —  —  ■ - — 1 y ■
AXC Ho, 111; the term madabiya occurs as an official title in the Sigiri
graffiti. See Sigiri Graffiti Vol. II w*221, 391, 464, 470, 570.
*782 Vol. Y Pt, II pp. 194-195*
3 *1 ■ * •
E2 Yol, II p.54 11.3312-16; for the rendering of the term vara, see EZ
Yol. Ill p.108 n.3. —
4See p.(74
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is also possible that this official was paid at a well-known rate so that
it was not necessary to mention this fact. The parivahana at the hermitage
attached to the Abhayagiri monstery was paid at the rate of one kiri of
land for each village that the hermitage possessed - if he executed his
1
duties in a satisfactory manner* If the same principle was folloxfed at
the Cetiyagiri monastery* the emolument due to the pirivahanuva would not
have been fixed as it tad to vary with the extent of the possessions of
the monastery. Hence it seems reasonable to suggest that the pirivahanuva
or the parivahana was the chief administrative official at the monastery.
The next term - niyam je£u — was translated as f the administrator
of the market place1 by Muller who believed that it was derived from nigama
jyegtha.^  Wickremasinghe associated niyam with niyama (also nyama) used
in the sense of rules even in the Sanskrit inscription from the Abhayagiri
3monastery; he translated the term as ’administrator of rules’. Among 
the graffiti at Sigiri is a scribbling dated to the first half of the 
ninth century which mentions a niyam ,jef who was an employee of the Bud- 
-  — < *  —
From this it seems more probable that Wickremasinghe’s translation is cor­
rect. The larger monasteries which had to control extensive landed pro­
perty including whole villages and even administer justice in these areas
1E2 Vol. I p.5 11.32-33.
2AIC p. p.116.
3EZ Vol. I p.101 n.5 
4 - Vol. II p.30 v.49.
5Ibld. p.261 v.423.
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i
would have had to employ a person proficient in riles* regulations and
laws to help them in this work.
Wickremasinghe traced the derivation of a kSmiya to adi kammlka and
translated it as ’principal workman*• However a is also the Sinhalese
derivative from Pali aya and aya (Skt* aya) which means ’income*. In
fact, in this inscription itself, it occui’s in this sense in the combination 
- 2a-kala, ’receipt of income*. Therefore, it seems more plausible to sug­
gest that a kamiya was derived from aya karmi and to translate it as ’the 
collector of income’.
The fifth term, pasak kamiya, occurs in a graffito from ^igiri dated
4to the second half of the eighth century. ¥ickremasinghe translated it as
5’almoner’ believing that it was derived from paceaya kammika. But the
terms pas and pasak occur in the Mihintale inscription itself in the sense
6of records and accounts. Pasak is most probably derived from Skt. pan.jika
which occurs in the Abhayagiri inscription to denote the register in which
7the accounts and the records of administrative arrangements were entered.
It may be suggested that the pasak kamiya was the accountant who was placed
in charge of this register of the monastery.
The interpretation of the significance of the next three terms seems
1EZ Vol. X p.101. 
0"EZ Vol. X p.94 1.A54 
3gSg p.114.
Sigiri Graffiti Vol. I p.193 v.315.
5EZ Vol. I p.101.
6EZ Vol. I p.94 1.A54
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more difficult than that of the first five. The term leya could denote 
either a scribe or an administrative official. The veher leya was thus the 
scribe or some other administrative official attached to the monastery; 
his exact functions are not known. Karand in kara&dleya and karand atsamu 
means ’casket*. It could refer to caskets of ceremonial significance used 
for keeping sacred relics; but it is more probable that in this case it con­
noted the casket in which the records and the gold of the monastery were 
stored. Later on, it is stated in the same inscription that the daily
statements of accounts were to be kept in a locked casket (mun&u karandu)
1 ^  ^
which was to be sealed and kept in the ’relic shrine’* The karanflleya
and the karand atsamu were, presumably, two officials in charge of this
casket. The first term has been translated by Wickremasinghe as ’the
2
registrar of caskets’ and the second as ’the keeper of caskets’.
It is evident from the second part of the Mihintale record that the 
naka balana himiyan was paid a naif of rice daily and an additional allow­
ance of three kaland of gold a year. The last six officials of the com­
mittee received allotments of‘ land to the extent of five kiri each. The 
niyam .jefru. received in addition a daily allowance of a naji of rice and an 
annual grant of fifteen kalanfl of gold. The only other official to receive 
this alowance called setuvamaf mal mila was the mangul jefak who was paid 
three lcaland and two aicas of gold a year. Wickremasinghe followed Muller 
and Gunasekara in translating this phrase as ’the cost of whitewashing and 
1EZ Vol. X p.94 1.A53-60.
2E2 Vol. I p. 101.
3
See P* t -
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flowers1 It is clear from the context that this translation is un­
satisfactory and inappropriate. However, It is not possible to establish 
the exact significance of the term at the present state of our knowledge.
In all, the payments made to the committee amounted to thirty kiri of lan$,
about four amunas and two pal as of rice and eighteen kajand of gold, not
- 2including the payments, if any, made to thepirivahanuva.
As in South Indian temples, the most important duty of the committee
of management was the supervision of the fiscal administration* The Mihin-
tale Tablets prescribe that the committee should attend to the duties con-
3
nected with receipts and disbursements, 'both inside and outside'* All
receipts from the land and the villages which had not been given over to
the employees were entered in the paspot* Similarly, all payments made
daily for the supply of meals, for repairs and to those who were entitled
4to allowances were written down in the same register. The paspot is
probably the same as the pan.jika referred to in the Sanskrit inscription
from the Abhayagirl monastery. It is laid down in this record that on
the appointment of an official, his name and the nature of his duties were
- 5to be written down in the pan,jika. According to I-1sing, the Buddhist 
monasteries of North India maintained registers of the names of the resident
XEZ Vol. I pp. 107, 108.
2
For explanations of these weights and measures,see pp*££n.-3 ]^i
3
See p. 15-6.
4E2 Vol. I p.94 11.A53-56.
5E2 Vol. I p.5 11.27-29, 30-31.
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monies,
The committee of management prepared a dalfer statement of accounts
from the entries in these registers and this was duly signed and placed
2in a locked casket* The committee had a seal of its own. The casket was
3stamped with this seal and placed in the * relic shrine*• It is important 
that this was an administrative procedure which had to he attended to daily; 
from this it is clear that the committee of management was a permanent body 
of officials which had to meet regularly every day* Host probably, the 
pasak kainiya was the official who was directly concerned with this work*
The care and attention devoted to the details of the administration of fin­
ances is another noteworthy feature evident in these regulations. Owing 
to the efficacy of this system, the committee of management had knowledge 
of the day-to-day state of finances and was therefore in a position to ex­
ert full control over financial matters and to lessen chances of mis­
appropriation.
— ™ *
I-tsing p*65.
2 -*■ — « 
davas pata viyavutak paspotki liyava kamtan samaiigin atvatu karay san
otamamrun sanin pafravay mundu karahfluyehi taba* EZ Vol. I p.94 11.A55-67*
The phrase san otamanavun sanin pajavay was translated by H'ickremasinghe as
*such entries as are found false shall be expunged from the accounts’. He
followed Clough’s interpretation of ota as ’falsehood* and Jayatilaka’s
translation of patavay as having caused to disappear. Ot and ota occur in
nMWMyftw  .<i*»»w> i' i Jffimi  ■— 11 ,i iimw* ii. i
Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya and Muvadevdav . in the sense of ’to place’ an< 
’to deposit*, Pa&avanu andpafcvay are known to occur with the meanings of 
’to fill’, ’to load’ and ’to maintain’, San has the meaning of ’sign* and 
’name1. Hence the translation of the passage as given above seems to be 
the most appropriate, DAG p.14; Muyadevda vv. 56, 85.
3
Ho seals which can be definitely identified as those belonging to monasteriei 
have been found so far in Ceylon, But many seals of this nature have been 
recovered from monastic^sites in Horth India, viz. Nalanda, Kasia and Fahar- 
pur. Ghosh, Guide to Halanda pl.x; Dikshit,’Paharpur Excavations’ BIASI 
Ho* 55 pi. lix; ABASI 1905-6 p*58.
At the end of every month, a monthly statement cf accounts was pre­
pared from the daily statements; and at the end of each year, the twelve
monthly statements were used to prepare the annual statement of accounts
1which was presented to the assembly of monies* Individual monks who en­
joyed propei'ty belonging to the monastery were also required to show their 
2
accounts. Probably these as well as the accounts of hermitages attached 
to the monastery went into the annual statement. The inscriptions at the 
Abhaygiri monastery specifically state that, each year, the officials of 
the monastery were to place before the monks the annual statement of income, 
expenditure and payments made to the employees of the establishments at­
tached to the nikaya viz. the Naka.,.vihara, Mahasala pijimage (the shrine 
of the stone image), Ruvanpaha, Abayatura mahasll, ... boge (the shrine of 
the bo-tree), Batge (refectory), Sagiri and H^JHgiri.^
Further evidence on the annual settlement of accounts is available 
in an inscription from Kaludiyapoku$a which directs tbe officials of the 
monastery to submit their accounts before the eighth day of the waning 
moon of the month of Vap (Skt. Asvina, October/November).^ Paranavitana 
has pointed out that the Dipavali, the day on which the Hindu merchants 
settle their annual accounts, follows seven days after this - on the ama- 
vasya day of the same month. He has suggested the possibility that the
1EZ Vol. I p.94 11.A56-58.
2EZ Vol. I p.91 11.A15-16; see also p.(15.
3BZ Vol. X p.236 11.44-49.
4ySpS atavalcin membe lekam nokofc divel noganna isa. EZ Vol. Ill p.265
11.37-38.
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monastery, too, in accordance with this Indian tradition, would have 
closed its accounts seven days earlier to facilitate the preparation of 
the annual statement in time for submission to the assembly of monies on 
this day#'*' It is probably this session of the committee of the Mihintale 
monastery which saw to the preparation of the annual statement of accounts 
that the representatives of the two mulas of the Abhayagiri monastery at­
tended# Records from both Mihintale and Kaludiyapoku$.a also state that
the officials who failed to submit their accounts forfeited their rights
2
to employment as well as to their maintenance land*
The duties of the committee of management at the Hindu temples of
South India, though they comprised mainly the supervision of income and
expenditure, were not restricted to this* It was they who purchased land,
dealt with boundary disputes and conducted festivals and feasts to Brah- 
3
manias. In Ceylon, little information is available on this point. It is 
possible that appointments to lesser posts were made by the committee.
For, according to the Mihintale Tablets, it xfas the committee which ac­
cepted and approved the sureties and guarantors that these employees had
to provide to ensure re-Imbursement of any loss that might be incurred by 
4them. Further, according to a pillar inscription from Mihintale read by 
Muller, the committee seems to have levied fines on those who felled trees
EZ Vol. Ill p.268.
EZ Vol. I p.94 1.A58; Vol. XXI p.265 11.37-58.
5M  No s. 327 of 1916, 393 of 1929/30, 38 of 1931/2, 113 of 1938/9.
4EZ Vol. I p.92 11.A23-24.
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without permission*1 The committee held its sessions at the 'inner
monastery1; it had a junior scribe (le daru) attached to it possibly
2
to attend to the clerical work arising from its proceedings.
This system of administering monasteries through committees of 
management is strongly reminiscent of the administrative organization 
of the Hindu temples of South India. On considering various factors like 
the close relationship which prevailed between South India and Ceylon, 
the similarity of the administrative problems that these religious in­
stitutions would have had to face and the similarity of even some of the 
administrative arrangements, it is very tempting to suppose a common origin 
for the committee system* Unfortunately, apart from references to treasur­
ers and accountants, no detailed list of the officials who constituted 
the committees of management is available in any of the many relevant South 
Indian inscriptions. Hence, a comparison of the administrative institutions 
of the temples of South India and of the monasteries of Ceylon yields little 
information more specific than their obvious basic similarity.
On the other hand, titles of certain officials of the kamtan, the 
committee of management of the Cetiyagiri monastery, like the pirivahanuva 
and the niyam .jefu are known to occur in the records of the ninth centuryj 
pasak kSmiya occurs in an inscription of the eighth century. Titles of less 
er officials like the veher atsama can be traced back as far even as the 
fifth century.^ The term pirivahanuva was known even in the field of
1AIC No. 1X5.
2EZ Vol. I pp. 96-97 11.B43-44.
secular administration# In an inscription of a king entitled Sirisangbo
Mapurpmuka, me pirivahannaku and kabili pirivahanna are mentioned among
the officials engaged in the administration of a district (raja) T h e
incidence of this term in the Badulla inscription has already been cited.
The word kamtan itself occurs in the sense of a government institution
2
in the term deruvanadekamtan#_____  It is also relevant that committees
composed of eight members each were known in local administration# The 
Badulla inscription cited above mentions two groups called the gamhi afadena 
'eight of the village', and the adaviye afadena, 'eight of the forest tracts 
these committees which remind one of the grama^ j:akula.s_ mentioned in in­
scriptions in Bengal seem to have been under the supervisory control of 
- 3
the pirivahanna# These facts tend to suggest that the committee system 
of administration which was known at the Getiyagiri monastery represents 
the result of a fairly long process of evolution in association with, and 
perhaps under the influence of the local institutions of secular admini­
stration#
It is not certain whether the committee system was current at the 
other monasteries, too# The office of parivahana was known at a hermitage 
attached to the Abhayagiri monastery.^ A graffito from Sigiri refers to 
niyam jet of a hermitage called Budgamu-vehera which, presumably, was 
in the Matale district in the central highlands# It does not necessarily
1AI0 Ho. 114.
See EZ Vol. XI pp. 24, 31, 37, 47.
3EZ Vol. V Pt. II pp. 194-195.
4See p.tes,
% d giri Graffiti Vol* II p. 30 v#49; JRASCB(NS) Vol# VI p*lll.
1K9
follow that the committee system as such was known at these monasteries#
But if indeed this system was the result of a long process of evolution
there is no reason to presume that it was restricted to one monastery# In
this context, it is also interesting that the Gulavamsa mentions that king
Mana appointed seven pafiharas to serve under the monk to whom he donated
the Uttaromu|.a monastery# Normally, the term pratihara occurs in Sanskrit
literature- in the sense of door-keeper. But Geiger has dram attention to
the possibility of a connection with the seven lay officials of the kamtan
2mentioned above* If this is accepted, it would imply that this system 
was known also at the Uttaromu^a of the Abhayagiri monastery#
Following the reference to the members of the committee is a list of 
officials of a lower rank# Two of the officials who received the highest 
emolument In this second category were the pirivahanu vata kamiyak and the 
plfassamak9 each of whom received one kiri and two pay as of land and a 
daily allowance of two a&manas of rice* The first, as suggested earlier, 
was most probably an official subordinate to the pirivahanuva.
The second term pifassamak has been translated as 'one who throws 
away dead flowers' and 'scavenger* by Muller and Gunasekara respectively*^ 
But on accoixnt of the context in which this term is found and the emolument 
the official received, it is rather unlikely that he was an employee of a 
minor capacity. The term was not restricted to monastic usage. It occurs
1Cv., 57.20-21.
2Cv., trsl. Pt. I p.194 n 2; CCMT p.195. 
3EZ Vol. X pp. 94-95 XI. B5, 9.
4AIC p. 118; EZ Vol. I p.108 n.9.
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together with 1-cu.Iassam after two other officials, an administrator of a
territorial division (him lad) and an agricultural official (vel badi)
in an inscription from Virandago$a dated to a period 'between the beginning
of the eighth and the middle of the ninth century’^  These two terms and
tdeir variant forms pifatsam and kulatsam find mention also in the Viharegama
and the Polonnaruva Council Chamber inscriptions of the tenth century, as
2
designations of royal officials#
The ending assam and its variant atsam are found in a number of terms
in the Mihintale Tablets e.g. kamassam, dummalassam, karand atsam, dage
atsam and vehera atsam. The last occurs in its earlier form vahara atasama
in the Hinguregala inscription, Paranavitana suggested the derivation of
at from artha meaning ’substance’, ’wealth1 and ’property’ and sarnu from
samudga which means ’box’ or casket’, He defined atasama as ’a functionary
entruted with the box or casket in which the valuables belonging to the
4
monastery were kept’. But such a derivation seems unlikely as atsamu occur 
in cormectinn with karandu which, too, means ’a casket’, Paranavitana has 
also suggested an alternative derivation from arthasvamin which would yield
5
the translation ’purser’•
Ostensibly, there is some evidence which supports this interpi’etation* 
The vahara atasama of the Hirfguregala inscription was one of the officials
1EZ Vol. V Pt. I p.123 11.1-3.
EZ Vol. IV p.53 11.A10-12; p.41 11.A10-13,
3EZ.Vol. V Pt. I pp.119-124 11. 2, 6, 9, 13.
Vol. V Pt. I p.118 n.6.
5I^id.
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who paid out the money belonging to the sangha to make a purchase in the
1name of the monastery. Similarly, the context of the occurrence of veher
atsam in the Mihintale Tablets suggests that he was an official attached to
2
the store-house of the monastery. It has been mentioned before that the 
karand atsama was possibly the official in charge of the casket in which 
the records of accounts as well as perhaps the v aluabl es of the monastery 
were kept.
On the other hand, not all the officials bearing the title atsam 
seem to have performed functions connected with the handling of money.
The dummalassam were minor employees responsible most probably for the pro­
vision of incense (dum) and flowers (mal) to the relic shrines and the 
3
image houses. Hence the rendering of atsam as ’purser' does not seem to 
be acceptable.
It may be suggested that the term was derived from artha and sram,
'to exert* or 'to toil1, and that, like arthasadhaka, it denoted an official 
'who exerted himself for the success of a given cause. It Is seen that 
atsam always occurs in conjunction with another word like pita, veher, 
dage or karand* If so, the literal meaning of the term pitassamak would 
approximate to the translation given by WIckremasinghe, viz. 'one who ar­
ranges outside affairs'.^
1
See p.1^4 supra.
2See p. .
3EZ Tol. I p.96 11.B34, 38.
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It lias already been mentioned that the Sanskrit inscription at the
Abhayagiri monastery speaks of the ’protection of the inside and the outside’
Similarly, while referring to the management of finance, the Mihintale Tab-
2
lets, too, draw a distinction between ’inside' and 'outside'. Though the 
exact significance of these terms is not clear, it seems likely that a 
distinction was made between the day-to-day administration of the main mona­
stery and such affairs as the management of property lying outside the im­
mediate vicinity of the monastery. The latter, one may postulate would have 
fallen within the duties of the pijassamak.
The only other official to get the same emolument as the pijassamak was 
the ra,jge upani kamiyak. There is little doubt that ran ge here meant 1 the 
palace or in a secondary sense 'the government'* Muller translated the 
title as 'a workman born in the grounds of the king' and G-unasekara as ’a
workman in the king's h o u s e Upa occurs in Sinhalese literature in the
J^- V*sense of 'birth' as well as ’rise', ’ascent’ and ’upsurge’; upani may 
have meant 'that which has arisen’. On this basis, the translation of 
VJickremasinghe as the official who 'attends to matters arising in (connexion 
with) the royal house' appears to be the most acceptable.
The possession of land and the control that the monastery.1 came to 
wield over its tenants would have given rise to many occasions of contact
1See p. 142..
2EZ Vol. I p.922 11. A22-23.
3BZ Vol. I p.108 n.10.
Amavatura (Sorala) 1948, p.145; Mahabodhivamsa Gaathipada Vivaranaya
(Dharmarama,1910) p.92.
5EZ Vol. I p.108.
with, royal officials, ‘While discussing the disadvantages of living at a
large monastery, the Saratthadipani points out that a monk living there
may have to constantly visit the palace or the residences of the ministers
1to attend to various matters* A ninth-century inscription forbids monks
to send betel leaves o^other presents to the royal household for the sake 
2
of gain* At Cetiyagiri, a special official seems to ha'vebeen appointed to 
attend to all such affairs.
A corresponding term which occurs in a later part of the Mihintale 
Tablets is sangvali upani kamiyak. 'the employee who attends to matters 
arising in the sangvala*. He was allotted a kiri of land and a daily allow-
 ^ JM
ance of one ajmana of rice* Vala (Skt. avali) may mean !a collection'* 
Sangvala, therefore would mean 'a group of monies* * The related term
sangvalla occurs in a tenth-century inscription which refers to the Viran-
 ^ A 4-kura-arama belonging to the sangvalla of the Mulasoveher. The first seems
to have been a hermitage which came under the second - a larger monastery.
Thus, on the analogy of the ra.jge uplni kamiya, it may be suggested that
the sangvali upani kttmiyak was an official who attended to matters arising
from relations with the hermitages attached to the Cetiyagiri monastery.
Though seemingly an appropriate explanation, it is difficult to rely on it
as the Mihintale Tablets also refer to certain dues (gekuli) received from
1 — *.
Saratthadlpani p. 562*
2
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the sangvalla.1 It has been suggested on this basis that sangvalla de­
noted land. Secondly, ihis official occurs among the employees attached to
the refectory, and hence, Perera has suggested that he, too, was an employee
2
attached to the refectory#
With the growth of monastic property, the treasury became an essential
feature in the organization of a monastey* In the fifth century, Fa-Hian
mentions the treasury of the Abhayagiri monastery, which contained *numerous
3gems and a ma&i jewel of inestimable value1. It was suggested earlier that
the valuables belonging to the Cetiyagiri monastery would have been kept in
 ^ 4a locked casket called the mundu kara&du* m  addition to this, the mona­
stery had to maintain a constant and extensive supply of grain for the pro­
vision of food to the monks and for the payment of the daily allowances#
It was stipulated in the Mihintale Tablets that three officials had to be
present, without fail, at the pay office and at the place where the raw
5rice was distributed* These were probably members of the committee of 
management rather than lesser officials* They would have supervised the 
distribution of grain from the store-house (kola) by the officials attached 
to it*
At the Cetiyagiri monastery, the employee most directly connected with 
this establishment was the lcoiarakinavak9 the head caretaker of the store-
1EZ Vol. I p.93 11. A 39.
2L* S. Perera, Institutions* * * * p.1540.
3
^Beal, op.cit.p.47.
4
See p„i4£>-
^EZ Vol. I p.92 11, A26«29| see also p* Zoc\.
house. He received two pa of land and a daily allowance of one admana
and two pat of rice. He had an assistant - the koja rakiyak who received
the same amount of land but only one admana of rice a day* Most probably,
the two veher atsam who occur along with these officials also were attached
to the store-house. It was pointed out earlier tint they were connected
1
with the finances of the monastery as early as in tie fifth century. They
were allotted the same amount of land in addition to a daily allowance of
one admana and one pat of rice. The four employees called vatnavari who
occur in the same section of the inscription are described as 'goldsmiths'
2
in Muller's translation* This translation finds no justification*
G-unasekara translated the phrase as 'four energetic paymasters' and Wickre-
masinghe as 'servants of the paymaster'* It is also possible to render it
4into .English as 'employees who served in turn as paymasters'* Their 
emolument amounted to two pa of land and a daily allowance of one admana 
of rice each. One may surmise that all these enployees were under the 
control of the akamiya and through him of the committee of management.
Apart from these administrative officials, there were certain official*
who seem to have been concerned with the organization of the ceremonial and
l“ ‘ — —  —  - — —  - ™ — —  —  _ _
See p. *5-4 .
2AIC p.118.
^EZ Vol. I p.109 and n.3.
4 *.For a discussion on vari, see p*u97* 7aj could mean both 'pay' and 'food'*
But it is seen that in an earlier context vat ona tana occurs together with 
and therefore is different from sahal ganna t*ana and batsahana tHna.
Hence it is reasonable to assume that in both these contexts, vat meant 
'pay' and not 'food'.
the ritualistic aspect of monastic life. The foremost of these was the
mangul jet ale who was allowed a kiri of land, one vasag^ and an additional
2allowance of three kaland and two akas of gold a year. The Mihintale 
Tablets speak of festivals (mangul) held in honour of various sacred ob­
jects at the monastery and the mangul jefak may have been the official 
in charge of their organization.
Immediately after this, mention is made of a certain vatsika
3kamiyak who received a kiri of land and a vasag. Muller gave the trans-
Hif.i i r r  T - i i i in., M v t r p n M  '•J
lation 'one who prepares medicine1 without adducing reasons for his inter­
pretation. Gunasekara's translation as 'a servant of one year', too, is
4
hardly suitable, Wiclcremasinghe has translated vatsika kamiyak as 'a 
5 -
cowherd1, Vatsika in Sanskrit does mean 'a calf but vatsika kamiyak
or anything equivalent is unknown to both Sanskrit and Sinhalese usage
as the term for a cowherd. The context of its occurrence, too, suggests 
that he performed some ceremonial function. Vat can be derived from Skt« 
vrata and sika from sikga and the vatsika kamiyak could, therefore, also 
have been an official connected with religious observances holding an office 
similar to that of the upadhivarika of the Mula Sarvastivada Vinaya, who
1For vasag, see
2EZ Vol. I p.94 11. B6-7.
3Ibid. 11. B7-B.
4AIC p.118; EZ Vol. I p.108 n.l.
5EZ Vol. I p.108.
^See Edgerton, op.cit. Vol. II p.156,
announced the dates on which the monks had to practise religious ob­
servances.
An official called ol kamiyak who received two payas of land and
one admana and two pat of rice as a daily allowance seems to have been
another employee who falls into the same category, Muller and Gunasekara
1
translated the term as 'masker'♦ Sorata has suggested the rendering
2 ^'maker of headdresses'. A graffito from SigiiA dated to the second half
of the eighth century, records a verse composed by three men who described
themselves as the assistants or the apprentices (atavasi) of the ojkamuna 
~ - 3
of the Dunatura-na-vehera* Paranavitana believed that the olkamu&a would
4have been a master-craftsman like a sculptor as he had ’apprentices *,
But if the ofkami in the Mihintale Tablets was a craftsman, it is more 
likely that he would have been listed In that section of the inscription 
which deals with the payments made to various craftsmen like carpenters, 
stoneworkers and blacksmiths* Secondly, the title kami (karmi) also sug­
gests that he was more probably an official. Olkami can be compared 
with puda olakkam which occurs in the Dafadasirita in the sense of ritual 
pertaining to the worship of sacred objects; if they were indeed related
1Wk Yo1* 1 n.ll
2£S& p.198,
^Sigiri Graffiti Vol. II p.233 v* 375* 
^ibid* pp. 233 n,4*
^Daldasirita (Sorata, 1955) p*51.
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the ojkami would have been a functionary who supervised the performance 
of daily ritual*,
In his study of the Tirupati temple, B. Stein pointed out that the 
expansion of the temple led to the rise of new subsidiary institutions 
with separate endowments and administrative arrangements with a certain de­
gree of autonomy,^ Vie have already noted in a previous chapter that signs 
of a similar development® are evident in the tendency to make land-grants 
to a particular institution within the monastery rather than to the mona­
stery as a whole. Additional evidence is found in the Mihintale Tablets 
which refer to the prevalence of institutions Hike the 1 relic shrine’ (dage) 
and the ’image house’ (pij.image) with separate endowments and officials 
as distinct from those of the main institution.
The ’relic shrine1 owed a village called Kar^idagama and another
2
village, Gutagama, belonged to the 'image house'* Six officials are listed
in the service of the first, namely dage atsamah:» ga&a.jeju, kara&dle and
three who bore the title varjetu. It is noteworthy that the first and the
third bear titles similar to those of the committee of management. The
dage atsamak would have been the official in charge of the shrine; the
other would have been vested with the charge of the relic casket or the
casket of valuables, if not both. Gunasekara suggested that the gana.jefcu
3was the chief of a chapter of monks - a very unlikely supposition. Muller
-  - “  "  ‘ “  “  “  “  “  ~ ™
B* Stein, ’The economic functions of a mediaeval South Indian temple’,
Jnl. As. Stud. Vol. 19, 1959-60 pp. 163-177.
2JK Vol. I pp. 75-113 11.A37-38, B34-39.
VlZ Vol. I p.110 n.5.
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1took it to mean 'the overseer of tenantry1. Viickremasinghe1s translation,
'the ohief of the retinue of attendants', seems to he the most appropriate
- 2 
as the term ga&anayaka is also used, at times, in this meaning. As to
the last term, Wickremasinghe's translation as 'superintendents of service 
by turns' is quite acceptable as this institution seems to have depended 
to a great extent on this form of labour. All these six officials re­
ceived, presumably, the taxes from the Karandagama, for their services.
At least two officials were employed at the shrine of the stone image*
Each of these - the punakamlyak and the kamassamak - received a grant of
~  4
two pa of land and a daily allowance of one admana and two pats of rice.
5The first term is obscure. The kamassamak would have been the functionary 
who attended to the administrative affairs relating to the image house.
The monastery also employed two officials, the piyangal perevaliyak and 
pavcL-pere#val:lyak, each of whom received two pa of land and one vasag; ^ 
their functions are not clear.
The preceding examination of the titles of the employees of the 
Cetiyagiri monastery reveals that thiejinstitution engaged a body of official: 
headed by a committee to carry out the administrative functions involved in 
the management of its afhirs. It is true that the sangha as a whole, throug]
1AIC p.119.
2BZ Vol. I p.110.
3§ee p.tS'7 . - ,
4EZ Vol. 1 p.96 11. B41-42.
^Wickremasinghe believed that puna is the same as puna which is a ceremonial 
vessel used in shrines for pouring water and considered to be so important 
witnesses in litigation were sworn on it. EZ Vol. 1 p. Ill n*7.
6M  Vol. I p.95 11. Bll-12.
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its assembly, wielded some influence orer the administration* But it 
is noteworthy that only one monk from the monastery - the naka balana 
himiyan - is mentioned as having entered into direct participation in the 
actual administration* Such a system would have met the need to protect 
the individual monk from involvement in activities proscribed in the Vinaya 
rules*
It is perhaps the information available 011 the Cetiyagiri monastery 
which has given rise to the belief prevalent among certain scholars that 
the administration of monasteries in Ceylon was confined to the lay offi­
cials.Such a conclusion, however, would not accord with what little is 
known about the administrative organization of the Abhayagiri monastery*
As at the Cetiyagiri monastery, a large body of laymen seem to have been 
employed in the administration <£ the Abhayagiri monastery. Of these, the 
parivahana, for one, was an official common to both. But it becomes clearly 
evident from tie records of the Abhayagiri monastery that its residents, un­
like the monies of the Cetiyagiri monastery, played a very important role in 
the administrative affairs of their monastery*
The ninth-century Sanskrit inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery 
mentions certain functionaries called pafij ikasthaviras. 1 the senior monks 
who maintained the registers of the monastery1. It is further laid down 
that, on granting maintenance lands to an official who superintends workmen 
(karaka), his work was to be examined and the nature of his duties was to be
See p. \ JI+.
1
written down in the register* It would thus appear that certain admini­
strative duties carried out by a lay official at the Cetiyagiri monastery 
had been, at the Abhayagiri monastery, transferred to members of the sahgha. 
They seem to have pressed some control over the appointment of lay officials
The inscription adds that the salary paid to the parivahana varied according
2to the efficiency he showed in the execution of his duties. Presumably, 
it was the monks who exercised their discretion in the regulation of wages 
implicit in this statement. This inference gains additional support from 
the Kaludiyapokupa Inscription which decrees that those monks who, without
justification, deprive monastic employees of their maintenance lands or of
3their wages, forfeited their right to live at the monastery. It is clear 
from this that the monks at these monasteries were In a position to restrict 
or control the emoluments paid to their employees and that there were oc­
casions when they exercised their authority without prudence,
further, the Sanskrit inscription at the Abhayagiri monastery directs 
the monies living in the hermitages at Lahasika, Hunala and Sunagrama to 
collect the income from the villages belonging to these hermitages and to 
make the officials (karmi) and the accountants (gagmka) submit, at the end 
of each year, a statement of income, expenditure and balance in hand for 
perusal by the monks nominated for the purpose by the sangha, presumably of 
the main monastery. If any dishonesty was detected, the offender was to be
XEZ Vol. I p.5 11.27-29, 30-31.
2  ^ ** ■**Parivahanasyapi antarvaliisca ralcgap.akusalasya paflalajp. varjampratyekani
^7T^liT52^3%  ~ •— ESSL  — x JL
3nokam baja dasnaj nimi divel valahana vethimiyanud, EZ Vol. Ill p. 265,
II ,30-327”  ’ ~ “
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made to restore the property in question. Disputes were to he inquired
1into hy the senior monks who kept the register. It would appear that 
the monies living at the hermitages were held responsible to the main 
monastery for the supervision of their administrative arrangements. At 
the main monastery the senior monies who kept the registers and representatives 
nominated by the assembly of monies carried out certain administrative func­
tions in controlling the hermitages attached to the monastery by auditing 
their accounts and inquiring into their disputes. Another instance of
monies performing the former task is found in the Mihintale Tablets. It was
2the monks and not the lay officials who represented the two mu!as. of the
Abhayagiri monastery at the meeting of the committee of managements of the
Cetiyagiri monastery when the statement of accounts was prepared. At fe
end of each year, they forwarded it to the general assembly of monks of
4the Abhayagiri monastery for their approval, They helped the main mona­
stery to keep a close check on the constituents of the nlkaya.. The monks of 
the two mulas and the six avasas were responsible for the administration of 
the main institutions within the Abhayagiri monastery, too. According to a
tenth-century inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery,the accounts of the
image-house,
1 - - ,
vargaparisamaptau tatra tatra samastamayagi vyayam seganca karmibhirgana-
kaisca sanghanuhategu bhikgupadarsya.... pan,j ikasthaviraireva padalaylka 
nlrupa&oya. See B2 Vol. I p.4 11.3-10.
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the dagaba3 the shrine of the bo-tree, Ruvanpaha and Sagiri were to be
obtained fbom these monies and presented at the end of each year to the general
assembly of monies*^
The regulations laid down in the inscription of Kassapa V provide
further clarification of the role of monks in monastic administration*
According to this record, the piriven laddan of the Maha Kapara Pirivena
were allotted one amupa of rice and four akas of gold a day for the provisio
of food and one thousand (kaland) of gold at the end of each year for the
2
provision of fobes;.¥ickremasinghe has translated the term piriven laddan
3
by 'recipients of cells'* Piriven which originally meant a 'cell' had
come, by this time, to mean one of the 'colleges' of monks living in a
monastery*^ In a later passage, piriven laddan occurs in a context which
suggests that the term denoted a special category of monks and not mere re-
3cipients of cells* The same record directs them to use all the income,
apart from what had been personally allocated to them, to make the payments
due to monks and employees, to pay for repairs and religiuus paintings and
6to use the remainder to purchase land* This reveals that the piriven 
laddan enjoyed personal incomes and held responsible positions in the ad­
ministration of the finances of the piriven*
1EZ Vol. I p.48 11. 35-38.
2EZ Vol. I p.49 11.48-50.
3HZ Vol. I p.57.
4 _
See Infra p, and Saratthadipani p. 510.
5SZ Vol. 1 p.49 .1.54.
EZ Vol. I p.49 11.52-54; see also p,i<iS.
It is not stated whether the piriven laddan were laymen or monies.
However, the sme inscription refers to a class of monies called avas 1 aduvan,
2
ivas, another term for a Residence1, is, as Perera has shown, at times 
interchangeable with piriven. Thus it is possible to suggest, on this 
analogy, that piriven laddan, too, were monks.
In this context, it seems relevant to examine another statement in 
the same inscription, which deals with the organisation of the administratioi 
of the monastery. It runs as follows; abhiyukta bati himisuran pere sirit
An
se vafanu Isa. Wickremasinghe suggested vat as the alternative reading
for the second word, Yathimisuran would be senior monies. But it is fairly
clear fi^ om the photograph of the estampage that the first letter is ba and
Ya« In this content, bati, if derived from bhpta, as Sorata has sug-
gested,^ could mean ’supported1, ’hired1 and ’maintained’, Vafa in
vatgnu could mean ’pay1, 'food1 or ’behave1. The most satisfactory; of
the different translations of this passage seems to be; ’The senior monks
5engaged on pay should be paid according to former custom’. This would 
support the suggestion made earlierthat monks were employed in the admini­
stration of the Abhayagiri monastery and that they received remuneration 
for their services. This does not mean that all the administrative function
1BZ Vol. X p.48 1.29.
2
L* S. Perera op.cit, p.1216.
 Tit1--! — ■fl|..li ill -IV -*1*
3EZ Vol. I p.48 1.54.
P.634.
5Of, hlckremasinghe1s translation; ’The appointed monks of religious cere­
monies shall act according to former custom’, E23 Yol. I p.57*
were performed by monksj they had the assistance of lay officials* But 
the responsibility for the management of monastic residences lay primarily 
in their hands*
The procedure followed in respect of the accounts of the income and 
expenditure of tie main institutions other than the residences at the Abhaya­
giri monastery was referred to in an earlier context* The inscription of 
Kassapa Y provides information on the keeping of accounts at the parivenas 
of the Maha Kapara Perivena. According to this text, the monks, together wit 
the piriven laddan» appointed a committee of eight members to obtain the 
accounts of the parivenas and to prepare the statement presented to the gen­
eral assembly of monks at the end of the year. This committee was to be com-
1posed of four apilisarana monks and four gorokun.
Wickremasinghe's translation of the two terms as 'destitute' and ’de­
crepit1 persons is obviously wrong* In the Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya, the
2 -
Pali term garulca is translated as gorok kofa atiyahu and the Jataka Ajuva
** 5Gafrapadaya renders garukato as gorok karana ladde. On this basis, gorokun
would mean those who were respected and honoured. Further, in the Ruvanmal 
■j gopok is used as s synonym for adur and guru^ while in the
the term a&iiva gorokun vahanse is used in the sense
„ „ „ „ —  - ’ I ' * ““ ““ 1 ' ~
Pirivenladdan s ah gun samangin dakva dun apilisarana satar deneku ha gorokun 
satar deneku ^tulv^fdeCasanin ajdeneku piriven ilia havurudu nimiyata lekam 
kot mahasanga asvanu isa* EZ Yol, X p.49 11- 54-56.
DAS p.256.
3JAG p. 135.
RuVBnmalnlft'haBd.u (DP &e Alwis Wi^esekara,1914) p.118.
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aflhakathacariya.1 I’rom this it appears that gorok was used in the sense
of ’teacher’* Hence gorokun would he the senior monks who taught the dhamma
and held positions of honour*
In an earlier section of the inscription under consideration,
apilisarap.a vathimiyan were contradistinguished from 1 abhaladuvan and 
2
avasladuvan* It is evident from this that the apilisarana monks were
distinct from those who were entitled to an income and those who held office
at a monastic residence. On considering this and the fact that they were
contrasted with gorokun, one may reasonably assume that the apilisarana
sangun were the junior monks who neither held high office as administrators
and teachers nor were favoured with honours and stipends* It is not clear
how they came to bear the appellation apilisarana, which means 'without
protection’ or ’without refuge’*
In this connection it is noteworthy that the Buddhist monk became a
fully-fledged member of the sangha only after a period of probation (nissaya^
spent under the supervision of a senior monk. Normally, this lasted five
years from the time of his Ordination. After the completion of this period
3he was called a nissayasamucchanaka and could live independently* The 
term nissaya also means ’protection’ and ’help'. Its Sibhalese equivalent
nisa has been used in this sense in the Dhampiya, Atuva Gajapadaya* It is
X Z — - " " —  - - —
Yinayarthasamuccaya quoted :by Yimalakitti, see DAG p.330*
Vol. I p.48 11.29-30.
See p.tcjq
4-DAG p.67.
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therefore, quite possible that nisa and pilisara&a were interchangeable
completed their period of probation and had been released from the pro­
tection* of their teachers* It is thus clear that the junior and the senior 
members of the sangha, or in other words the official and the non-official 
elements of the sangha, were equally represented in the committee which 
prepared the annual statement of accounts fox1 submission to the members of 
the general assembly*
The practice of referring a difficult disciplinary problem to a 
committee (ubbahika) nominated by the general assembly of monks was re­
commended in the Oullavagga as a means of saving time and of avoiding the
tedium of detailed open discussion* The decision of the committee was con™
X
sidered by the general assembly* The Oullavagga also cites an actual 
instance when this method was used* An attempt was made to resolve the 
differences over the ten points of discipline which led to the Second 
Council by appointing a committee of eight monks, composed of four repre­
senting the East and four representing the Pafheyya faction, to inquire
2 -  -  -into it* The similarity between this and the committee at the Maha Itapara
Pirivena in points of numbers, representation and functions strongly suggests 
a close connection between the two and possibly the derivation<f the latter 
from the former* If this possibility is accepted, it would seem that in­
stitutions which were originally used for the solution of disciplinary
sangun was used to denote those monies who had
Yol* II pp. 95-97
2.Ibid* pp. 305-306*
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problems were, in a later time, adapted to meet the needs that arose with
the growth of monastic property*
The ownership of all monastic property, whether held by individuals
or by institutions, was, in theory, vested in the whole body of monks*
As such, the general assembly of monies had a supervisory control over the
administration, The annual assembly which scrutinised the accounts would
have given the monks an opportunity to exercise this controlling authority.
The keen, perhaps too lively, interest they evinced in the proceedings of
this meeting is clearly evident in the provision made in the inscription of
Kassapa V cited earlier for intervention by royal officials to. mediate and
1
settle any disputes which may arise during the proceedings.
At Mihintale, it was perhaps the committee of management which ap­
pointed the lesser officials. But monks seem to have had some control over 
the appointment of at least the senior officials. The Mihintale Tablets 
prohibit monks from giving positions of controlling authority over places 
belonging to the 1 inner monastery' (atvehera) to their relatives and adds 
that all relatives of monks appointed to office at the monastery were to 
be dismissed. The assembly of monks certainly had controlling powers over 
the officials. For it is specifically stated in the same inscription that
officials were to be instructed or reproached only by monks in assembly and
3 —not by individual monks. In addition to this, the naka balana himiyan woul
EZ Vol. I p.237 11.50-51.
^EZ Vol. I p.92 11.A18-19, A24-25. See also p.2.5^.
3EZ Vol. I pp. 91-92 11.A16-17.
have served' as a link between the officials and the assembly of monks#
His presence in the committee of management should have facilitated the 
control of the administration in accordance with wishes of the assembly*
One may surmise that the monks of the Abhayagiri monastery would have 
wielded greater control over the administration through their participation 
in it as ’keepers of the register’ and as the members of the committees 
which scrutinized the accounts,
It Is difficult to imagine that all the monks of a large monastery 
like the Abhayagiri could meet at one place. I-tsing noticed that at 
Halanda, monks congregated in separate assemblies as the numbers were too 
large.^ One can envisage the prevalence of a similar system at the larger 
monasteries of Ceylon, too, The result wouldbave been the transfer of 
authority to institutions like the muj.a and avasa. In fact, the evidence 
from the Inscriptions seems to agree with such an inference. The authority 
over the main shrines and hermitages attached to the Abhayagiri monastery 
was vested in these bodies.
The Abhayagiri and the Cetiyagiri monasteries represent two different 
types in the extent of the Influence that the sangha wielded in tie admini­
strative affairs of each monastery. But in both its influence was con­
siderable* On the other hand, the Puliyankulama inscription provides an
♦ 2instance when the power of the sangha was reduced to a minimum. According
to this record, Uda Mahaya, the heir-apparent under Pappula I?, built the 
_ _ _ _ _  . _ _  _  —  - - _ _ _  , —  ■ - ■ —
I-tsing pp. 154~bS*
2EZ Vol. I pp. 182-191.
Uda Kitagbopavu hermitage, made endowments for its maintenance and ap­
pointed a high dignitary — Sakmaha-amati Safrgalnavan to the position 
of its steward. It is by this appointment that the influence of the 
monks was curbed. The position of the steward was not only to be held 
by the descendants of Sangalnavan by hereditary right but also any oppo­
sition caused by royal officials or the sangha against them was to be 
settled by the thousand retainers of the heir-apparent* Further, if 
there be any dispute caused by the clergy or laymen on the conditions 
laid down in the record, the thousand retainers were to settle it for the 
officials of the hermitage, without resort to arms. If they fail in this 
task, they were to seek the help of the retainers of the palace. This is 
the first known instance of provision being made for intervention by sol­
diers In case of a disturbance within a monastery. As a result, the steward 
was elevated to the position of importance and independence from the monks 
as well as from the state officials.
It would hwe been clear from this discussion that it is extremely
difficult to discuss the administration of a monastery in a general sense.
1The remark of Gernet that the responsibility of administering the monaster 
was confined to the lay officials and the directly opposite view held by
I-tahula that 1 the administration of a monastery was entiely in the hands of
1 — — —  “ ' ‘ ' ~ ~  “ '
’Finalement, c'est le principe de la gestion directe de leur biens par les
religieux et par les communauti^s qui a prevalu, non pas dans les parties 
du monde bouddhique, puisque, de nos jours encore, a Ceylan et dans les 
pays de l’Asie du Sud-Est, ces biens restent confies a des administrateurs 
laics, mais en Ghine et sans doute aussi les communautes mahayanistes 
d'Asie centrale* Jacques Gernet, Les aspects economiques du bouddhisme 
dans la societe chinoise du Ve au Xe siecle, 1956, p.74*
1"khe sangha both exaggerate and misrepresent the actual conditions.
The administrative organization evolved to divest the sangha of its
responsibility of managing monastic property seem to have successfully
met this need in some of the monasteries. But in monasteries like the
Abhayagiri, the monks were dram into association with the very tasks
that they were trying to avoid.
Of the many duties of the monastic administration, the collection
of dues from landed property and villages belonging to the monastery would
have been one of the foremost. It has been suggested that at least part
of this duty was passed over to a class of mi&dle-men. Several references
occur in the inscriptions dealing with monastic property to the ’practice
of taking kabali1 as well as to a group of individuals called 1 recipients
of kabglif« Kabali has been interpreted by h. S. Perera as ’a system by
which the produce was collected and handed over to the vihara and other
respnnsibilities discharged for a part of the produce or may be for the
- 12payment of a fixed sum to the vihara. It has been compared with the 
system of patla.
Paranavitana suggests that patfa was derived from Skt. pafhya which 
denotes the instrument of lease and that paffaladuvan were ’a class of
middle-men who farmed the revenues dueftom the tenant on behalf of the
3 -lord of the village*. The Kop.gLavaftavan inscription decrees that paffa-
1aduvan were to enjoy the land without evicting the tenants and were to 
2
L* S, Perera, Institutions..»» p.1248.
1 7  niI i 0
refrain from cultivating the land themselves. The Mihintale Tablets
categorically state that the land belonging to the monastery should not 
- 2be given on pafta. gut conditions at the Abhayagiri, according to Parana-
vitana, were different. This monastery, he maintains, 'permitted its lands,
3
at leesfc some of them, to be managed by revenue farmers'.
The acceptance of both or either of these interpretations would, 
imply that part of the income of at least some of the monasteries depended 
on a class of middle-men who made a profit by taking a share of the income 
for themselves. Apart from the obvious economic reason of the loss of a 
part of the income, there were other factors which made such an arrangement 
undesirable. Difficulties could arise in giving over land which enjoyed 
many immunities, to private individuals for the administration of revenue. 
Further, the peasant was bound to suffer from extortion under such a system 
If has already been noted that the Mihintale Tablets specifically pro­
hibited this practice. Hence it would be relevant to re-examine the evi­
dence basic to the interpretations given above, to test their validity.
A tenth-century inscription from Anuradhapura refers both to the 
practice of 'talcing kabali' and to individuals who held kabali. In 
granting immunities to the Isurame^u monastery, it states: 'kabali shall
not be taken from the land around the monastery, on both sides of the strea
as also from the land of the eight hundred and seven who hold kabali from
1 ~~
SZ Vol. V Pt„ I p. 140.
2ES Vol. I p.93 11.43-44.
Vol. V Pt. 1 pp. 127-128.
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1
the monastery* . It is very unlikely that the Isurame^u monastery had so
many as eight hundred and seven middlemen for the oolleotion of its dues.
« . . .  2
The term kabali is known to occur in the combinatimi demej kabali» which 
has been taken by most scholars as denoting the allotments made over to 
Tamil employees in remuneration for their services. In many Inscriptions, 
lands are exempted from ’the taking of kabali' (kabal1 noganna). This 
would amount to an undertaking given by the king not to allocate land or 
revenue from the area to his retainers* In a general sense kabali could 
have also denoted allotment of land given over for cultivation. Hence 
the eight hundred and seven people mentioned in this record may be those 
who held the land of the monastery In return for service and for culti­
vation.
This leaves us with the interpretation that the lands of the mona­
steries were given away on the paffa tenui'e, Paranavitana’s interpretation
villages
of the term stands to reason^ but his contention that some /of the Abhaya­
giri monastp-ry - were given out on this basis does not appear to be justi­
fied* The evidence basic to this conclusion is a statement in the in­
scription of Kassapa V at this monastery: ’If officials and those who
farmed the revenues of villages sought refuge with the sangha, any debts 
due from them may be recovered after investigation! but they should not
3
be subjected to any other form of censure.’ Paranavitana presumes that
v^ehera kabali ganna^afasiya sat ha atulu kof hoyin etera metera vehera 
avaja kabali noganna isa. EZ Vol. I p.35 11*23-24.
2BZ Vol. Ill pp. 143, 274; Vol. IV p.41.
^kamikam kajayun gam paffa vafanduvan sahgun kara vana vicara kot gata 
yutu payak ganut mut sesu niga no'karanu isaT~~EZ Vol. I p.47 11.26-27. 
vana has be^n us.ed in the sense of 'sought refuge’ in the preceding state­
ments * jjipj^ _kp_'lia sahgun van tapai van kenekun*«. sesu biyen van keneku. * „
11. 24, 25. ~  ---“— ---   —
this refers to officials and revenue farmers who owed debts to the monaster; 
It would be rather strange, however, if those who owed debts to the mona­
stery sought refuge with the sangha. The meaning of the passage becomes 
clearer if the context in which it occurs is taken into consideration.
This particular portion of the record deals with immunities granted to the 
monastery, which included exemption from interference by state officials. 
Complications arose when men wanted by the law entered the precincts of a 
monastery and the last few statements preceding the one in question deal 
with the procedure to be followed when criminals who had committed murder 
and other grave offences sought refuge within monastic grounds. Taken in 
this context, the officials and revenue farmers concerned seem to have been 
men who owed debts to the state and were, therefore, wanted by the royal 
officials rather than those who owed debts to the monastery itself. Hence 
it would be wrong to conclude, on the strength of this statement, that 
some villages belonging to the Abhayagiri monastery had been farmed out 
for the collection of revenue.
On the other hand, the fact that the Bionastic officials were in 
close and direct contact with the tenants is implicit in the regulations 
in the inscriptions, intended to protect the tenant from their unjust de­
mands* It is tempting to suppose that the lands situated at a distance 
from the monastery were given out on patfa. But there are direct refer­
ences at least in the Mihintale Tablets, to officials going away from the 
monastery on administrative errands. The officials who went on tours were 
advised not to accept any food or presents from the tenants apart from the
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quota of rice that they were entitled to by tradition* This would sug­
gest that such tours were an established practice*
The grants of immunity from interference by state officials made to 
some of the monasteries transferred to the monastic officials the duty of 
administering justice in the land and the villages which came under their 
control. It- is evident that cases concerning at least the less severe of™ 
fences came under the jurisdiction of these monasteries. Specific evidence 
is found in the Mihintale Tablets. Among the regulations laid down for the 
guidance of monks and officials, it is stated that fines were to be levied
for offences committed by householders (kudih); the guilty party was to
an
be made to pay the fine in cash or in labour at the rate of/allotment of 
work in irrigation work (presumably dredging reservoirs), sixteen cubits 
in circonference and one in depth, for each aka of the levy.
The monastic administration,it appears, had to attend to the collect­
ion of revenue and, at least in some cases, also to other aspects of admini­
stration like the enforcement of law and order. But its main concern would 
have been the maintenance of the monks and the monastery. For this purpose, 
the monastery maintained a considerably large labour force. Inscriptions 
draw a distinction, though not very clearly, between the officials (kami, 
Skt. karmi) and the other minor employees (dasun). Some of the latter were 
domestic employees who attended to such chores as the preparation of food
1.
EZ Vol. I p.93 11.A46-48. See also p.2.S4-.
2
See p. £9*0
~^EZ Vol. I p.93 11. A51-53* See also p.£§G ff-
3
and ministering to the personal needs of the monies. ' Some were craftsmen 
while others were labourers who would have been employed in irrigation 
work, agriculture and in work connected with religious ceremonies. This 
labour force seems to have been recruited by three different means: 
some were paid employees, some were slaves or bondsmen while others were 
tenants of the monastery performing their corvee duty,
2
Apart from providing the monks with food, robes and medical needs, 
one of the most important duties of the monastic administration was the 
maintenance of its buildings in good repair. Certain monasteries main­
tained a permanent staff of craft smen for renovation work, According to 
the ninth-century Sanskrit inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery stone­
cutters (silakuj faka) and carpenters (tales aka) were to be alloted one and 
a half kiri of fields from the villages set apart to finance renovation 
work at the monastery (navakarmagrame )« In addition, they were also given 
a piece of dry land for growing ’inferior grains’. A similar allotment 
was made to the functionary who supervised their work. They were given two 
months and five days to finish their work and were to be deprived of their 
allotments in cases of failure to abide by this stipulation.^ Unfortunatel; 
no information is available on the exact strength of this labour force*
In this context, the Mihintale Tablets prove more useful as they 
furnish a detailed list of employees, The kamanavama kabiji ,iefalc seems
See e.g. BZ Yol. I p. 93 11. 41, 45.
P
See^p.^07 ft*
3EZ Yol. I p.5 11.25-32.
to have been the employee in charge of repairs. He was allotted a kiri
of land and a daily allowance of an admana and one pat of rice. He had
under him twelve men who were termed kahili. They received the fame allow-
1ance hut only two pa of land. It is not certain why they were termed 
kabili; one possibility is that they were in charge of ’sections’ of the 
monastry.
At the head of the band of craftsmen was the chief master artisan
(vaju maha gidurak) who received the dry land of Bondvehera as his allotment,
Under him there were two master artisans t'aduru vadu). The largest group
of workmen were the eight workers termed sirvadu* Grunasekara, who held
that sir was equivalent to Skt. sira, translated it as 1basket-makers'•
Miller and ¥ickreinasinghe compared the term with siriyaru and took it to
2
be derived from churika-vardhaka to translate it as 'carver*. Siriyaru 
occurs in the Ruvanmalnighandn as the term for 'carpenter', which is
3
inappropriate in this context. A more plausible explanation would be to 
compare it with Tamil sirpar and to translate it as 'stone-worker'. There 
were two workmen called uluvadu. This may be translated as 'brick-makers',
'brick-masons' or in a general sense as 'architects'. All these twelve 
employees were entitled to a share from the income from Vadudevagama 
(Devlgama of the artisans). In addition to them, there were two carpenters 
(ka&uvadu) ¥ho received one kiri each, two master lapidaries (mipir maha
1E2 Vol. I p.97 11. B48-50.
2EZ Vol. I p.112 n.2.
rf
^Ruvanmalnlghndu p. 77 no. 396.
aduru) receiving three kiri each and two blacksmiths (karnbur) getting 
one kiri each. The village Sunuboldevagama (Devagama of the lime-burners) 
was allotted to the lime-burners. For its transport work, the monastery 
employed six carters and the village Damunugama was set apart for this 
purpose. It does not necessarily imply that these villages were in fact 
given to the employees concerned. It may be merely that the residents of 
these two villages were required to provide the lime required by the mona­
stery and the carters for its transport work.^
Substantial resources were set apart for repairs at the Cetiyagiri
monastery. One payaj-a from damgamiya and two kiri from Algamiya were to
be used for repairs at Katumahasaya and Kiriban^pavudagaba respectively
while all the offerings received at these two shrines as well as the shrines
of the main monastery, in addition to ten yalas of paddy and one hundred
2kal.an.das of gold were set apart for repairs at the main monastery. It is 
evident that every year the monastery employed a considerable labour force 
for this purpose. Such a system would have ensured the self-sufficiency of 
the monastery and its independence from the support of the king for its 
maintenance.
A tenth-century record from the Abhayagiri monastery states that the 
income from the villages and the land set apart for meeting the cost of re­
pairs should be used for that purpose alone. If there were no such funds, 
whatever was leftfrom funds set aside for food and clothing was used. And
1.
1 Q 31 0 0
if there was no balance left from the funds set apart for food, half of
the funds set apart for robes was to be used for repairs. Monks who failed
to carry out these instructions were to be expelled frora the monastery*'^
This passage suggests that some monasteries were not kept in good repair.
At the same time, it hints at the possible prevalence of monasteries which
did not possess funds to meet the cost of renovation work. Thus it cannot
be said that all monasteries were independent of the king’s support.
The chronicles contain many instances of kings undertalcing restoration
work at monasteries* Even the larger and better endowed monasteries sometime
accepted their help in this respect, Nissahka Malla assigned an official,
Loke arakmenavan, to serve at the liuvanvalisaya and charged him with the
task of restoring the shrines of Anuradhapura using the extensive funds
placed at his disposal,^ The term arakmena occurs in the fhjavaliya;^
it also occurs in the Si&hala Bodhlvagisa as the equivalent for P. arakkha- 
4
paricariya, a post which carried the duty of guarding the Bo-tree, The
help of the king in restoration work was most needed and generously given
after foreign invasions as in the reigns of Sena 1 and Udaya IV and after
5the period of Cola occupation.
Some of the craftsmen mentioned in the preceding list, like blacksmith 
and lapidaries, would have been employed also to produce equipment needed by
h z  Vol. I p.236 11.40-44.
2EZ Vol. II p.80 11.29-32.
■kiv, 15.
Sigihala BodMvaJnsaya (Dhammaratana ed.) p. 194.
Cv. i 51.69, 77; 54.44 , 45 , 48.
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the monastery* Apart from them, there was a group of craftsmen who
catered specifically to these needs of the mon astery. The Mihintale Tablett
list five potters (kumbal) who were given one kiri of land each* They were
to supply five vessels a day* Another potter was allowed two kiri of land
and a daily allowance of two adman a of rice in return for supplying ten
howls and ten water-pots every month* Lastly, one kiri and two payas
were allotted to an employee, most probably a weaver, who supplied the
1monastery with a water-strainer every month* It is also possible that 
weavers were employed to produce robes for monks* According to the Samanta- 
pasadika, it was possible for monks to accept weavers and dyers as aramikas' 
In fact, the Abhayagiri monastery owned a weavers' village.
The Sanskrit inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery speaks of the 
pahcakaulikas who worked on the grounds of the monastery* Their work was 
apportioned out to them and they were held responsible for the completion 
of their assignments within the stipulated time of two months and five days'
A similar term occurs in the chronicles* According to the gulvamsa, king
-  5
Mana who built the Uttaromula granted the parlcapessavaggas to it* Pessa
6and pesiya mean 'servant'. Geiger translated the term as 'five groups of
7
servitors'* The term occurs in variant form in two later instances* Eitt: 
1EZ Vol. X pp. 75-113 ll.B27-29,37.
Amp., p.683.
•=5
Cv*, 41*96*
Vol. I p.5 11.29-30.
5Cv 57.21.
^Pali Dictionary (PTS) See pessiya*
^Cy., trsl. Pt. I 194*
sirimegha, seeking a reconciliation with the young prince Barakkamabahu,
1
sent the p aheap es siyavaggas to him, along wiHi a letter and presents*
Parakkamabahu II (1287--1293) assigned the five pesiyavaggas and the ten
2pesiyavaggas who served at the palace to work for the sangha ,
The term is probably equivalent to pahba-kammalar and af1.iu-9atti.yar 
in Tamil* But it is not possible to arrive at a definite conclusion on 
the constitution of these groups* One Tamil list gives goldsmiths, copper- 
smiths, stone-workers, carpenters and blacksmiths as forming the five 
groups* Two lists from GCyion found in the Abhidhanapptddipikasannaya and 
the Maharupasiddhisannaya agree in saying that the five kulas were con­
stituted of carpenters, weavers, dyers or washermen (ranaka)» barbers and 
1eather-workers*^  The Appannaka Jataka refers to the five low castes 
(pahcasu njca kulesu) and thejataka Ajuva Gafapadaya explains them as
composed of musicians (?vep.a) „ hunters, chariot-makers, scavengers and the 
5caudalas** It is not possible to decide in favour of any of these lists* 
But it may be pointed out that the Jataka Atuva G&fapadaya is the oldest 
among these works*
The references to kings offering these craftsmen to monasteries sug-
A v . , 67.58.
2 - „Gv*, 84*5. The P.jv* uses the term me tan in place of pesiyavagga*
Tamil Lexicon p*2403* ta&fan, kannan, cirpan, taccan, kollan* 
Gankattakaradi»
^Abhidanappadipika Sannaya (PaMamoli, 1895) p* 69.
Maharupasiddhisannaya (Dhammaratana, 1926) p*418*
^Jataka (Pausboll) Yol, I p.1065 JAG p*53* The term rathakara could also 
mean leather workers* Jataka Sannaya (Dhammaratana, 1927) p#511*
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gests that slavery was one of the sources of labour that the monasteries
depended on. The Samantapasadika forbids the sangha to accept slaves, but
in the same breath sane toons their acceptance if they were offered as
aramikas and kappiyakarakas«,1 Some inscriptions from the ©venth and eighth
centuries, found in monastic precincts, refer to people releasing themselves
or others from slavery by paying a fee which amounted at times to a figure
- 2as high as one hundred kahapanas« Doubts have been cast by some scholars
on the validity of the evidence from these inscriptions* They deny that the
3term vaharala which occurs in these records meant ’slavery1. But, even
if this evidence is discarded, the prevalence of slavery at monasteries
seems beyond doubt. According to the Culavamsa, Silameghava^a (619-628)gran
captives taken in battle as slave^to monasteries.^ Aggabodhi XV (667™683)j
PotthakuJJha and Sena I (833-853) provided the various religious establish-
5 -  „
ments they founded with slaves. The Galpatavihara inscription is even 
more specific. It mentions two types of slaves hereditary (anvayagata) 
and 'boHg'titfslaves (ranvahalin). In fact, It records an actual instance of 
purchase of slaves with gold belonging to a monastery. It also lists 
eighty-three slaves, in groups of families, as laving been granted to serve 
the monastery in various capacities as cowherds, potters and tailors.^
^Smp., p.683*
2§Z Vol. IV p.133; p. 144? p p. 285-296. 
UCIt Vol. X pp. 103—120. See also Paranavitana1 s reply EZ Vol. V Pt. I
pp. 35-65.
4Cv>, 44.73.
5Cv>, 46.10, 20; 50.64.
Vol. IV pp. 206-207 11,12-23.
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It would appear that the monastery was also entitled to labour
and services by the tenants who held its lands. Most grants of immunities
state that royal officials wore not to take variyan from within the lands
of the monastery* An inscription from Noccipotana categorically lays down
1that vari should not be taken for irrigation work. Similarly, a record 
from Dorabavila stipulates that v&riyan or buffaloes were not to be seized
2
for irrigation work even if the twelve main reservoirs had been destroyed.
One may presume that these grants made the villages immune from their men
and cattle being mustered by royal officials for irrigation work. In fact,
3vari has been used in the ICavsilumina in the sense of ’servant*.
Grants of immunities from service due to the king would have implied
that these rights were turned over to the monasteries* Varika,which is
probably the Sanskrit equivalent of vari * occurs in the Sanskrit inscriptio]
4
from Abhayagiri* In this record, varikas occur in one instance with the
karmakaras and in another instance between the karakas and the karmakaras
as one of the parties held responsible in case of failure to complete their
assignments according to stipulation. According to the Samantapasadika,
vlharavarikas were to be employed to keep watch over the belongings of the
5 _
monks. The Saratthadipani, its commentary, explains that viharavarikas
6 -were those who took turns in guarding the monasteries* Varikas need not
q ~ ~  : ~
gang ka£afr y&ri noganna isa EZ Vol. II p* 7 11. £12-14.
do!os mahav! sunad variyan mivun noganna isa EZ Vol. V Pt. II p.295 11.C8- 
,12* Variyan has been generally translated as 'labourers’ and 'workmen*. 
But the editor of this inscription makes a curious suggestion: ’Since the
word (i.e. variyan) occurs with gon and mivun can it not mean a kind of 
oxen?'. p«29<3*
KavsiXumina v.615.
(cont,)
i
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necessarily have been laymen; but in the context of inscriptional evidence
cited, there is hardly any doubt that they were laymen. The evidence in. the
Mihintale Tablets makes one more certain about this question. Here, it is
stipulated that the monastery should avail itself of the 1 three-day turn
of service* (tun davar) but should not levy other forms of corvee like
1
service on poya days. This not only confirms that the monastery enjoyed 
the right to fi*ee labour but also suggests by implication that this right
was sometimes abused. The grant made by Vijayabahu I to a monastery of the
,= 2 
residents of the district of AJisara has already been discussed. It may
be cited as an indication of the continued prevalence of the right of the 
monasteries to corvee labour.
On considering thew conditions of service of the employees of the mona 
steries, one would notice that almost all the employees were given allotment 
of land* In the Mihintale and Kaludiyapokugia inscriptions, these allotments 
are termed divel (var* ,jivel) * The Sanskrit inscription from the Abhayagiri 
monastery uses the term jivitadana, which is presumably the Sanskrit equi­
valent of the word* This his been translated as 'maintenance* „ In the In­
scription of Kassapa V at the same premises, the officials of the monastery 
"(cont.) ~
4-E2 Vol. 1 p.5 -U.23-24, 30-31.
5 ~
The editor of_the P.T.S. edition has preferred the reading viharacarika and
gives viharavarika as a variant form, £a and va are easily mistaken for eac
other in the Sinhalese script. There is little doubt that the original read
ing was viharavarika as the Saratthadipani » the commentary on the Smp, com
ments on this term. Smp p.357*
^v ih a ra v a r ik o , varajji k a tv a  vihararakkhaBLako» S a ra tth a d ip a n i p . 516.
: -
EZ Vol. I p,93 11.A44-# See also *p.:i93™£9-4.
2
See p. {
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were directed to hold land and the villages of the main monastery only
on the dasakara tenure. Another inscription at Abhayagiri reveals that
2
other employees, too, held land on the dasakar£ tenure. The term divel
does not occur in any of these records.
VJickremasinghe has tried to explain dasakara variously as 'tenth
3part' and 'servile tenure'. Dasa yields to either interpretation* The
Samantapasadika, while commenting on the word bhagam in the Vinaya Pi£aka,
equates it with dasamabhagaiii and adds that the custom of paying atenth of
4the yield to the owner of the land was known in ancient india. A tenth- 
century inscription from Anuradhapura reveals that 'recipients of allotments 
(kabali 1aduvan) were entitled to a tenth part of the produce of dry land,' 
On the other hand, if dasa is taken in the sense of 'employees', it 
would take the other meaning. In both the contexts of its incidence, 
dasakara indicates a tenure of land as held by employees of the monastery. 
The fact that the term jivel does not occur in these records suggests
that dasakara had been used in its place. But, owing to the paucity of
evidence, it is not possible to decide in favour of any of these inter­
pretations.
In addition to land, the employees at the Cetiyagiri monastery were 
allotted daily allowances of rice. The Abhayagiri inscriptinn of Kassapa V
1EZ Vol. I p.49 11.46-47.
2BZ Vol. I p.236 1.48.
3EZ Vol. X pp. 56, 103 n.2, 240 n.l.
4Vin., Vol. I . p.2505 Smp.. p.1103.
5EZ Vol. I p.236 1.48.
iso
refers to wages (dasun vat ale am) being paid to the employees of the monastery
Another record from the Abhayagiri monastery and the Kaludiyapoku^a in-
2scriptions refers to employees receiving nimi, Wickremasinghe interpreted
this as a land tenure* Paranavitana assumed that it was derived from Skt.
nivi meaning ’capital* or * stock*♦ Nimi is probably the same as nlma
which occurs in the Dhamplya Afuva Gafapadaya. In two instances nima is
given as the Sinhalese term for nivapa. In another instance vatta (wage)
Is translated as nima and sevabaja*^  Thus all these four terms seem to
have been synonymous and meant *wage’* This ’wage* would lave been paid In
grain as the term nivapa itself originally meant ’grain1*
It has been pointed out elsewhere that some of the employees at the
5Cetiyagiri monastery received an allowance clothing* According to the
Mihintale Tablets, the employees were dressed in an upper garment, a lower
garment and a headdress*^ The Daladasirita stipulatesthat the employees
serving at the shrine of the Tooth relic should be dressed in their tunics
(sMjja) and their headdresses (mayilakatfu)* It is possible that there
were similar regulations about dress even in earlier times* The Cetiyagiri
monastex^y had even set apart three kiri of land to employ two washermen to
8launder the garments of its employees*
^sangun dasan vatakam here, most probably, refer to payments made to the 
and the employees, as separate provision was made in another part of the in­
scription for the supply of food* BZ Vol. I p.49 1.55*
2EZ Vol. I p.236 1.48; Vol. Ill p.265 1.30.
3EZ Vol. Ill p.267 n.2.
pp. 76, 161, 226.
See p. .
6lZ;-VoI ,;x' P., 97 • II *B53-54. (cont •)
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The h^i emoluments that the craftsmen received is a striking feature
of the rates of payment followed at the Cetiyagiri monastery. The master
lapidaries received three kiri each, the highest payment made to any em-
ployee outside the committee of management. The potter, the painter, the
1florist and the astronomer came next, having received two kiris. The cooks 
and the washermen received as much land as administrative officials like 
the ririvahanu vata karni and the ra.ige upani kSmi* It is also interesting 
that the carpenters at the Abhayagiri monastery received a higher wage than 
their counterparts at Mihintale, The Abhayagiri records set apart one and 
a half kiri of fields and a plot of dry land for a carpenter while at 
Mihintale he would receive only one kiri of land. In all, the Cetiyagiri 
monastery maintained more than a hundred and seventy employees* In land 
alone, a hundred and seven kiri and three payas, an allotment of dry land 
and the dues from five villages were kept apart as payment for their ser­
vices.
The records of the ninth and tenth centuries reveal the existence of 
monasteries endowed with extensive sources of income and of labour, and 
possessing an elaborately organised system of administration. Thus it 
possessed an immense potentiality for economic activity* This was re­
strained to some extent by the fact that the administration had little inde­
pendence in utilizing its resources; most of the endowments were made for
(cont.)
7Daladasirita p.51*
8
EZ Vol. I p.97 11. B53-54.
1See P.33S.
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specific purposes. There is one iistance of an endowment being made at a
1monastery to finance the construction of a dam. The participation of
the monasteries in such activities as the construction and the development
of irrigation "work is evident even in the Mihintale Tablets. For, according
to this record, offenders from the villages of the monastery were to be
made to work at dredging tanks if they were unable to pay up the fines 
2levied on them.
In the whole of ^outh Asia, it is only in Ceylon that such detailed 
evidence is available on the administrative organization of Buddhist mona­
steries, even though the information available in these source^ too, is by 
no means adequate. The administrative needs arising from the growth of 
temporalities were met to some e±tent by the adaptation of institutions 
meant originally for disciplinary purposes, like the general assembly of 
monks and the committee of inquiry. At the same time, the attempt to keep 
the monies away from the actual participation in the management of property 
led to the rise of an organized lay administration. Certain similarities 
are noticeable between what obtains in Ceylon and the administrative organi­
zation of the Hindu temple of South India In the form of the institutions 
as well as in some administrative practices and regulations. But this simi­
larity seems to be due more to the common features in the social and politica 
institutions of the two countries on which the monastic organization would
1BZ Vol. I pp. 163-171.
2See p. 1 7 9 .
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have been based, rather than to one being directly influenced by the other.
Even if the administrative organization of monasteries did not com­
pletely relieve the monks from involvement in the management of monastic 
property, it played an important role in strengthfcfeening the cohesive prin­
ciple which bound together a number of monasteries to form a nikaya, It 
is evident that the minor monasteries belonging to the nikaya had to submit 
their annual statements of accounts for scrutiny to committees appointed 
by the main monastery. In the case of the Cetiyagiri monastery, monies re­
presenting the two mujas of the Abhayagiri nikaya participated in the meet­
ing which settled their annual accounts and submitted the annual statement 
for ratification by the general assembly of the main monastery. Monies from 
the main monastery settled disputes at the minor institutions, This contact 
on an administrative level would have helped to keep alive the relationship 
between the main monastery and the dependent institutions attached to the 
nikaya.
Obviously enough, the origin as well as the functioning of this ad- 
ministrative organization was closely associated with and dependent on 
the temporalities. Hence the spoliation of monastic property in the period 
of Col-a rule and In the period between the death of Yijayabahu I and the 
accession of Parakkamabahu I should lave, one would expect, brought about 
the virtual collapse of the administrative organization. This in turn would 
have severely curtailed' the control the main monastery wielded over . 
the other constituents of the nikaya. An inscription from the time of 
ICalyanavati (1202-1208^, found near the Ruvanvalisaya, shows that the 
monastery had clerks, samdaruvan (high officials), appraisers (vannakuvarunl
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1and accountants (pasakun) in its employ* But there is no evidence to 
suggest that the elaborate administrative organisation which obtained 
in the tenth century3 at the Abhayagiri and Cetiyagiri monasteries was 
ever resuscitated in or after the time of Parakkamabahu I*
EZ Vol. IV pp. 253-260.
Chapter 4*
MONASTIC LIFE AND RELATIONS ¥XTH THE JLAIgY
The development of the monastery into a highly organised institution 
controlling extensive resources had a decisive effect on the life and ideals 
of Buddhist monies. The total dependence of the monk on the voluntary dona­
tions of the laity had been a characteristic feature of religious life in 
early Buddhism. This was no longer necessary. The monastery provided the 
monk with the needs for his sustenance.and the opportunity to lead a life 
devoted to scholarship and contemplation* Yet, in a sense, the monastery 
brought the sangha into closer contact with the laity. For it was not a 
mere residence for monies; it was also the venue for congregations of the 
lay community for educational purposes, for religious discussion and for 
the performance of ceremonial. Further, the monastery facilitated the regu­
lation of clerical life. Monastic records dated in th.es period under review 
contain compilations of regulations selected by the sangha, sometimes at 
the instigation of the king. These compilations, called sirit or katika, 
sought to regulate and systematize various aspects of clerical life as the 
recruitment and training of monies, their organization,payment of allowances 
and even their routine and the daily allowance of food. In return for the 
amenities it „ provided the monastery demanded strict adherence to its rules. 
Violation of the rules was an offence punishable with expulsion from the 
monastery.
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A constant supply of recruits was necessary to maintain the mona­
steries at full strength* The ranks of the sangha were periodically de­
pleted by 1 purificatins' of the Order* In times of political turmoil, 
monies were sometimes forced to leave the Island or give up robes* ICassapa
Y who laicized monks for lapses in discipline recruited young monks to fill 
1 -*their places* Vijayabahu 1 held a ceremony of ordination after capturing
2 —RajaraJJha from the Cojas* Each year* Parakkamahu l used to hold a
similar ceremony in a pavilion erected on boats anchored In the middle of
3the river lahavali* Nissanka Malla, too, claims to have held an annual
4ceremony of ordination*
Evidently, there was no difficulty in attracting recruits, at least 
in times of peace* Apart from religious considerations, the ease and com­
fort of monastic life would lave had a great attraction for the laity* The 
monies were provided with food, clothing and, in certain cases, even with 
a personal income* They were exempt from taxes and corvee duty. In additior 
to these benefits, the monk occupied a position of prestige and honour in 
the society. While discoursing on the advantages of clerical life, the 
author of the Pu.javaliya, himself a monk, refers to the immunity that the 
monk enjoyed from being harassed by royal officials who toured the country 
to collect taxes. He also points out that a monk is not obliged to rise 
^gV., 52.44.
2Cv., 60.4-8.
5Cv., 78.28-30.
4BZ Vol. II p.Ill 1.A23.
from his seat on seeing the king, the heir-apparent or a minister; he
could remain seated without fear of punishment.'"**
In fact, it was these material advantages which attracted some men
to monastic life. Men who were not suited to the disciplined life of the
monastery did not leave it as they wanted to eqpy the worldly benefits it
offered. Parakkamabahu I disrobed 'many hundreds' of sinful monies'who would
ruin the Order in their quest for gain' and offered them lucrative positions 
2
in lay life. This problem finds clearer expression in the Ruvanvalisaya
inscription of Uissahka Maila where he speaks about his 'purification'
of the saft&'has
'His Majesty realized that those monks who lead impure 
lives and those who have lost interest in monastic life 
do not leave the Order through fear of the duties (i.e. 
duties to the government incumbent upon laymen). Hence 
he declared that those monks who leave the robes without 
defiling the Order would be exempted from their duties; 
they would also receive gold, clothes, food, iron, seed- 
paddy, cattle and other needs,'3
In another x’ecord, Nissaftka Malla reminds the monies that the enjoyment of
amenities provided for them without practising the prescribed virtues would
4certainly lead to birth in hell.
...dada mu&a isran masran ilia aviduna rajapurugayangen pida novindima 
sataravana suva vindimaya.. ,_raja yuvaraja maha amatiyan dutu kala bhaya 
nativa hunasnen nohangi hindima satvana suva vifidimaya, Pujavaliya 
(BentoJa Saddhatiss^ 1930T p.22.
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This was a problem which necessitated periodical laicizations, it 
underlined the need for the exercise of caution in recruitment and the in­
stitution of strict regulations designed to maintain a high standard of 
discipline among the s ah glia a The regulations in the Anuradhapura slab 
inscription of Kassapa Y instruct the sahgha not to adnit too young 5'ouths 
into the Order and forbid them to accept presents from novices who sought
ordination. Those monks who received such presents as well as those who
1gave them forfeited their right to live in the monastery. hissafika Malla
exhorts the sahgha to admit new recruits only after thorough investigation
2to prevent ’deceitful, crafty and sinful men1 from entering the Order.
According to the Anuradhapura slab inscription, the knowledge of the
satarbag.avar section of the Ganon was an essential prerequisite for ordina-
3tion; this was expected to take about three months to master. In the 
Polonnaru Katikavata, the rehearsal of the Eerapasfkha, the Sekhlya and 
the Dasadhamma Sutta and the practice of contemplation in seclusion are 
recommended for the novice.^ ' When and if the novices were of the correct 
age, they were ordafasd with the prior sanction of the assembly,
A newly ordained monk was required to serve a period of apprenticeship 
(nisa = P. nissaya) under a senior monk. The Galvihara inscription mentions
E z  Vol. X pp.48-49 11.38-39, 48. 
2EZ Vol. XI p.97 11.5-7. 
5EZ Vol. I p.48 1.38; Vol. Ill p.264 1.21.
4BZ Vol. XI p.270 I.23.
monies called gaaadetatera who were placed in charge of groups of such 
apprentices. These ’group leaders’ were responsible to their superiors 
(mahatera) for the education and discipline of the monks in their charge. 
T&ey were to be punished for failure in the execution of their duties. The 
’group leaders’ were instructed not to accept a monk from another group 
without first receiving a letter from or seeing a representative of the 
senior monk of that group. It was the duty of the 'group leader1 to guide 
his charges to a career of scholarship (granthadhura) or a life of contem­
plation (vidarsanadhura) in accordance with their-particular talents and 
inclinations.^
Rahula has drawn attention to the three stages of scriptural scholar­
ship mentioned in the Samantapasadika - the nissaya samucchanaka reached 
after five years from ordination, parisupaj;frapaka attained after another
five years and the final stage called the bhllddiunovadaka when a monk was
2considered sufficiently qualified to act as an adviser to nuns. The
Samanfapasadika outlines in detail the texts that the monk had to master
in each of these three stages. N such detailed information is availableo
from the sources of the period under consideration. Apparently, the Galvi- 
hara inscription considers only the first stage.
.Aj*-
According to the Samantapasadilca the monks of the first stage should 
commit to memory the two matikas (i.e. the Patimokkha section of the Vinaya
1EZ Vol. II pp.270-273 11.18-25, 29-30, 51.
2 -
Rahula, History of Buddhism in Oeylon, pp. 294-296. Smp. Vol. IV 
pp. 788-790.
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Pi]:aka) the four Bhapavaras, the three Anumodanas, particulars about 
eccleciastical acts like the Uposatha and the Pavarana}and the Ambattha, 
Maha-Raliulo.vada and Andhakavinda Suttas. According to the Saratthqdipapi, 
discourses dealing with the merits accruing to x>atrons of the sangha de­
livered on receiving offerings, the Manuala Sutta recited at monastic cerem­
onies and the Tirokud&a Sutta recited at funerals represent the three 
Anumodanas. It goes on to explain that the particulars regarding eccleciast:
cal acts mentioned in the Samantapasadika are those given in the Kammavagga
1in the Parivara section of the Vinaya Pi taka. Of the three Suttas re-
~ - 2
commended for newly ordcU^ ned monks, the Maha-Rahulovada deals with the
practice of the anapanasatl - the system of meditation based on concentratioa
3on the respiratory process* The Ambattha Sutta describes the victory of the 
Buddha in a dispute with a caste-conscious Brahmapa youth. Five topics on 
which newly ordained monks have to be instructed a^ e outlined in the Andhalca- 
vinda Sutta.^
The laconic comments of Sariputta on the passage in the Samantapasadik; 
concerning the training of monks yield little information on the organizatioi 
of education in his own period, Fortunately, there is some helpful evidence 
in the Galvihara inscription. This record differs from the Samantapasadika
 ^S ar a t th ad ip an i (hevarakkhita ed. 1914) pp. 819-820* 
M^aj.jhima Nik ay a (l^ TS) Vol. I pp. 420-426,
^Digha Hikaya (PTS) Vol. X pp. 87-110. 
knguttara Nikaya (PTS) Vol. Ill pp. 138-9.
in the texts it recommends for newly ordained monks. They were to rehearse
at least the Khuddasikkha and the Patimokkha of the Vinaya Pit aka and the
Dasadhamma and the AnumSha Suttas of the Sutta Pitaka,^  The Dasadhamma
Butt a is probably the same as the Dhamma Sutta in the Akkosavogga of the 
- 2Ahguttara Bikaya. It outlines ten points which the monks had to be 
constantly mindful of. In the Anumana Sutta,3 Moggallana enjoins the 
sangiia to the regular practice of Introspection with a view to correcting 
false ideas. It may be surmised that this initiation into the study of 
canonical texts was followed up by specialisation in one of the three foranch< 
of the Canon - the Abhidhamma, Sutta or the Vinaya. At the Cetiyagiri mona­
stery, monks who studied the Canon were rewarded with emoluments which 
varied according to the branch in which they specialised.^
Special importance was attached to the study of the Abhidhamma, Honks 
who specialised in this field received the highest emoluments. Provision
was made at the Abhayagiri monastery for the study of the treatises of both
[*•
Theravada and non-Theravada schools.*'* Buddhaghosa points out that no par­
ticular texts were recommended in the ancient commentaries for the d;udy of 
6the Abhidhamma. While explaining Buddhaghosa*s statements on the teaching
A z  Vol. XI p.270 11.19-20.
2Anguttara ffikaya (PTg) Vol. V pp. 87-88.
Ha.I.ihima Nikaya (PTS) Vol. I pp. 95-100.
4Ses p. 213 
See p.
Smp. p.789.
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of the Abhidhamma, Sariputta substitutes the term namarupaparIccheda for 
1Abhidhamma. If we identify this as a reference to the work of Anuruddha to 
by this name, it is possible to suggest that the Namarupapariccheda was a 
popular text used for the study of the Abtfidhamma in the time of Sariputta. 
References in other commentaries of this period suggest that the Mulatikatim W* iiin.w 1 wtmii . .JPiWij. i.n #- iHi^ *
« 2 
of Ananda was another popular text.
In the period under consideration, texts on the Abhidhamma were held-5
3In such high regard that festivals were held in their honour. The chronicle
records special recitals of the Abhidhamma held at the request of kings.
4One such recital took place in the reign of Sena II. Mshinda I? had the 
Abhidhhmma recited by the thera Bajhanaga of the Arahhika fraternity. At
the request of the same king, another scholar, Dhammam#, IEta of the Sitthagam;
5parive^a, w?ote a commentary on the Abhidhamma Fit aka. The emphasis laid on 
the study of the Abhidhamma does not necessarily imply that other branches 
of the Oanon were neglected. Mahinda IV also arranged a recital of the
Vinaya by learned monies.^  VIjayabahu 1 had the Canon copied and presented
• 7 a «*to the sangha. Monies like Kassapa of Bimbulagala were versed in all the
three parts of the Canon. The exegetical works produced during this period, 
too, deal with all three sections.
T ... -  —  _ _ _ _ _  —  _ _
Sarattliad:tpani p.820.
^See p. %[£
^See p.33d>
4Cv., 51.79.
5Cv., 54.35-36.
6Cv.. 54.34.
Apparently, a career of studies in "the scriptures was considered 
preferable to a life of contemplation* According to the Galvihara inscriptior 
the monks who were directed to a life of meditation were those who failed to 
meet the demands of a career of scholarship,, But even these monks had to 
devote some time to the scriptures. They were advised to constantly contem­
plate on the Dasadhamma Sutta. They had to commit to memory the Mulasikkha 
and the Sekhifra and to thoroughly rehearse the Sikhavalahdavinisa so that 
they would be able to repeat any section of the text on being questioned 
at bi-annual intervals. Despite the preference for scholarship, the advant­
ages of meditation were not forgotten, Every monk was advised to practise 
meditation on a topic (kama fall ana) selected to suit the needs of his 
character.
After this initial period of 'apprenticeship (nissaya)' a monk could
live independently. Presumably, he would be assigned to a hermitage or
monastery* It was the duty of the saAgha of the main monastery of a nikaya
to maintain the number of monies at hermitages attached to it at the strength
2
prescribed by the patrons. A ninth-century Sanskrit inscription at the 
Abhayagiri monastery specifies that the strength of the Lahasika hermitage 
should be maintained at three senior monks and two novices. The incumbents 
of a monas1a?y or hermitage seen to have been vested with the 'care' of a pre­
scribed area. The monks of the Lahasika hermitage, for instance, had to 'loo;
1E2 Vol. IX p.270 11.22-23.
2
SZ Vol. 1 p.48 11.40-41. Ifickremasinghe' s translation is inaccurate.
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after' Lahasika, UruJ.gonu and the villages set apart for repairs and the
1provision of robes. The Anuradhapura slab inscription lays down that 
seniority was to be taken into consideration at the selection of monks for 
appointment to vacant positions in monasteries; but monks who had a satis­
factory knowledge of the scriptures could be appointed despite lack of 
2senior! 157*.
The monastery demanded the undivided allegiance of its incumbents. 
Monks were specifically forbidden to render assistance to any monastery 
but their own. A monk who had received his ordinatinn in one monastery had. 
to forego all benefit provided by that monastery and relinquish all duties 
connected with it before he could be a resident of another. Regular 
residence was an essential prerequisite for the enjoyment of benefits pro­
vided by a monastery. The Mihintale Tablets specify that a monk is entitled 
to the income of a monastery only if he lives there.^  The regulations in 
the G-alvihara inscription forbid monies to give publicity to disputes within
the monastery; nor should they be subject to the jurisdiction of another 
5
monastery. Violation of some of these regulations was punishable with 
expulsion from the monastery.
The Mihintale and the Galvihara inscriptions contain guidance for 
monks for tie regulation of their daily rcutine. They seem to have been based 
1SZ Vol. T p.4 11.3-5.
2EZ Vol. X p.48 11.40-42.
3SZ Vol. I p.4 11.10-11,13-14.
4BZ Vol. I p.91 11.A15-16.
5EZ Vol. II p. 272 1.42.
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on practices current at the time and may be considered reliable sources
of information on the life of monks. The Mihintale Tablets yield little
information. According to this record, the monks were expected to rise
early and practise the four-fold meditation - contemplation on the virtues
of the Buddha, wishing for the deliverance of all beings, reflecting on
the impurities of the body and contemplation on death. Then they attended
to their toilet and wearing robes in the manner prescribed in the Sikkaharan:
they proceeded to the refectory where they recited the Me11a-pari11a and
1partook of the morning meal.
The directions in the Galvihara inscription set up under the influence 
of the ascetic monks of the Arannika sect prescribed a more cbfcailed and 
rigorous schedule. The mnnks who rose at the break of dawn spent the early 
hours of the morning meditating 011 their respective topics and pacing;; along 
the promenades. This was followed by the rehearsal of the texts they had 
learned. After dressing up and attending to their toilet, they had to 
perform such chores as sweeping the compounds of the Bo-tree and the stupa, 
keeping the dwellings tidy and attending on the teachers, senior monks and 
the sick. ’If they found it necessary1, they were to go to the refectory and 
partake of the gruel. After breakfast, those with pressing business such 
as consulting books and documents, sewing and washing clothes and the dis­
tribution of priestly requisites engaged themselves in those duties. Others 
devoted their time to meditation. After the mid-day meal, the monks continu* 
to engage themselves in meditation or the study of the scriptures. The evenii
1BZ Vol. I p.91 11. A9-11.
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was spent preaching or reading the dhamma or listening to it, discussing
it or committing it to memory# It was only in the middle watch of the night
1
that they could go to sleep*
The life of monks prescribed in the Galvihara inscription was one of
rigorous application to meditation and the study of the scriptures* It is
seen that the monks were obliged to perform some domestic chores# The burden
this placed on monks devoted to the practice of asceticisms is a common com-
2
plaint found in many tests* Some would shirk their x^esponsibilities leavin, 
the conscientious few to do all the work and as a result these monks would 
have Tittle time for their religious practices* Evidently, in the more or­
ganized monasteries, the monies were relievrL of most of these chores. The 
Cetiyagiri monastery at Mihintale employed three keepers to maintain its 
stupas and an attendant who kept the premises clean* in addition to them, 
a group of employees called pahavasi find mention in the Mihintale Tablets#^ 
They occur in the inscription following the reference to the servants who 
worked in the kitchen* ¥ickremasinghe agreed with Muller and Gunasekara who
5
translated the term as ’thatcher’. On consideration of terms like vehervas:
6 « - 
and velvasi, it seems preferable to trace its derivation from P. pasadavasi
1EZ Vol. IX p.271 11.A30-37.
"Tisuddhimagga (barren and ICosambi, 1950) pp.96-99* Saratthadipani pp.560-5* 
3EZ Vol. I p.97 11.B51-52. 
tiZ Vol. I pp.95-96 11.B26-27.
JEZ Vol* I p.110 n*l*
6EZ Vol. I p.195; Vol. II p.170; Vol. I V p.52.
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It probably connoted ’an attendant attached to a monastic residence’#
There were eleven such attendants. They received two payas of land and a 
daily allowance of one admana of rice each while their supervisor received 
an additional pata of rice. It is possible that they were expected to 
perform personal services to the sangha and keep the dwellings in good order 
In the early days* the Buddhist monk depended on voluntary donations 
for his food and necessities. This was not an adequate means of supporting 
the large number of monks concentrated at the capital, Fa-Hien who visited 
Ceylon at the beginning of the fifth century, recorded that he found about 
ten thousand monies living at Anuradhapura - five thousand at the Abhayagiri
monastery, three thousand at the Mahavihara and two thousand at the Ceti—
2 -  -
yagiri* The provision of an alms-hall, the Mahapaji, where a large number
of monies were fed at the king’s expense was probably an attempt to improve
this situation, Fa-I-Iien noted that five to six thousand monks were fed at
this place,^ Hiuon-tsang placed the figure at eight thousand,^ Presumabl;
this practice was continued after the capital was moved to Polonnaruva*
For, according to the Pujavaliya, Parakkamabahu I regularly provided alms
5for about three thousand five hundred monies,
Evidently, this did not completely solve the problem,During^the period
under consideration, provision of food became an important function of the
1 ’ —  —  - — —  ' “
For the units of measurement, see pp. g4 h£.
2Beal QPtCit, pp# 46, 48, 49*
Ibid,g p,47*
\
^Ibid,, p»445*
P^.iv* ( Saravir a) p * 106,
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monastic organization. Gruel and boiled rice wei’e important items in the
monastic diet. On occasions, monks would be treated to delicacies like
2sweetmeats and molasses. A ninth-century inscription at the Abhayagiri 
monastery fixes the daily fare of monks at five upadagisas (cakes?), half 
a prastha of curd and a twentieth of a prastha of ghee. Residents of 
certain hermitages, monks engaged in repairs to their dwellings and those 
entrusted with certain special responsibilities were allowed a double-share. 
No monk, even if he received ^personal income, was entitled to a food allow­
ance above the fixed limit.’ A tenth-century inscription provides more 
infornabion on the diet of monks. It records an endowment made to a monastery 
for the provision of paddy, pulse, uhdu , sesame, red pepper, salt, betel, 
areca nuts and lime. Monks were treated to sumptuous feasts when they 
were invited to alms at the houses of their wealthy patrons. Mahinda IV 
fed the monks of the Aran&ika sect with ’abundant and costly food with
various kinds of curries (vyan.iarea) ’ and provided them with sugar cooked in
ghee, juice of garlic and betel as dessert. Among all monks, he distributed
ghee,oil and honey, Normally.., the food was served in the refectory; it
a
was only a sick monk who couldhave the food brought to his bed.
1EZ Vol. 1 p.91 1.A11.
EZ Vol. I p.25 11.15, 21-22.
3
EZ Vol, I pp. 4-5 11.1-3, 19• Prastha is the synonym for pata, see p.91 k -6
4EZ-Vo1. XIX pp. 188-194.
5Cv., 54.20, 22, 24.
6EZ Vol. I p.91 11.All-12.
IThe Mihintale Tablets reveal detail 'the arrangements made for 
the provision of food to the sangha* Officials of the monastic admini­
stration were, as would he expected* entrusted with the task of overall
supervision. Three of them had to be present when the raw rice was being
1
issued from the stores and when the foodwas being served* Twleve cooks 
were employed* Each of them received an allotment of one kiri and two payas 
of land. They also received a daily allowance of rice which varied according 
to the functions they performed; the chief cook received an aflmana and one 
pata of rices a servant who procured fire-wood and cooked the rice, three-1----------  # *1* f
a&manas; a servant who procured fire-wood or went on errands, two a&manas; 
and one who merely cooked the rice received only one admana of rice* The 
twenty-four female servants mentioned in the list, ttoo, were , most probably 
connected with the provision of food* Each of them was assigned a paya of 
landj the one who supervised their work received two payas. They were also 
entitled to an annual clothing allowance of one kaland of gold each* Two 
more employees - the .jejma^ a (lit, the chief mother) and the batge ladiyak, 
’Warder of the refectory’ are mentioned in this connection in the inscrip tior 
it is not possible to ascertain what the duties of the former were*
Robes were distributed at the end of the year. According to the Mihin­
tale Tablets, the officials who attended to the task of the distribution of 
robes were entitled to one monk’s share, probably the value thereof, in re-
1
1 ™ compense. It Is evident from a tenth-century inscription at Anuradhapura
4
that the rohes for a monk were expected to cost three kaland of gold a year.'
This, it may 'be noted, was thrice the amount spent on the clothes of a femal-
servant* The cost of robes would, of course, vary on the type of material 
used to make them* The Samantapasadlka refers to rohes which cost ten 
pieces of money and some which cost twenty. However, it is not clear whethe; 
it is referring to kaland or some other unit of currency. The information 
available is not sufficient to enable an estimate of the cost of maintaining 
a monk. At the MahaKapararama„ one amuna of raw rice and four akas of gold
were set... apart daily for the provision of meals for its incumbents; a
4
thousand kaland of gold were spent each year on their robes.
An employee termed navi who received a vasag and a land allotment of
5one kiri is mentioned in the list of the Mihintale Tablets. Presumably nav; 
is the same as navi, ’barber’, which occurs in the South Indian temple in­
scriptions of the same period. In the Dhampiya Afcuva Gatapadaya, navi is
— g
equated with the Pali kappaka which like navi denoted ’a barber*. It is
not possible to ascertain whether it was the monks or the monastic officials
that the barber attached to the monastery was expected to serve. The practic
1EZ Vol. I p.95 11.B15-16.
Slab t?o. 1 EZ Vol. I p.25 11.17-19. Twenty kaland of gold were set apart a
a permanent endowment for the provision of robes to a monk, each year. It 
is clear from the inscription that the donor expected a return of fifteen 
per cent 011 his outlay. For kaland see p.qs'-
3Smp. Vol. II p.358.
4EZ Vol. I p.49 11.48-51.
5EZ Vol. I p.96 U.B32-33.
fepAfl (Vimalakirti and Saminda, I960) p.81.
of employing barbers to attend on monks: was not unknown in India,
Hiuen-tsang refers to ’Manorb.ita, the doctor of the sastras9 ' from Gandhara
who gave, In a fit of generosity, a hundred thousand pieces of gold to his 
1barber.
Some of the larger monasteries had hospitals to attend to the medical
needs of the monks. An inscription from Madirigiriya, dated in the tenth
century, mentions a hospital (veher vedhal) attached to the monastery at 
2
the site. According to the Culavagisa, the Sakkasenapati, a courtier of
3Mahinda IV, built a hospital outside the city for the wee of the monks.
A gimp of ruins situated at the foot of the Cetiyagiri hill at Mihintale his 
been identified as a hospital on the evidence from an inscription found 
at the site,^ It is probably the same as the hospital which, according to 
"kke Culavagtsa, Sena II built at Cetiyagiri.5 Presumably, it was attached 
to the Cetiyagiri monastery. The Mihintale Tablets list a physician (vedak) 
who received a vasag and an allotment of dry land from Detisa among the em­
ployees of the monastery. Another, ’a physician who applied leeches’
(puhunda vedak) received a vasag and two payas of land. A third called
mandowak received one vasag and an allotment of one kiri and two payas of 
6land, Muller’s translation of the last term as ’flower gardener* does not 
XBeal,op.cit. p.157.
2EZ Vol. XX pp.25-33. 
3Cv.54.53.
4ABASO 1910-11 pp.19-20; 1952 p.40 no.l.
seem to be appropriate; arrangements made for the supply of flowers find
2
mention elsewhere in the inscription, Wickremasinghe suggested the render­
ing ’one who prepares medical decoctions’. The derivation of the word may 
be traced back to ma&d? ’to dress', ’to adorn’ or mrd which among other 
things means 'to rub’, A physician who attends to ailments of the bones 
and the muscles by applying ointments and massage is known in the Sinhalese 
villages even in modern times. It may be suggested that the maffdowak 
was a physician who falls into this category.
In addition to these b asic amenities, monies at some of the monasteries
seem to have received a share of the income of the monastery* Pa-Hian refea
3
to Indian monks receiving ’their yearly dues’, I-tsing is more definite;
'The produce of the farms and gardens and the profits arising from trees
and fruits are distributed annually in shares :to cover the cost of clothing.
Probably, this practice was known in Ceylon, 'too. The old commentary on the
IChuddasikkha refers to the distribution among the sangha of the produce
5o f  lan d  be lo n g in g  to  the m onastery. I t  is  c le a r  th a t  a t  le a s t  those monkE 
who shouldered s p e c ia l r e s p o n s ib i l i t ie s  and monks o f »s c h o la r ly  a tta in m en ts  
re c e iv e d  an a d d it io n a l income. Emoluments were assigned to  monks employed
XAI0 p.119.
2SZ Vol. X p.110 n.4.
3Beal, op.cit. p.22.
^I-tsing p,193.
Kudusikha ha puratana vistara sannaya (Sumangala) 1954) p,142.
in the monastic administration. It was customary in India to proffer specia
1 -treatment to learned monks. Moggallana III assigned high incomes to schola 
2
among monies. A graduated system of stipends was in force at the Cetiyagiri
monastery. According to the Mihintale Tablets, the monks versed in the
Vinaya Pitaka were assigned five vasags in food and clothing; those versed
in the Sutta Pljaka received seven vasags while the monks who propounded the
3Abhidghamma Pitaka received the highest stipend - twelve vasags. A 
similar system of payment, graduated according to the field of study in 
which a teacher specialized, was current at the Hindu temples in South India 
The interpretation of the form vasag which also occurs in connection 
with the emoluments paid to the lay employees of the monastery has been 
somewhat confused, owing to tie failure to distinguish it from a similar word,
5
vasagin. The commentary on the Kudus Ilia used two different words, vasag 
and vasegini, the latter of which is most probably the same as vasagin. 
Yasegini occurs in place of the Pali term vassaggena, 1 according to senior!t 
In this work, the term vaaag was used in place of the Pali word bhaga, 
'share1. It is also evident from this work as well as from the Vinaya- 
sahghhatika of Sariputta that units like 'half-share' (upaddhabhaga)and 
^I-tsing p.30. Beal, op.cit. pp.137-138.
2Cv., 44.49.
^EZ Vol. I p.91 11.A12-14.
jH&E 1918 p. 146.
5Kudusikha p.142*
V^inayasangahafcika (Dhammananda) p. 16.
’fourth of a shared (culabhag-a) were known, VJickremasinghe and Perera 
have pointed out that certain employees received allotments of land and 
daily portions of rice while others received land and vasags; vasags
v  M. rrminri i«n ■■. t * ... . mb
and rice are never allotted together to the same individual. Prom this, 
it has been inferred that vasag denoted ’a measured quantity of provisions’.
The term vasag certainly denotes a quantity of food in some instances. 
The regulations in the Mihintale Tablets lay down that the monies who were 
too ill to go down to the refectory were to be served with vasags at times 
specified by physicians. In the Dhampiya Ajbuva Gatapadaya, it occurs in 
a context where it is said that a monk should first set apart a vasag 
fox1 himself if he were to offer food to a layman before partaking of it.'0 
While explaining a mile on the distribution of the produce of land, the 
commentary on the Kudusikha states that if a monk from another monastery 
were to come at the time of the distribution, half of a vasag given to an
inmate of the monastery may be given to him.^ On the basis of this evidence
it may be suggested that the meaning of vasag covered the portion of food 
or the share of the produce of land that a resident of a monastery received,
In a tenth-century inscription from Anuradhapura, a donor records the 
grant to the Sa&gha of both food and clothing (kauda plpja) appertaining t<
^Mg Vol. I p.83; 1. S. Perera, Ancient Institutions.,. pp.1477-1478.
1a vasag: which he bought for two hundred kaland of gold* The Mihintale
Tablets, too, spe&k of food and clothing in connection with vasags. This
implies that vasag included clothing as well. It is also evident from these
references that vasag was a fixed allowance and that it had a cash value.
It may be compared with the Tamil term pangu, 'share’, which occurs In the
contemporary records of South India* As in Ceylon, employees of religious
institutions were each allocated pangu in return for tieir services. The
value of a pafigu is placed in one record at the produce of one veli of land
2
or one hundred kalam of paddy. There is no mention of a single official
receiving more than one vasag. It could be suggested that the monies who
received more than one vasag used this extra aL lowance to maintain their
disciples? but this was not necessary as the monks were maintained at the
expense of the monastery* Hence, it is pi*obable that they received a cash
remuneration in lieu of their extra vasags.
It seems reasonable to suggest that the life of monies at some of the
larger monasteries was one of comfort? at times, it could be even luxurious
The equipment provided at the monastery of AriJJhapabhata was ’fit for 
3royalty’. It is doubtful, however, whether all monks had the benefits of 
the highly organised life that the larger monasteries provided. Aggabodhi 
IX (831-833 A.H.) found that monks from the smaller monasteries had to go tc
the Mahavihara for their gruel and medicine* Mahinda I? was obliged
sometimes to send his own physicians to attend on sick monks* He is also
said  to have p rov id ed  the PaijLsuk«tlika monks w ith  g a r l ic ,  b lac k  pepper
(marica), long pepper (pipphati), ginger, sugar and the three kinds of 
2myrobalan* Presumably, these were for medical use. Monasteries usually
had fixed endowments set apart for the provision of robes; but these funds
3
were sometimes used to meet the cost of repairs. Thus not all the monies 
were fortunate enough to get new robes at the end of the year. Kassapa IV 
distributed pieces of clothes forjise in patching up and strengthening old 
robes.^
The ample vopporfcunities for study that the monasteries provided, the 
contact with Indian centres of Buddhist scholarship and the patronage and 
encouragement extended by kings, some of whom were themselves scholars, 
stimulated scholarly activity among monks* Da£hanaga and Dhammarnitta 
are the only scholars of the tenth century to find mention in the Culavamsa 
Unfortunately, the commentary that Dhammamitta wrote at the request of 
Mahinda IV has not been preserved into modern times. Ananda, the author 
of the Malatika,;, whose opinions are quoted with obvious respect by later 
commentators, claims that his work was written at the request of a certain
1 « » * > * »
Dhammamitta. The Mulatika is a sub-commentary on Bqddhaghosa’s 
writings on the Abhidhamma. The Sasanavagtsa explains that it came to be 
known as the Mulatika as it was the first in the series of sub-commentaries;
written on the Pali Canon.^ It is certain that the Mulatika was
written before the time of Sumangala, the disciple of Sariputta; Ananda
finds mention in the Abhidhammat thavibhavini of Sumangala. Malalasekara
has dated Ananda to the ’eighth or ninth century’. Ananda is listed as an
Indian monk in the Gandhavagisa, an account of Pali literature written by 
5a Burmese monk. Though it is not possible to give an exact date, the
G-andhavagisa is a work of late origin. It is evident from the discussion
in the Mulatika on the opinions of the Abhayagirivasins that Ananda was a
follower of the Mahavihara School. It is possible that M s  exposition of
the ’orthodox’ point of view was based on commentarial sources available
at the Mahavihara. If Dhammamitta who requested him to write this
commentary is identified with the scholar of the same name who wrote a
commentary on the Abhidhamma in the time of Mahinda IV, Ananda should be
dated to the tenth century. It is reasonable to expect the Mulatika to
have been written during the tenth century when both the sangba and the
laity seem to have evinced a particular interest in works on the Abhidhamma
(Burmese ed.) p.203*
(B.C. haw ) p.36.
■^ See AbhidhainmatthAkibhavlniln 1 (^anhasara and Vimaladliamma 1933) pp. 81, 
108, 118.
^'Malalasekara, Pali literature of Ceylon, p.210.
^Minaev, Recherche sur le Bouddhisme p.240 (Minaev reproduces the text of 
the Gv. in his work*)
6dBee Cp.2)15,331 .
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The statement of the Sasavwamsa that the Mulatika was the first sub™
commentary would imply that the VIsuddhimaggafrjka and the sub-commentary
on the first three nikayas of the Sutta Pitaka were written efter the time
of Inanda. The colophons of these works ascribe their authorship to a
scholar or scholars by the nameqPhammapala. The Basanavamsa ascribes them
to the same author and distinguishes him from the commenator of the same
1name who lived at Badaratittha. According to its colophon, the Visaddhi™
raaggajlka was written at the request of the thera Dathanaga who lived at
2
the Si ddha»gama™p ar i vena * ho hermitage jaffsg&fea n am ed S i ddhagam a is men t ion e
in the chronicles. Buddhadatta has suggested that the Siddhagama-parivena
was the ffiune as the Sitthagama-parivene built by Sena IV (954~956 n*D.).
He goes on to suggest that Daphaniiga should be identified with the mnnk of 1
3
same naue who preached the Abhidhamma at the aequost of Mahinda IV. Apart
from the orthographic differences between the names of the two hermitages,
the fact that the thera Daiihanaga is not mentioned in the Gulavamsa as a
monk of the Siddhagama-parivena may be cited as objections against this
identification. He is referred to as a monk of the ’forest-dwelling1
fraternity in the chronicle* This isjnrticularly striking as, in the
preceding strophe, Dhammami it a is mentioned as a monk of the Si&tlhagama™
4parivena* However, these are not strong objections against the identifi-
2
Visuddhimaggajika (Burmese ed.), Rangoon, 1909-10, p.909. 
JA. P. Buddhadatta, Theravadi baudflhacaryayo, I960 pp. 
4Cv., 54.35-36.
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cation| for it is possible that the chronicler had made a mistake* Thus 
the possibility that Dhammapala, the author of the V1suddhimaggaiika 
and the sub-commentary on the first three nikayas of the Canon, lived in 
the tenth century cannot be ruled out*
According to the Gandhavamsa, 'Cttlla Dhammapala, the senior disciple- -— — f—i— * —* * **■
1of the thera Ananda, composed the Saccasankhepa’ * The only monk bearing 
the name Ananda in the passage which precedes this statement is the author
of the Mulafika, The Sasanavamsa attributes the minor commentary (anujika)
w * * 2  
on the Mulatika to a monk called Dhammapala, However, it is not clear
whether they are identical or any one of them (or both) should ta identified
with the author of the
One of the most notable scholars of the period under consideration
was Anuruddha, the author of the AbhidhammatthasaAgaha which is perhaps
the most well-known compendium of the Abhidhamma* The origin and the identity
of the author have been subjects of much speculation* The brief colophon of
the work comprises a benedictory verse wishing for the prosperity of a
monastery called Mulasoma; presumably, it was his residence. A commentary
on the Khuddasikkha, known at present only ±l Burma, mentions a monastery
called Mulasoma which was in Ceylon.^ The Talaing records, quoted by Gray,
1 “ —  ' * ’ '  ^ ~ '
Minaev, op.cit. p,240,
2 -
Basanavaijisa p#37.
A^bhldharmar1thasangrahaya (Handarama Tissa and Dharmaratna, 1938) p.152.
4
See A. P* Baddhadatta, Pali sahityaya Vol* 11 p,324. The prologues and the 
colophons of the known Pali literary works have been compiled with the 
author’s comments in the two volumes of the P al i s alii ty ay a.
A tenth-century inscription from Anuradhapura mentions ’the Virankurarama 
monastery attached to the Hulaso monastery’. It is possible that Mulasoma 
is the same as Mulaso; but the only monastery called Virankurarama to be 
mentioned in the Gv. was in the Abhayagiri monastic complex. See p*B5*4.
place Ananda among scholars from South India.^ The Gandhavamsa lists him 
as an author from Ceylon and attributes the Abhldammatthasangaha as well 
as theKawarupapariccheda and the Parama11havinichaya to him. In doing
fit ln II <1 i ,i p P III , I IW .IWI m II    ■!■*! ■ — mi,' ■ i.i
so, the Gandhavagisa contradicts itself. The Paramatthavinicchaya was
written, as evident from its colophon, by a monk from the city of Kavsri;
who was living at the time of writing at lanja in Tambarafjha, The colophoi
of the Nswampapariccheda gives little information on the author but sug-
gests that he was from the Mahavihara. Even early commentators like
Sumailgala believed that all the three monks were by the same author. But,
as Buddhadatta has shown, the Abhidhammatthasanghha agrees with the
IIaaiarupapariccheda but differs from the Paramatthavinicchaya on some of
4the views it expresses. It is possible that the Abhidhammatthasangaha 
M al so
and the Hamarupapariccheda were written by’(he same person; It is/possible,
however, that the authors of the three works were distinct from each other.
The Abhidhammatthasangaha has been dated by Maia1asekara on grounds of style
to the tenth or the eleventh century; others have dated it to the twelfth 
5
century.
The reformative activities of Farakkamabahu I and the revival of the
1  —  ' ' ’ —  1 ™ — —  . -  _  - 
J* Gray, Buddhaghosoppati9 1892 pp.26.
2Minaev, op.cit,, p.245-
For Tambarafjha, see fp.a8cf If* Paramatthavinicchaya (hevananda ed.) p.337,
^Abhidhamatthavifaavini pp. 57 ? 81, 88i Theravadi bauddhacaryayo, p.79* 
r
Malalasekara, op.cit. p. 168; Ceyl. Hist. Jnl. Vol. IV p.91; THC Vol. I 
pt. II p.585.
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sangha under his patronage ushered in an era of fruitful scholarly
activity* Kassapa of Udumbaragiri who took a leading part in reforming
the safeha is described as a scholar who was thoroughly versed in all the
three sections of the Canon and particularly in the Vinaya Pifcaka* His
disciple Sariputta calls him ’the father of the sangha and a specialist in 
1
the Vinayajx’, He was an ideal leader for this period when the most urgent
need was for a revival in the standards of discipline.
Sariputta was the leading light among the scholars of the time of
Parakkamabahu X* As a grammarian he was compared with Oandra and Pacini
^  ^  ^
and as a poet with Kalidasa, He gathered round him a galaxy of capable
students* Under his leadership, the Jetavana monastery at Polonnaruva became 
a great centre of learning. In the Pathavamsa composed by his disciple 
Dhammakitti, he is credited with the authorship of a compendium of rules 
of discipline called the Vinayasangaha and three sub-commentaries on the 
Paxlcika of the grammar of Candra, on the Samantanasadlka and on the
„„ "Z
Manoratliapurani, the commentary on the Angu11ara Hjkaya. The Vinayasangaha
is also known as the Palimuttaka vinayavinicchayasangaha. His second work
is not known today. Paranavitana has expressed doubts on the attribution
of the Saratthamah.jusa, the commentary on the Manorathapurani „ to Sariputta, 1 
„ - ■ . —  — — - _  . _  _
Cv., 78,7; See also p* Saratthadipani p.l,
^Theravadi bauddhacaryayo p.79*
^Dathavaijisa (B.C.Law, 1925) pp.49-50.
4UII0 Vol. I pt.ll p.285.
But it is noteworthy that, apart from Dhammakitti, the author of the
VMayasaratthadipani, another disoiple of Sariputta, credits him with
1the authorship of this work* Further, six of the verses which appear
in the prologue of the Saratthamah.iusa are also found in the prologue of
the Saratthadipani, the commentary on the Samantapasadika. Both were
written at the Jetavana monastery at the request of Parakkamabahu; and
in both, the author claims that he was a discipleof the iflahathera ICassapa
and the anuthera Sumedha* Hence, there is little reason to doubt that
these two works were written by tie same author* In addition to the four
works mentioned above, Sariputta seems to have written a commentary on
his Y in ay as ah gaha and a Sinhalese gloss on the Abhidhammatthasangaha. In
the colophon of the last work he claims to have written four other works,
the Yi suddhip athasangaha, Kammat thanasahgaha, Marlgal asut ta 1 ika and the
- 2
Tilaka, a work on astrology for king Parakkamabahu.
In this connection, it is interesting that the Saddhammasangaha, a 
work of a monk of Yodayapura (probably Ayuth’ya) who is dated to the end of 
the thirteenth century, records a tradition which speaks of a council of 
monks convened by Kassapa at the Jetavana monastery to undertake the com­
pilation of sub-commentaries on the Canon. The author attributes the 
Saratthadipani, Saratthamah.jusa and the Paramatthapakasani, the sub-
^Palisahityaya Yol* II p*287.
Tinayavinicchdyasarigahtlka (Dhammananda Tissa) p*151; Abhidammartha- 
sangrahasanyaya (Panhamolij p.195. See also Minaev, op.cit, p.241.
commentaries on the Vinaya, Sutta and the Abhidhamma Pifakas. respectively,
1to this council of monies headed by Kassapa. If indeed such a council 
was held it is rather strange that it does not find mention in the Culavamsa 
or any pf the other literary sources in Ceylon* Moreover, the colophons of 
the Saratthadip anj and the Saratthamah.iusa as well as other contemporary 
sources state, as pointed out earlier, that these two works x-zere composed 
by Sariputta* However, the tradition in the Saddhammasanghha may not be 
completely rejected* For it is possible that Sariputta had the help of 
other scholars of this period in the writing of his commentaries*
Buddhanaga, the author of the Vinayatthamanjnsa, refers to Sanpmtta
as his teacher and states that he wrote this work at the request of
2 -* 'Sumedha. It is possible that Sumedha is the teacher of Sarphtta mentioned
earlier* As evident from the references to Parakkamabahu I in the colophon,
the Yinayatthamah.jusa seems lohave been written during this reign; probably,
Buddhanaga was one of the senior disciples of Sariputta*
A list of scholars who were probably junior contemporaries of Sariputta
or representatives of the generation which followed his is found in the
Yinayasaratthadipanj» written by one of his disciples. The identity of the
author is withheld in the colophon; but Sumangala the Aranhika monk, the
Coja monks Buddhamitta and ICassapa and the lay-scholar Dhammakitti are
mentioned as his contemporaries who requested him to write this work*"*
^Saddhammasangaha (ed. Hedimale Saddhananda) Jnl* of the Pali Text Soc*9
1890 pp* 58-61.
Yinayatthamahjusa (Burmese ed.) pp* 1, 329*
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Sumangala is probably the same as the Arahnika monk of this name
who requested Sangharakkhita to write the commentary on the IOiuddasikkha,
M •. 3,
significantly named the Sumangalapasadani, ’that which pleases Sumangala’.
It may also be suggested that he should be identified with Sumangala, the
brilliant exegetist who specialized in the Abhidhamma* This monk whowas
another disciple of Sariputta wrote the Abhidhammatthavikasini and the
Abhidhflmmatthavibhavini to comment on the Abhidhammavatara of Buddhadatta
and the Abhidhammatthasangaha of Anuruddha, respectively* The only difficulty
in making this identification is that the former was a monk who 'constantly
lived in the woods’ while the latter claims to lave lived at the Nandi-
~ 2parivena of the Jetavanarama* Even if they were not identical, both seem 
to have been contemporaries of Sariputta.
Sangharakkhita^who was another disciple of Sariputta, lived at a 
place called DaraLJasoci (?) when he wrote the Sumangalapasadani* In 
the colophon of this work, 1b claims to have written four other books; 
Susaddasiddhi, ~fosgavinicchaya, Subodhalankara, and the Yuttodaya* Later, 
he wrote the Sambandhacfo&ta on syntax* I11 the Yuttodaya, a work on
3
prosody, he refers to the thera Sila of the Selantarayatana as his teacher.
Presumably, it was from this monk that he learned prosody* In the colophons
1 **Sumangalapasadani (Dangedara Sumanajoti) p*l,
2 ** “Abhidhammatthavikasini (A. P. Buddhadatta) p*456*
(Burmese ed.) 1898 p*123*
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of both the Sumangalapasadani and the Sambandhacinta Sangharakkhita 
speaks with affection of his disciple, Medha&kara of the AraKttavasi 
fraternity who had become a famous teacher and the chief incumbent of the 
monastic fraternity of TJdumbaragiri (Mmbulagala)* The teacher and the
p
disciple, it is claimed, took part in a purification* of the saAgha.
This information is helpful in identifying and dating the two works* Por, 
according to the h ikay a saA&r aha, a monk called Sangharakkhita, a disciple 
of Sariputta, and another, MedhaAkara of Diinbulaflala took the leading part 
in reforming the sangha in the time of Vij ayabahu of Dambadeniya (1232- 
1236 A.D.). It also becomes evident from this that at least the Samangala- 
pasadani end the Sambandbaointa were written in the Dambadeniya Period*
The Yinayarthasamuccaya, a commentary on the Yinaya, was written,
according to its colophon, by a disciple of Sariputta and of Moggallana,
3 * 4the grammarian. It has been attributed to Medhainlkar a. The Saddhamtna-
sangaha records that a commentary on the SaQCasankhepa was written by a
discix>le of Sariputta. The Sasanavagisa attributes the Dayr&rupapariccheda»
IChema, Abhidhammavatara and the old sub-commentary on the Saccasa:h‘.khapa,
to a certain mahasami Yacissara.0 Evidently Sariputta had a disciple called
1  «, *» •»
Sumangalapasadani, p.329? Sambandhacinta (Burmese ed.) Rangoon, 1898-1900,
p. 93*
2
Hikayasangrahaya (pharmaratna, 1955) p*26«,
P^ali sahityaya Yol* II pp. 528-9.
4 *Saddhammasangaha, Jnl* of the Pali Test* Soc., 1890, p.64* 
hbid,
6"“ .37.
Yacissara, Dhammakitti, the author of the Dathavagisa has already been 
mentioned, 'this disciple of Sariputta composed the poem on the Tooth relic
Of the Go^ .a monies in the Yinayasaratthadipani, it is possible that 
ICassapa is identical with the monk of this name who wrote the Mohavicchedani 
This work, together with the Abhidhammathavikasini and the Abhidhammattha- 
vibhavani represent the final stage of the development of the Abhidhamma in 
South India and Ceylon, At the time the Mohavicchedani was written,
ICassapa was residing at Hagnana monastery in Coladhinathapura.^ A monk 
from the Darnica country called Kassapa finds mention in the Sasanavaiiisa as 
having written the Yimativinodani, He occurs after Sarpputta. The
Vimativinodani and the Mohavicchedani are works of the same author, Ho 
information is available on Buddahamitta, the other Co^a monk. The lay 
scholar Dhammakitti could be the same as the pa&dita Dhammakitti who was
in the reign of Lilavati
G-andhavainsa attributes four works - the Mohavicchedani» Yimaticchedani, 
 Buddhavamsa and the Anagatavagisa to a monk named Kassapa.^ It is possible 
that Yimaticchedani is a corrupt form of Yimativinodani» Probably the
one of the Sinhalese envoys at the Burmese court in the time of parakkamabahu 
5I, A lay scholar by the same name finds mention in the Bikayasangrahaya, tc
1 ~Dathavamsa p,4 v*6,
^Mohavicchedani (PTS) p.359* 
3 " P-37-'
'Minaev op,cit, p.240
It is evident from the preceding discussion that the literary
activities of the period under consideration were dominated hy exegetic
scholarship. The role of the scholars was one of explaining the scriptures
and their commentaries, critically examining the interpretations given
by their predecessors and systematically presenting the teachings of
the Theravada school. Yet, there is reason to believe that the knowledge
of at least some of the monies was not restricted to the teachings of the
Theravada school* It has been pointed out elsewhere that special provision
was made at the Abhayagiri monastery for the study of treatises of the non-
Theravada schools.*^  Mugalan, who was the chief incumbent of the hturujamu^a
in the time of Vijayabahu I, is described as a scholar versed in the agamas 
, 4 - 2and the sastras. In his inscription at Dambulla, Bissanka Malla claims to 
have promoted the study of the scriptures and 'other extraneous sastras' 
among monks. Kassapa, the Co^ .a monk who wrote the Mohavicchedani, 
describes himself as a man versed in the satthantaras (sastrantaras)t Pre­
sumably, this is synonymous with ’the extraneous sastras (bahirasastra)1 
mentioned above. Together they could refer either to non-Theravada teachings 
or to the secular branches of knowledge. It Is more probable that it con­
noted the latter. In the Dathavamsa, Sariputta Is described as a teacher of
lSee p,^ r^.
2EI Vol. Mill p.337 11.25-26.
3EZ Vol. I pp. 131-132 11.21-22.
A «
Mohaviochedani p#359*>
all the s&stras and a scholar thoroughly versed in the non-Theravada
doctrines. The Vinayasaratthadipani refers to him as a monk learned in
2astrology (.jotisattha) and the satthantaras* As mentioned earlier, Sariput*
ta claims tohave written a work on astrology*
A broad liberal education was considered an essential requisite for
monks* It would equip them intellectually to defeat iheir rivals in debate.
It could also help them to secure a broad-based support among the laity.
This idea occurs in the chronicle of Bu-ston where he comments on a verse
from the Sutralankara;
'In order to vanquish and to help others as well as to 
obtain knowledge through knowledge of himself, he (the 
good monk) is earnestly applied to study •»,* According­
ly the science of logic (hetuvidya) and of Grammar and 
Literature are studied in order to vanquish adversaries 
(in controversy); the science of Medicine (cikitsavidya) 
and Arts (sllpakarmavidya) for administering help to others, 
and that of Metaphysics (adhyatmavidya) to acquire knowledge 
himself.’
It is possible that similar intentions encouraged the Sinhalese monk 
to acquire a knowledge in the secular fields of study. One field of 
interest was grammar* The commentary of Sariputta on the Candravyakarana 
and the Sambandhacinta of Sangharakkhita have already been mentioned.
The Rupasiddhi was written by Buddhappiya, a Coja monk who studied under a
4 _
Sinhalese monk. Moggallana, a monk from Anuradhapura who wrote the
^Bafhavamsa pp. 49~-50.
*TPali sahityaya Vol. II p.287*
* 7
^Sutralaafekara (Huber, 1908) pp, 3H--312, Bu-ston, The history of Buddhism 
in India and Tibet (Obermiller, 1932) Vol. I p,44*
^Haharupasiddhisannaya (Sumangala and Dhammaratana) p,444*
Moggallayanavyakarana lived in the time of Parakkamabahu I*’*' In the
2V inayar thaaamuoo ay a Medhankara refers to Moggallana and Sariputta as 
his teachers# Piyadassi who composed the Badasaldhana based on the 
Moggallaymiavyakarana was another student of Moggallana.J These two 
works started a new school of Pali grammar. The grammarian seems to have 
been different from Moggallana of the Sarogamamula who composed the
HXir A .
lexicon, the Abhidhanappadipjka, in the reign of Parakkamabahu I.
The Vuttodaya and the Subodhalankara of Sangharakkhita are works
.1 W iM-WlM U m  M l,.. ?!* ■ ■■ l I I ■ »!,■■* . W  W l > * IIIW1#iH» v—
on prosody and poetics. It would be natural to expect that the interest 
of the monies in literary activities would spill over the limits of purely 
teclinical studies on to actual attempts at versification. Owing to the 
dictates of the disciplinary rules, they had to deal with 'approved* 
subjects like the personality of the Buddha. Mxereises in metrical con­
struction in praise of the Buddha like the Jinalanlcara of Buddharakkhita 
and the Pa,j,jarnadhu of Buddhappiya are typical products of such a situation, 
Pet, it was not always that the poetic talents of monies were restrained 
by disciplinary rules, Paranavitana's comments on the graffiti scribbled 
by monks who visited Sigiri are revealing: it is very rarely that
the subject-matter of their verses proclaims them to be the compositions 
of those who adopted thae religious life. Most of the clerics had entered-
kali sahityaya Vol. II p.512.
Ibid., pp. 528-529.
Padasadhana (Dharmananda) pp, 302-303. 
hbhidhanappadipika (To^agamuve PaSSatissa 1895) p.161.
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into the spirit of the occasion, and addressed the ladies in a manner 
far from sermonizing. One of them, for instance, addressing a lady in 
the painting, expounds the doctrine that an occasional lapse from virtue 
in one who is generally of good conduct may he condoned.'
The widening of the intellectual horizon of monks is reflected in
the interest they showed in the study of Sanskrit. Though the knowledge
of Sanskrit would have been common even in the earlier periods, Sanskrit
does not seem to have occupied an important place in monastic education,
Sinhalese and particularly Pali were the media of intellectual activity.
The interest in the teachings of the non*-Theravada schools of Buddhism
was one of the factors which induced monks to study Sanskrit. Most of
the inscriptions which testify to the prevalence of Mahayana and Tahtric
practices in Ceylon are in Sanskrit, These records which are in the
Pallava Grantha, ICuJila or tie Sinhalese script reveal a close acquaintance
with the language, a high standard of learning and a remarkable ability
2at metrical construction. As a result, Sanskrit studies seem to have 
become popular in Ceylon at a time Sanskrit literature was in decadence 
in India,
The interest that the monies took in the study of Sanskrit is evident 
from the grammatical works written during this period. In addition to 
Balavabodhana attributed to Kassapa of Udumbaragiri, the commentary
1
S, Paranavitana, Sigiri Graffiti Vol. I p.ccxiv,
2EZ Vol. XX p.157-164, 219-255; Vol. V Pt. I pp. 168-1^9.
that Sariputta wrote on the Paneikalahkara dates from this period.
Paranavitana has suggested that Buddhanaga, the author of another
exegetical work on Sanskrit grammar, should he identified with the
1
disoiple of Sariputta who bore this name* The Gulavamsa, in describing
the network of espionage organised by Parakkamabahu X, refers to spies
versed in the Xtihasa, Pur anas and the Agamas who went in the guise of 
2
monks* This may give an idea of the knowledge that the monks were 
expected to possess* The author of the Oulavagisa himself reveals his
knowledge.of tales in the epics and legends about persons like Dusyanta
- 3and Canakya in his account of the reign of Parakkamabahu 1.
The progress in literary activity that the monks achieved during
the period a^ ed much to the patronage extended by the kings. The Gulavamsa
records that Udaya I gave bronze alms-bowls to monks who studied hard.^
Many of the literary works of the Polonnaruva Period make grateful mention
of the generous patronage of Parakkamabahu Ij some of them were written
at his special request* This patronage was continued by ITissanka Mai la
who, according to his inscriptions, provided facilities for the expansion
5
of learning.
It was Sariputta and the many scholars who studied at his feet 
who brought about a revival in Buddhist scholastic activity and produced 
1PHC Vol. I pt. II p.588.
2Cv. 66.143-145.
3Cy . 64.42-45.
4Ct . 49.34.
5see p.jsfl.
the greater majority of the Pali literary works of the period under review*
But the Pali literature of this period was not the exclusive contribution
of the Ceylonese; nor had it been so in the period which preceded*
Many monks from South India, and in later times from Burma, occur in
the lists of Pali scholars* In ff§ct, some of the most eminent writers
came from South India* Some of them studied under Sinhalese monks* In
some other cases, they occur as the contemporaries who persuaded Sinhalese
monies to write their works* Together, they seem to have worked in fruitful
collaboration to annotate and systematically present the teachings of
the Theravada - particularly of the Mahavihara school.
The acquaintance of the clerics with the belles lettres and their
interest in scholarly pursuits in secular branches of knowledge turned
the monastery into a centre of literary education* The monks,as ithe
literati of the society, were in a position to impart knowledge in various
fields to the layman* l-tslng who visited India in the seventh century
noted that the Indian monks of tie time performed this functions ’In
the monasteries of India, there are many students who are entrusted to the
q
Bhikgus and instructed by them in secular literature.’
If the testimony of the Culavamsa is to be accepted, the education 
of the young prince Pareldcamabahu included the study of the Buddhist 
scriptures, grammar (saddasattha), poetics (kaveyya), lexicography 
(nlghapdu), works 011 ritual (kefubha) and writings on statecraft (niti)
^l~tsing pp, 105-106.
2
Buddfeahhbsa defines ketubha as 1 the science which assists the officiating 
priests by laying down rules for the rites, or by leaving them to their 
direction1 * See PTS Pali Dictionary; Sumangalavllasinl Vo1 * Ip.247 *
like the treatise of ICofalla (Skt. Haujilya), in addition to training in
dance and song, the use of weapons like the how and the sword and the
1handling of elephants. 3ven if this account is not creditworthy, it at
least represents the ideal. It Is noteworthy that in this list the study
of the Buddhist teachings is given a prominent place. Apart from this,
the monks of this period would have been in a position. to teach such
subjects as grammar, poetics and lexicography. In an earlier instance,
tie Culavamsa mentions that Dhatusena learned statecraft (niti) from a monk
2who was his uncle. The monasteries of Ceylon, like the Hindu temples
of South India, employed laymen as teachers, possibly to teach those
secular subjects which the monks were required by their disciplinary rules
to refrain from learning or teaching. The Cstiyagiri monastery at Mihintale
had lay teachers (adura damin) in its pay-roll. Six men, some of whom
were teachers and some preachers (banava.j aratta damin), were alloted the
dues from the village Gstcagama.
It would be an exaggeration, however, to maintain, as Rahula has done
that ’thewhole system of education, both ecclesiastical and lay, was In
the hands of the saiigha’ and that the monies of Ceylon took ’into their
4
hands the education of the whole nation’. The concepts of education 
covered a wide fields to Include the cultivation of skills In many fields
^Qv., 64.3-4.
2Cv. 38*21. This passage, however, is not very reliable; it is merely 
a conjectural r. reading.
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in addition to the acquisition of literary learning* It is most unlikely
that the monks or the teachers employed at the monasteries taught such
skills as the handling of weapons. Evenliterary learning would not have
been the monopoly of monks. The Onlavaatsa refers to men who taught youths
1
the art of writing and the skill in handling weapons. It is reasonable
to expect that the Brahma$as, too\ occupied an important place as teachers
at a time when the study of Sanskrit and subjects like kefubha were popular.
This does not deny that the monastery played a prominent role in
the educational set-up in Ceylon, Their control over education gave the
sangha an opportunity to come into contact with and to influence royalty,
the official classes and the literati. The cultured laity showed an interest
in learning the Buddhist scriptures. Laymen versed in the Buddhist teach-
2ings were sometimes employed by monasteries to work as preachers. The
contact with the gentry won for the sangha an influential body of patrons.
In the reign of ICassapa IV, the high officials of the court surpassed the
. 3king intheir munificent patronage of the sangha.
This contact also resulted in the percolation of Buddhist influence 
into the secular fields of intellectual activity, For one, Buddhism had a 
discouraging influence on the study of the Sanskrit epics. Several of the 
Buddhist works state that the study of the Mahabharata and the Sitaharapa 
XCv. 66.138.
2See n.233.
5Cv. 52.16-34.
(Ramaya&a) is a fruitless wastage of time. Despite this, works like
2the Culavagisa reveal a knowledge of the epics* But unlike in the case 
of literature of India and other countries influenced by Indian culture, 
no work directly based on the epics is found in Geylon, On the other hand, 
the known literary works, paintings and sculpture draw their inspiration 
almost exclusively from Buddhist sources* In fact, this is one of the 
significant characteristics which have given the Island an individuality 
in culture distinct from the other sub-cultures of South Asia.
A detailed assessment of the influence of Buddhism on the Sinhalese 
society is a task fraught with many difficulties. For Buddhism existed 
side by side and was to some extent intermixed with other religions and 
cults* Sometimes more than one religion could work in collaboration to 
propagate certain common ideas. The idea of ahimsa may be cited as one 
such example. Aggabodhi VIII forbade the bringing of fish, meat or in­
toxicating dailies to the city centre on the uposatha days which are of 
religious significance to the Buddhists. Rissahka Malla went to the extent 
of ordering that no animals should be killed within a distance of seven 
gavu from the capital. The ’twelve great tanks' were turned into sanctuaries 
for the fish. Fowlers were persuaded with gifts of wealth to give up 
killing of birds. This is recorded in an inscription found at a Buddhist 
^Sumangalayilas ini (PTS) Vol. I p.76.
Papaficasudanl (PTS) Vol. I p.163.
Amavatura ^Sanaloka, 1959), p.93.
v 1shrine - the Euvanvalisaya. Ostensibly, it would appear that it was the
influence of Buddhism which persuaded these kings to enforce the practice
of ahimsa. But it is noteworthy that in the Sinhalese society the eating
of beef was considered particularly repugnant. The Jataka Afuva (jatapadaya
explains the term bherivadakakula as one denoting a caste of people who
2
played the drums and were used to eating beef. Presumably, taking beef 
was considered to be an abominable practice confined to the low castes.
Oertain Sinhalese edicts of this period carry the warning that a person 
who violates the rules laid down therein would take upon himself the sins
committed by the eluraaruva of Mahavo'Jiiya (Mantai). The word eju would
)
normally mean 'goats'# XJaranavitana takes it as el a and translates the 
term as 'killer of cows'. A well-known ^aiva shrine was found at this 
time at Mantai. It is possible, therefore, that the killing of cows at 
Mantai was considered to be a grievous sin - even by the Buddhists. The 
sanctions against the eating of beef which existed in the Sinhalese society 
would suggest that the idea of ahimsa was not the sole contribution of Budd­
hism; it reflects the influence of Hinduism - particularly of the idaiva vari­
ety. This is a clear instance which illustrates the collaboration of Buddhist 
and Hindu influences in the propagation of common ideas within the Sinhalese
BZ Vol. IX p.80 11.26-28. Also EZ Vol. IX p.140 11.A23-33.
.. .bher ivadakakul a, beravakulehi , gerimas kat nam bera gasat nam. u 
beravayoyi.... JAG (Jayatilaka), p.74.
3EZ Vol. Ill p.225 n.8.
4-See e.g. girunfiana - yampantar Tevarat - Tiruppatikankal. Tiru-murai - 2, 
Patikasa -~243 Kalakajn pp. 518-520.
The influential position that the monks held in the society suited
them to the role of mediators among kings as “well as commoners. They
were the advisoi*s who enjoyed the respect and confidence of the laity,
It was thus possible for them to intervene and settle disputes among laymen,
This is reflected in an inscription from Kojf&nge dated to the reign of
Lokesvara, This inscription records the grant of land to a layman and
specifies that all disputes regarding it were to be referred to the chief
1incumbent of a monastery in the vicinity.
Apart from the religious and economic ties which linked the monastery
with the lay society, there were also the kinship ties which brought the
individual monk close to lay families* The responsibility of a monk towards
2his parents is acknowledged even in the Yinaya, Enthusiastic patrons 
went to the extent of patronising the kinsmen d  the monks they respected, 
ICassapa Y distributed rice and clothing among the mothers of the £%sukulika 
monks,^ Yijayabahu 1 granted ’maintenance villages’ to the relatives of 
monks who practised ascetisism.^ These instances may indicate that the 
admission of a person into the Order of monks brought social recognition 
to his family. But it is more probable that it reflects the failure of 
monks to completely sever the ties and obligations which bound them to their
LEZ Vol. XV p.87 U . 10-13.
2Vinaya Pifraka Vol. I pp. 147-8, 297-8.
9 0 0
6 ^ 0
kinship groups* Sometimes, these obligations would have proved to be
burdens which hindered the monks in the; ' pursuance of their religious
life, IP-ssanka Malla bestowed wealth on the kinsmen of monks to relieve
1
'the reverend and virtuous monks’ of such obligations. -it is possible
that some monks tried to secure posts in the monastic administration for
their kinsmen, The Mihintale Tablets forbid monks, on pain of expulsion
from the monastery, to give control over monastic property to their kinsmen.
If any relative of a monk were to be found occupying a post in the admini-
2
stration he was to be dismissed forthwith. According to a ninth-century
inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery, no monk whose relatives lived in
3a monastic village was to be allowed to live at bhe monastery concerned. 
Presumably, kinship ties prevailed even between monks. Most probably, 
it is to discourage this that the Anuradhapura slab inscription of ICassapa 
decrees that four or more monks who were kinsmen should not live together 
at the same monastic residence,^
The close relations the monks maintained with their kinsmen would 
have made it difficult for them to dissociate themselves from the social 
strata of their lay life. At least the monks from the upper rungs of the 
caste system would not have been too keen to forget their status. The CoJ.a
1EZ Vol. II p.79 11.18-19.
EZ Vol. I pp.91-92 11. A18-19, 24-25.
3EZ Vol. I p.5 11.26-27.
4EZ Vol. I p.48 11.39-40.
monk Kassapa mentions in his Mohavicchedani that he was a Brahmana hy 
1caste. In works hy Sinhalese monks of the period under consideration, no
2
specific mention of caste is found though they claim 'purity in descent'.
It is possible that in Ceylon social stratification was not as rigid as it 
was in South India. Yet, as pointed out elsewhere, it is important to 
note that distinctions of birth and office were recognised and given ex­
pression in the organisation of Buddhist ritual and even the administration
3 *of monasteries. In an early thirteenth-century inscription from ICoJ^ ange,
a monk refers to his descent from a person who was 'like unto an ornament 
of the Larnapi (Lambafcagtpa) clan'*4 More definite references to the caste 
and clan identities of monks are found in the Dambadeniya Period.5 it 
Is interesting that the author of the Pujavaliya who states in the earlier 
part of the book that monks lose their caste identity on entering the Order, 
lays claim In the colophon to 'unmixed descent on both sides from the
— v- - 6Mahapan$iva!|isa of the Ca^avasikula'. Nevertheless, we need not doubt 
that all monks, irrespective of their social origins, were placed above 
the laity in the social order of the day.
I “ ‘ ~ ‘... —  ‘ .
Mohavicchedani p.359.
2Pali Sahiiyaya Vol. II p.379, 509.
5See p. 34*7-
4SZ Vol. IV pp. 89-90 11.4-5.
P^ali Sahityaya Vol. II pp. 547 ? 382.
fa
P,jv. (Benotja Saddhatissa) pp. 6, 754.
Chaptex^ i 240
THE SMGHA AND THE KING
The Buddhist tradition placed great emphasis on the importance of
the king as the leader of men. People follow their king, one of the
stories in the lataka collection states, just as naturally as a herd of
kine would follow the leading bull along paths devious or direct.'** The
stability of the social system as well as the proper functioning of the
2
whole universe depend on the conduct of the king. Like the Buddha himself,
the Cakkavatti, the ideal Buddhist king, possessed the thirty-two physical
characteristics of a J,great mann (mahapurisa). Similar rites should be
performed at the funerals of a Cakkavatti and a Buddha. It was proper
to build a stupa to commemorate a Cakkavatti.^ Some of these ideas echo
in the chronicles of Ceylon; c,Many people besides erected these and other
viharas, emulating the king: for it is the rule with living creatures:
what he who is master does, evil or good, the same is done by his subjects.r<
The Culavagtsa also mentions that in the reign of the just king Sena IV,
the gods always sent rain in the correct season.5
An attitude of close- co-operation with the temporal authorities is
evident among the sa&gha from the earliest days of its history. The Buddha
advised the monks to obey the king.6 The rules in the Vinaya Fijaka which
^Ummadanti Jataka, Pausboll, The Jataka, Vol. V, 1891, p. 222 w .  48-51.
^Anguttara Nikaya (PTS) Vol. II, 1888, pp.74-76.
Ibid. Vol. I, 1885, pp. 76-77; Diaha Bikaya (PTS) Vol. II, 1905, pp. 142-43 
Vol. Ill pp. 58-80.
4Cv., 46.25-26.
50v., 54.3.
^Vinaya Pitaka ( W )  Vol. I, 1879, p.3-38.
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forbid the admission into the Order of the employees of the king and men 
wanted by the law also reflect the deference shown by the community of
monks for the interests of the state.^  The kings were equally considerate.
- 2 Bimbisara declared that monies were immune from punishment.
In Ceylon, this relationship developed into a very close association
between the king and the sangha. It is possible that the excesses committed
by Mahasena during his persecution o f the Mahavihara brought about a change
of attitude. While commenting on the injunction of the Buddha to obey the
king, Buddhaghosa introduces a proviso: *'The king may be obeyed as regards
righteous acts; but in cases of unrighteousness, no one, whoever it may
PT
be, should be obeyed.*^ Apart from certain exceptions, kings of Ceylon from 
the time of Devanaajipiyatissa were ardent patrons of the sangha. It is 
possible that the influence the monies wielded over the people was considered 
factor which could be utilised to help consolidate the position cf the king* 
The belief that Ceylon was a favoured land with a special relation­
ship with Buddhism is evident in the legends in the earliest chronicles 
of the Island like the Dipavamsa and the Mahavamsa. According to these 
chronicles, the Buddha had visited the Island three times* It was he who 
made it fit for human habitation by driving its former inhabitants, the 
yakkhas, away. He sanctified by his pie sence the places where the important 
shrines of the Island were to be built later on. Even his last thoughts were
1Vinaya Pitaka ( » )  Vol. I, 1879, pp. 73-76.
p
Ibid., p.76*
3 ~anftasmim ca dhammlke kamme anuvattitabbam. adhammike pana na kassaci 
anuvattltabbanti. Smp. Vol. VI p. 1068.
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concerned with the welfare of the Island. This idea is developed further
in the later records. According to the inscriptions of Nissanka Kalla,
the establishment of Buddhism in Ceylon has made it a noble land; in fact,
— 1the Island belongs to the Buddhist sasana.
A natural development from these beliefs was the idea that the king 
of the Island should be a Buddhist. The Bu.javaliya and the Saddharmaladkara, 
dating I’espectively from the thirteenth and the fourteenth century, maintain 
that the Island is suited only for kings of the true faith. The power of 
the Buddha is suh, they add, that no non-Buddhist dynasty would be able to
2consolidate their authority even if they were to usurp the throne by force.
It is not possible to trace such a categoric statement of this idea 
to an earlier work; but there is strong evidence which suggests that it was 
known in earlier times. The ceremony of the consecration of the king evinces 
a distinct Buddhist character. The association of the king with the cult 
of Buddhist relics - particularly the Tooth and Bowl relics - also points 
to the same direction.^ When the Tooth relic was brought to Ceylon in the 
reign of Sirimeghavap$a (301-328 A.D.) it was housed in a shrine close to
5the palace. Fa-Hian reports that it was kept in a shrine within the city.
6According to Hiuen-tsang, the shrine was by the side of the palace. An 
Vol II p.113 I.e.3-4; p.161 11.B8-10.
p tmm mt mm
B.jv. p.49; Saddharmalaftkara (BentoJa Saddhatissa, 1934)* p.393-
3See
4See also £P*BZ7 ft.
5
Beal, Chinese accounts of India p*48*
^Ibid. p,443.
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inscription found within the citadel of Anuradhapura helps to identify the
site of the shrined When the capital was shifted to Polonnaruva, Vi£aya-
—  2bahu I built a temple of the Tooth within the citadel of the new capital#
Manabhara^a took the two relics - the Tooth and the Bowl - from Roha^a to
3
Polonnaruva after his capture of the capital. Perhaps, he expected it 
would help him attract popular support to his cause. In the campaigns of 
Parakkamabahu I against Sugala, great importance was attached to the capture 
of these relics# Immediately after their capture, they were sent to Parak­
kamabahu to be housed in a shrine in the centre of the city.^ As Geiger 
pointed out,^ these relics had come to constitute, by this time, the 
national palladium, the symbols of legitimate kingship.
Clearer evidence is found in an inscription from the precincts of the 
Abhayagiri monastery, dated in the reign of a king identified as Mahinda IV 
(956-972 A.D.). In this record, the king speaks of the rulers of his dynasty 
as Hhe kgatriya lords devoted to the Buddha, who of yore have received the 
assurance made by the Omniscient ^ord of Sages, the pinnacle of the £>akya
g
clan, that none but Bodhisattvas would become kings of prosperous Lafika. *
It would thus seem that kings of Ceylon had not only to be Buddhists; they 
had to be Bodhisattvas - men destined to be Buddhas.
1EZ Vol* I pp. 113-120. The identification suggested by Wickremasinghe is 
wrong. See ARASO 1897 p#3*
20v., 60.16; El Vol. XVIII p.337 11.17-22.
5Cv., 70.265-266.
Qv.. 74.83 et seq.
5001CT p.214.
nobosathu nora.jvanhayi- sstntkula kot savanlya munira.iiiu (viVayaa) lad 
EZ Vol. I p.237 11.52-53. See also p.240.
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It would also follow from this statement in the inscription that all 
those who became king were indeed Bodhisattvas* The elevatior|of the king to 
the highest position that a layman could aspire to in the Buddhist social 
order represents an advanced stage in the development of the concept of 
kingship in Ceylon* It is noteworthy that this inscription was found within 
the grounds of a monastery* In acquiescing, in this idea, the saAgha 
recognized the king as the leader of the laity in the politick, as well as 
the religious field. This, of course, does not mean that all kings were 
considered to be Bodhisattvas during their reigns * It is not possible to 
ascertain chronologically how far the implications of the statements in this 
inscription are applicable though it is clear that this idea, in its ger­
minal form, goes back to a very early period.
The term mahasattva* used as an epithet of Bodhisattvas, is applied 
in the Mahavamsa^ to Sirisanghabodhi who ruled in the third century and was 
considered to be a paragon of virtue and a zealous patron of the faith*
The name of this king was used alternatively with Salamevan Abhaya as a title 
by the kings of our period* Buddhadasa (337-365) led the life of a Bodhi- 
sattva*^ Upatissa II (517-518) practised the ten paramitas*^  Similarly, 
both Aggabodhi 1 (571-604) and Sena I (833-853) are said to have aspired 
to Buddhahood.4 Aggabodhi XT (667-683) was considered so 'holy* that his
1Mv., 36.90.
2Cv., 37.100.
3Cv., 37.180.
aggabodhjgataaayo Cv.42.1; buddhabhumiaatasayo Cv.. 50.65.
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superstitious subjects used ashes from his pyre as medicine.1 Mahinda IV
—  2
claims in an inscription to have secured for himself the way to Nirvana1-’.
It is true that the evidence in these sources refers to a few individual 
kings being called Bodhisattvas and that this does not necessarily amount to 
an enhancement of the position of kingship# These ’holy kings’, however, 
would have made the elevation of kingship to the highest position among the 
laity in the Buddhist pecia! order an easier task.
In addition to this, the dynasty which ruled the Island during the 
period under consideration laid claims to a close personal relationship with 
the Buddha. The tradition which was basic to this claim is found in the 
Dipavamsa and the Mahavamsa which trace back the genealogy of king Pap^uk- 
abhaya to the a^lcya Amitodana, a brother of Suddhodana. Yet, m  evidence 
is available till the tenth century of an actual instance of a king having 
claimed to be a descendant of the £>akya clan. Such a claim occurs for the 
first time in a record dated to the third year of ICassapa V, who was one 
of the most prominent scholars of his time. In this record, ICassapa claims 
descent from the line of Olcavas (P. Okkaka). There is little doubt that 
this ancestor is the same as Okkaka who occurs in the Mahavamsa as a king 
of the $akya clan*^ This claim occurs in stereotyped form in the records 
of the successors of ICassapa V, In the reign of Bappula IV(v) §24-935)
kv., 46.37.
2EZ Vol. X pp. 32-37 11.3-4, p.34.
3Madirigiriya pillar inscription EZ Vol. II pp.25-33*
4Mv ., 2.11-12.
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a certain L*am*ani Mihindu claims to be a descendant of king Pa$u Abba 
(Pa#$ukabaya) and to be the incomparable ornament of the Saha clan1
It occurs in greater detail in a fragmentary slab inscription from the
t
Jetavana monastery issued in the seventh year of a king identified, as
Mahinda IV (956-972), In this record Mahinda is described as 'the pinnacle
of the illustrious S&h£ clan, who is descended from the lineage of Okavas,
who has come down in the succession of the great king Sudovun and who is
- 2
descended from the lineage of the great king Pa$uvasdev Abha'. Descent 
from Suddhodana is claimed in two more records - the Polonnaruva pillar 
inscription of Mahinda V and the Dimbulagala inscription of the queen of
t 7
Vikkamabahu I. This was not a claim which strictly conformed to the tradi­
tions in the chronicles which maintain that Pa$$ukabhaya was a descendant of 
the line of Amitodana, Yet, it was a claim which legitimised the rights of 
the Sinhalese kings by presenting them as the direct descendants of the line 
of the Buddha. It was but fit and proper that 1 the Ascendants of the line 
of the Buddha1 should rule the land which ’belonged to the sasana’,
In the Badulla inscription of Udaya IV (946-954), a predecessor of 
the king (Kassapa IV?) is referred to as satalosa piriniviyan vahanse,
'the lord who entered the parinirvana in the sixteenth (regnal) year'*^
The word pirinivl was, under normal circumstances, strictly reserved to denote
ektala jikva si£i.
^Siribar Sahakulaj; kot Okavas/~ parapureA bat Sudovun maharaihu anva/ye/n 
a Pa&uvasdev Abha mahara.ihu parapuren bat Vol* III p*227 11,1-4« See 
also p*228. I have changed 'S&ha race1 in Paranavitana’ s translation to
1 Saha clan’*
3EZ Vol. IV p.64 11.A12-14; Vol. II p.95 l.i.
4fZ Vol. V Pt. II p.185 11.A23-24.
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the demise of a Buddha or an Arahant - beings in their last birth. It is
significant that the phrase bears a striking similarity to the posthumous
title of Suryavarman I (1002-1050). It is quite probable that the Cambodian
king was called nirvanapada after his death in accordance with the traditions
aoV apotheosis known in his country. It is tempting to suggest that the
similarity of these titles indicates a parallel attempt to elevate the
institution of kingship to a position of equality with the highest ranks of
the Buddhist Order. On the other hand, it is also possible, as Paranavitana
has suggested, that this was merely the most respectful way the scribe knew
2
of expressing the death of the king. It is remarkable, hoxrever, that a 
term which was usually reserved for Buddhas and Arahants was used, in this 
case, to refer to a king.
Evidence of a similar nature is found in an inscription from the
3Abhayagiri monastery, datable to the tenth century on palaeographic grounds. 
The king who set up this record claims that he erected a golden image of 
the Buddha at the Bu}, Atuja monastery. The image is described as tarna
The word palanga occurs in the sense of proportion* or *siae* in
“ 5the Vesaturuda sanne and the Butsarana. It occurs three times in the Siva
baslakara, a work contemporaneous with the inscription. In one of these
^Coedes, Les etats hindouises.....pp. 224, 249*
2EZ Vol. Ill pp.86-87.
3
Wickremasinghe identified the king mentioned in this record with Mahinda 
IV; but this Is not quite certain*
4(Bu)l A tula veherhi suvan muva tama pa(la&gi) munind pilibib kara 
Vol. I p.223 1.35.
r
Vesaturuda sanne (Hettiaracci) p.413; Butsarana (Sorata) p.270*
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1contexts, the word means ’ similar1 * In the other two it seems to carry
i
2 * a stronger shad© of meaning* If the passage ii^ our inscription is inter­
preted on this basis, it seems to reveal that the king in question erected 
a Buddha image which bore his own physical features or which conformed to 
his proportions* The practice of erecting portrait statues of kings in the 
form of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas was common in South East Asia. It was 
a means of identifying the king with the higher divinities of the Buddhist 
pantheon or with the Buddhas themselves. But the erection of a statue con­
forming to the features of the king does not necessarily indicate that an 
attempt was being made to identify the king with the 3?urther, it
is not possible to be certain of the reading of the relevant passage as the 
inscription is not well preserved*
The idea that the king was almost an equal of the Buddha is quite 
consistent with the Theravada tradition* Possibly, it is a claim for such 
a recognition that is found in the Northern Gateway inscription of Nissa&ka
. 4Malla which states that !to get an impartial king is like getting a Buddha1. 
The obsequies performed at the death of Yijahabahu III (1232-1236)also sug­
gest that the king was treated like a religious dignitary; the cremation of
«p»
his body was carried out within the precincts of a monastery and a stupa
5was erected on the site of the pyre*
Siyabaslakara (Sanatiloka and Nanasiha), 1933, p.7 v*81.
2m a .. p.8 v.87.
*7
Coedes, 'Note sur I'apotheose au Cambodge1, Bqlletr,in de la Commission 
Archeologique de l'Indochine, Paris, 1911, pp. 38-50. Les etats 
hixjouises.*..*. pp. 315, 33, 386.
4EZ Vol. II p.109 11.C5-7.
Hrv., p.32.
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The position of kingship was further strengthened .by the claim 
that it was the sangha who vested the king with his authority* This added 
religious sanction to political authority. The rulers of the Island, accord­
ing to the inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery cited above, were 'wont 
to don the white scarf to serve and attend the gre&t community of monies on 
the very day they celebrate the coronation-festival after attaining to
the dignity of kingship bestowed by the great community of monks for the
1
purpose of defending their bowls and robes'. Two facts emerge from this 
statement: Firstly, it becomes clear that kingship was supposed to have 
been given by the sangha. As mentioned earlier, the ceremony of the con­
secration of the king described in the Vams a t th ap aka s in i evinces a distinct 
Buddhist character. It is stated in this work that the vessels used for
the ceremony were made from clay obtained from seven places, five of which
2
were certainly of religious significance. Apparently, there was another 
rite connected with the investiture of the king by the saftgha performed on ^ 
the same day as the coronation. Secondly, this passage indicates that the
protectionof the safigha and their possessions was considered to be the expres
1 * —tuma pay sivur rak(nuvas) mahasahghu pilivayu ra.jsiri pamina slfca bisev
vindna ( da)vas satnghafc meheyat uvasarvas (sevel) bandna EZ., Vol. I p.237 
11*53-55. Wiclcremasinghe translates tuma pay sivur as "the bowl and robe of 
the Buddha'. BZ Vol. I p.240. This is inaccurate.
2
The clay for the^ ceremony was obtained from beneath the northern flights of 
steps of the Mahabodhighara, Mia pond, Lohapasada, Pagonupamalaka, and the 
Mahacetiya and from beneath the^ northern doorways of the Gat us sal a and the 
CivaraparupanaJJhana-samujjanasala. Vap. Vol. I p.307. Rahula states that 
Sena II received his coronation at the Mahacetiya (History of Buddhism in 
Ceylon p*7l). This seems to be based on a misunderstanding of the word 
abhiseke in Ov. 51*82. If we take this word as referring to a coronation, 
as Rahula has done, it involves the implication that the coronation was held 
annually. Obviously, this is not a likely possibility. Abhiseka in this 
strophe seems to be the same as udakaseka in the preceding strophe. Cv. 51*8! 
Evidently, it was a part of the rites pertaining to the image of Inanda, per­
formed to ward off illness. For a discussion on these rites, see p.325*
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duty of the king. A similar idea is found In the Velaikkara inscription at
Polonnaruva. According to this record, Vijayabahu 1 put on the crown at the
— 1 -*•request of the sangha to defend the sasana. In his Hajadage inscription,
Mssanka Halla states that the protection of the sasana was the duty of the
2kings of Ceylon*
Undoubtedly, these ideas of kingship and the attendant ceremonial
would have added a religious aura to the power of the king. The claim of the
kings to be Bodhisattavas and descendants of the linecf the Buddha holding
an office conferred by the sangha should have greatly helped to strengthen
their position among thelay population of the land which was predominantly
Buddhist* The ideas that the king of the Island should always be a Buddhist
and that the Sinhalese dynasty was directly descended from the line of the
Buddha seem to reflect as much the influence of Buddhism as the threat that
the Sinhalese kings had to face from the rising power of the Hindu kingdoms
of South India. These ideas would have been used by the Sinhalese kings to
/ strengthen and legitimise their claims to kingship over the Island and to
unite the people in support of their dyna&y.
Such political ideas could be particularly useful during a time like
the struggle of the Sinhalese against the Co^a occupation of the northern
provinces. However, there is no specific evidence of their being put to such
use till the reign of Hissanka Malla who was perhaps the most adept of all
local rulers in the use of propaganda for political purposes. His was an
^buddhaoasanam rakgikka vend! samgha-niyogattal tirumudi sudl El Vol.
XVXII p.536 11*8-9.
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insecure throne threatened by claimants of South Indian origin and 
local chiefs who rose in revolt. In a statement obviously directed against 
the latter, he says it would be ludicrous as an attempt of a firefly to emu­
late the sun if a man of the G-ovi caste were to aspire to kingship. Similarly
he states, no non-Buddhist like a prince of Goja or ICeraJa origin was fit to
— 1rule the Island which belonged to the Buddhist sasana.
The concept of kingship as an office bestowed by the sangha was also
a factor which could weaken the power of the king by making him dependent on 
the sangha. If a comparison is drawn with the later Buddhist kings of South 
East Asia, it seems remarkable that the Sinhalese kings did not claim to be
the re-incarnation of Buddhist divinities or Buddhas, who had a natural right
to rule. Theoretically, the power and the position of kingship seem to have 
depended on the concurrence of the sangha and the king. This was indeed a 
limiting factor on the power of the king* However, it is significant that the 
position of the sangha did not and could not rival that of kingship. For one, 
the absence of a single leader and the divisior(of the sangha into three main 
rival factions were factors which weakened its authority. Owing to the dict­
ates of the Vinaya rules which governed the life of monies, they could not 
themselves directly assume political authority. Even if the monks chose to 
ignore these regulations, the king, as the !protector of the sasana,1 was 
in a position to enforce them. It could also be suggested that the possibilii 
of confiscation of monastic wealth and withdrawal of monastery privileges wou3
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have deterred the safigha from openly challenging his authority. Hence the 
only means by which they could obtain controlling authority over affairs of 
state was by appointing their nominees to the throne. They tried this twice, 
but in both these attempts they were unsuccessful.'*’ Further, the monks were 
themselves dependent on the king1 s patronage for their maintenance and for 
the protection of their possessions. This interdependence of the sangha and 
the king seems to have been an important factor which maintained the balance 
of power in the Sinhalese society by preventing either from extending its 
authority.
It was pointed out earlier that this concept of kingship placed great 
emphasis on the role of the king as the benefactor and defender of the sangha. 
Buddhist kings, even as early as the time of Asoka, have assumed the role of 
the defenders of the sa&gha from schism and disunity. Asoka, in his Minor 
Pillar Edicts erected at Sarnath, Kosambi and Sinci, not only orders the 
expulsion of all monies and nuns who attempt to cause schism and bring dis­
unity but also instructs the mahamatras throughout his domains to enforce 
2this order. It is not known what effect this attitude had on the sectarian 
divisions which had already split the saftgha. Kings of Oeylon, though they 
acquiesced in the division of the saftgha into nikayas,seem to have considered 
themselves to be the defenders of the 'true faith1
It was also the king who lent the force of political authority nec­
essary for the execution of the ecclesiastical acts of the sangha. The 'puri-
25
fications' and th© ceremonies of Admission and Ordination were all 
carried out under M s  patronage. Sinoe the division of the sangha into 
nikayas, his participation would have "been essential for the carrying out 
of any reforms affecting the whole Order. Reforms of the sangha are recorded 
in the chronicles in the reigns of Moggallana I (491-508), Kumaradhatusena, 
Moggallana III, Silameghava^a and Aggabodhi VII (772-777) as well as in 
the reigns of Sena II (853-887), Kassapa IV (898-914) and Kassapa V (914—923) 
Presumably, these 'purifications by regulative acts' were concerned with 
discipline rather than matters of doctrine. It is specifically stated 
with regard to the reign of ICassapa IV that it was the monks of question­
able discipline who were espelled from the Order. Parakkamabahu I (1153- 
1186) was following this tradition when he worked in collaboration with
Kassapa of the Dimbulagala fraternity to expel monks who lacked discip-
2
line and to bring about the unification of the sangha. In China, the 
continuous growth of the clerical population and the consequent loss of 
revenue and dues of the state prompted kings to carry out periodical 
laicizations. The 'purifications1 held in Ceylon should have helped 
Sinhalese kings to achieve the same ends and also given them a means of 
controlling the sangha.
Kassapa IV and Kassapa V are said to have made arrangements for 
the admission of monks after the 'purifications' they held. In his in-
10v., 39.57; 41.2; 44.46; 44.75-79; 48.71; 51.64; 52.10;. 52.44.
^See p. 4-6
3See K. Chen, 'The economic background of the Hui Chang suppression of 
Buddhism*, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol. 1956, pp. 67 ff.
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scription at the Abhayagiri monastery, Kassapa Y also claims to have gained
1
adherents to Buddhism from among men of varied birth. This seems to find
corroboration in the Culavagisa which mentions that the king ’made poor people
recite the formula of the (threefold) refuge and the nine qualities of the
2
Biddha and then gave them food and clothing’. Mother king, identified as
Mahinda IY, claims in his inscription at the Abhayagiri monastery that he
3 -*induced people to enter the Order. Vijayabahu I revived the ceremony of
4Ordination which had fallen into abeyance. Nissanka Malla seems to have 
takenxpon himself the role of the spiritual mentor of the monks. In the 
Hajadage and Rankotvehera inscriptions he advisea.o them on the question of 
the recruitment of new monies and enjoins them to the diligent practice of
5
the religion.
It would be evident from the preceding discussion that kings played
a prominent and essential role in the eccleciastical acts of the sangha.
Apart from this, a considerable amount of the wealth of the state was used
for the patronage of the Order and for the performance of religious rites.
Oulavamsa mentions that the amount spent by Udaya II (887-898) during
6the eleven years of his rule was 1,380,000 pieces of gold. It has been
nan jayin nan seyin budband karay BZ_ Yol, I p.46 1.9. Wickremasinghe’s 
translation is inaccurate.
20v., 54.29. 
3EZ Vol. I p.235 1.14. 
4Cv., 60.4-8; see also p.3<J£
5BZ Vol. II pp. 96-98; Vol. V pt. ll pp. 266-269.
6Cv., 51.135.
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pointed out elsewhere that lissanka Malla claims to have spent 4,700,000
1
pieces of gold on two festivals alone. It was not often that the patronage
of the kings was exceeded in extent, as in the reign of Kassapa IV, by that
2of the courtiers and other high officials.
By the ninth century, the relationship between the king and the 
sangha had become rather complex owing to changes which had appeared in the 
constitution and the organization of monasteries* The monastery of this period 
was not merely a group of monks living together; it also represented an in­
stitution which possessed a considerable extent of land and an administrative 
organization to control its property and its tenants. In this context, it 
was the king who protected the interests of the sangha from the intrusions 
of the laity as well as the bureaucracy.
Royal officials were sometimes appointed to positions of ecclesiastical 
significance. In the reign of Moggallana I (491-508), Silakala who later 
became king was placed in charge of the Hair relic.^ Kassapa V appointed 
his ora son the guardian of the sacred text, Dhammasangani.^  The title 
Kesadhatunayaka seems to have become merely honorific in Its significance 
in later times. During the period of Coja rule, Kassapa, a ruler of Roha$a, 
bore this title. Parakkamabahu 1 had two generals who had the same title. 
There were also three others who bore the title kesddhatn in the reign of 
13ee p*34*£.
20t ., 52.10-36.
50v., 39.54.
4Cv,, 52.52.
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- 1 Parakkamabahu; these titles were conferred by the king. Two instances
of royal officials being appointed to posts in the monastic administration
are known from the inscriptions. Mahaamati Sangalnavan, a leading courtier,
as evident from his title, was appointed by the mahadipada U.daya as the
chief lay official at the U&a ICitagbo Piri'vena he built near the Puvaram 
2
Vehera. The relic shrine of the Getiyagiri monastery at Mihintale was 
placed in charge of an official who bore the title rafladu.* district headman* 
(lit. one who received a district). Unlike the other employees he was not
entitled to a remuneration in land or gold. He was given only a subsistence
3allowance of a daily portion of a naliya of rice. It seems likely thathe
was a state official who had been placed in a position of responsibility in
the monastic organisations in an honorary capacity.The practice of appointing
princes and dignitaries of high rank to similar positions in the temple
administration was known in South India, too. According to an inscription
from the Eamnad district, Parakrama Pa$4ya, son of Ilulasekhara, the Pa$$ya
king, was appointed the guardian of the inner entrance (ullii-vasal) of
the A$$al temple. He was assigned two tna of land and the right to a portion 
«■ A
of the prasada. At the same monastery, there was another official who, as
jr
implied by his title, seems to have had the duty of maintaining liaison with
1Cv., 70.19, 279, 283; 72.6, 59.
2
Puliyankulam Inscription. EiZ Vol. I pp. 182-190.
3EZ Vol. I p.96 11.B37-38.
4MRE Uo. 564 of 1926.
5 Ti
...rajge upani k&miyak .. EZ Vol. I p.95 1.B9; See p.t^4.
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the state officials. Such administrative arrangements would have facilitated
close and easy relations between the state and monastic administrations.
” 1 —However, the statement of Rahula that wthe sasana constituted a
fully-fledged state department* amounts to an exaggeration. 1There were
full and permanent staffs paid by the State,’ he maintains, 'to look after
the business of the larger monasteries such as Mihintale and Abhayagiri.'
2
Ik would be a distortion of facts to speak in teims of 'state departments'.
Our discussion on the administration of monasteries reveals that the officials
who managed monastic property at both Getiyagiri and Abhayagiri were employed
3
add maintained by the monastery concerned rather than the state. There is 
no evidence to show that they were in the pay of the king, though the re­
sources of these monasteries constituted,at least partly, donations made by 
kings.
Yet, the kings showed considerable interest in the regulation of the 
affairs of monasteries. The Pali commentaries on monastic discipline, es­
pecially the Samantapasadika and the Khuddasikkhatika contain detailed rules, 
regulations and directions for the administration of monasteries and monastic 
property. In certain instances, however, kings and other patrons took the 
initiative in laying down sirit (- P. caritta, ’traditions', 'customs’, 
in a secondary sense'regulations') for the guidance of monies and their em-
Rahula, History of Buddhism in Ceylon, 1956, p.72*
2
A recent writer speaks of a 'Ministry'* 'On several occasions in Sinhalese 
history, a special Ministryof Religion was established.* There is no factual 
basis for this statement. As evident from his footnotes he seems to have 
depended on Rahula's work for his information* See Jnl* of Asian Studies 
Vol. xxiii,, June 1964, p*45*
3See \p . ^
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ployees. It is not surprising that Kassapa V, a king deeply versed in the 
teachings of Buddhism,’*' took the initiative toissue, in the sixth year of 
his reign, the Anuradhapura Slab Inscription containing immunities that the 
monasteries belonging to the Abhayagiri nikaya were to enjoy, detailed re­
gulations pertaining to the administration of the monastery and its property
2
and even directions on the recruitment and discipline of monks* It is
possible, however, that the inmates of the Abhayagiri monastery were con­
sulted in the preparation cf the draft of these regulations# In the regula­
tions instituted for the Uda Kitagbo Pirivena he built, the mahadipada 
tfdaya fixed the number of monks who were to live at this hermitage, im­
munities it was to enjoy, arrangements for its administration and the means
3for setting disputes*
An instance of a king taking the initiative to lay down sirit for a 
monastery is found again in the slaT|inscriptions of the sixteenth regnal 
year of Mahinda IV erected within the precincts of the Cetiyagiri monastery 
at Mihintale#^ It mentions that an earlier king who was his brother, pre­
sumably Sena IV (954-956), had also instituted a set of regulations for the 
5same monastery. The scope of the regulations is outlined early in the 
record; !Thus in respect of the great community of monks living in this 
vihara, as well as the respect of emplyees, the serfs, their respective
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duties, and the receipts and disbursements, His Majesty passed these
1
following regulations rendering them explicit by means of comments.’
This is the most extensive record available on the administrative organi­
zation of monasteries. It gives a list of officials and other employees 
maintained by the monastery, fixes the rates of their remuneration and 
sets down administrative procedure regarding the management of finances.
It attempts to regulate the conduct of the employees in their relations 
with the monastery and the tenants. It even deals with matters such as 
the discipline and daily routine of monks, though the king took the ini­
tiative in this matter, it is significant that he convened an assembly of 
monks frcm both the Abhayagiri and the Cetiyagiri monasteries for con­
sultation. This set of regulations, the Mihintale Tablets claim, was chosen 
by the king in collaboration with competent persons from among the regulation! 
which were in use at these two monasteries. Evidently, the kings thought it 
was their duty to ensure the proper management of monasteries.
These inscriptions provided for intervention by royal officials for 
the enforcement of the regulations and incases of disputes amon,’g the sangha. 
According to the Anuradhapura Slab Inscription of Kassapa V, monks responsible
for violation of the regulations and abetters in such offences were to be ex-
2 3peiled from their residences. This is repeated in the Mihintale Tablets.
1EZ Vol. I, p.99.
..no samangva vasana pamaniir* vada vat sirit ikma van vathimiyanu,i eyaf 
pasavu vathimiyanu.j e avasa novasavanu isa... EZ Vol. I p.46 11,42-43*
3EZ Vol. I p.92 11.A19-20.
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In cases of misconduct such as quarrels among monks, the members of the
mula were to settle it; if they did not succeed in settling a dispute
they were to sit with royal officials to investigate into the matter and
levy punishment, Eoyal officials were to be sent to mediate if, as a
resultof a dispute, monks refused to partake of their gruel. They were to
be discreetly persuaded to take the gruel; but no force was to be used.
If an official is found guilty of imprudently using force, contrary to the
orders* of the palace, he would be dismissed from office. But if such an act
be committed at the instigation of the palace authorities, the monastery
was to be given a payala (of land or paddy?) in recompense,'1' All cases
of misappropriation of monastic wealth were also referred to committees of
investigation comprising both monks and royal officials. Monks who were
2
found guilty were punished xd.th expulsion.
Perera has pointed out that no instance i^known of a monk being dis- 
3robed for any offence. It would be unwise, however, to base any conclusion 
on the silence of our sources. On the other hand, an instance of monks 
being expelled for lapses in discipline has already been mentioned,^ Fur­
ther, a statement in the inscription of Kassapa V cited above sheds some 
clarifying light. It lays down that monks who had been expelled to India 
on incurring the displeasure of the king and those who had been expelled
1EZ Vol. X p.48 11.29-35.
2B2 Vol. I p.49 11.51-52.
3L. S. Perera, Institutions.... p.1440.
4See p.|:25S.
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from monastic life were not to be re-admitted to the monastery*
Similarly, those who create a disturbance trying to admit them would
also lose their right to live at the monastery.'*' Evidently, royal
officials could intervene and adjudicate in matters which could lead
to the expulsiorjof monks from the monasteries while the kings po ssessed
the power to banish them* There is a historical instance of banishment
- 2in the reign of Go^habhaya. Yet, we cannot be certain whether expulsion 
from the monastery and banishment amounted to expulsion fi*om the Orders*
The king, it may be noted, lent the force of his authority to help 
the regulation cf the affairs of monasteries* The need for show of force 
for this purpose is clearly exemplified in the regulations of the Fujiyank- 
ulama hermitage which hands over the task of ensuring the adherence to
* . »  *3
the rules to the personal militia of the mahadipada.
The ninth and tenth centuries saw thejproliferatiorjof immunity 
grants which attempted to ensure for the monastery a source of income un­
encumbered by taxation and other demands of the state. A large number 
of these inscriptions are fragmentary and it is impossible to determine the 
e&act extent of the immunities granted. Yet, there is much variation in 
the extent and the number of immunities among the well-preserved grants 
though their phraseology is stereotyped.
^...udahasin Dambdi yavu vathimiyanud avasa vatin pahakaja vathimiyanud 
ovun pahakala avasaja vatala novMd^'datnu Tsa~ovun gei^Vadnat frivo 
kaj.a vathimiyanud e avashi no vasavanu isa. •• E2 Yol. I p.48 11.43-45*
2See p. ZS
3EZ Vol. I p.187 11.33-39; see p. 174-,
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In more than thirty-five published grants of immunites made to
1
monasteries, the most common clause was the exemption of variyan (workers),
milch and draught cattle, buffaloes and carts from being sequestered for
service to the state. Such immunities were not restricted to monastic lands
alone. There are instances of similar grants being made to land belonging
to private individuals, dispensaries and villages in general.
The mention of variyan» T those who served in turn1, is significant
as it probably represents the right to corvee labour that the king enjoyed.
In the hfaccipotana inscription dated to the reign of Udaya II (887-898),
it is specifically stated that the workers from the land in question were
2not to be sequestered for irrigation work. The Mannar Kaceeri inscription 
of kassapa IV and the Kataragama inscription of Dappula IV(V) (924-935) 
state that variyan as well as kudin were not to be commandeered from these 
monastic villages.^ This, of course, did not amount to the exemption of 
the tenants from corvee duty. It merely implied the transfer of this royal 
prerogative to the monastery. Evidently, not all the monasteries enjoyed 
the privilege. Certain immunity grants like the Pujiyankulam inscription <f 
Mahadipada Udaya and the Vessagiri inscription cf Mahinda IV do not carry 
this provision. The Polonnaruva Bajaraaligava inscription of the latter
^See p.t$6
2EZ Vol. II pp.5-8; see p.f&g
3
For a discussion on the term, see p . ^
Vol. Ill pp.100-113, 219-25.
5BZ Vol. I pp. 29-38, 182-190.
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permits officials to employ men who had come on their own to serve their
tui'n at the corvee(i); hut they were not to enter the monastic village 
1-
to raise labour#
It is very probable that the term var which occurs in some inscriptions
is related to vari; presumably the latter was derived from the former* Var
(Skt. and P. vaHfta) normally means among other things 1 turn’ or ’opportunity
2
in alternating order’ but has also been used in the sense of ’turn of ser­
vice1* Its occurrence in the Mihintale slab inscription is of particular 
interest and illustrative of its meaning. The record mentions the ttondavar,
3
'the three day turn of service' to which the monastery was entitled.
Certain records like the Tamravava inscription of Sena II and the Gomiava 
Devale inscription of Dappula IV (v) do not refer to variyan in granting 
immunities but state that no demands be made for ’turns of service1 like
A
suvar and mahavar from the lands of the respective monasteries* Ihe Mihin-
5tale slabs turn over the mang mahavar to the monastery. In the light of 
the remarks made above, the terms suvar and mahavar may be rendered into 
English as ’the lesser turn of service’ and ’the principal turn of service’ 
and mang mahavar as ’the principal turn of service on roads'. It is also 
possible that these connoted taxes or payments made in lieu of these services.
^The line is not veryu clear; ... (a variyan misa a)seli(n) gamat vada varlyar 
noganna iga.,, EZ Vol. II p.54 11.01-4*
2See its use in Sigiri Graffiti, Vol. II v.v*305, 350.
rz ^
...tun Aa var mut •polio manaul ay sesa var noaatS yutu.». EZ Vol. 1 
p. 67 11.A44-45.
4EZ Vol. V pt. XI pp. 280-288; Vol. XV pp. 184-191.
5EZ Vol. I p.97 11.B54-55.
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Inscriptions also mention a considerable number of dues and imposts
melatsi (var* me las si, melacci), mangiv pegiv (var* mangdiv piyadiv,
mangiva piyagiva, pengiva, pediv) t kuli, demel kuli, hef kulm and sutvat
1(tolls) from which the monastic lands were exempted* No clarifying evidence 
is available, however, to determine the exact nature of these dues*
An important aspect that some of these grants covered was the right
2 * 1  «H
to irrigation* According to the Polonnaruva Rajamaligava inscription, 
Mahinda IV ordered the velvKssan and the velkamiyan to refrain from inter-
3
fering with the irrigation rights of a monastery* Godrington has suggested 
that the piyovadar a&an who are forbidden to enter monastic property in six 
of the published records were also irrigation officials*^
1 —Paranavitana equates melatsi xfith Skt.^uparikara» pointing out that the
two words are synonymous (upari = P. mel ' above1; kara = a£si * tax1).
E3 Vol* III pp.110-111.^ The present writer could not find an instance 
of the use of the word atsi in Tamil in the sense of 'tax'# But it is 
apparent in many inscriptions that it connoted dues or a tax* Wickre- 
masinghe rendered mangiv pegiv as 'tramps and vagrants' BZ Vol. II p.5; 
Paranavitana believed they were royal officials S3 Vol. Ill p*146. In 
a large number of inscriptions the mangiv pegiv are instructed not to enter 
the lands to which immunities had been granted. In one inscription the 
phrase mangiv pediv no vadna isa is followed by sesu radkolkamiyan no 
vadna isa. 'other royal officials are not to enter" AIG No. 113# Hence 
Paranavitana's explanation is plausible. Yet, it is important that in 
certain immunity grants, officials are requested not to take mangiv pediv, 
SZ Vol* I p.205 11.018-21; Vol. II p*37 11.0.15-16. IIHere it seems to 
refer to a due. No satisfactory explanation of kuli is possible.
2
See pp. £„ c0m
Vol. XI p. 53 U. B33-41.
4EZ Vol. Ill p.110.
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A detailed examination of the inscriptions dealing with immunity 
grants show that the greater majority of them exempt the land concerned
to have heen a few different types of melatsi* Some are called dunuman&ula
antaranga as 'inner theatre' and bahiranga as 'outer theatre' and on this 
analogy suggests, 'Ulvadu, most probably, were a class of functionaries 
who had the right of entry to the inner music hall of the royal palace, and
" porenattu a lower grade who were not permitted to proceed further than the
1 — — —  — — - ■ ■ —  —  . -
Change of medial u to 1 is not uncommon in both Sinhalese and Tamil, cf*
oumbati > siinbiyi; vaduka > va&ikai *
from interference by officials called melatsi, mangiva pegiva and
perenattu (var. perenatti, perenafrtiyam, perenietiyam) There seems
melatsi, some kuli melatsi and others mangmahavar melatsi, while in certain 
instances the term melatsi occurs on its own. Probably, melatsi and mangiva 
pegiva are terms used to denote the officials who dealt with the dues known 
by these names*
2In his explanation of the term perenattu, Paranavitana selects the 
variant form -percpattiyam and examines it along with ulvadu* He equates
ulpadu and takes to mean 'interior' and padu 'to sing '
Fere in perenaftivam is taken to mean 'front' or 'outside' and 
to mean 'dancing'. He compares these two terms with the phrase
The Culavamsa mentions an official whokarya in the
held the antarangadhura under Parakkamabahu Paranavitana interprets 
2EZ Vol. V pji I p.140 n.2.
*7
Butsara&a (Sorata ed*) 1953 > p*154* 
4Cv,, 69.32, 35.
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d&ndng hall in the outer precincts of the palace'.
Unfortunately, the evidence offered for this highly imaginative 
explanation is neither convincing nor authentic. Paranavitana1s rendering 
of the terms antaranga and bahiranga is unlikely. His interpretation 
would suggest that there were two music halls - * the inner singing* and 
*the outer dancing* which were of considerable significance in the daily 
routine of the palace administration; but this has no factual basis. On 
the other hand, the phrase antarang&abahiranga karya, if used in an admini­
strative sense, could be more easily rendered into English as * business 
concerning the inside and the outside** A division of administrative
business into * inside* and 'outside* affairs is noticeable even in the
1 *administrative organization of monasteries. Antarahgadhura could denote
the charge of the affairs which came directly under the control of the
king and the central administration as distinct from those of the provinces.
Para3dcamaba.hu I placed the most valuable land under the control of the
antarahgadhura. In fact, in this passage, the minister of the antarahgadhura
is contradistinguished from those of the provinces (vi.iita).
It is significant that in most cases perenattu occurs in conjunction
with vari. Uattu should be derived from na£u, 'province*. Perenafrtu could
indicate an official in charge of a province arid var ip er enaf tu may denote a
^atul bahari EZ Vol. I p ♦ 92^11 • A22-23* See also p. \ . Cf antovalanja
and bahivalafj.ja. In the Mahasara Jataka the terms are used to distinguish 
the precincts of the palace from the outside. Eausboll, Jataka Vol. X 
pp. 382, in the Telapatta Jcttaka, a king gives the power over
antovalali.ia to an ogress who charmed him. Jataka, Vol. 1 p.398.
2Cv., 69.32-35.
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provincial official in charge of corvee labour. Hatu as a verbal root has
the meaning of !to inspect, examine or inquire1. If this derivation is
accepted, variperenatta would denote 'inspectors of outside affairs in charge
of the corvee1; it could also be translated as 'inspectors of outside affairs
1
who visited the provinces in turn1*
The term deruvana dekamtan is second only to melatsi in the number
of its occurrence in inscriptions. It does not occur in any of the literary
Pworks. Kamtan, it has been pointed out elsewhere,- could connote an 'office' 
or 'officials' in a secondary sense. Paranavitana^ has made the plausible 
suggestion that deruvana may refer to 'two treasuries'. Two treasury estab­
lishments were known in the state as well as temple administrations of South 
India. If this interpretation is accepted, this immunity would amount to the 
exemption of the property concerned from interference of the treasury officials 
It is noteworthy that almost all the official titles cited so far 
seem to be connected with the collection of dues and the fiscal administration. 
The higher number of incidence of these terms clearly reveal that the primary 
consideration behind the grants of immunities was to exempt the monastery from 
the encumbrance of the paynent of regular taxes due to the king*
It is also evident that the need to protect the monasteries from 
the burdensome demands and disruptive interference of the officials and re­
tainers of the king was another guiding motive behind these immunity grants.
1 ^
Por ulvadu. see p. xyS
2See fp. !5u .
3Ez Vol. Ill pp.143-144.
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Many records prohibit the entry of mercenaries and other men bearing
1arms into monastic lands. In certain inscriptions soldiers and officials
are specifically advised to desist from creating trouble or committing
2
misdeeds.within these lands. Attempts of kingfs men to forcibly fell
trees on monastic grounds was one source of trouble, This was forbidden
in the Anuradhapura Slab inscription of jftalu&figla IV. ^ The Pujiyankulam
inscription of Mahadipada Udaya forbids royal officials to fell paH&yysn
3i
and mi trees within monastic precincts.* Similarly, the Polonnaruva
Rajamaligava inscription of Mahinda IV forbids state officials in charge
of agriculture to fell palmyra and coconut palms belonging to the monastery 
4>concerned.' An inscription at Mihintale instructs the committee of manage­
ment of the monastery to sit in judgment and punish any such offenders 
guilty of violation of the proprietary rights of the monastery.
In the Gonnava inscription of Dappala IV (V) and the Ambagamuva in-
-* rf5
scription of Vi^ayabahu I, officials are forbidden to accept presents.
Most grants of immunities carry the provision that lands concerned were
exempted from supplying bilibat, bilisal and varisal. In certain cases
the exemption was extended to include the supply of milk, co-agulated milk
I^These include men bearing staves (dandu murandu gatcivan. dati gut ay an), 
iron club (yamaguru gatuvan), swords (kolpaftinjand noos es or canes 
(vHlgattan cf. dan&apasika)«
^akul nokaranq EZ Vol. I p*33 1*35? aniya nokaranu EZ Vol. I p.93 1*A49*
3|jZ Vol. I p.187 11.27-28,
^Velvassan EZ Vol. II p.54 11.66-7* As Paranavitana pointed out the term 
vassan has been used in the sense of employees. EZ Vol. Ill p.113* Of 
vehera vassan EZ Vol. Ill p.104 11.0.19-20 and ve&hal vassan EZ Vol. II
^Muller, AIO Mo. 113.
(dilii) and oil. In explaining the terms bilibat and bilisal, the Mihintale
Tablets come to our aid. They lay down that monastic officials who went on
official tours were not to demand any provisions other than the customary
1
bilisal from the tenants of the villages they visited. Further evidence
is foundin the Sahassavatthupakara&a. It contains a story which refers
to a royal official who visited a village on official business being pro-
2
vided with balibhatta at lunch time. Another story in the same collection 
speaks of a royal official who visited a village and was treated to chicken 
ciirry, ghee, rice and liquor to go withit. Hence, there is little doubt 
that bilibat and bilisal were boiled and raw rice which the villagers had 
to supply to visiting officials. One cannot be certain, however, whether 
varisal meant rice supplied to feed the corvee workers or rice supplied by 
villagers in turn to the local officials. The Anuradhapura slabinscription
4of ICassapa V instructs officials not to seek lodging in monastic villages.
Exemption of the tenant from his customary obligation towards the
state officials does not necessarily imply an improvement of his condition.
It seems merely to indicate, as evident from the Mihintale Tablets, the
transfer of these rights to the monastic officials* Their demands, the
5same record implies, were hardly less severe*
About six inscriptions from the tenth century carry the provision
Y : - ’ ' ' ' ~
...veherat kamin giya kamiyan haskaruvan dena peresirit bilisal mut ra.fin 
vajum no gata yutu ... EZ Vol. I p*93 11.A46-47.
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that laymen should not enter the premises of monastic property concerned* 
with musical accompaniments.3' This was a privilege which was mainly 
ceremonial in its significance. The custom of suspending musical accom­
paniments to observe a respectful silence while passing a sacred place 
or monument was known from early times. The Mahavaipsa records that the 
practice of stopping all music while passing the grave of EJ.aca, in accord­
ance with the privileges granted to it by Du £ Jhagamatfii, was continued by
2
the royalty even till the time of the chronicles. The instruments men­
tioned in the inscriptions are tud.l? soli and balat rahan. Paranavitana
has remarked that the first two terms probably connoted types of drums
3
while the third may r^r to whip cracking.
The advantages accruing to monasteries from grants of immunities 
were by no means restricted to financial gain and ceremonial privileges. 
There are reasons to believe that they limited the controlling authority 
of the state officials over lands and villages belonging to the monasteries. 
According to the Anuradhapura slab inscription of Kassapa II, royal offi­
cials were not to enter monastic property to fell trees or sequester work-
4
men, carts, oxen and buffaloes. The Puliyankulam inscription orders
them not to enter to fell trees. A similar injunction against the levy of 
workmen, carts and buffaloes is found in the ICataragama inscription of
1EZ Vol. I p.197 11.C18-19; Vol. H I  p.140 11.026-27; Vol. IV p.159 
11.3-5.
, 25.73-74.
3
Cf tudi soli bera m  the Itava inscription and soli bera tudi gattan 
in the Pallekagama inscription; tudi occurs in this sense in the £>ilappadi- 
karam Canto YI 1.51. EZ Vol. Ill pp. 146-147.
4BZ Vol. I p.47 11.17-18.
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Dappula IV (v). The KaludiyapokupLa reco rd  decrees th a t  th e  o f f i c i a l  o f
any of the ’three royal establishments’ (tun radola) was to enter to levy 
2
these dues* It is evident from the grants cited above that the authority
of the royal officials to carry out their administrative functions was
limited but not completely withdrawn* It is significant, however, that
in about twelve of the published records royal officials are categorically
3forbidden to enter monastic property.
Apparently, these restrictions were extended to include the admini­
strative officials at provincial and district level. They are ordered
not to collect dues from monastic property in the Iripinniyava inscription 
4of Kassapa IV, According to the Morago^ainscription of the same king 
and the MKdirigiriya inscription of Kassapa V, these officials - the 
ratladu and the pasladu-were not to ’enjoy the land' or 'exercise authority’ 
therein. In seven other instances they are categorically forbidden to 
enter monastic lands. This particular immunity, however, finds no mention 
in records after the time of Dappula IV (v) (924-935)* In certain cases 
the rights of velkamiyan, velvassan, and velbadiyan and velayut pasdena 
who were most probably concerned with Irrigation and agriculture were with- 
1EZ Vol. Ill p.223 11.08-14.
^EZ Vol. Ill p.26 11.40-41; for tun radola. see OHC Vol. I pt. I p.367. 
3EZ Vol. I pp. 163-171, 172-173, 200-207; Vol. II pp. 14-19, 19-25, 
34-38, 38-43, 44-49, 64-70; Vol. Ill pp. 100-113; Vol. IV pp.246-252. 
4EZ Vol. I pp. 168-169 11.07-17.
novalandanu kofrjlsa EZ Vol. I pp. 204-205 11.B19-C1.
Isir no karanu isa KZ Vol. II p#31 11.B21-24*
/T
EZ Vol. II pp.42 11.B81-C3, 24 ll.CI-4, 37 11.B18-C1, 47 11.C5-7;
Vol. Ill pp. 104 11.18-21, 274 11.021-24, 290 11.7-9.
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drawn; but these terms are found only in four of the published grants.
It becomes quite evident from an examination of the immunity grants
of this period that considerable powers were transferred to the monastic
administration by withholding the authority of the state officials to
intervene in their affairs. The most important immunity granted to the
monastery, from an administrative point of view, was perhaps that which
dealt with the judicial rights.
The immunity of monies from punishment, declared in the Mahavagga
as a principle accepted even in the time of Bimbisara, was undoubtedly
known in Ceylon; but it is not certain whether it was always respected.
As early as in the first century A.3)., ICapirajanutissa, incensed at the
high treason contemplated by some members of the sangha, had sixty of the
2
suspects thrown into the 'dungeon of Kapira'. In the seventh century, 
Sanghatissa who had lost his campaigns against the rival contender for
- v  5
power, Moggallana III, donned the yellow robe to escape to Rohapa.
It is not certain whether the garb of the monk was supposed to be a mere
disguise or whether Sanghatissa thought it would make him immune from
capture. Nevertheless, he was recognized, captured and executed. These
two examples, however, represent two highly extraordinary incidents and it
is difficult to derive any reliable conclusions from this evidence. The
^Others like yahangowan mahapu&iladdan (administrators
of ports), kabili laddan (recipients of land allotments) and sadaladdan (?) 
find occasional mention in the grants.
2Mv>, 35.10-11.
3Cv.f 44.29-36.
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inscription of Kassapa V shows that the king had the power to banish 
monks from the Island; but it is not clear whether this punishment 
was tried in cases other than belief in 'false views1 and violations of
granted to monasteries, one may surmise that during the period under
consideration the immunity of the monks from the authority of king’s
courts was respected*
Judicial immunities of many varied types occur in the grants of this
period. The most far-reaching were those which ensured complete immunity
for offenders seeking refuge in monastic lands. The Iripinniyava and
RambSva inscriptions of Kassapa IV which record immunities granted to land
held by the Sen Senevirad Pirivena of the Mahavihara, explicitly state
that ’thieves and those who entered after committing assault' were not to 
2
be arrested. In the Kukurmahandamana Inscription, Kassapa IV granted the 
immunity that no one who sought refuge with Kerelagama village belonging 
near the Mihindaram nunnery was to be arrested. The Ayitigevava in­
scription, which records a similar grant to a piece of land belonging to
the Tisaram nunneiy states that ’those who entered after committing assault'
4were not to be arrested. The precincts of the preaching hall built by
regulations and rules of discipline.^ But, considering the privileges
^See pp. £53, ££'*3 ■ 
2
W  Vol. I p.169 11.019-23, p.174 11.B14-17.
Eg Vol. II pp.19-25.
4EZ Vol. II pp.34-36.
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Nissanka Malla enjoyed complete judicial privileges*1 According to the 
inscription at the site, even those criminals guilty of the most grave 
crimes (mahaparadha) enjoyed immunity from arrest on entering its premises.
Irnmunttities granted to a preaching hall are of little practical sig­
nificance. Obviously, a criminal could not enjoy this immunity for very 
long. Judicial immunities in such cases would have been considered an 
honour rather than a privilege* The privileges in the Ramblva and Ayiti- 
gevava inscriptions concerned relatively small pieces of land; but 
the Iripinniyava grant covered a fairly extensive area and the Nagama 
inscription a whole village. Ho evidence whatsoever is available in 
the contemporary literary works on the attitude of the monastic admini­
stration towards criminals who sought refuge in their land. The absence 
of (fetail and specification in this type of grant leaves many questions 
unanswered* Probably, the kings did not expect that in conferring these 
’honours' on monasteries they would complicate the process of justice.
It is possible, however, that the ambiguity of the grants had the very
same effect and led ±n certain instances to cases of friction between the
2
temporal and the monastic authorities*
The second type of immunity grant is even more laconic and ambiguous.
A number of inscriptions direct the officials not to enter monastic land 
to arrest offenders responsible for assault. According to the Tamravava 
inscription of Sena XI, officials were not to enter the village Sa^innarugam
■fez Vol. II pp. 165-178* 
2
See pp.^^6 et seq.
belonging to the Sen Senevirad Pirivena even to arrest thieves who entered
1it after committing murder. It may be pointed out that this privilege 
was extended further in the Iripinniyava inscription which.concerns the
p  ^
same property* A similar privilege was granted to the village Mahaga-
piyova of the ICasub Senevirad Pirivena of the Mahavihara; the authority
of the state officials to enter the village to arrest offenders who had
3
committed assault was withdrawn*
It appears that the restrictions imposed on two types of officials, 
the pei^elSkkan (var. piralakkan) and the ulvadu (var.ulvadi, ulpadu, ulpadi 
preventing them from entering certain monastic landsp amounted to the award 
of a judicial immunity, to the property in question. Immunity from inter­
ference by perelakkan occurs in six of the known inscriptions; ulvadu 
occurs in three.^ In the Timbirivava inscription of ICassapa IV ? the 
perelakkan are directed to return to the ^dabiyan Pirivena, all the income
from the fines they levied in the MibSJigama village belonging to this her- 
5mitage. According to the Kopdaval:faya11 inscription, criminals guilty of
*» 6
homicide were to be handed over to the ulvadu. Evidently, both 
perelaide an and ulvadu were employees associated with the execution of 
justice.
1EZ Vol. V pt. IX p.285 11.D3-9.
See p.2.73
5EZ Vol. II pp.38-43; see also p.273
4EZ Vol. II pp.9-14, 14-25, 38-43, 44-49, 49-57; Vol. Ill pp.100-113;
EZ Vol. I pp. 191-200; Vol. II pp.44-49; Vol. Ill pp.219-225.
5ez Vol. II pp.9-14. For comments on perelaki see E2 Vol. Ill p.145,
7ol. V pt. 1 p.138 11.C31—35. The term ulpaflan occurs in/Tamil in—
(eont.)
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The restrictions imposed on state officials preventing them from
entering monastic property to make arrests do not necessarily imply that
the criminals concerned escaped punishment* Unfortunately, these records
do not explain the procedure followed in such cases* A few more details
are found in certain other grants* The M&dirigixuya inscription of Kassapa
V and the Polonnaruva Rajamaligava inscription of Mahinda- IV which award
similar immunities specify that offenders who had entered the village after
committing assault were to be arrested after they were made to quit the
village; a tenth-century inscription in the Golombo Museum adds that the
1
assistance of the villagers was to be sought in having them evicted.
It is significant that all the inscriptions cited in this paragraph are 
concerned with the apprehension of only those offenders responsible for 
assault. The Ambagamuva inscription of Vijayabahu I which deals with im­
munities granted to an extensive area comprising four villages apart from 
other property, goes further to provide for the apprehension of criminals
V
responsible for offences falling within the purview of the 'five grave
. 2crimes'.
(cont.) scription as the title of a temple official. But his functions 
are not clearly evident. Travancore Archaeological Series Vol. Ill p.164. 
See also EZ Vol. Ill p.l45~.
...gama ya(n kg)nekun ata gamv&(asan) lava(pi£at) kara (ganut) misa (gamat) 
vadK no p ^251 IiTd . 3-10 ♦
An exact definition of the 'five grave crimes’ (pancamahaparadha) seems to 
be an almost impossible task, lanu (xi.55) gives killing a Bra&map , 
drinking liquor, theft, committing adultery with the wife of the spiritual 
teacher and associating with one who had committed any of these as the 
pancamahapatakas,'the five grave lapses*. Other works like Vas^Jha (l.
19-22) and Apastambha (1.7.21.8) do not completely agree with this list.
(cont.)
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All these records refer to offenders who had 'entered1 villages 
or estates under monastic control. They do not prescribe the measures for 
the arrest of offenders among the regular residents of monastic lands. 
Further, the successful working of the arrangements made for the appre­
hension of criminals who sought refuge in lands which enjoyed judicial im­
munity would depend entirely on the co-operation of the tenants and the 
monastic officials. The inscriptions considered so far do not state that 
they were obliged to hand over the offenders. Neither do the grants 
specify the measures to be taken in the event of non-compliance on their 
part.
The Morago^a inscription of Kassapa IY and the Ka^udiyapokugLa in­
scription of Sena IY represent two attempts to overcome these difficulties.
(cont.) The ffo&unkeyal» a Tamil work, enumerates killing, lying, stealing,
drinking liquor and abusing one's guru_as the p afi camahapatakam (TL p. 2409). 
The Buddhist sources speak of the paflcanantarikakamma. In explaining this 
term, five of the six abhifhanas (viz. matricide, parricide, killing an
ara&ant, causing schism, wounding the Buddha and following other teachers) 
or the offences mentioned in the five silas (killing, theft,^sexual mis­
conduct, lying and intemperance) are enumerated. (Khuddakapafha Ajfha- 
katha, 1915* p.189; Milindapanjha,1880, p.25; Yinaya Yol, XI p.195; 
SaddharmalaAkara, Bentota Saddhatissa, 1931» p.774)• It is doubtful whether 
the five grievous sins were considered to be the five grave crimes in a 
legal sense. The Vev&lkSjiya inscription lists seven major crimes which 
carried heavy punishment: 1. assault resulting in murder (mara kefuva),
2. assault and plunder (kanda pal a sorakam feaj,a) f 3* assault not resulting 
in murder (no mara ketuvaT I T a^avahalaf giyaku (interpretation doubtful),
5. killing of buffaloes, cattle and^goat (rniyttnTgeri gon eluvan maruva),
6. stealing without killing (no mara sora giyaj and77 violating orders
(apamakuva, Wickremasinghe translates this to mean defacing brand-marks). 
This does not enable a precise definitioncf the 'five grave offences' 
though some of the offences listed above may have been among them.
EZ Yol. I pp. 242-251.
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Both contain grants of extensive immunities; but they are awarded with 
an important qualifying provision. The first record directs the monastic
]
officials to evict offenders guilty of assault from the village in question. 
The ascond contains a strict exhortation to monastic officials not to admit 
an outsider who had committed assault or murder. Nor was any resident 
who had committed such an offence to be harboured within the precincts
2of the monastic lands; they were to be evicted after their gedad\^ eis taken. 
No satisfactory explanationof this term gedand is available. The context 
of its occurrence suggests that it was some form of penalty. It is evident
from the ninth-century Sanskrit record from the Abhayagiri monastery that
0f 4the practice of confiscating the property/offenders was known.’ Gedaftd
(Skt. gyhadanda) may connote the same.
The slab inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery dated in the sixth
3
regnal year of Kassapa V is perhaps the most remarkable grant of immuni­
ties as, unlike the others, it covers the entire area which came under a 
nikaya. It is also a highly detailed and comprehensive grant which seems 
to represent an attempt of the king to obtain greater control over the 
punishment of criminals by curtailing to some extent the judicial privileges
...me ggmhi Ice to. (ke)nekun ata gamin pi$at karanuisa ... EZ Yol, 1 p. 205 
11,1)2-6. Wickremasinghe's translation of the next line... koja vannavqn 
vada no(gan)nafisa ... as 'Those who have entered the village after com- 
mi11Ing a murder^shall not be harboured', p.207, is inaccurate. The ren­
dering of vada is questionable in view of its occurrence in EZ Yol. Ill
pp.76 1.B23, 140 l.CSU/
2 — — * —■...bahara mini kola no vadda denu isa rata hinda mini kejuva kSmiyan unge
gedad gen£ nitat karanu isa... EZ Vol. Ill p.265 11*52-33*
3See for example EZ Yol. I pp. 47 1.25, 93 1.A37, 247 1.19.
4EZ Vol. I p.5 11.23-24.
5§Z Vol. I pp. 41-57.
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enjoyed by monasteries# It makes a significant departure from the 
normal practice and retains the right of officials to enter monastic 
estates and punish criminals; 'If there be any persons in a village 
held to be guilty of murder, the kingfe employees may enter that village 
and demand them, but only them5 no wrong $xall be done to other villagers 
who had not abetted these offenders#.# If there bg. any who, after committing 
murder, have taken refuge in the premises of the sangha, these offenders and
1
those who abetted them shall be tried and sentenced to be exiled to Dambdiw.T
The authority of the royal officials extended also to cases other
than murder* Once in every two years, the officials of the central admini- 
2stration who went on tours of investigation were to demand the surrender
of all offenders guilty of the ’five grave crimes'; it was specified that
they were not to interfere with less severe cases which did not fall under
this category* Further, in levying punishments for offences other than
murder, the penalty of gedad was to be avoided; nor should the offenders
be banished. Mother clause states that king's officials who sought refuge
with the saftgha to escape repayment of debts due to the treasury were to be
apprehended and made to pay the money they owed; but they were to be spared
3
of other indignities. The list of 'immunities' in the Abhayagiri inscription
>minl kejiu kenekun ata gamaj; vada ovun ma illat mut sesu ehi no pahala
sesu kudinaf aniya nolcaranu isa.»» mini ko£a sangun van tanat van kenekun
ata ehi pahsCIa vanud ovunu.j vicarakot Dambdiu yavanat harna isa. * •
E2 Vol. I p.47 11.18-19,24-25.
2
ra.jkolsamdaruvan * Wickremasinghe translated this as 'the princes of the 
royal family'.
3
For a discussion on the interpretation of the passage, see p#t77■
makes it abundantly clear that criminals who sought refuge within monastic
estates as well as the tenants of these lands guilty of the 'five grave
crimes were brought under the jurisdiction of the royal officials. It
was made possible for royal officials not only to enter monastic estates
to levy punishments on offenders living or hiding therein. The penalties
1 «levied, however, may have been less severe than outside. Provision was 
made for high officials in charge of judicial affairs and other high dig­
nitaries to sit in judgment and make remissions in cases of disputes and 
complaints over fines imposed by lower officials,
This does not imply that the monastic administration was completely 
divested of its judicial authority. Evidently, all such cases which did 
not fall under the ’five grave crimes' came under their control. This is 
also implied in the instructions to the royal officials not to impose addi­
tional fines on cases on which fines had already been levied, presumably, 
by the monastic officials. This gives precedence to the rights of the mon­
astic officials in areas of judicial administration the limits of which 
had not been clearly defined.
The grant of ICassapa V was in certain respects a withdrawal of im­
munities. For, some of the villages of the Abhayagiri nikaya had been
2enjoying much more extensive immunities. In a sense, it was a reasonable 
definition of the relative rights of the king and the monastery. This
1 ' — —  — —  — - - - —  ■ ■
Cf. punishments prescribed in the Vevalkajiya record. EZ Vol. I pp. 241-251.
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grant took the necessary steps to safeguard the pecuniary interests the 
monastery would have in judicial immunities. All the fines collected on 
the estates of the main monastery were to he set apart for its use* A
similar arrangement was in force in Mibaligaina, a village attached to the
— 1Madabiyan Pirivena* Such an arrangement ensured for the monastery the
income accruing from judicial proceedings but at the same time curtailed 
those privileges which hindered the normal and efficient administration 
of justice.
The immunity grants of the period under consideration reveal a great 
deal of variation in the extent and types of the immunities granted. This 
variation does not fit into a coherent chronological pattern; nor could 
it be maintain^ . that the variation is related to the importance of the 
monastery concerned. Perhaps, it was regulated by factors like the per­
sonal relations of the king with the abbots of these monasteries and in­
ternal political conditions the evidence on which has not been preserved.
In his discussion on monastic property, Rahula, apparently, con­
sidered only some of these immunity grants. !If anyone entered these 
lands and villages for protection or asylum1, he maintains, 'he could not
\b arrested there. Should there by any unworthy of protection, they could
2be arrested only after they had been made to quit the temple lands*' It 
is evident from our discussion that this statement is not true of all the
1EZ Vol. II pp.9-14.
2 **Rahula, op.cit., p.142.
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immunity grants. Further, it is noteworthjr that not all the monastic 
estates enjoyed judicial immunities. The PuJ-iyankulam inscription of 
Mahadipada Udaya and the Mayilagastoja inscription of Adipada Mahinda 
do not mention judicial immunities. Yet, in almost all the instances 
where immunities were granted, there is reason to believe that the mona- 
stery enjoyed jurisdiction over at least the cases concerning minor 
offences. This kept themonastery involved in the maintenance of order 
and the administration of justice.
If the association of the king with the sahgha helped to legitimise 
his position through religious sanction, it also led on his part, to a 
gradual abdication of his economic rights and political authority over a 
section of the people. Monasteries were no longer mere centres of re­
ligious activity? they had developed into institutions wielding an economic 
and administrative control over the residents of a considerable extent of 
land. It is evident from our study of immunity grants that in most cases 
the control that the state retained over monastic lands amounted to the 
right to intervene in cases of disputes within monasteries and the right to 
apprehend and punish criminals guilty of grave offences. It was also in­
cumbent upon the kings to ensure the rights of the tenants to their land and 
to protect them from harsh treatment and the undue exactions of monastic 
officials. On the other hand, they also had to safeguard the interests of 
'k*1® sangha. These duties necessitated a close supervisory control over 
the monastic administration. The interest that the kings showed in these 
matters is.'reflected in some of the regulations in the Kaludiyapokiina
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inscription of Sena III and the Mihintale Tablets of Mahinda IV.
The deprivation of the tenantry living under the control of religious 
establishments due to the acquisitive tendencies of their officials was a 
phenomenon known in South India. An eleventh century VatfeluJJu inscription 
from Tirukka^ittanam issued by Bhaskara Ravivarman forbids temple offi­
cials to take on mortgage or for cultivation the land allotments held 
by the drummers of the Vi^ gui temple at the site.1 The Sinhalese kings 
of this period faced the same problem. The Mihintale Tablets decree that
no allotments held by cultivators on terms of hereditary succession were
2
to be seized by the monastery except on failure of succession. More 
latitude was allowed in the case of allocations to employees. The property 
of 'good employees1 was not to be confiscated by the officials unless it 
was meant for the use of the monastery. If our interpretation's correct, 
this woiild imply that, unlike in the case of cultivators, the allocations 
made to employees were liable to confiscation by the monastery even if 
their conduct was not deemed 'unsatisfactory'. The Kaludiyapoku$a in­
scription orders that taxes higher or lower than the customary rates were 
not to be levied by the monastic administration.^ Tenants of monastic 
estates could also be vexed by demands for extra services during re­
ligious festivals. The Mihintale Tablets specify that apart fromthe 'three 
Travancore Archaeological Series Vol. V pp. 178-180.
2
...haskaru parapuren va$ena kara lcumbur nova^iya het mut hara nogata yutu..,_________ —  -
IilTHW •*»
3t.sudasun vat veherat mut kamiyan nogata yutu... M2 Vol. I p.93 p.A43* 
^..♦pere siritin vada kina karavuvara nobandana isa... EZ Vol. Ill p.265.
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day turn of service' no corvee was to be levied on uposatha days or
1-during religious festivals.
Much more attention was devoted to the problem of controlling the
activities of monastic officials. Apart from the possibility of officials
abusing their authority to get their land cultivated by tenants, there was
also the tendency of officials to acquire land by purchase or mortgage.
The ICaludiyapokupa inscription set apart two villages as remuneration to
officials5 they were instructed not to seize cattle, buffaloes or serfs
from other villages for their use. Mor were they to take land On mortage,
2pamaau tenure or for cultivation. The statements on the Mihintale Tablets 
amount almost to a reiteration of these regulations. In this record, the 
officials were forbidden to acquire the land of the monastery on mortgage, 
or PeniupQU pat fa and kara tenure; they were not to use the draught oxen 
of these villages to cultivate their own lands. Nothing untoward was to
be committed within private holdings; trees could be felled only if per-
3mission had been obtained fraa the kamtan. Officials who go on tour should
not demand from the tenants anything other than the portion of rice they are
entitled to by custm; nor should they accept any presents.^*
It would appear that the tenants of monastic estates who were freed
from interference by royal officials were confronted with the possibility of
^..♦tun da var mut poho mangul ay sesu var no gata yutft... EZ Vol. I p.93 
11.A44-45.
2
For explanation of this term see p.'iqp.
3For explanation of this term see p. |-j$ ,
4-
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maltreatment by monastic officials* In such cases, royal intervention 
would, no cbabt ,have been beneficial* It is not at all clear, however, 
whether this supervisory control was adequately regular and effectual.
The close relationship which prevailed between the sangha and the 
state was bound to be shaken in times of foreign invasion and foreign rule. 
The Papaya invasion in the reignof Sena I was disastrous in its effects on 
the main monasteries of Anuradhapura. The golden image of the Buddha of 
the Ratanapasada, the jewel-eyes of the stone image, gold plates from the 
Thuparama stupa and golden images from other shrines were plundered*1 
During the Co^a invasion in the reign of Udaya I?, the Manipasada, the 
hall of the four cetiya, at the PadalaKchana and the shrine cf the Tooth
relic were burnt down* Presumably, the Dhammasangani house and the
- ^ 2
Mahapali alms-hallwere also destroyed. The campaigns that the Gojas
led into Rohapa during their occupationof Rajarajfha were marked by
similar instances of destruction. The author of the Culavagisa complains
that many monasteries were destroyed and plundered. Further, he makes
specific mention of the relic shrines at Mahagama destroyed by the Qo}.as
being rebuilt by ¥ij ayabahu 1.^ His upara.j a, Virabahu, restored the
5Buddhagupa cetiya which had been ransacked by the Go^as* It is possible 
_ _ _  —  , . , „ „ _ _  - ! - — ■ -
Gv., 50.33-36. The golden image was later brought back. Cv*, 51.48-49* 
2Cv.,54.44-45.
3Cv,, 55-20-21.
4Cv., 60.56.
5Cv., 60.81.
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that the shrines at Mahiyanga^a and Madr-rigiriya were also despoiled
during these campaigns.^
In its account of the reign of Parakkamabahu I, the Gulavamsa
records that he repaired Ratnavalulca (Malraithupa), Abhayagiri, Jetavana
and MariccavaJJi stupas and the Lohapasada, which had been destroyed 
2 —
by the CoJ.as. The Fu.iavaliya corroborates this statement with regard to 
the first three stupas; it adds Thuparama to the list. The Lohapasada is
mentioned as a shrine repaired during this reign but it is not included
3 -in this list. It is rather difficult to believe, however, that Vijayabahu
1 who ruled for forty years after winning back RajaraJJha from the Cojas, 
built many new monasteries at Polonnaruva and restored some in the out­
lying provinces, made no attempt to repair these shrines which were the 
most sacred to the -^ uddhists. The Culavamsa tries to explain this by saying
that they had not been restored by previous kings 'because it was so diffi- 
4cult'. In spite of the testimony of the chronicles, the possibility 
cannot be ruled out that the decay of some of these shrines would have 
been the result of neglect during the troubled period preceding the accession 
of Parakkamabahu I rather than of wilful destruction at the hands of the 
Cojas. It would, therefore, be rash to contend that the restoration of 
shrines and monasteries undertaken after the restitution of Sinhalese 
power represents a policy of persecution of buddhism by militant Hindus.
1ARAS0 1946 p .15? 1951 p.17.
2 —  -
Gv 78.96-104; Archaeological evidence suggests that the Lohapasada was
rebuilt after a long period of desolation. ARASC 1949 p.11.
P^.jv .. p.166.
^'0*, 78.-96-97; Cv. trsl. Yol. II p.113.
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Though examples of conversion of Buddhist viharas into Hindu shrines 
are met with, as at Buddhannehala, it does not necessarily follow that 
these represent the work of the Co|.as* 3?or, they could more probably 
belong to the reign of Magha who, as the Culavamsa and the Pujavaliya
2
claim, made a determined attempt to convert Buddhists to an alien faith.
GodakumbuRa, in his description cf the ruins at Padaviya, remarks 
that ‘the occurrence of remains of $iva temples among the Buddhist monu­
ments or above their foundations has to be attributed to the CoJa. in-
'Z
vasioiipf the eleventh century (sic).1 A number of Tamil inscriptions 
datable to the tenth and eleventh centuries, among them two from the 
reign of Rajaraja, were found by a diva Devale at the Site. Yet, even 
if the diva temples were built over the foundations of 'Buddhist monu­
ments’ as Godakumbursa has suggested it seems more advisable to refrain 
from conc3.uding that they x’epresent evidence of suppression of Buddhism 
by the Cojas. It is quite possible that the Hindu shrines were located 
on abandoned and dilapidated Buddhists shrines. Secondly, it is not 
possible to reliably identify the exact character of a building from the 
remains of its foundations. On the other hand, the ruirs as preserved into 
our times reveal both Buddhist and Hindu shrines which had existed side 
by side. A slab found near the dagSba of the Buddhist shrine bears a Sans­
krit inscription of the 12th or the 15th century which records that a
1 . . - —  - =.
ASC, Seventh Progress Report, Sessional Papers 1896, p.30.
2Cv., 80.65-68, 75-79; P.iv.. pp. 108-109.
3ARASC 1965 p.67.
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Buddhist monastery named La&catilaka was taken under the protection of 
the YelaikkSras, the Tamil mercenaries* ** Hence no definite evidence seems 
to be available to lend support to the suggestion that the Buddhist mona­
stery at Padaviya -' was destroyed by the Cojas.
In this context, it is rather significant that there were Buddhists 
among the Tamils* There are some, though rare, instances of patronage of
of Buddhist shrines by even the Cola kings i-rho, avowedly, were devoted 
2Hindus* instances of patronage of Buddhist institutions by Tamils in 
Ceylon are found in a number of inscriptions spread over a wide area from 
Yfitlgama, Anuradhapura, Polonnaruva, Moragahavela, Pan$uvasnuvara and
^  "X
Parangividiya to Miyanlcahdura* A Tamil insci'iptinn dated in the reign of
a certain Senavarman records the patronage extended by the Tamils in Ceylon
«  * . 4
to a Buddhist vihara called Makko$aipa].].io The record probably dates from
the ninth or the tenth century. Of all these inscriptions, those from 
Yelgama are of particular interest as they reveal that Buddhist institutions 
were actively patronised by members of the Tamil community even during the 
period of Co}a occupation* It is possible that this Buddhist monastery • 
was named Hajarajaperurapaili as it was patronised by the Go^a king. But no 
donations made by the Co].a royalty occur in the inscriptions at the site*
1ABASC 1953, no.19.
See the Leiden plates, EX Vol. XXII pp.213-284.
^ASO. Seventh Progress Report, Sessional Papers 1896.p.57; AB&SS 1909 p.26, 
1951 no.19, 1952 no.17, 1953 nos. 6, 19-21; OJSS Vol. II p. 199* no.596;
IJCR Vol. XVIII pp.46-9. SII Vol. IV Hos. 1405, 1410.
4
South Indian Inscriptions Yol. IV Ho. 1405*
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This is the only instance of a Buddhist monastery being patronised during
the period of CoJ.a rule. It is not impossible that the reason which attracted
patronage was the presence at the institution of Tamil speaking monks who
could cater to the religious needs of the Buddhists among the Tamil;
1community. In this connection, it is noteworthy that the Culavamsa
mentions a certain Yelagami monastery as one of the shrines repaired by 
2Yijayabahu X, If this is identified with the Yelgamvehera, as Nicholas 
has suggested,"* it would be another instance which exemplifies the dangers 
involved in drawing conclusions on the religious policy of the Co^as from 
evidence on restorative work undertaken by Yijayabahu I.
Nevertheless, the deposal of the Sinhalese dynasty and the probable 
deprivation of the gubernatorial hierarchy that the Goja conquest brought 
about removed the sources of patronage that sustained the sangha. Buddhist 
monasteries suffered from neglect and predatory raids during campaigns.
One could surmise that the estates of the sa&gha were also affected; but 
there is no specific evidence of confiscation,^ There is reason to believe
5
that these conditions led to emigration of monks to foreign lands. Under 
such circumstances it is but natural that the sangha would have welcomed
1 ~ —  ” " —  —  —  _
See also p. 4-5'i2>r
v., 60 • 62 •
J^RASOB(NS) Yol. YI p.45.
^See p. (17,
^See p.3 ^
the restitution of Sinhalese power over Ra.j arafrfrha; but there is no evidence
for the contention that the sangha became ’a potent nationalist and
1
political power’ during the struggle against the Colas*
The influence of $aivism lingered on aft ex1 the period of Cola rule*
The Cu3aramsa mentions that Yijayabahu I did not withdraw the grants which
had been formerly made to shrines of gods (devakula)* He seems to have
even patronized a $aiva shrine* A temple in the Kantalai district bore his
name."5 Presumably, his son Vikkamabahu was more devoted to the ^aiva faith*
He confiscated property of the sangha; but an inscription from Budumuttava,
dated in his reign, implies that he patronised ^aivism as it mentions a
fSaiva shrine named after him,^ This was continued by Gajabahu II who,
according to the Gulavamsa,!fetched nobles of heretical faith (papaditthino)
( \ 5from abroad and had RajaraJJlia filled with the briers (of heresy)1. Tamil
r
tradition claims that he was converted to $aivism. The paxtiality of these 
last two kings towards ^aivism would have vitiated the traditional relationship 
between the sangha and the king* It was onlyjin the reign of Parakkamabahu I 
that the patronage of the sangha was resumed on a generous scale.
1B* T. Devendra, Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, facsimile A~Aca p*22,
Cf ¥. M. K. Wijetunga, The rise and decline of Cola power in Ceylon (un­
published thesis Ph.D. 1962) p.52*2.
2Cv., 60.77.
^EZ Vol. IV pp.191-196.
tsz Vol. II pp.302-312.
5Cv., 70.53-54.
^9^1 Dakci&a Puranam (ed* Yaittiyalinga De^ihar, 1916) Pt, II p.20.
Triko&asala Bura&am (ed* £<a^ ffty3&ratna Aiyay, 1909) pp. 170, 178. I am 
Indebted to Mr* IC, Indrapala for this information.
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The relationship between the sahgha and the king which enhanced
the king’s positional the eyes of the people would also add importance to
the position^of the sangha. Their support was important for the king. As
religious preceptors and men of letters they held a prominent and influential
position in the society. This very role gamed for some individual monks access
to the royal family and influence with the king. It is evident from the
Mahavamsa that Gofhabhaya (249-262 A.D.) who was impressed by the erudition
and wisdom of Sangiiamitta entrusted the education of his two sons to him.l
Mahasena, who later became kingP was a devoted follower of this monk,
Aggabodhi VlII (804-315) built the Bhula Parivena for his teacher (sakacariya)
2and his retinue of three hundred monies. At least two kings from the period 
under consideration were deeply versed in the teaching’s of Theravada 
Buddhism, Kassapa V (914-923 ^,D.) wrote the Dll amply a Afuva Gatapadaya, 
a Sinhalese commentary on the hhammapadatthakatha. In his slab inscx*iption 
at the Abhayagiri monasteryp he claims to have expounded the works on 
Abhidhamma in thepresence of his teacher and to have 'extolled the virtues
4
of the Buddha in the Sinhalese language’. According to the Culavamsa he 
often read the Tipitaka and used to preach the Abhidhamma 'in the manner of 
a buddha (buddhalilaya)' to the monks of the Mariccavafji monastery*^ Simi- 
1Ks>, 36.114-1X7.
Cv., 49*46.
3PAG . p.295.
4EZ Vol. I p,47 11.11-12.
5Cv 52.48, 82.
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larly Sena IV (954-956) was wont to explain the canonical text to the
™ ~  1
monies of the three nikayas who came to listen to him at the Lohapasada,
Kassapa* s teacher* presumably, was a raonk. The deep knowledge of the
Theravada that these kings possessed and the esteem in which their learning
was held even by the monks would suggest the probability of their having
had a long period of monastic training. In the Polonnaruva inscription
of Vijayabahu I, Mugalan of the ITturo^ amuJ-a fraternity is described as 
** 2raj aguru* This may imply that he was either the teacher or the personal
preceptor of the king.
The influential position that monks held as preceptors and teachers
which gained them access to the king could be put to important political
3
use. Monks were sometimes counsellors of kings. Yet it is to the role 
of mediators that their position suited them most. Not only did they 
have easy access to both the parties but also they could be certain of 
getting a respectful hearing* This position accorded to the sangha con­
siderable influence in political affairs particularly in times when the 
Island was divided. The monks of the three nikayas accompanied yuvaraja 
Mahinda, who had been forced to flee to Malaya after Incurring the dis™
4pleasure of Sena II, when he came back to seek reconciliation with the king. 
They intervened with success again in the time of Kassapa IV, Adipada 
Gv., 54.4.
2EX Vol. XVIII p.337 1.26.
3CV., 57.23.
4Cv., 51.14.
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Mahinda, the ruler of Roha^a, had rebelled against the king and defeated
the royal army# However, his father, yuvaraja Kassapa, persuaded him to
give up his intentions to capture the tirone* liaterpon, Mahinda was faced
with a rebellion within his o m  province and was forced to solicit the
support of the king* The monies interceded on his behalf and it was through
their mediation that friendly relations between him and the king, leading
1to his marriage to the king's daughter, were restored. After the incident 
at Tapovana Udaya H i  (887-898 faced a critical situation when he
found himself powerless to control the army and the citizens of Anuradhapura 
who had risen in revolt. Here again, it was the monies who intervened to 
pacify the troops and save the situation for the king. Manabhara$a of
Rohap.a, who fought a series of campaigns against Gajabahu II during the
course of his struggle for the throne of Polonnaiwa, went to £©e the latter 
in the company of monks when he decided to give up hostilities and enter 
into a friendly pact with him*
In certain instances, monks served the king as emissaries. When the 
rebel prince Parakkamabahu returned to the kingdoifi of his stepfather 
Kittisirimegha after his sojouins in the neighbouring kingdom, the latter 
sent the head of the kufharasabha and Abhaya, the abbot of the Panca-
4parivagtamula, as emissaries to persuade him to come back to the capital.
1Cv., 52.4-9.
2See p. C.
3Cv., 70.179-181. 
i)v., 67.60-61.
Gajabahu II, desperate in his losing struggle against Parakkamabahu 
who had defeated his troops in several engagements, saw no other alternative
but to solicit the intervention of the monks of the three nikayas* Accord-
* 1 **ing to the Oulavamea the monks visited Parakkamabahu in his camp at
Giritajaka and prevailed upon him to cease hostilities. They convinced him 
that before long he could claim the kingdom on the death of G-ajabahu who 
was without offspring and advanced in age. Apparently, Parakkamabahu, too, 
realized the advantages of biding his time 'at the request of the saftgha'. 
For this assurance would strengthen his claims to the throne of Polonnaruva 
as against the rival claims of Manabharaga of Rohapa. A treaty of friend­
ship in which the kingdom was bequeathed to Parakkamabahu was indited at 
the Ma^alagiri monastery. This record has not been found* Nevertheless, 
the historicityof this important incident is attested to by an inscription
found at a monastery in Sagigamuva in the Hafahaya Korale of the Kurunagala
2 ~district* In this edict, Grajabahu and Parakkamabahu enter into a pact
of friendship and non-aggression* Each nominates the other as his successor 
and heir to the kingdom. Obviously, this arrangement was in favour of 
Parakkamabahu, the younger ruler. At the end they solemnly state that if 
any of them were to violate these conditions, it would be tantamount to a 
breach of the orders of the sangha* It is significant that the edicts 
were placed within the premises of monasteries. Perhaps, the location was
10v., 70.328-336; 71.1-5.
2EZ Vol. IV pp.1-8.
expected to sanctify the solemn undertaking given by the princes* It is 
also possible that this reflects the important role the monies played in 
accomplishing this delicate political mission*
The diplomatic skill of the monies would have been most useful in 
maintaining relations with other Buddhist rulers in countries like Burma.
No definite evidence is available to enable us to determine whether the 
envoys and emissaries exchanged between the two countries included monks*
Of the emissaries sent ty Parakkamabahu to the Burmese court, it is possible
-  1
that acariya Vacissara was a monk. It is noteworthy that the Burmese
2
envoy was called Tapassin* It is more certain that monks played an active 
part in restoring friendly relations between the two countries after the 
outbreak of hostilities in the time of Parakkamabahu. According to the 
chronicles, it was to the sangha that the Burmese wrote requesting inter- 
cession; the monies succeeded in persuading Parakkamabahu to cease hostilities 
It is evident from our discussion that the power and the influence of 
the king and the sangha were complementary and were used to serve their 
mutual interests* Geiger rightly pointed out that the interests of the 
sangha and the king were closely knitted togethers !fhe kingship by which 
the state was represented was the firmest support of the Buddhist church 
and the latter that of kingship*1^  However, it would be a misleading over­
1
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simplification and a distortion of facts to state that there was no 
friction between tie state and the sangha on matters other than the 
religiousPreservation of their property and privileges would have 
been important considerations which guided the sangha in their relations 
with the king'. The grants of immunity made during this period left the 
relative limits of the authority of the monastic and the temporal ad­
ministrations largely indeterminate. This was a situation which could easily 
lead to friction.
In the tenth century the rights of the Isurame t^u monastery to water
from the Tisa tank led to a dispute betweenihe employees of the monastery
and the roj^ al officials* As mentinned earlier, the monks appealed to the
king, identified as Mahinda IV, who, in an edict issued in his ninth regnal
2
year, gave his decision in favour of the monastery, A more serious con­
frontation with the king himself had taken place in the reign of TJdaya III, 
when the rights of the monastery to give asylum (abhaya) to men wanted by 
the law seem to have been challenged. Certain ministers of the king fled 
from his court and sought refuge in the Tapovana where the Pa^sukulikas 
lived. The king went to the Tapovana with his uparaja and had the fugitives 
executed. The facts that the king took a personal interest in the affair and 
that the offenders were put to death suggest that they had committed a 
rather grave offence. Yet, the monks took umbrage at the conduct of the 
king which they, presumably, considered to be a breach of their privileges 
^Rahula, op.clt,, p.69*
2
Vessagiri Inscriptions, Slab A , EZ Vol. I pp.29-38; see <\C.
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and left for Roha$a in protest. This roused the army and the citizens
of Inurldhapura to such an extent that they rose in revolt, killed the
officials responsible for the incident, threatened the king and forced
the yuvaraia and the adlpada to run after the monies* to implore them to
return. Ironically enough, it was by seeking refuge ±1 a monastic residence
that a king escaped the wrath of the rebel;s; and it was after the inter-
1
ventinn of the monks that the sre taels were pacified. The king was humi­
liated before his people and constrained into begging the Pa$jLsukulikas to 
pardon him. The rights of the sangha were vindicated in a most dramatic 
manner. The incident reveals not only that the monks were conscious of 
their Secular* rights and ready to defend them but also that the people 
were convinced that this was right and proper. Above all, it demonstrated 
that the goodwill of the king was not always necessary to preserve the 
privileges and the position of the saAgha.
When examined in the context of this incident, Immunities grated 
in an Inscription from Giritale, dated in the first regnal year of this 
king, acquire a new significance. It declares that officials were not to 
enter the land to arrest offenders? but a new provision is added. It was
specifically mentioned that traitors to the royal family were not to be
2
given asylum within the land.
It is perhaps a similar incident that is referred to in two strophes'
fb i  IW>
in the account of the reign of Yijayabahu I in the Oulavamsas
1SI-» 53.14-27.
2
...radolat pitatun gam& la n&rakna isa... Vol. Ill p.14-0 11.C30-32*
viharabhayacari11abhed in 1m mahisim sakam 
parihare sabbaso chi.hia gahayitva galamhi tam 
ptiramha bahi karetva mahasangham khamapayl 
pakasesi ca lokassa sanghagaravam attano^
•His own queen who had violated the immunity rights of the monasteries,
he divested of her privileges and had her led by the neck and evicted
from the city* Thus he conciliated the mahasangha and demonstrated to
the world his reverence for the sangha*• It was an unprecedented step
thd; the king took in levying such a severe penalty on his own queen. In
fact, it is unique in the annals of Ceylon. There is no indication of
the ecact nature of the offence committed by her; but there is no doubt
that she was considered to be guilty of a severe breach of privileges of
the monasteries, Vijayabahu I had two queens both of whom were foreigners*
Tilokasundari was from ICalinga* Lilavati who had lived in the Co|.a country
was a daughter of Jagatipala, a prince from Ayojjha* It is possible that
they were not Buddhists* The public disgrace of the queen for interfering
with the rights of the sa£gha is a graphic illustration of the power and
the influence of the sahgha and the need of the king to placate them*
1Cv., 60.54-56.
^Geiger translated vihar ahhaasaar i11a as 'peaceful life of the viharas1; 
abhayacaritta (Cf* sirit in inscriptions. 6upra p* %&<%. ) seems to carry 
a more specialised sence in this context* He is inaccurate in translating 
puramha kahi karetva as 'had her led out into the town’, Further, 
no mention Q& an ’iron collar’ as given in his translation is evident 
in this passage* See Gv,, trsl* Vol* I p*219* Nicholas follows Geiger’s 
translation UHO Yol* I pt, II p*451.
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The Abhayagiri inscription of Kassapa V, as pointed out earlier,
claims that kingship was an office conferred by the sa&gha* Sometimes,
kingship or the royal insignia were offered to the sangha by the kings
as a token of their submission*1 The sangha was consulted in certain
instances in the selection of heirs and successors,, Y/e cannot be certain,
however, whether this was a customary procedure. It is possible that, at
least in some of these cases, they were invited on consideration of the
political value of their support in cases of disputable succession* On
the death of Saddhajissa (137-119 the courtiers assembled the monies
and sought their assent to the appointment of Thulatthana to the throne,
2overlooking the rights of the eldest son, Largatissa, When uparaja 
Virabahu died, Vijayabahu I consulted the monks and followed their advice 
in appointing Jayabahu to that position*
The most significant convention for choosing a successor in which 
the monks participated took place on the death of Vijayabahu I* ^he news 
of the death of the king was not conveyed to his son Yikkamabahu whonas 
the governor of Roha^a, The monies of the leading fraternities (ayatana) 
and the high dignitaries of the kingdom took counsel with Mitta, tie sister 
of the king, and her three sons and decided on consecrating Jayabahu as king*
a* ™ rr. Q
Then they ignored the rights of Vikkamabahu in nominating Manabharapa,/ son of 
■Stv;., 32,36; 31.90,111. Cv>, 39.31; 42.61; 82.30; 85.109.
2Mv>, 33.17-18.
3Cv., 60.87.
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Mitta, as the uparaja. It is significant that the author of the Culavai&sa,
though a monk himself, criticizes this act for which the saftgha was partly
1
responsible as a violation of customary procedure* The monies would have 
had their own reasons for the decision* Nevertheless, this injudicious 
association with a highly disputable decision proved to be as disastrous 
for the sangha as it was for the kingdom* It led to a protracted struggle 
for the throne and resulted in the division of the Island into three rival 
kingdoms. The influence of the sangha over the king fell low on the cap­
ture of the throne of Polonnaruva by Vikkamabahu. The sangha now turned 
to £^ew direction for protection. Mugalan, the abbot of the Utarola-muja,
handed over the protection of his fraternity and its property to the
- 2 Velaikkara mercenaries. The precautions proved to be of no avail.
Vikkamabahu confiscated their property* In a concerted act of protest,
the inmates of all the major monasteries of Polonnaruva left the capital
for Rohaga, carrying with them the most sacred relics in the Island -
3
the Tooth relic and the Alms Bowl. But this time they were not popular 
enough to rouse the people to revolt in sympathy.
The long period of contiguous existence of the sangha and the state 
had led to the development of a close relationship between the two in­
stitutions and the evolution of many ideas of mutual benefit. One of the
^. * * pubbacarittamaggam ladghitva* v*tr.Qv., 61,1-4; The phrase yatayo 
tathayatanavasino was translated by Geiger as 1 the ascetics dwelling in 
the district*. Cv trsl. Vol. I p.225.
2lil. Vol. XVIII pp. 330-338; see p.U2.
3
Cv*, 61,^4-61; see also p *\% €  .
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politically most potent ideas to emerge from this relationship was the 
notion that only a Buddhist, nay a Bodhisattva, could become king of 
Ceylon, The Sinhalese kings who occupied the throne during the period 
under discussion claimed not merely to be Buddhists; they traced back 
their descent to the family of the Buddha* The position of the king was 
•legitimized' and strengthened by the sanction of the sangha and raised 
to the highest place in the Buddhist lay order. In practice, the king 
was the chief patroncf the sangha » He could and did inteiurene to settle 
disputes among the sangha, to set up regulations for the administration 
of monasteries and to initiate 'purifications* in times of lapses in dis~ 
cipline. On the other hand, it was held that the Island belonged to the 
sasana; it was the safigha who invested the king with his authority* From 
about the ninth century extensive administrative powers were transferred 
to the monasteries over their estates and villages. It is noticeable that 
there was some hesitation over the transfer of judicial rights; the attempts 
of the kings to assert their authority in this field would sometimes lead 
to disputes* But on the whole the monastery had extensive authority and 
controlling power over the Inhabitants of its estates. Presumably the 
sangha wielded considerable political, influence through their personal 
contact with kings; this was particularly strong in times of political 
disunity and in cases of disputed successions. And outside China, it was 
only in Ceylon that the Buddhist sangha had sufficient power and influence 
to challenge the king in defence of their privileges. At least once, they 
[ did' so successfully.
CULTS AMP RITUAL
Buddhism which offered a path to salvation through personal 
endeavour and had no cultus to cater to the ’specific plebian religious 
needs’ of the society did not demand from its followers the complete re­
jection of non-Buddhist cultic practices* Even during the early years of 
its history, it came to terms with popular cults like the propitiation of 
yakkhas and nagas and the worship of Brahmanical gods. Buddhist texts 
merely claim that the yakkhas, nagas and the devas accepted the supremacy 
of the Buddha. In Ceylon, some of the pre-Buddhist cults had been appended 
to Buddhism by the beginning of the period under consideration. This did 
not necessitate any change in its fundamental principles. In some cases, 
‘Buddhist’ rites were introduced to perform the functions of pre-Buddhist 
practices. On the other hand, thecontact with the Mahayana, ^aiva and 
Vaig^ava faiths stimulated the development within Sinhalese Buddhism of 
cultic practices and elaborate ceremonial. Together, these trends represent 
the development of Sinhalese Buddhism into a comprehensive religious system 
capable of serving the varied religious needs of the society.
Myths and legends concerning the early history of the Island reveal
the influence that the cult of the yakkhas had on the life and thoughts of 
2
the people* Yakkhas, both benevolent and malevolent, find mention in the
chronicles and other literary works* The Mahavamsa speaks of the twenty-
I ! — - - —  “ 1 “ — —  ■ - —  -
I have borrowed the term from Ueber. See The religions of India 1958
p. 237.
eight chief yakkhas who stood guard at the ceremony of enshrining relics 
at the Mahathupa to ward off malevolent (dutfrha) yakkhas. And in the 
account of the reign of Pa$$ukabhaya, the chronicle refers to the cult
of the yakkhas Citta, Italavela and Maheja and the yakkhinis Citta and
- 1 Getiya.
Jayasena, the yakkha mentioned in a story in the Sahassavatthu- 
o
pakarapa, seems to have belonged to the malevolent type. According to this
story which clearly reflects the belief in the maleficent influence of the
yakkhas, a concubine of Gojhayimbara, the general of Bu$$hagamagi, was
’possessed1 by Jayasena* She fell on the ground unconscious; white froth
formed at her mouth and she began to roll on the ground with her eyes
swivelling in their sockets. It is natural to expect that the Buddhist
monks who were drawn from a society which believed in the influence of
yakkhas would ensure the persistence of these beliefs even within the
community of monks. This is evident in the Suma&galavilasini which prescribes
3measures to be taken if a monk were to be ’possessed’ by a yalckha. GrO|;~
hayimbara cured his concubine by challenging Jayasena and killing him in a
duel. But lesser mortals preferred to propitiate such malevolent spirits
with sacrifices. The Butasara&a makes an incidental reference to the pract-
4ice of sacrificing cocks to yakkhas to cure the afflictions of the ailing.
1 ‘ ~ ‘ * “ ' ““ : 1 1 ~ ~r*
14v., 9*23; 10*33-63? 66-69, 84-87, 90. See also Paranavitana, ’Pre-Buddhist
Oreligious beliefs in CJeylon*, JRASCB Vol. XXXI pp. 302-328*
SKsvp., p*97.
S^uinangalavilasini (PTS) Vol. Ill pp. 969-970*
^le$a tenattavu^a saCnti pi$isa yaldiaja dun kukuju billak se. Butsara^a 
(SorataJ, 1931» p.264. ~ * ~
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The Saddharmaratnavaliya, a later work, also speaks of rituals which
1
were performed to propitiate the yakkhas*
One means of reconciling Buddhism with the yakkha cult was to claim
that some of the yakkhas were followers of the faith* As pointed out earlier,
the twenty-eight chiefs of the yakkhas stood guard at the Mahathupa* A slab
inscription of Mahinda 17 (956-972 A.D.) found in the Isurumurjl area speaks^
of the rakgasa of the Tissa tank who had been 1 disciplined' by the thera
2Mahinda and 'employed in the service of the Order and the World'* On the
other hand, an attempt was made to present Buddhism as a potent magical
force which could overcome the power of the malevolent yakkhas* This attitude
-  3
finds precedents in the Pali canonical literature* The Alavaka Sutta, for
instance, deals with the subjugation and conversion cf a powerful yakkha by
the Buddha* According to the chronicles, the Island had been the home of
yakkhas in the past* It was the Buddha who with his miraculous powers de-
4feated them and drove them away to male© it suitable for human habitation.
Devotion to the Buddha and the assiduous practice of his teachings made
people immune to harm caused by yakkhas. In a story from the Sahassavatthu- 
5pakarana, a royal official and a sorcerer who tried to kill a pious merchant
were themselves killed by the very evil spirit they invoked*
Further, 'Buddhist' rites were developed to replace the normal rites
connected with the yakkha cult. Transfer of 'merit* takes the place of
^Saddharmaratnavaliya (D.B.Jayatilaka), 1956, pp. 80, 89.
2 - 
anubudu maha Mihindu himiyan visin vinoya sasun va&a lovacChi yedu rakus
BZ "Vol. I p*33 11.9-10.
^Samyutta Nikaya (PTS) Vol. I pp*212-215; Saratthapakastin (PTS) Vol. I 
pp. 3 1 6 - 3 3 7 See also J. Masson, ha religion populaire dans le canon 
^bouddhique pali, Louvain, 1942, pp. 126-129*
Mv, ch. I.
syp., p.145.
sacrifice and the buddhamanta replaces the incantation. According to the 
Sumangalavilas ini, a man 'possessed* by an evil spirit could be cured by 
reciting the Metta, Dha.jagga and the Rat ana Sutta for seven days. If this 
should fail, the demoniac was to be escorted to the monastery and made to 
perform such 'merit-producing* functions as worshipping the asana, lighting 
lamps and sweeping the courtyard of the stupa. After this, the Ma&gala 
Sutta was to be recited for the benefit of the spirit. Then he was to be 
addressed in an assembly to which the tree-deity of the monastery was also 
invited. Here he should be informed of the merit transferred to his credit 
and requested to release the demoniac from his hold. If the yakkha was 
obstainate in his refusal to listen to the saftgha, the Atanajiya Sutta 
was to be recited as an extreme and ultimate measure and appeals were to 
be made to the chief yakkhas and the deities informing them of his ob­
stinacy. A monk who observed the rules of ceremonial purity by abstaining
from both meat and food made from flour was to recite the sutta behind
1
closed <|oors guarded by mem bearing arms.
The magical potentialities of the Atanajiya Sutta were recognized even 
in the Pali Canon. Yet it was an incantation meant for the individual 
’protection' of the monks, nuns and devotees. In the commentary it is de­
veloped into an elaborate rite which accords an exorcizing function to the 
Buddhist monk. It was perhaps an attempt to absorb the yakkha cult into
^ ~ — ■ » > — —— “ •
Sumangalavilasini Vol. Ill pp.969-970.
2
higha Hikaya (PTS) Vol. Ill pp•194-207• For studies on this sutta, see 
Przyulski and Lalou, 'Notes de mythologie bouddhique', Harvard Jnl. of 
As. Stud., 1938, pp.40-46.
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the fold of Buddhist ritual. However, the evidence from the Bu tsar ana 
cited above testifies to the persistence of the parallel practice of pro­
pitiating yakkhas with sacrifices* Moreover, it is possible to surmise 
that the Id;ter practice found favour even among monks* The Dambadeni
ICatikavata forbids monies to offer sacrifices to yakkhas or to take part 
1m  exorcism.
In Buddhist literature, nagas occur as powerful beings who were, 
nevertheless, subservient to the Buddha. At Uruvela and later in the Cedi 
country, the Buddha subdued hostile nagas* Tales of nagas occur promin­
ently in the early legends about the visit of the Buddha to the Island found 
in the Dap avails a and the Mahavarjisa. A legend in the Culavamsa mentions 
a rite connected with the naga cult performed at Coka$$.a by a certain 
Mahanaga who lived in the sixth century to ensure his accession to the 
throne.4^
do
As would be expected, the naga cult seems to have been closely con­
nected with water; many of the nagas have been found near ponds and re­
servoirs. A figure of a naga was found by the Vannama^uva reservoir* Close 
to the reservoir is a semi-circular pond by which another figure of a naga
and fa single figure of a goddess* are cut on the rock. At Morakanda, a
_  _ _  , ™ _ _ _  . _ _ ™ _ _  .
up an rogaya nisa yakun kelavim^balitibim balibat kiyavim adi nosarup da 
nokata yutu. ICatikavat Sangara (D. B. Jayatilaka) *1955 p * 19. ” ”
Vlnaya Pitaka (mg) Vol. I pp. 24-25; Vol. IV pp. 108-110.
3Dv., oh. II; My., ch. I.
■■ ■■■■ ~ * ir urm m  *
4Cy-» 41.79-82.
5AR&S0 1897 p.8.
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naga carved in the round is placed in such a manner that it seems to emerge
1from the stream where it is found* Perhaps the most elaborate specimenof 
this type of sculpture is the anthropomorphic representation of a naga on 
a slab found on the bund of a tank at Gal Qya. He wears a crown which is 
shielded by a seven-headed hood. To his right is a dimunitive nagini with 
a prominent safikha symbol above her* Another feminine figure stands on his 
left* She holds a saAlcha with her right hand and is attended by a child*
On either side of his head, there is an attendant figure in a *flyingf
2 * posture. The location of the sculpture and the safckha symbols which appear
on it strengthen the probability of its connection with water*
It is natural to expect that in an agricultural society, the cult of
spirits connected with water would acquire the important magical function
of making rain* Evidence on this subject is meagre* The Mahabharata stales
that one of the blessings that Mapinaga conferred on Magadha where he was
3worshipped was to attract clouds to this area. Hiuen-tsang speaks of the
shrine of the nagaraja Elapatra at Taxila where people used to pray for rain 
4or fine weather. If this interpretation is accepted, one may surmise that 
?by erecting figures of nagas by reservoirs and honouring them, the devotees 
of this cult expected to ensure their supply of water*
Apart from their association with water, nagas are known in Indian
1mm. 1897 p.7. 
2AMS0 1953 pi. IX.
See p.312,.
^BeaI,_op*cit.» Vol. II p.l80| Eor further discussion on the connection of 
the laga-cult with water and rain, see J* Ph. Vogel, Indian Serpent-lore 
or the Nagas in Hindu legend and art, 1926, pp. 240-242, 251-256.
literature as guardians of treasures, particularly jewels.1 It is pro­
bably in this role that they occur frequently in monastic precincts.
Figures of nagas, both anthropomorphic and theriomorphic, occur on the
— — — 2 stelae of the stupas at Jetavanarama and Cetiyagiri. They occur more
often on the guardstones of the late-Anuradhapura and Polonnaruva periods," 
A rather unusual figurine of a twenty-one-headed naga was found in the 
relic chamber of a stupa near the Topav&va. Beneath the relic chamber ms 
a vautragala which contained forty-five figurines of nagas in nine ’family 
gamps’.^ Hone of these sculptures appear to have served a cultic purpose.
Nagas are given more importance in certain sculptured slabs found 
by Buddhist shrines. One of the most striking examples is a slab about 
four feet in height found at the Jetavanarama. On it is an imposing figure 
of a seven-headed naga. He wears a band below his head and lies coiled 
beneath a chatra. He is flanked by pilasters which support a band de­
corated with ’Buddhist windows’,'* A similar slab from Polonnaruva has a 
five-headed naga seated under a chatra. He is attended by two figures
seated on short pillar-like supports on either side* These slabs give
*
the impression that they were used for a cultic purpose. An instance of
1Vogel, op.oit,, pp. 131-132, 173-174*
2UHG Vol. I Pi. I pis. VIII, IX, X.
ARASC 1909 p.29 pi. LXVI. A. K. Coomarasvramjr, Bronzes from Ceylon.
191.4* pi. XX fig. 87. For the more recent discoveries at Padaviya see 
also ARASC 1954 pp.16-20.
4UH0 Vol. I Pt. I pi. VUIb; ASC Eleventh Report pi. X; ARASC 1894 pi. 
VIIc; OJSg Vol. II p.98, pi. IiVII.
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the reconciliation o f Indian Buddhism with the naga cult is recorded 
by Sung~yun who saw at TJdyana a Buddhist monasteiy situated by a lake 
which was 'occupied* by a naga kings 'The king of the country pro­
pitiates him with gold and jewels and other precious offerings which he 
casts into the middle of the tank; such of these which find their way
through a back exit, the priests are permitted to retain** The monastery
1depended on this income for its expenses* It is possible to imagine that ir 
a similar manner, the naga cult found a place in the Buddhist shrines of 
Ceylon, too.
An inscription found at a group of ruins to the east of the Abhaya-
2
giri monastery seems to support this surmise. This record is dated in 
the reign of a certain Senavarman. There were five kings who bore this 
name in the ninth and tenth centuries. The record is written partly in 
Tamil and partly In Sanskrit and contains an endowment made to a Buddhist 
shrine by a group of Tamils, to meet the cost of a religious festival*
It is interesting that the reference to the main image of the shrine is 
followed by a respectful reference to a naga - sistanaga-naraiyum.
Presumably, it refers to a second image at the shrine, though the frag­
mentary nature of the record precludes a definite conclusion. The present 
writer is not aware of any other reference to a naga by the name of &Lg$a* 
However,sig£a is a title applicable to a naga who had been 'disciplined*
^Beal, op.cit*, Yol* 1 p.64*
2SII Vol. XV No. 1405.
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or 'converted1 to the faith*
A pond which is situated within the grounds of the Cetiyagiri 
monastery at Mihintale is of particular interest in this connection*
This pond, known as Hagapoku^a today, is presumably identical with
“ 1 the Nagaso$$i built by Aggabodhi I* It is notable for the prominent
figure of a polycephalic naga carved in such a manner that it seems to
2 irise from its waters* It is possible that this pond, like thdlakes 
described in Chinese accounts, was used for a cultic purpose*
A statement in the Mihintale Tablets of Mahinda IV seems to support
this inference* While allocating resources for the maintenance of monastic 
buildings, the inscription lists the income from offerings made by devotees 
to the dage (relic shrine), mangul mahasala pi^image (shrine of the Stone 
Image), mahaboy ge (shrine of the bo tree), nayinda and the Miainaldevdun 
ge (the shrine of the goddess Miainal).^
Faranavitana^ has suggested that nayinda is derived from Skt* 
Hathendra , an epithet of the bodhisattva Lokanjha* He believes that 
Miainal is derived from Ma^inala. This, being similar to Mapipadma in 
meaning, is considered to be another name of Tara. But the term nayinda
does not occur in Sinhalese literature as an epithet of Lokanatha. The
** u 5usual Sinhalese derivative from Hathendra is W&tindu# The term nayi is
1Cv., 42,28.
2ARASq 1962 pis. II, XII. 
^EZ Vol. I pp. 92-3 11.A33-37.
'fejSG Vol. II P.57.
PFisara sandesayrfit w .  62, 128j Kavyasekhara vv. 15-24*
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a common derivative from naga and occurs in this sense in Dhampiya 
- 1Atuva Cr&tapadaya, a work contemporaneous with the inscriptions! nayinda 
is the Sinhalese equivalent of Skt. nagendra. It is also noteworthy that
“• m w i, i m r a i n u m a w n  v
inateferring to other shrines the term £© (house) is used.
Similarly, fta$inata is not known to occur In any Buddhist work as
an epithet of Tara. On the other hand, Mat was a common name among Sin-
2
halese women in the eighth and ninth centuries. The suffices -la and 
-1 vrere, according to Paranavitana, frequently added to proper names, 
evidently to indicate respect, e.g. Mihidala (Mihida = P. Mahinda) Hal 
(Ha = Skt. Haga), Deval (leva = Skt. Peva)..,1 ^ It Is thus evident that 
in this case Paranavitana considers Mai a derivative from the Skt* Haga»^~
It seems to he more platisible to trace the derivation of Mi^ iinal to Skt*
rr
Mayinaga (A hill in Hohapa was named after Mapinaga. ) The cult of a
— 6 w 
Maydnaga finds mention in the Mahahharata. In the description of Rajagyha
in the Sabhaparvan of the epic, ICygna refers to him: 1 ...her© is the ex­
cellent ahode of Svastika and of Ka$i-naga* Manu (Mayi?) hath made 
Magadha such that clouds cannot keep aloof from it.’ He is again mentioned
XDAG p.249.
2 -
Paranavitana, Sigiri Graffiti w.93, 95, 165, 543, 608,, 627*
3Ibid., Vol. I p.cxxiii.
A  ^ M. A*
Maninaga^. Minina. The use of the title devdu is not unusual* nagas were 
known as bhummadevata. In Bengal, the cult of the nagi was absorbed into 
Buddhism in the worship of Janguli. See N. H. Bhattasali, Iconography of 
Buddhist and Brahmanic sculptures in the .Dacca Museum, 1929, p.224j 
B. Bhattacarya, Indian Buddhist Iconography* 1924, pp# 78-80.
5Hv>, 34.89.
Mbh. Sabhap. 21.9-10; Vanap. 84.106-7.
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in the Vanaparvan in association with the city of Raj agyha; 1 Going
thence to Mapinaga, one will reap a benefit equal to a gift of thousand
kine, 'Whosoever pax^ talces of the water of the tirtha of Ma^inaga, had he
been bitten even by a venomous snake, the poison will have no effect on
1him*1 The excavations carried out by Marshall and Bloch at the shrine 
of Maniar Ma$h in Rajagpha revealed a circular structure decorated with 
stucco figures datable, on stylistic grounds, to the Gupta period* They 
include five figures of nagas and one of a nagini* This points to the 
possibility of a naginl associated with the cult of Ma$i and strengthens 
the probability that a nagini who bore the name Magd. found devotees in Ceylor 
Two figurines from the Leslie de Saram Collection in the Colombo 
Museum probably represent the cult of a nagini* They were listed by 
Cdomaraswamy as figures of Pattini. These identifications, however, are
not certain as he himself admitted,' Neither of the figures has any of the
2 3
attributes of Pattini* One is an erect figure which measures 22.5 cm.
The upper body of the figure is bare except for the ornaments and the
upavita. On the whole the dress and ornaments are comparable to those
wox*n by the naga figures on the guards tone s. The figure holds a flower in
either hand. It has a conical head-dress ornamented with cobra-hoods. A
figure of a stupa is found slightly above the forehead* A large hood of a
^ARASC 1905-6 pp. 103-106.
P
"A. R* Coomaraswamy, op.cit. p*12*
3
Ibid* 9 p.xvi, fig* 43*
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cobra shields the head# The second figure is 13»3 cm. in height#-1- It 
represents a female figure sitting cross-legged on what appears to be the 
coils of a cobra which holds its hood over her head* The dress and orna­
ments are similar to those of the first figure though the stupa symbol is 
missing* Both her hands are poised in the kataka mudra* The two figures 
have been dated, on stylistic grounds, to the 9th-10th centuries*
The continuance of this association of the naga cult with Buddhism 
in the Polonnaruva period is reflected in the title of one of the senior 
monies invited by Parakkamabahu I to particpate in the ‘purification1 of
■fckG sangha* Among those who came from the province of the yuvara.ia was
-» 2 —
thsra nagindapalliya* It does not seem likely that Nagindapalliya was a
name* On the other hand, the whole phrase could be rendered into English 
as the ‘chief incumbent of the shrine of the naga king'* It is evident 
from this passage that there was a well-known shrine of the nagas in the 
Dalclchip.adesa and that the incumbent at the time ranked high in the order 
of the sa&gha*
Evidence from both the chronicles and the inscriptions testify to 
the popularity of the Bra^ mapias and Brahmanic ritual during this period* 
Mahinda II (777-797) and Sena I (833-853) donated food to Brajjma^as.^ In 
the reign of Sena II (853-887) their influence was strong enough to win
1
A* IC* Coomaraswamy, op.cit*, pi. XVI, fig. 42*
2Cv., 78.9.
48.143-5; 50.5.
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royal patronage on a., grand scale* In a festival held in their honour,
Sena fed a thousand Brafcmagtas with milk-rice in Jewelled bowls, clothed 
them in new garments and presented each with a golden vessel filled with 
pearls and a costly jewel placed at the top* An inscription from the
reign of G-ajabahu II reveals that Kantalay was called Vijayaraja -
2 ^ caturvedi-maftgalam? presumably, there was a large number of Bra£mag.as
living there* Probably, it was named after Vijayabahu I# This may suggest
that the settlement was patronised by him. Another inscription from the
same reign records the establishment of sacrificial boundaries by a royal
official* Parakkamabahu I gave alms to Brajjma^as* The Bra^ uua^ a village
at ICttatalay received royal patronage again in the time of Bxssanka Malla*
In an inscription found there he records that he sat at that spot watching
the distribution of alms in the alms-hall he built in the Caturveda Brahma- 
5pura. It is rather significant that the chronicle records instances of 
patronage of Brahma$as without any apparent resentment, in fact, in this 
connection, Sena II is called -pufiflava, !one who accumulated merit1*
Culavamsa reveals that the Icings of the Polonnaruva period em­
ployed Bra&ma$as to perform rites prescribed by the Gyhyasutras and to
6interpret dreams and bodily marks* According to the account of the early
1Cv>, 51.65-67.
2EZ Vol. XV pp. 191-196.
5SII Vol. XV p.492 No. 1397.
4Cv., 73.32.
5E2 Vol. II pp.283-290.
6Cv.f 62.28, 46-7.
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life of Paraldcamabahu I, rites like Jatakamma, kappavedha, Annapasana,
Medhajanana, Hamakarapa and Upanayana were held strictly according to
1 —Brahmanic rules. Parakkamabahu X built a hall called Hemamandira for
the ceremonies of expiation (santi) performed by Bra&mapas.^ The nava-
graha£anti that Hissanka Malla attended was probably a similar ceremony
connected with the cult of planetai*y gods.
However, these rites appear to have acquired 'Buddhist1 characteristics
and undergone modifications to suit the local needs* The ceremony of the
first offering of food described in the story of DuJJdiagamapi in the
4:
Mahavamsa has few Brahmanical characteristics# It was preceded by an 
alms-giving and the children were fed with the left-overs from the food 
offered to monks* Similarly, the Upawayana rite of Paraldeamabahu was pre­
ceded by a Buddhist ceremony lasting three days during which the 'three
R.
jewels' were honoured with offerings of lamps and flowers#
On the other hand, it is possible to believe that Brahmapas were em­
ployed at Buddhist shrines for the performance of ritual functions* Fa- 
Hian mentions in his reference to the ceremonial concerning the Tooth 
relic that the king 'purified' himself 'according to the strictest Brad­
man! cal r u l e s I n  the Ruvanvalisaya inscription of ICalyanavati, Brshmapas
1Cv.l 62,42, 45, 53s 64.13-17.
2Cv., 73.71.
3EZ Vol. II pp. 146-8.
24.74-77.
5Cv, 64.15-17.
^Beal, op.cit** p.47*
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occur among the employees of the shrine.1 Presumably, their presence was
necessitated "by ceremonial requirements* According to the Srei Santhor
inscription of the Cambodian king Jayavarman V (968-1001), the pur'oM&a
had to bathe an image of the Buddha and recite Buddhist prayers* on
festival days. A Burmese inscription from lagan, dated in the twelfth
century, mentions Brafcmia#a astrologers as the functionaries who drew the
water at an auspicious time for the pez’formance of the partita ceremony.
Probably, the Brafcmap.as employed at the Ruvanvalisliy a performed similar
ceremonial functions.
Evidence of the rapprochement of Buddhism with the cults of Brahmanic
gods is found even in the Pali canon. In the Mahasamaya. Sutta, they occur
4as followers of the Buddha who flocked to listen to his discourses* In
Ceylon, the cult of gods persisted side by side with Buddhism. Mahinda II
5 -restored decayed temples of gods and made images for them. Parakkamabahu I
restored seventy-nine dilapidated shrines of gods and built thirteen new
ones in RajaraJJha; in Rohana, he repaired twenty-four shrines.^ There
7is no evidence to determine the identity of these gods* It has been sug­
gested that the cults of Agni and Parjjuna were prevalent in the tenth
h z  Vol. IV p.257 1.15.
2
L* P* Briggs, ’The syncretism of religions in South East Asia1, Jnl. Amer. 
Or. Soc. Vol. 71 Pt 4 p.241*
^Epig. Bjrm. Vol. H I  p*36*
^Digha nikaya (PT£>) Vol. II pp. 253-263*
5Cv., 48.145-5.
6Cv., 79.19, 22, 80,
7Cv., 57.5-8.
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1century. Other Brahmanic gods like Brahma, Surya and the Guardians of
the Four Quarters were honoured in Ceylon. And the cults of tree-deities
and local gods like Sumana and Vibhisa^a seem to have occupied a fairly
2
important place in the life of the people*
Apparently, Buddhism did not discourage the worship of gods. Vfhen
the author of the Culavamsa says that Vijayabahu 1 toolc nothing from the
property of the shrines of gods, he is illustrating the good qualities of
the king.^ Nissanka Malla records that he built a devalejat Rame^varam in
an inscription placed at a Buddhist shrine.^ The syncretic attitude of
Buddhism led to the absorption of some of these cults into the fold of
Buddhist ritual. Brahmanic gods adorn the stelae of the early stupas at
Anuradhapura. They also occur in the relic-chamber of stupas and the
yantragala receptacles found beneath the pedestals of images. A stupa
from Topav&vs. yielded figures of Brahma, Yaru^ ia, Yama, Indra, Maisrita,
5
Agni and Yig$u*
The reconciliation of these cults with Buddhism was probab3.y based 
on the idea that these gods were followers of the Buddha. In fact Sumana, 
the god of Suman&kb4;p.,was supposed to be a sotapanna. one who had reached
hrt. As. Vol. XVI pp. 167-190.
^Mv. 1.33-36. See alao the Mahmayuri JA. 1915» p.40.
5Cv., 60.77.
4EZ., Vol. XX pp.98-123.
5ARASC., 1909 pp.17-18.
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1
the initial stage of the path to salvation* He became closely associated
with Buddhism as the ’ guardian of the Footprint of the Buddha’* A strophe
in the Qulavamsa which states that Kassapa of Roha$a ’built the Khadira^i
monastery and honoured the god’ suggests a possible connection between the
2cult of IChadiraJ.1 Uppalavap$a and this monastery* The Uturoja fraternity 
of the Abhayagiri nikaya seems to have had connections with the cult of
3
Skanda* But the most significant piece of evidence on the close association 
of Buddhism with the cult of gods comes from the account of the origin of 
the Selantara fraternity* The prospective chief incumbent of this fraternity 
was made to prove that his appointment had the approval of gods by spending 
a night in a devapalli* It is evident from the Culavamsa that this practice 
was known even at the time the chronicle came to be written*^
The influence of Hahay an a encouraged the development within Sinhalese 
Buddhist ritual of the practice of worshipping bodhisattvas* Reference to 
this cult occurs in the Culavamsa as early as in the time of JeJ^hatissa II 
(328-357 A*D*), the sculptor, who is said to have carved a figure of a
r~
bodhisattva* Dhatusena had a complete set of regalia made for a figure
6of a bodhisattva he erected fin a special shrine. Sena II (833“853/ erected
1Mv., 1.33.
IOiadiraliviharam katva devam oa apu.iayi. Cv.. 45.55.
3See p. 4^5,
4See p*4-4-£
5Cv., 37.102.
6Cv., 38.67-68.
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a bodhisattva figure in the Mapimekhla pasada at the Jetavana monastery.
In a tenth century inscription from the Abhayagiri monastery, a king claims 
to have gilded the image of the bodhisattva of the Blue Shrine at the 
monastery*^
The popularity of the cult of bodhisattvas is evident also from the 
sculptures found in different paints of the Island* The specimens from 
Buduruvegala which Paranavitana dates to about the ninth century are of 
particular interest. Here, the colossal statue of the Buddha is flanked 
by large figures of the bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara and Mafgusri. Ava­
lokitesvara is attend ed by his sakti and a male figure while Manjusri is
3attended by two male figures* Another large figure in kingly attire from
Valigama has been identified by Hell and Paranavitana as a representation 
 ^ 4of Avalokitesvara. Two more life-size figures of this divinity, dated
by Mode to the latter half of the seventh century, have been found at
5Situlapawa and ICurukkalmadam•
Three bronze figures in the Nevill collection of the British Museum
and one in the Boston Museum of Pine Arts also attest to the popularity
6
of Avalokitesvara. Almost equally frequent in occurrence are sculptures 
of Tara. A large bronze figure In the Brptish Museum measuring 143*75 cm. 
in height, a small figurine in the same collection which measures 13.3 cm. 
and two small figurines from the Anuradhapura Museum have been identified
1Cv., 51.77.
2BZ., Vol. I p.222 1.22.
3OJSG Vol. II pp.50-51; ARASC 1955 p.24.
4CJSG Vol. II pp.49-50.
(cent.)
aa representations of this deity*1 Apart from these, bronze figures of
2 « «* — , 3
Yajrasattva (?), Vajrapani, Jambhala and Cuy4a have been found in Ceylon*
Except for the figure of Yajrasattva(?) which has been dated to the 5th- 
6th centuries,^ all the other bronze figures have been assigned, on con­
siderations of style, to the period from the eighth to the tenth centuries*
They seem to represent the wave of Mahayana influence which as evident from
5
the other sources spread over Ceylon during this period.
The cult of bodhisattvas was not confined to those nikayas which 
overtly acquiesced in Mahayana influences. The bodhisattva Mai'treya seems 
to have found favour with the followers of the Mahaviharst. A figure of 
Maitreya was unearthed among the ruins of the Thuparama monastery at 
Anuradhapura*^ Though not many figures of Maitreya have been found, the 
wide popularity of his cult is evident from certain records of this period 
which carry the warning that those who violated the regulations embodied 
therein would not be able to raise their handsm  adoration even if Maitreya
7
Buddha were to pass by their doors. An account of Maitreya is found in 
the Dharmapradlhlka, a commentary on the Mahabo dhivamsa, written during
( c o n t * 5
^Heinz Mode, Die Buddhist!sche Plastik auf Ceylon, 1963» pp.100-101 pis.
161, 162, 163. Mode’s dating is not based on clear evidence. The sculptures 
could be considerably later.
6Por the dating and the descriptions of the characteristics of these images 
see A. IC. Coomaraswamy, 'Mahayana Buddhist images from Ceylon and Java’,
JRAS 1909 pp. 283-297 pis. I figs. 1, 2, II figs. 1, 3; Memoirs of the 
Colombo Museum Series A Ho. 1, 1914 pp. 20-21; Catalogue of the Indian Col­
lection in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1923, Pt. I p.81,
1
Coomaraswamy wrongly identified the figures at the British Museum as re­
presentations of the goddess Pattini. See JRAS? 1909 pp. 292-293 pi. Ill 
figs. 2, 3* They have been more Decently identified as representations of 
Tara. See e.g. P. L* Prematilleke, Religious architecture and sculpture 
o.f-_Ceylon (unpublished thesis) Vol. I pp. 240-242. See also ARASC 1957
1
this period*
The parallel trends noticed above of borrowing* gods from the
Mahayana and of Converting1 Brahmanic and local deities to Buddhism
seem to have led to the formation of a Sinhalese Buddhist pantheon* Here
the term pantheon can be used only in a limited sense as it is not clear
whether the relative positions of these gods had been as yet worked out*
But the tonccptnof 1 Buddhist deities* (haMdha devatavan) appears in the
Ruvanv&Lisliya inscription of Nissanka Malla. These * Buddhist deities*
afforded protection to those who regularly performed Buddhist rituals*
Once they came to converse with Hissaftka Malla whilst he was engaged in
2
worshipping relics* It seems to have become part of popular belief
tcont.) pi. vi fig. l.
2
D. T. Devendra, The Buddha image mad Ceylon. 1957 > p*239* Prematilleke, 
op.cit*, Vol. I p.239* Vol. II pi* XCIV. It is difficult to_ determine 
whether this is a representation of Vajrasattva^or of Vajrapani* The 
figure wears a tall headdress and sits in the virasana, a pose unusual for 
Vajrapa^T. The virasana is usually associated with the Buddha. On the 
other hand* it carries the va.jra in the right hand but not the gha&ta; 
Vajrasattva usually carries both the ghantfa and the va.jra*
5JBAS 1909 pp. 285, 228-290, 291-292 Pis. I figs. 3, 4; II fig. I;
Catalogue Ind. Col. Bos* Mus* Fine Arts pp. 82-84*
^Prematilleke, op.cit. Vol. I pp. 239-240.
^See p.4-11 .
^Mem.Cbo.Mus. Ser* A Ho. 1 p.20 PI. V fig. 9* The figure was dated by 
Ooomaraswamy to the seventh century. Prematilleke prefers to date it to the 
8th«10th centuries. Prematilleke. op.cit.. pp. 235-236.
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that these deities would protect the Island in times of calamity#
According to the Mahavagtsa, the Buddha in his death-bed charged Sakka with
the protection of the Island# Sakka entrusted this task to Uppalava#pa.^
The Pu.javaliya and the Bu&avamsa explain that the invasioijfof Magha took
place at a time when the powerful deities who protected the Island had
become disinterested in their task owing to the many misdeeds committed
2by its inhabitants#
The use of the term 'Buddhist deities' may imply a belief in the 
presence of deities who were not so friendly towards Buddhism# By the 
Polonnaruva period, 'Saivism had become an important force with many ad­
herents# It is possible that the rivalry which prevailed between Buddhists 
and the followers of Siva in South India spread to Ceylon# daiva nayanars
JB 4tfe»
like Tirunag.ajampantar and M &pilckava§akar who were |>&rticularly associated 
with the militant attitude that daivism adopted towards Buddhism and Jainism 
were irorshipped in Ceylon* It is likely that the cult of the nayanars 
fostered a certain amount of enmity between the Buddhists and the $aivists# 
$iva occurs among the gods attending on the Buddha in the murals of the 
relic chamber of the Mahiyaftgana stupa*^  But it is not very likely that 
there was a rapprochment between Buddhism and the worship of &i.va.
1Mv.f 7.1-5. 
2P,jv.. p.108; 0v>, 80.54-55.
*5 *P* Arunachalam, 'Polonnaruva Bronzes and ^iva worship and symbolism*,
JRASCB Vol. XXIV pp. 221-222; C# &odakumbura, 'Bronzes from Polonnaruva',
JBASCB(NS) Vol. VII Pt. II p#244*
4AEAS0 1951 p.17-18.
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In addition to the cultic practices which were brought within the
folds of its ritual, Buddhism provided ceremonial and even magical
practices to meet the religious needs of the people* The power of the
Buddha and Buddhist rites were considered to be potent magical forces
which could counter the adverse effects of even those calamities like
plague, famine and drought. In the past, the legends,*. claimed, the
Buddha Kakusandha visited Ceylon and cured the inhabitants of the plague
through his miraculous powers.’*' ICagtagamana came to the Island in a time
2of drought and famine and caused rain.
Perhaps, the most popular rite in Buddhism was the recitation of
the paritta. Paritta was supposed to be a charm which could be used for
the personal protection of the individual. It was also an efficacious
and potent rite which could serve the whole community by warding off
danger of drought, bad harvest, illness and harms caused by evil spirits.
In Burma, it was believed that even the worst crimes could be mitigated
3by the recitation of paritta* As such it became an important rite in 
the life of the people. The knowledge of the section of the ssriptures which 
contained the paritta was considered an essential prerequisite for admission 
to the Order
1P.jv.. p.50.
2P.1v.. P*52.
M. Bode, the Pali literature of Burma p.12.
4EZ Vol. 1 p.48 1.38; Vol. Ill p.264 1.21.
mThe rite consisted of the recitation of prescribed suttas to charm
thread and water. When used as a charm for personal protection the water
was sprinkled on the body and the thread worn. The Telapatta Jataka refers
1
to the use of charmed sand and thread to secure protection from yakkhas. 
According to the Mahavamsa, the god IJppalavap§.a came to meet Vijaya and 
his follox-rers when they landed on the Island. He sprinkled them with water 
from his vessel and tied a charmed thread round their arms* Later on,
M*
the chronicle says, one of them ms caught by a yakkhini;1 But because of
the power of the magic thread (paritta sutta) she could not devour him,
and though he was entreated by the yakkhini» the man would not yield up
the thread*# The gutnan'g^ Iayli-asihl-.L,as mentioned earlier, commends the
paritta as a charm against evil spirits. Manabhara$a held a paritta
3 -recital when he heard that his queen had conceived. Parakkamabahu I built
a mansion called Pahcasattali specifically for the recitation of paritta
4to charm thread and water.
Kings held paritta recitals on a grand scale in times of grave 
calamity. The OuHaramsa describes the performance of this rite in the reign 
of Upatissa I (365-406 A.D.) when the land was ravaged by famine and plague. 
Monies walked round the wall of the inner city throughout the night chanting
'S'ausboll, Jataka Vol. I p.39*
2E v > ,  7.6-9, 14. 
5Cv*, 62.31,34.
73.73.
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the Ratana Sutta and sprinkling water, This was done in accordance with
the way the Buddha is said to have charmed the city of Vesali against
famine and illness, This combination of incantations and what seems to
be sympathetic magic is said to have had the desired result. '¥hen
morning dawned,1 the chronicle states, ’a great cloud poured rain on the
1
earth. Those who suffered from disease, being well, held a festival,1 
The rite was performed again in the reign of Sena II. Hq had the Ratana 
Suita engraved on gold plates. The image of Ananda^was taken round the 
city in procession while monies chanted the paritta and sprinkled water to 
charm people against illness. He himself was consecrated with it at the 
Mahathupa. The procedure was written down for annual performance. Kassapa 
V had the rite performed to ward off the plague and to ensure a good harvest.
With the influence of Tantrie Buddhism, the use of dharanis. Tantric 
incantations, was introduced to Ceylon. Invocations addressed to Vairocana, 
dikhi, Gaganabuddha, Akasagarbha and Tara asking favours varying from 
spiritual benefits like salvaton and destruction of sorrow to help in 
essentially mundane matters like overcoming fatigue and removal of ob­
struction in the vital organs, are found on copper tablets at the Vijaya-
rama* They have been dated on palaeographic consideration to the ninth 
4century. Evidently, their use was popular even in the twelfth century,
10v., 37.3-89-198.
2Cv., 51.79-82; sea also .p. •
5Cv., 52.80.
ASC Sixth Progress Re-port. July to September 1891, Appendix A pp. 12-14.
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For a "building called the dharanighaya was erected by Parakkamabahu I
1
for the recitation of these incantatbns*
Apart from these rites which were supposed to be magically potent,
festivals and ceremonial which grew round many different cult objects
played an important part in the religious life of the Buddhists. The
magnificence of a festival would be determined by the in.importance and
the prestige enjoyed by the cult object for which it was performed* One
may surmise that the importance of cult objects that a monastery possessed
and the scope it offered for cultic activity would largely determine the
following that the monastery would have. Monasteries employed special
2
officials to attend to the organization of these festivals. The popu­
larity of these cult objects is reflected in the extensive literature which 
grew round them which includes works like the Kesadhatuvamsa, Dajhavassa, 
Dhatuvamsa, Mahabodhivamsa, Thupavamsa and their commentaries.
The Cuivamsa speaks of relic-festivals (dhatuptLia)he 1 d by Kassapa IV, 
Sena 1X1 and Mahinda IV. The Anuradhapura slab inscription of Kassapa V
and the Kaludiyapoku#a inscription of Sena III also refer to ’relic
A
festivals’ and 1 relic-processions’. The Hair-relic was at the Mariccava£j;i
5 6monastery. Sene I held a festival for it. Another relic, the chinna-
1
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pafadhatuka, is mentined in the Oulavastsa in connection with the reign
of Mahinda V. Wijessingte believed that this was a 'forehead band1*
Geiger has suggested that it could have been a strip of cloth from the 
2Buddha's robe *
The festival held in honour of the Tooth relic was perhaps the
most popular and elaborate ceremony of its kind* The association with
this relic would have been one of the important reasons for the popularity
3
of the Abhayagiri monastery. Ea-Hian who visited Ceylon in the fifth 
century reports that every year, in the middle of the third month, the 
relic was taken in procession from the shrine in the centre of the city 
to the Abhayagiri monastery* If Fa~Iiian was following the Chinese calendar, 
this would fall in about the beginning of April. It was kept there for
» t
three months when it was brought hick to the city* According to the Culavamsa
Sena II held a festival in honour of this relic. Even at this time the
celebrations were held at the Abhayagiri monastery5 Sena is said to have
gone into the Ratanapasada at this monastery during the course of the
festival. After the period of the Co^a occupations, Vijayabahu I built a
5
new shrine for the relic and regularly held festivals in its honour.
1Cv., 55.17.
2 -
Geigers Cv# transl. Vol. I p*187, see also n.3* A stupa in which the robe 
of the Buddha had been enshrined is mentined in the Sihvp. p.7.
3
Beal, op.cit., p.48*
In the reign of Parakkamabahu I, the Tooth relic was taken in pro-
- 1cession round the city. The Culavatflsa gives a detailed description of 
this festival. The relic was inserted into a hollowed-out jewel filled 
with scented paste. The jewel was deposited inside a reliquary of precious 
stones and this was plaoed in a casket of gold. This casket, together with 
the Bowl relic, was placed on a seat inside a wheeled pavilion made of gold. 
The pavilion of the relic guarded by Lambaka$#.as and other men of high rank 
who carried whisks, parasols and swords was accompanied by hundreds of 
other vehicles bearing dancing girls and musicians. The king himself, 
attended by his dignitaries, accompanied the relics on an elephant, honour­
ing them all the while. After the relics were brought back to their shrine 
a festival of lamps was held in their honour for seven days. As evident 
from the Bajadaslrita, the procession of the Tooth relic became more
elaborate by the fourteenth century. An important development was its
_ that
association with the paritta. The Daladasirita prescribe^ seven or at least
five monks should continuously recite the paritta before the relic, And
during the procession, the monks held the charmed thread attached to the
2festal car and chanted the paritta as they followed it.
Fa-Hian makes aninteresting statement in his description of the 
honours paid to the Tooth relic. As a result of the regular performance of 
these rites, he maintains, the kingdom suffered 'neither from famine,
10v., 74.198-248.
2 —Daladaslrita p.51*
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1 ~calamity nor reyalution*. The Culavamsa, too, speaks of the special
powers of the relic« Heavy rain poured forth when the relic was taken
in procession. Yet, no obstruction was caused to the procession as the
2cloud moved along before it* In the reign of Parakkamabahu IX when
the country was ravaged by a drought caused by the evil influence of the
planets, the Tooth relic was taken in procession round the city. This
3 wi*brought forth abundant rain* The Daladasirita prescribes that the relic
should be taken in procession in times of drought.^ It is thus evident that 
both the recitation of the paritta and the rituals connected with the 
Tooth relic were associated with important magical functions of curing illness, 
exorcism and particularly of making rain.
The reigns of Parakkamabahu 1 and Nissahka Malla saw a, profusion of 
stupas, especially at Polonnaruva, the foremost works heing the Damijcthupa, 
Rankotvehera and the ICirivehera. This period rivals the stupa-building 
phase of the early Anuradhapura period in both the size and the number 
of stupas built. The erection of new stupas or the change of the capital to 
Polonnaruva did not appreciably diminish the popularity of the s tup as at 
Anuradhapura. The esteem in which especially the Mahathupa was held is ■
reflected in the appearance of literary works like the Thupavamsa and the
1 ~ ” '*   ' ’
Beal, op.cit*, p.47*
2Cv., 74.239-240.
3Cv.87.3-9.
4 *
Daladasirita p.53*
5ARASC 1909 p.6; 1910-11 pp.28-29? 1911-12 pp. 86-89? UHC Vol. I Pt. IX
pp. 593-595.
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costly festivals that were held in its honour.
A different concept of relics appears in two Sinhalese works, the 
Pu.javaliya and the Saddharmalankara, dated to the thirteenth and the four­
teenth centuries respectively. They refer to sasanapratistha lik6 the Bo- 
tree and the dharmadhatu which prevent the establishment of the authority 
of non-Buddhist rulers over the Island. Further, the Saddharmalankara 
mentions a type of stupa, the dharmacaitya, where scriptural works like
the Dhamsan&unu (P, Dhammasangagi) and the Pratityasamutpada were en- 
2shrined,
The practice of enshrining fragments of scriptures in stupas was 
widely spread over the Buddhist world. Traditions of Buddhist kings de­
positing canonical and commentarial works in stupas are found in the ac-
7
counte of Chinese pilgrims who visited India.J Plates bearing excerpts
flu /I,
frmm the Pratityasamutpada were found at ICasia* Similar tablets containing
the formula ye dharrna etc. inscribed in the so-called pre-Nagari script
5have been found in Central Java. According to Stein, the practice of
depositing manuscripts in stupas is illustrated in the paintings of Tun-
huang.^ These deposits were known as dharmadhatu. Grunwedel has pointed
*S[!Z Vol. II pp.70-83; Vol. IV pp. 253-260; see also p.®4.& .
Pjv,^ p.49; Saddharmalankara (Bento^a Saddhatissa), 1934, p.388; Saddharma- 
ratnakaraya XKosgo$a Fanavimala) 1931, p.298.
3
See e.g. I-tsing p.150; Beal, op.cit., p.194.
4ARASI 1910-1911 p.74.
5F.D.IC. Bosch, Selected studies in Indonesian archaeology, Hague, 1961 p. 171-1 
197*
- 1out that they were also known as pratigfha.
There is strong reason to believe that the practice of honouring
the dharmadhatu was known for a long time before the thirteenth century.
It is evident from the Culavaflisa and the Njkaya sangrahaya that the
dharmadhatu containing the writings of the Vaitulya nikaya brought by
a merchant from India in the leign of Silakala (530 A.D.) was housed by
the king in a shrine close to the palace. He instituted the practice of
talcing it each year to the Jetavana monastery where a festival was held 
2in its honour.
By the reign of Kassapa V, this rite had been adapted to suit the
requirements of the Therevada, The Phammasangani was inscribed on gold
plates adorned with jewels and was placed in a shrine in the centre of
the city. The king appointed his own sn to guard it. This shrine finds
mention in a tenth-century inscription of a person who describes himself
as the guardian of relics at the shrine of Dhamsangupu.^  Every year the
king carried it, riding his elephant at the head of his army through streets
decorated with great pomp, to the ‘relic shrineT of a monastery which may
r*
be identified with the Max’iccavafi;ivihara,') Here, a great festival was held 
in its honour.
^Grunwedel, Mythologie. ., p. 110,
2
Cv,, 41.37-40; Niks,, pp. 19-20; see also pp. 4*74 ff* .
£2>> 52.48-56; E2 Vol. I pp. 46-47 11.10-11.
4EZ Vol. Ill p.133.
5
This occurs soon after mention of the Mariccava^Jiivihara. The monastery 
in question is described as one built by the king. The Mariccava££ivihara 
is the only one which fits the description.
3
9 9
It is clear from this that the idea of dhammadhatu found accept­
ance among the Theravadins of the 'orthodox1 school* However* evidence 
for the prevalence of the practice of enshrining dhammadhatu in stupas 
has been found so far only at monasteries which came within the Abhayagiri 
nikaya. According to a tradition preserved in the Saddharmaratnakaraya, a
certain king Kassapa enshrined dhammadhatu in the Abhayagiri stupa which
1he rebuilt, raising it to a height of 140 cubits* The only Kassapa who 
is known from other sources to have repaired this sbupa is the fourth king 
of that name. A number of copper plaques bearing inscriptions in the Sin­
halese script of the eighth or the ninth century were found at the Indika- 
Jusaya at Mihintale. They contain excerpts from Sanskrit Buddhist works
~  ~  , 2
like the Pra.jflaparamita and the Kasyapaparivr11a. Evidently, tie worship
of the dhammadhatu was introduced to Geylon and practised bj^  the Maha- 
yanists. The idea was borrowed by the Theravadina to develop a ritual to 
suit their particular requirements.
The worship of the Bo-tree associated with the Enlightenment of the 
Buddha was an essential part of Buddhist ceremonial. The Mahabodhivamsa, 
an ornate poem of a certain thera Upatissa which testifies to the popularity 
of this cult, has been dated to the tenth century* G-uru^ ugomi who is placed 
in the twelfth century by most scholars wrote a Sinhalese commentary on 
this work called the Pharmapradipika* According to the Oulavamsa, it was
1
Saddarmaratnakaraya, p.333; F.iv. p. 103.
ARASC 1911-12 pp. 44-46; EZ Vol. XII pp.199-212; Vol. IV pp. 238-242.
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customary to hold a festival in honour of the Bo-tree at the Mahavihara
in the twelfth year of each reign."*- The festival held by Sena II is
2mentioned in the chronicle. The Mihintale Tablets allocate two kaland
of gold towards the cost of festivals for the two Bo-trees at the monastery
- the Somnas Mahabo and the Ruvanasun Mahabo.
It is hardly necessary to dwell on the wide popularity of image
worship. Apart fro>m images of the Buddha, statues of other important
personages like Mahinda and of bodhisattvas and their saktis were used as
cult objects* The colossal image of the Buddha has already come into
vogue by the beginning of the period under consideration. The image
at ^aligavela which measures 34 ft. in height las been dated to the early
4seventh century* The thirty-eight foot colossus at Aukana dates probably
5from tie eighth or the ninth century. Images of such large proportions 
found at sites in Sasseruva, Tantrimalai, Klahara, Ataragallava and 
Buduruvegala have been dated to the late Anuradhapura period; no specific 
evidence is available to enable a more precise dating. As evident from 
the images at Gal Vihara and the three main pafimagharas of Polonnaruva - 
the Thuparama, the Tiva&kapimaghara and the Lankatilaka - the colossal 
image retained its popularity in the Polonnaruva period. The Tivankapaji- 
maghara is of special interest owing to its unusual image which is in the
1Cv., 38.57.
2Cv., 51.78.
3EZ Vol. I pp.94-95 ll.B8,12.
4ARAS0 1954 p.27.
5ARASC 1934 pp.21-22.
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tribhanga, the *triplet-bent’ pose.
The colossal image of this period is obviously a representation of
the 1 super-humanf aspect of the Buddha’s personality. |his is in acoord
wiih the ideas that underlie the treatment of the Buddha in literary works
like the Butsarana. In these works he is presented as a powerful and heroic
figure who overcomes and subdues both human and super-human foes. Such a
concept would have suited? for one? the demands of a period of intense
riveJLry between the Buddhist and Hindu faiths*
Early image houses were built of materials easily susceptible to decay
and hence only their foundations remain. A later type? built of brick?
- - 1
is found at the Jetavanarama, It is surmounted by a vaulted roof from 
which it receives the name gedige. This type of image house followed a 
ground-plan which incorporated a circumambulatory path (pradakgin aphtha) 
to meet, perhaps, a new need of Buddhist ceremonial. It is a development
of this type that is represented by Polonnaruva by the three image houses
, - 2 -
mentioned above. The Lankatilaka, built by Parakkamabahu I, is the tallest
and perhaps the most impressive of these buildings. It measures 124 ft. 
by 66 ft.6 ins. at its full length and the greatest breadth. The preserved 
portions of its walls rise to a height of 55 ft. and its doorposts measure 
40 ft. in height. The interiors of the image houses are arranged like the 
South Indian Hindu temples in the mandapa-antarala-garbhagrha order; but
1See fp - 3 S' •
2AMSC 1910-1911 pp. 30-38.
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it is not clear whether this similarity reflects similarities in ritual,
As in the case of relics, elaborate festivals were held in honour
of images* The author of the Culavagtsa states that the annual festival of
the image of Mahinda was held up to his own day in the manner specified
by Birimeghava^a in the fourth century* Then he goes on to give in great
ditail what appears to be an eye-witness’ account of the festival* It began
on the eighth day of the month of Pubbakattika (October-Rovember) when the
gold image of Mahinda was brought to the Cetiyagiri monastery at Mihintale#
The following day, it was taken in a procession led by the king to the
Sotthiyakara monastery near the eastern gate of the city* On the twelfth
day, it was taken to the lahavihar a where a festival was held in its
honour forihree months* Then it was taken to be housed in a shrine close to
the palace. Another ceremony was held in its honour on the last day of
1
the season of Retreat, Ceremonies connected with images of Mahinda were
held also by Dhatusena and Aggabodhi I on the bund of the Mahinda tank*
The concentration of many important cult objects at the capital would
have attracted a large number of pilgrims from the provinces. Pilgrimages
to worship at the important shrines scattered over the Island became a common
practice* After his capture of Polonnaruva, Vijayabahu I left on a pilgrim-
3
age lasting three months,
1Cv., 37.66-90.
20v., 38.58; 42.29-30.
30v., 59.3.
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The Suma$&cu$a, where, according to popular tradition, the 'foot- 
print-relics'( (padalasda) of the four buddhas of the present Icalpa were 
preserved became a popular centre of pilgrimage during this period.
Evidently, this shrine was known and revered even at the time when the 
Mahavamsa was written. The Oulavamsa mentions routes which led to this
- * - - n ||,I trtTTMIIUH Jl I > ail nil lI lWiillM
place from llajaigajjha through Kadaligama and from the province of Huva# The
2
king built and endowed rest houses for pilgrims who came along these routes*
It is possible that there was another route from the province of Maya
- 3 —through Gilimaleya* Confirmation of the evidenceiM the Culava^sa is found
in an inscription from Ambagamuva which records the erection of rest-
houses at intervals of five gavu on the way from Rajarajijha and the grant
of lands for their maintenance and the provisior|of necessities for two
monies*^  Later on, Mssanka Malla went with his whole entourage to pay homage
to the shrine; he restored the property of the shrine which had been con-
5 -fiscated by his predecessors* He also visited shrines at Anuradhapura,
mm fa
Velgama, Madirigiri, Dambulla, KalaijLiya, Devundara and Mahagama, The 
popularity enjoyed by the Suma^alcufa is reflected in an ornate Pali poem 
on the shrine, the Saraanta.kufavamj.ana, which has been assigned to the 
Polonnaruva period by some scholars*
1EZ., Vol. II p.213 1.26.
^Cv.. 60.64-66.
3Identified by Geiger as the village of same name in the ICuruvifi Korale 
in the Ratnapura District, Cy., trsl. Pt. I p.221 n*2* The discovery at 
Gilrmale of a duplicate of the Ambagamuva inscription (see fn*4) seems to 
confirm this suggestion. CJSG Yol. II p.185*
EZ.f Vol. 11 pp.202-218.
\ v., 80,24; OJSS Vol. II NO. 378.
6j)z. Vol. II p.Ill 11.B.10; p.173 11.29-31.
The growth of the popularity" and the importance of ritual in 
Buddhism is reflected in a statement in a ninth century inscription from 
the Abhayagiri monastery. According to this record, offerings (satra) 
were to be performed without fail even if it involved the disruption of 
the ecclesiastical acts (saarighakarya) of the Order? those responsible 
for disruption of offerings were to 1b expelled from the monastery.1 Mona­
steries seem to have employed special officials to look after the performance 
2
of these rites.
W^iave already mentioned that certain days of the year were set
apart for annual religious festivals. Apart from those mentioned above, the
full moon day of the month of Vesakha, traditionally connected with the
main events in the life of the Buddha, was considered particularly suitable
for religious activity. Sena II celebi’ated this festival with the poor
3 ~people, treated them to food and clothing. Parakkamabahu X celebrated it
annually.^- The uposatha days of the month were traditionally set apart
for alms-giving, observance of higher precepts and ritual activity. The
second and third kings who took the name Sena gave alms to the poor on
uposatha days, Yijayabahu 1 and Parakkamabahu 1 observed the precepts
of higher discipline on the days of the uposatha.^ The Mihintale Tablets
1satravighatagi kurvatapi na vastavyam sanghakaryavighatepi satravighato na 
kartavyah. B2 Yol. I p.5 11.18-19,
i ■ • --  i ~~"  n in- n. w w w  w
2
See the interpretation of olkami in pp*i I £ 2* ■
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X
mention festivals held on uposatha days. Such ceremonies provided
occasions which brought the community together. The monastery derived an
2
income from the stalls which were set up for trade on these days.
Presumably, ceremonies and festivals were fixed for astrologically
auspicious hours. The festival held by Vijayanavan at the Mahathupa was
-  3
fixed for the asterism of Visa* An astrologer was in the pay of the
4Getiyagiri monastery at Mihintale.
The rituals concerning cult objects, especially the images, seem 
to have been based on the idea that they should be treated like living 
persons. As such they were bathed, dressed and served with food. Hiuen-
5
tsang records that the Tooth relic was bathed thrice a day. The Sala-
dasirita, too, refers to the preparation of unguents to be used in the
6bathing of the Tooth relic. A more detailed description is found in an 
account m  the Saddharmaratnakaraya of the rites performed at 3)}ianyakajaka
7
by a Sinhalese monk. Tho sfcone image was bathed daily. The marble image
was covered with a layer of scented paste two inches in thickness. Sewan- 
8
niya flowers were fixed on the paste so that the image looked like a figure
1EZ Vol. I p.93 11.A44-45.
2
See p. 1 6'5-
3EZ Vol. IV p.256 1.1.
4See 1Z Vol. I p.96 1.B32.
5
Beal, op.cit.t p.443.
S '*Daladasirlta p.51.
7Saddharmaratnakaraya pp.500-501.
8
Rosa Centifolla, Rosa Damascena. p. 1084.
made of flowers. The following day itwas bathed firstly in perfumed water,
secondly in sesame oil and thirdly in milk* Then it was rubbed with unguents
and finally bathed in clear water.
The Velaikkara inscription, mentions an annual ceremony of applying
1collyrium on the eyes of a Buddha image* images were sometimes adorned
in extravagant manner. Dhatusena is said to have presented the stone image
at the Abhayagiri monastery with a robe made of gold, a wig made of dark
2blue gems and net of gold for the feet* Kassapa IV presented ornaments
for the images (patimhbhaVa a^) of the shrine he built. Deva, the queen of
Kassapa V, offered a crest jewel (culamaftl), a robe, a net to cover the
4
feet and a parasol to the Buddha image at the Mariccavajiji monastery. 
Arrangements made for the provision of food are evident from a tenth cen­
tury inscription from %)pavala which records the deposit of four kaland
of gold to pay for curd, honey and two pat of rice to be offered daily
5to the Bo-tree and the Buddha image at the site.
Similarly, the popularity of the practice of honouring cult objects 
with lamps, flowers andjncense necessitated arrangements at monasteries for 
the regular provision of these items* A number of inscriptions from this 
period x*ecord endowments made for the supply of oil and wicks for lamps
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1at various shrines. The Getiyagiri monastery employed two florists
to supply white flowers and one to supply a hundred and twenty blue
lotuses each month to the relic shrine; there was another florist attached
2
to the shrine of the stone image. Women who made garlands were employed
at the Mahathupa,in the reign of Kalya$avati.^ The dummalassamun employed
at the relic shrine and the image house of the Getiyagiri monastery probably
4performed the task of fumigating the shrines by burning incense. The
1 four kinds of perfume’ 9 incense of lcaluval and camphor were used for this
purpose. Offerings of perfume was such an important item in ritual that
the Mahathupa had perfumers (osandavafuvan) in its employ.^
A ceremony of the 'consecration' (abhiseka) of a Buddha image is
mentioned in the account of the reign of K a s s a p a  j in the Oulavamsa, It
also alludes to a similar ceremony having been held in the reign of 
6Dhatusena, The Mihintale Tablets speak of the 'consecration' of the
Buddha (budbisev) in the relic house and the shrine of the image. It
7appears that both oil and water were used in this ritual. Though it is 
not possible to exactly determine the significance of this rite it is 
possible to suggest that it was connected with the idea found in Mahayana
See e.g. EZ Yol. I p.96 1.B35; Vol. II p.18 11.019-21. ARA.80 1953 
p.27 No.20.
2EZ Yol. I p.96 11.B35-40.
3EZ Yol. IY p.257 1.17, p.260 n.6.
4EZ Yol.- I p.96 11.B24V38.
5See fn.3.
6Cv., 38.67; 39.6-7.
7EZ Yol. I p.96 11.B42-43.
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works like the Avatamsaka Sutra that the tenth or the highest stage of
spiritual progress of a bodhlsattva was attained after a 'consecration*
*1
(abhigeka). It seems also indicative of the practice of developing 
these rituals on the basis of rites connected with royalty,
The monastery was not merely the venue for the performance of rituals. 
It remained, as it had always been, a place where the community could con­
gregate and listen to discourses and take part in religious discussions. 
In the fourth century, Pa-Hian noted that public sermons were regularly held
within the city of Anuradhapura on the eighth, fourteenth and the fifteenth
2 —days of the month, Vijayabahu I is said to have encouraged preachers with
"5 — • 4presents, Parakkamabahu I and Bissanka Malla built halls for sermons.
Sometimes laymen delivered sermons* ICassapa Y was a well known preacher.5
The Mihintale monastery engaged lay preachers (bana vatjarana damin) who
were given land allotments for their maintenance.^ We may surmise that
didactic and edificatory stories from the life of the Buddha were popular
subjects for such sermons, Parakkamabahu I appointed a preacher to relate
7
stories and built a special shrine for the purpose. The popularity of
^Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Ease, A-Aca, 1961, pp.125-130,
2
Beal, op.cit.» p.47.
^Cv., 60«20.
4Cv. 73.72, 81; EZ Vol. II pp.165-178.
"’See p. 4-£'5'
EZ Vol. I p.96 1.B39.
^Gv. 73.72.
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these Jatalca tales is evident from the paintings in the shrines of this 
1
period. Sometimes, sermons on the higher metaphysical doctrines were
2
also held as in the reigns of Sena II, Kassapa V and Mahinda IV.
The enjoyment of musical entertainments was not viewed with particular 
favour in early Buddhism • Certainly, the monies were hound by their rules 
of discipline to abstain from such indulgences. Hence it is rather signi­
ficant that music seems to have played an important role in most of the 
rites andceremonies of thi^period. The use of musi^made the rites more 
attractive. Presumably, drama, dance and music, like literature, were 
expected to ’rouse the serene joy (pasada) and emotion (sagtvega) of the 
faithful1. The use of music was not an innovation made during the period 
under discussion. The festivals held by Bhatikabhaya and Mahadafhika 
Mahanaga in the first century A.D. at the Mahathupa and the Cetiyapabbata 
respectively were attended by dance-drama (nafanacca), song and instrumental
3
music. Songs and dances in honour of the Mahathupa were a part of the
festivities held by Mahinda IV. ^ Vijayabahu I had dances performed in
5honour of the Buddha. The use of musical entertainments in relic pro­
cessions finds mention in a tenth century inscription of Jidipada Mahinda
"The Vessantara, Aaanka, Sasa, Tupjila, Vidhura, Cuttila, Culla Paduma, 
Mafcribala, Mugapakkha, Sama, Maha Sudassana and IJmmagga Jatakas have been 
identified among the paintings on the walls of Tivanka image houses.
ARASC 1909 p.32.
2Cv., 51.79; 52.49; 54.36. 
%v., 34.59, 60, 77. 
4Cv>, 54,37-38.
5Cv., 60*18.
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X -TO
from Mayilagasfoja, In the reign of Parakkamabahu I, music was 
employed in ritual dn an elaborate scale. Dancers and musicians, both 
male and female, playing lutes, flutes and diums followed the Tooth relic
2when it was taken in procession, honouring it with song, dance and music.
The regular use of musical entertainment in Buddhist ritual led, at 
least by the time of Kalya^iavati, to the engagement of musicians in the 
service of the monastery. The Puvanvalisaya inscription of this reign refers
to dancers, singers and musicians adept at playing drums, conches and the
3 4!five instruments', in a list of the employees of the shrine. According
to the Daladasirita. a large orchestra in which thirty six instruments are
5listed was employed at the shrine of the Tooth lelic.
Some evidence in the Mihintale Tablets seem to suggest that the
practice of employing musicians in the regular service of monasteries dates
eleve i/v
back to a much earlier period. This record refers to a group of^employees 
called aj.i led by another called alinavak.^  Wickremasinghe took the term
ali as derived from alikkam and translated it as 'painters'. But this seems
improbable as the term sittarak, too, occurs in the list of employees. There 
is no doubt that sittarak connotes 'painter'. The sittarak received a land 
allotment of two kiri; the alinavak received two payas of land and a daily 
allowance of one aflmana and one pat of rice while his assistants received
1EZ Vol. II pp.60-61 11.13-21.
2Cv., 74.216-218.
Two drums (davul, tammattan) and three wind instruments (horana,
nagasinnam and sakT are listed in the Sinhalese works. See p,969*') 
Sorata takes pagtcayan as one instrument,
4EZ Vol. IV p.256 11.15-16.
(cont,)
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x
a similar allotment of land with a vasag each. In contemporaneous
inscriptions from South India, the temple musicians occur in groups of
eleven. A record of Rajaraja Coja mentions six gioups of musicians.
2Each consisted of eleven members and was led by another. Kli may be 
connected with the Tamil word alikkaliwhich was a dance and alippejtu, 
the term by which the dance of was known. Ali also connotes a
mask worn by dancers at temple festivals. It may be suggested that the 
ali were a group of musicians or dancers employed at the monastery. If 
our interpretation is right, the practice of employing musicians at mona­
steries can be dated back to at least the tenth century.
Like music, painting was expected to play an edificatory role in 
depicting scenes fromthe life and the previous existences of the Buddha, 
Paintings of this type decorate the inner walls of the Tivanka image house 
at Polonnaruva. At Abhayagiri a part of the income of the monastery was 
set apart to meet the cost of religious paintings.^ A painter was in the 
employ of the Getiyagiri monastery. Thus the arts were actively patronised
(cont.)
5 -
DaXadasirita pp.49, 52,
EZ., Vol. I p.95 11.B13-14.
1
EZ Vol. I p.95 ll.B13w14. Por explanations of the terms kiri, paya, pata, 
admana and vasag, see pp. is.
^Tanjore inscription No. 66 SII Yol, II pp.259-30:5*
See p.^^b fn, 1,
4B2 Vol. I p.49 11,52-54.
 ^See ^ . 3 4 *5 .
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by the monastery which became an employer of artists. However, in the
thirteenth century, the Dambadeni Katikavata speaks of literary and
dramatic arts in a tone of disapproval. Monks were directed to refrain
1from .learning or teaching such 1 despised branches of knowledge1. The
statement is significant not only for its derogatory tone but also for
what it reveals. For the cultivatiorjof their talents in the literary and
dramatic arts by Buddhist monks seems to have become, by this time, a
phenomenon which attracted the attention of the reformers.
Some of the Buddhist rites and ceremonial described above, especially
those relating to the worship of images, appear to be strikingly simila,r
to the Hindu ritual of the period. However, this does not necessarily
mean that the Buddblst ritual was derived from Hinduism. The Bodhicaryavatare
a Buddhist Sanskrit work datable to about the eighth century, describes
rites like the bathirgof images, adorning them with robes and ornaments
and the performance of musical entertainments in honour of the Buddha
2
and the bodhisattvas. The influence, therefore, could have come from 
Mahayana Buddhism* It is also significant that some of these practices 
go back to a very early period in Ceylon. Yet, it is quite possible that 
certain of these rites were borrowed from Hinduism and that the prominence 
that ritual gained in Buddhist religious life in Ceylon was a reaction to 
if not the result of the influence of Hindu ritual.
The growth of elaborate ceremonial in Buddhism necessitated consider-
1 «  -  -  «  „  ^
lcavya^ natakadi garhita vidya tama nugata yutu. anunut nuganviya yutu.
Katlkavat Sangara p.15.
2 to*
Bodhlcaryavatara (Medhananda), 1959, ch. 2 pp.10-11 vv.10-14.
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able expenditure on the part of the monastery and its patrons. Shrines
were sometimes individually endowed to meet the cost of such rites,
Evidently, the main festivals were held by the kings. Festivals were
held on a grand scale in the reign of Hissanka Hall a. During a festival
held at the Mahathupa, he is said to have scattered pearls on the terrace
and offered flowers of gold and silver, banners of silk and the seven kinds
of gems. He claims that it cost him four million pieces of gold (masuran)
1
and that he spent seven hundred thousand on another festival at Dambulla,
The example of kings was sometimes followed by the gentry. The lavish
offerings made to He Mahathupa bjr an official in the reign of Kalyapavati
2are recorded in an inscription at the site.
Festivals were occasions which brought the community together.
They gave the patrons an opportunity to gain prestige and popularity*
For the Icing and the gentry, it was an opportunity to demonstrate and 
legitimize their political and social status. It is significant that many 
of the important cult objects including the Tooth relic, the Phammadhatu 
brought from India in the reign of Silakala, the gold tablets bearing the 
Phammasangani and the gold image of Mahinda were housed in shrines by 
the royal palace, Furthei*, the king is often mentioned as participating 
and taking the leading part in these festivals. The patronage of and the 
participation in such festivals was an effective means of legitimizing the 
position of the king and as such they would have been of great political mLus.
1EZ Vol* II p,80 11,25“26; Vol. I p. 132 11.24-25, These figures are not 
very reliable. Nissanlca Malla was given to exaggeration. In this case, 
he contradicts himself. Of figures given in E2 Vol* II p.112 1.B11.
2EZ Vol. IV pp. 253-260.
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- particularly to foreigners on the Sinhalese throne like Nissanka Malla* 
Sena XI, it was mentioned earlier, is said to have celebrated the 
Vesakha festival in the company of the poor. By the beginning of the 
Polonnaruva period, the Buddhist ceremony seems to have ceased to perform 
this function of bringing together the gentry and the kcommoners. An 
inscription from the reign of Vijayabahu I refers to the practice of 
assigning separate places at shrines to worshippers of different social 
status. According to this record, the king built, on the peak of the 
Suma^ aicuja, a terrace enclosed by a wall which had gates fitted with 
locks and keys, This was meant for people of 'good birth' who came to 
honour the footprint of the Buddha. A second terrace was built on a 
lower level for men of 'inferior birth' (adhama jatin) Perhaps, such
arrangements are a reflection on a period when the social stratification
2 -was becoming r ig i d ,  According to  the  P a la d a s ir i t a , a s im ila r  arrangem ent
was known at the shrine of the Tooth relic; this was based on official 
status. The sanctum had two ante-chambers attached to it. None but the 
attendants of the relic shrine was allowed inside the sanctum. The sangha, 
royalty, officials permitted to enter the ' crown room' and the officials cf 
the relic shrine were allowed to enter the first ante-chamber* Another 
group which enjoyed this honour were 'those versed in the scriptures'
(dharmadhara). Courtiers honoured the relic from the second. All others 
had to perform their rites from outside the third doorway,^ It seems
1EZ Vol. II p.214 11.35-37.
2
It is the same tendencies which are reflected in the disputes of this 
period over caste privileges. See E2 Vol. Ill pp.305-312.
3DaXadasirita pp.49-50.
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significant that social distinctions of birth and office were recognised 
and given expression in the organization of Buddhist ritual*
The study of the development of ritual and ceremonial in Sinhalese 
Buddhism reveals the absorption of elements from popular cults and Brah­
manism, from the Mahayana and perhaps from Hinduism. In the course of 
this development it acquired a cultic system to cater to some fundamental 
religio-magical needs of the society like 1 rain-making1 and warding off 
illness and bad harvests* Moreover, it developed, under the stimulant 
influence of these religions and cults, a body of ritual and ceremonial 
enlivened by dance and music to serve the needs of mass religiosity. 
Buddhism, as it was know and practised in Ceylon during the period under 
review, had become in fact, a composite religion developed and modified 
to suit the needs of the greater majority of the community and far differ­
ent from its original form.
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RSMTIONS v/ITH PQRSIGh CENTRES OF BUDDHISM
The geographical situation of Ceylon in the Indian Ocean which commands 
the entrance to the has?- of Bengal from "Hie west helped its development as 
an important entrepot in the extensive sea-borne trade which linked Europe 
in the west with the Chinese empire in the east. In the sixth century,
Coemas Indicopleustes recorded that merchantmen from Ethiopia and Persia 
called at this emporium described as 'the greatest in those parts' to pur­
chase Its products and other merchandise brought from lands as far as China 
In the east and Male, Kaliana, Sindh, and Adule in the west. He also noted
that ships from Ceylon were sent to these lands to trade in cloth, spices,
1metalware, precious stones and elephants. Even if the volume of trade 
with the west had diminished by the beginning of the period under consider­
ation, there is reason to believe that Ceylon continued to play an important 
role in the trade of the Bay of Bengal. An eleventh century record, of. the
Javanese king Airlanga mentions the Sinhalese among the communities of
2
foreign merchants who lived at the Javanese ports. The trade between Burma 
and Ceylon was thriving in the twelfth century. In fact, a dispute about 
these trade rights was one of the causes which led to the hostilities between 
the two countries in the reign of Parakkamabahu 1.^ A, variety of fine cloth
^The Christian Topography (ed. P. 0. Vlinstedt) p.322,
p s j. ,
~C. Coedess Les etats hindoni s e s...p.268.
3Cv., 76.17-21.
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Imported from Ceylon finds mention in the Ra,jatarangapi, " Presumably, it 
was a similar fabric brought from Ceylon which was referred to as w&ihan
2
sinhal in the Old Javanese inscriptions from the end of the ninth century*
*, 3
A fabric called ’Lanka cloth1 is mentioned also in the Siamese annals.
The trading vessels which plied the Bay of Bengal sometimes took on 
board monks and lay Buddhists bound for places of pilgrimage and centres of 
Buddhist learning. The Sihalavat thupakarana and the Sahassavatthupakarapa 
relate many stories about monks who sailed in merchantmen to ports of Bengal 
and the Coromandel coast; according to one of these stories, a group of 
monks went to Cinaloka,^ The more detailed accounts of the travels of Pa- 
Hian and Vajrabodhi clearly illustrate how the extensive commercial Inter­
course which connected the lands round the Bay of Bengal helped movements 
of monks. Pa-Hian left Tamralipti in a large merchantman and reached Ceylon
in fourteen days. On his return, he boarded another merchantman which
5
carried two hundred men and reached Ye-po-ti, after sailing eastwards
6for ninety days. Prom there he took yet another trading vessel to China. 
According to the biography of Vajrabodhi, compiled by luen-tehao in the 
ninth century, he set forth from South India on his way to China and reached
Rajt. (ed. E, S. Pandit), p.35.
2Art. As. Vol. XXIV p.245.
3
C. Holton, His to ire du Dhaimnaraj a et notre Seigneur, Annals du Siam,
Vol. 1 p.75.
Z'Sihvp,, pp. 39? 42, 44? 136. Shsvp., pp. 36, 64? 145*
^Beal has suggested identification with Java or Sumatra, Chinese Accounts 
of India p.52.
^Beal op.cit,, pp. 51-54*
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Ceylon after sailing for twenty-four hours. Here, he saw thirty-five
Persian trading vessels, Vajrabodhi sailed from Ceylon in the company
1o f  the  P ers ian  merchants and came to  the  kingdom o f Fo-chzyf a f t e r  spending
one month at sea. Prom there, he proceeded to China and arrived at the
2
capital in 720 A.D. These accounts demonstrate that the position Ceylon 
occupied as a centre of the trade in the Indian Ocean provided the sangha 
with ample opportunities to maintain regular contact with their brethren 
in the centres of Buddhism, in India and South-East Asia.
In the period of Pala rule, the eastern regions of India witnessed 
the efflorescence of Buddhist culture centering on the monasteries of 
Nalanda, Vikramasila and Somapurr which emerged as the leading schools of 
Buddhist scholarship. These monasteries produced the most prominent exponents 
of the Tantric teachings of this period. At the same time, they provided 
a meeting place for scholars from different pazfcs of the Buddhist world re­
presenting varied Buddhist traditions. The influence of these schools spread 
to Nepal and thence to Tibet where Tantrism found a congenial home* Scholars 
from Eastern India like a^ntarakgsita, Padmasambhava and Atisa and Tibetan 
teachers and translators who had studied in India contributed to the expansion 
of these influences. In South-East Asia, though no such detailed Information 
is available, the appearance of the so-called. 'pre-Nagari' script in in­
scriptions which speak of the presence of Mahayanist and Tantric practices 
points to the origin of these influences In Eastern India. In rare instances,
1= Bhoja (Kamboja?) I-tsing refers to a certain Eo-shi-pu-lo which was an 
island in the "Southern Sea". I-tsing p.10.
2JBASCB Vol. XXIV lip. 87-89.
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more specific evidence is available, The ICelurak inscription, dated A.B.
782, records the erection of an image of Manjusrl by a certain Eumaraghoga,
** 1a teacher from G-au^advipa (Bengal). It is reasonable to expect that these 
currents of influence which swept over Tibet in the north-west and the Java­
nese kingdom in the south-east at least caused ripples in Ceylon, too.
The shrine of Buddha Caya, sacred to all Buddhists as the site of
the Enlightenment of the Buddha, attracted pilgrims from Ceylon from the 
2earliest times. The Chinese source Hing-tchoan of ’•fang Kiuen ts'e mentions
3
that a special monadbery was built at Buddha Caya by a king of Ceylon for
the use of monks from his country.4 Some of the monks have left records of
their visits and the meritorious works they undertook at the site. Apart
from Mahanama, a monk of the sixth century, who has left two inscriptions
recording the donation of a dwelling and a Buddha image to the Buddha G-aya
monastery, Prakhyatakirtti, another Sinhalese monk, claims in a donative
inscription datable to the sixth or the seventh century, to have belonged
5to the royal family of Ceylon.
P. D, K. Bosch, 'Be Inscriptie van Keloerak’, Tijdschrlft voor Indische 
Taal~, Land- .exi Vdkenkunde, 68, 1928 pp. 18-20 w .  6-9.
2
The ilhvp._ contains several stories about monks going on pilgrimage to 
Buddha Caya* One of the inscriptions dated to the second century B.C. 
records a donation made by a pilgrim from Tambapaijiyi. ABAS I 1908-9 p. 156.
5Chi-mi-kia-po-mo identified as Sirimeghavapna (501-528 A.D.)
4JIUISGB Vol. XXIV p.75.
^ClI Vol. i n  pp. 274-278j Indian Antiquary Vol. XV pp. 556-559;
ARASI 1908-9 pp. 156-7*
Taranatha records a tradition about the Sinhalese monies who lived at
Buddha Gaya in the reign of Dharmapala (c. 770-810 A.D.):
’Damals erlclarten in Otantapuri die Saindhava-^ravakas , 
die Monche hatten durch Zweifel sich geirrt und waren 
schelcht geworden, und so behaupteten auch diese Bhikgus,
<«5*
als zu einer Zeit der Acarya in Balanda weilte, Bu&dhaj- 
nana sei ohne Disciplin, ungeeignet sum Abt des Safigha, 
leisteten Widerstand, und schimpften auf die Tantras, In 
vajrasana zerstb'rten die vielen Saindhava Lind Singhala- 
Bhik^us das in Silber gegossene Bild des Heruka und machten 
sich einen Gewin daraus. Und der Konig liess desshali?' viele 
von den Singhala-Bhikgus todten* Da er sich nun daran machte, 
auch die ubrigen Saindhavas zu vertilgen, schutze der Acarya 
sie in seinem grossen Erbarmen vor der Austilgung durch den 
JC£5nig.
In another of his works Taranatha adds more information on the event:
*2u der Zeit gaben einige Saindhava's, welche (Jravaka’ s 
aus Simliala u.s.w. waren, in einem Vadschrasana-Tempel 
das grosse aus Silber verfertigte Bildniss Heruka’s und viele 
Mantra-Bucher fur ein VJerk hSra’s aus, die Bucher benutzten 
sie als Heizmaterial mid das Bildniss zerstuckelten sie mid 
machten sich einen Gewinn daraus. Eerner uberredten sie viele 
aus Bliangala nach Vikramajila zur Verehrung Wandernde sich 
zu ihnen zu bekehren, indem sie behaupteten, dass die Maha- 
jana-Lehre ein Leben voll Verkehrtheit sei und dass sie die 
Lehrer des wahrhaften Gesetzes aufgeben sollten.’
Apart from the presence of the Sinhalese monies at Buddha Gaya, some in­
teresting facts emerge from these passages: the close relationships that
the Sinhalese monies maintained with the Saindhavas, their common opposition 
to the Tantric practices and their attempts to convert the followers of the 
Mahayana to their own teachings.
Very little is known about the Saindhavas. In the first passage,
‘A. Grunwedel, Taranatha's Edelsteinmine, das Buch von den verittlern der 
Sieben Inspirationen p.93» The English translation by B, Datta. is not 
very accurate.
'A. Schiefner, Taranatha* s Geschlchte des Buddhismus in Indien p.221.
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Taranatha refers to the Saindhavas as a group of monks who lived at the 
monastery of Odantapuri. In an earlier context, Nagarjuna is said to have 
refuted the dialectical polemics of the Saindhavas.^ Presumably, they were 
Hinayanists. Bu-ston, the fourteenth-century Tibetan chronicler, refers to 
the Saindhava sravakas in connection with the reckoning of the Buddhist era*
2
According to him, they devoted some time every evening to these calculations* 
An inscription from the Bihar-Sharif area dated in the reign of Mahendrapala 
of Kanauj (c. 890-917 A*D.) records a donation made to the Saindhavas,^ 
Probably, as in the case of the Sigihala monks, the term Saindhava was a 
regional desorption. Hiuen-tsang noted that there were about ten thousand 
monks belonging to the Sammitiya school of the Little Vehicle in Sind,^'
Some of the stories in the Sihalavatthu-pakarapa testify to the prevalence
5
of relations between the Buddhist communities oil Western India and Ceylon,
The traditions recorded by Taranatha reveal thatmonks from Ceylon, repre­
senting probably the ^ahavihara nlkaya, united with the monies from Sind in 
their opposition to the Mahayana and Tantric practices in the latter part 
of the eighth century or the early decades of the ninth century.
The shrine of Buddha Caya continued to attract Ceylonese pilgrims -
both monies and laymen - throughout the periodunder review. In an inscrip'id on
- ■ ■ 1 - —  —  —— •
Crunwedel op.cit, p.17* Here it occurs as Sendhava sravaka.
2
Bu-ston; The history of Buddhism in India and Tibet (E, 0. Obermiller) 
p.107.
Sasatri, M S I  No* 66, 1942 p. 105.
Beal op.cit. p.461.
5
Sihvp*, pp. 57, 59, 65, 64, 67, 70, 74.
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datable on palaeographic grounds to the ninth or the tenth century, Udayasri,
1
a Sinhalese, records the gift of a Buddha image to the shrine at the site.
A tenth century panegyrical record which speaks of the dedication of an
image house by a Ragtrakuja prince was composed by a Sinhalese scholar,
a monk named $ri Jana. Mien Vijayabahu 1 captured power over Rajaraffha, he
sent a mission to offeijon his behalf precious stones and pearls to the shrine
of the Bodhi tree at Buddha Gaya. The Sinhalese clerical community finds
mention again in an inscription from the site dated in the year 51 of the
f % 4era of Lakgma^a Sena (c. 1157 A.B.j* In this record, the execution of an 
endowment made to the shrine was vested in the charge of the leaders of the 
Sinhalese santglia. " v
It is evident from tie foregoing account and particularly from the 
twelfth-century inscription cited above that, apart from the occasional pil­
grim who came to worship at the shrines of Eastern India, there was a com­
munity of Sinhalese monks who were permanent residents at the monastery of 
Buddha Gaya. Their numbers would have been augmented during times of political 
turmoil in Ceylon like the period of Co^a rule. It is unlikely that they 
were confined to Buddha Gaya. Most probably, some of them would lave been 
attracted to the centres of Buddhist learning which flourished at short 
distances from this shrine. If some of the Sinhalese monks opposed the teach­
ings of the Mahay ana and. the Tantras as Taranatha reveals, it is possible that
XARASI 1908-9 p.157.
2Rajendralal Mitra, Buddha Gaya pp. 194-197.
5Cv., 60.23.
A .»
'Cunningham, Mahabodhi pp. 78-9.
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there were others who were fascinated by these ideas and carried their 
influence back to Ceylon to stimulate the development of Buddhist thought 
in the Island* Further, it seems reasonable to expect that, like the Sin­
halese monies who visited India, there were monies from the Bihar-Bengal 
region who went to Ceylon to disseminate their teachings.
In this connection, a single strophe, almost cryptic in its con­
ciseness , which appears in the chapter of the Culava%isa dealing with the 
reign of Send, I (833-853) * seems to be of interest due to its unusual -%i: 
implications;
Katya Virankuraraniagi vihare Abhayuttare .
Hah as anghikabhilckhunaiji Theriyanam ca dapayi.
The translation presents no difficulties; 'He (Sena l) built the Viran- 
kurarama in the Abhayagiri monastery and granted it to the Mahasa&ghika 
monies and those of the Theriya school*' Apparently, the author did not 
attach much significance to this episode. For he dismissed it with a 
single strophe. Perhaps, he was merely recording a piece of information 
found In his sources without realizing its true signifIcance. It Is also 
possible that the author considered the matter too controversial for further 
comment. But it is of extreme importance to the student of the history of 
Buddhism in Ceylon as It is the only reference fouxid in the chronicles to 
the presence of the ^ahasanghika school in the Island, Ae learn from this 
strophe that the Virankurarama was built at the Abhayagiri monastery for
1Cv., 50.68.
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their use; this may suggest that a considerable number of monks were 
involved*
Evidently, Geiger had no compunctions about accepting this statement 
of the Oulavamsa* But Bechert who brought out a posthumous edition of 
Geiger's writings commented that he was inclined to read Mahims asakabhikk- 
hunam for Hahasanghikabhikkhunam* In support of this emendation, he
points out that Ea-Hxan found a copy of the Yinaya Pi taka of the Mahijji-
1 —
sasakas in Geylon, It is significant, however, that the term Mahimsasaka
does not occur in any one of the many manuscripts consulted for three dif­
ferent editions of the Oulavamsa; they unanimousfer agree with the present 
reading* Hence, an emendation to suit our convenience, without further 
consideration of other possible explanations, seems rash and unwarranted; 
and it has to be admitted that the Culavamsa records In rather forthright 
though laconic terms that the Mahasanghikas and the Theravadins were given 
an arama at the abhayagiri monastery* It also implies that Send I extended 
his patronage to them*
The author of the ITikayasangrahaya,a fourteenth-century work which 
purports to be a history of Buddhism in Geylon, considered the reign of 
Sena I to be of greater importance than is apparent in the Culava%isa, He 
unleashes a rather strong attack on Sena* He calls Sena an insane man un­
tutored in the words of the wise* Like a grasshopper xHxo plunges into fire 
thinking it is gold, he was credulous enough to readily accept the false
1 ™ "  —  ~ ' '  ,l — —  - - ........
GCMT p.208 n*l; Beal, op*cit*, p*Sl*
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dharma to the neglect of the true. It was in retribution for his association
with the false dharma, the chronicler adds, that the king had to surrender
1
his capital to the Tamils and flee to Polonnaruva, to die in disgrace.
This account contrasts sharply with the descrij)tion of Sena I in the 
Culavagisa, The Pali chronicle describes the defeat he faced at the hands 
of the Pa$4ya invaders; but it also recounts the many instances of the 
patronage he extended to the safigha, Sena was an ideal ruler endowed with 
the ten qualities of kingship. He is described as buddhabhumigatasayo, 
an aspirant to Buddhahood who had his thoughts fixed on the Ultimate,
The use of the term buddhabhumi which denotes the highest of the ten stages 
of progressive spiritual development listed in the t^atasahasrika-pra.jKa- 
paramita strongly suggests Mahay anist associations.^
The reason which moved the religious dignitary who wrote the Hikaya- 
sangrahaya to the use of such bitter words seems to have been the patronage 
that Sena extended to an Indian monk who arrived in Ceylon in his reign.
He, the chronicler says, was a heretic of the Vajraparvata nikaya who came
~4\fiks. pp • 20-21,
2  ^ ^
buddhabhumigatasayo Cv., 50.65* saradassano Qv,, 50,85; see also Cv., 
50,1-5?62, According to its coloplion, the Siyabaslakara, an early Sin­
halese work based on the Kavyadarsa of Dap^i, was written by a certain king 
Salarnevan Sen at the request of his brother, the minister Amaragiri Kasup, 
I*1 ^ie Oulavamsa, the only king of this name who had a brother called 
Kassapa was Sena I* If on this basis Sena I is identified as the author of 
this work, it would appear that Sena was, contrary to the statements of the 
author of the Hikayasangrahaya, a very learned, man, too. See Si 
vv. 406-407*
* 8 1475*11; 1520,20. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Bi
Volp II p.411.
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in the guise of a Buddhist monk. This heretic settled at the Virankurarama.
He used fifteen kajand;to bribe Girivasasen, a palace official through 
whose help he gained the ear of the king. The king was deceived into accept­
ing the Vajiriyavada preached as a secret doctrine. It was in this reign, 
he says, that sastras like the Ratnakula were brought to Ceylon. And. the
Vajiriyavada had persisted ever since as an esoteric doctrine practised
1in private by the foolish. The last statement alludes to the prevalence 
of the Vajiriyavada at the time this work came to be written. Presumably, 
the chronicler is recording a tradition, known in his time, which traced 
the origin of these practices to the reign of Sena I.
The difference between the traditions in the Gulavamsa and the 
B ikay a s an g rahayaa in both content and form point to their independent origin. 
The H ik ay a s angr ahay a makes no mention of the ^aliasanghikas or their corporate 
existence with the Theravadlns. It presents information not found in the 
Cul avails a in mentioning the introduction of the teachings of the Vajiriya­
vada and the bringing of the sastras; it makes specific reference to the
arrival in C ylon of a monk from India, e
On the other hand, the tradition in the Hikayasangrahaya confirms the 
information in the Gulavamsa on certain important points* Both date the 
incident to the reign of Sena I and mention the Vir ankurarama in this con­
nection* Further, both these texts reveal, though not in the same terms, 
that a school which did not subscribe to the Theravada teachings gained the
Iriks. pp. 20-21.
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support of the king. The fact that the two chronicles contain two traditions 
which, though some dissimilar, corroborate each other on main points, 
suggests that there was a historical basis for these traditions.
However, the information in the two chronicles is too meagre to 
provide a coherent picture of this incident. Further, the statements, 
especially in the Culavaqisa, are too grave in their implications to be ac­
cepted without corroborative evidence. In this connection, it is inter­
esting that certain statements in an inscription from Anuradhapura provide 
contemporary evidence which corroborates and supplements the traditions in 
the chronicles. It has been pointed out that the Virankurarama was built, 
according to the Culavamsa, within the precincts of the Abhayagiri monastery. 
This record, erroneously called the Jetavanarama Sanskrit inscription, was 
found among the ruins of a parivena to the north of the Kuttampokuna within
^  ^h,mrn .1.1, V  »  *1*
]
the grounds of the Abhayagiri monastery. The published portion Is only 
one part of an extensive record. For it begins with a part of a conjoint 
word. The attempts made so far to recover the other parts have been of no 
avail.
The published portion has some lacmiae in the middle and the bottom 
of the slab where it has been damaged, but on the whole is well-engraved 
and renders a fairly satisfactory and reliable reading. It was composed 
in Sanskrit and is inscribed in the Uagari script of the 'nail-headed1 
variety. Some of the letters seem to have developed kutila forms. Hickre-
1BZ Vol. 1 pp. 1-10.
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masinghe who edited the inscription remarked on the similarity of the 
script to that used in the lagadha area in about the middle of the ninth 
century. A more debailed comparative study seems to bear out these remarks. 
It is not possible to trace all the palaeographic forms occurring 
in this record to any one particular Indian inscription; but the Abhaya­
giri inscription bears a close resemblance in its script to the Buddha 
Gaya, Nalanda, and Khalimpur inscriptions of Dharmapala.'*' Certain peculiar 
and rare forms found in the Abhayagiri inscriptions like the two varieties 
of the initial a, the initial i, formed of two dots beneath a regular ’nail- 
head* and the initial £ which has a short 'tail* attached to the bottom of 
its vertical are found in the Khalimpur inscription of the thirty-second 
regnal year of Dharmapala. The form of the initial 1 was continued in the 
later Pala records like the halanda copper plate of the thirty-ninth year
of Devapala, the Ba^ Lal inscription of Narayanapala and the Chittagong copper
2
plates of Khantideva. Another interesting example for comparison is the 
ma which has a circular loop beneath a * nail-head* * This is different from 
the examples in the Buddha Gaya and Khalimpur Inscriptions of Dharmapala 
but the form in the halanda record of this king is almost identical in 
appearance* The r before a consonant is represented in the Abhayagiri in­
scription by a second 'nail-head* dram in such a way that it is in line
““ “ — _™--- —  - , “ I ~ —
halanda Inscription MAS1 ho* 66, 1942 pi. Xa, Khalimpur inscription JRAS
(Beng.) 1894 pp* 39-62 pi. III, Buddha Gaya Inscription JRAS (Beng.
1908 p . 101 pi. VI,
2 — -
halanda Copper Plate SI Vol. XVII plate facing p.320, BagLal Inscription
El Vol. II plate facing p.160,
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with the rest of the letters. In the inscriptions of Dharmapala, it 
is the earlier variety with the second 'nail-head’ above the line of the 
letters that is common; but the Buddha G-aya inscription has a mixture 
of both these varieties.
On the whole, the Abhayagiri inscription appears older in its palaeo­
graphic forms than the inscriptions of the reign of Devapala, Yet, certain 
individual letters appear to be more developed than their counterpax-ts in 
the inscriptions of Dharmapala and parallels can be found only in the re­
cords of Devapala, The initial u, for instance, has been expressed with 
two variant forms. One has a regular curve beneath a ’nail-head1, which 
finds parallels in the Buddha Gaya inscription of Dharmapala, The other 
has a rather florid neck and a notched curve. It issimilar to the form 
found in the Khalimpur insci*iption but more closely resembles the examples 
in the Halanda plates of Devapala.^" Similarly, the conjoint kgejis not 
very different from the form in the Khalimpur inscription but finds a
more exact parallel in the Monghyr plates of the thirty-third year of 
1
Devapala, Three different symbols were used In the Abhayagiri inscription 
to repi'esent the cerebral na. Two of them are also found in the Khalimpur 
plates. But the third, a moi^ e developed form, is not found in it. All the 
three forms appear in the Monghyr copper plates. The la of the Abhayagiri 
inscription is markedly different from the examples in both the Halanda 
and the Buddha Gaya inscriptions of Dharmapala. It comes closest to the 
forms found in the records of Devapala.
^Monghyr Plates El Vol. XVIII plate facing p.304-
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It is clearly evident from this comparison that the Abhayagiri in­
scription bears a very close resemblance in its palaeographic forms to 
the inscriptions in the BIhar-Bengal area of India, Presumably, the scribe 
who indited this record was either a person from the eastern regions of 
India or at least one who had deeply imbibed the traditions of this region. 
Secondly, the script of this record gives the impression that it is later 
than the Khalimpur record of Dharmapala but earlier than the inscriptions 
issued in the latter part of the reign of Devapala, It may not be too 
hazardous to assign this record, on these considerations, to the first half 
of the ninth century. The reign of Sena I falls within this period.
The inscription deals with a variety of subjects including the allow­
ances and emoluments of the monks and the employees, the procedure of admini­
stration and the conditions of residence at the monastery. The last six of 
the legible lines fix the number of monies who were to live at the monastery 
and regulations pertaining to the filling of vacancies that may occur.
It a-ppears that this portion of hie inscription deals with regulations 
instituted for a hermitage that had been recently founded, The hermitage 
seems to have been given to a hundred monks comprising twenty five from each 
of the four principal nlkayas. There was also provision for forty monies en­
gaged in the study of the sastras; they were to be tutored without affilia­
tion to any one of the nikayas;
catur-maha-nikayegiu paffcaviiflsatlb paneavi%isatistapasvinah
tena satannaivasikanam. catvarimsat sastrabhivukta tanas-
■ ||^ IH ..I» .| I Il r -fcv *~.i *u r. i w n t n » n ,  i'n», > n.nn fm I.W ^rnn y i|i Wn t  kr .  ‘i . l  . mm i iptiJ*)n «,<fli.Ni ilit   I.J  • n i.
vinab, nilcayabhedavinapi grhitanisrayafc 1
1EZ Vol. I p.5 11.35-34.
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These two lines of the inscription are quite clear and the reading is 
correct.
The term nikaya could "be given three possible interpretations. It 
could be used to denote the divisions of the Canon, the main divisions of 
the Sutta Pljaka or schools of religious opinion. tiTien the Canon is classi­
fied under nikayas the number is always five and hence the first meaning
1is not applicable in this particular case. If the second interpretation 
is accepted, the passage would mean that each of the four nikayas were to 
be studied by separate grotips of twenty five monks while forty studied 
the exeg&tical treatises thereon. However, the divisions of the Sutta 
Pit aka are usually called agamas in Buddhist Sanskrit works. The Sutta 
Pifaksjcontained five and not four divisions though the fifth, the Khuddaka 
nikaya, was not accepted as an authentic collection in the early days. 
Moreover, it would be strange if arrangements were made for the study of 
^ie sastras and the four divisions of the Sutta Pitaka without any similar 
arrangements for thejother sections of the Canon. The construction of the 
relevant sentenee with the term nikaya in the Locative Case also suggests 
that it was a faction of monks rather than a section of the Sutta Pitaka 
that was denoted by the word. The meaning of the word becomes more apparent 
when some of the regulations are examined. In case of a deficiency in the 
prescribed number of monies of a particular nikaya, the deficiency was to be 
^y monies from other nikayas but with the approval of the nikaya concerned.
r  —  —  _ _ _  . „ ■ - - - -
See Smp., Vol. 1 pp. 26-28.
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In case of an expulsion, however, the deficiency was to he filled with
1monks from other nikayas♦ These regulations and the condition that 
the forty monks studying the sastras were to he tutored without affiliation 
to any one of the nikayas leave little doubt that it was a fraternity of 
monks that was denoted by the term nikaya in the Abhayagiri inscription, 
According to the Culavagisa, the Virankurarama was given to rhe 
Mahasanghikas and the fheriyas. The term Theriya was generally used in 
the chronicle to denote the monks of the Mahavihara. But it could apply 
to the monks of the Abhayagiri and Jetavana school s as well. In fact,
o
the foreign lists include all the three groups in the Sthaviravadin school, 
Hence, Theriya or Sthaviravadin were terms which could denote all three or 
any one of the main schools of Buddhism in Ceylon. If the strophe in 
question from the Culavagisa and the passage from the Inscription are 
taken as referring to the same incident, the term ’four nikayas1 may be 
explained as denoting the Mahasanghikas and the three Buddhist schools 
of Ceylon, Thus the passage in the inscription would imply that each of 
the schools was represented at the Virafilcurarama by twenty-five of their 
number. This explanation fits in with most of the known evidence. But 
the suggestion that the monies of the Mahavihara who always regarded them­
selves as the orthodox faction consented at this time to live with parti­
cularly the Mahasanghikas and that in a hermitage within the precinct s of 
the Abhayagiri monastery does not seem very likely,
1EZ Vol. I p.5 11.-35-37; see also p.9.
2. ,A. Bareau, Les sectes bouddhiques du petit vehicule pp. 25-26,
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In this connection, a statement of I-tsing who visited India In 
the seventh century seems to throw valuable light on the problem: 
’Throughout the five divisions of India, as well as the Islands of the 
Southern Sea,’ he reports, 'people speak of the foux1 nikayas*.. In 
Magadha, the doctrines of the four nikayas are generally in practice, 
yet the Sarvastivada nikaya flourishes most ... In the eastern frontier 
countries, the four nikayas are found side by side (literally "The 
eastern frontier countries practise mixedly the four nikayas.).1 1-tsing 
goes on to enumerate the four nikayadas the Aryamulas arvas tivadanikayq,
lu K? *=y to T
Aryamaha s anghik an ik ay a, Aryasthaviranikaya and the A ry a s amm 11 iy an Ik ay a.
It is evident from this passage that the term 'four nikayas' was used 
to denote the Sarvastivadins, Mahasanghikas, Sthaviras and the Sammitiyas 
who seem to have emerged, hy the time of I™tsing, as the four leading 
nikayas among the Buddhist sangha. The words of 1-tsing also suggest 
that there was some form of co-existence if not corporate existence of 
these nikayas in the eastern regions of India.
I-tsing is not alone in giving this number of the major sectarian 
divisions of Indian Buddhism. The Samayabhedoparacanacakre-nikayabhedo- 
padarsanasangraha, attributed to Vinitadeva, an abbot of the halanda 
monastery who lived in about the eighth century, refers to the same fourfold 
division of the sangha into the Mahasanghika, Sarvastivada, Sthavira and
I-tsing, A record of the Buddhist religion (j, Takakusu) pp.8-9.
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the Sammitiya nikayas and lists the other nikayas as their sub-divisions.
Similarly, the Tibetan lists in the Vargargapycchasutra, translated in the
eleventh century, follow the same pattern in listing the eighteen nikayas
2
under these four principal groups. These four main schools are also
3mentioned in the fourteenth-century History of Buddhism of Bu-r-ston.
The accuracy of the classification of the less important nikayas as sub­
groups of the four principal nikayas may arouse dispute. But the testi­
mony of our sources leaves little doubt that the Mahasanghikas, Sarvasti- 
Vadins, Sthaviras and the Sammitiyas rose into the position of the four 
principal nikayas of the Buddhist sangha by about ,the seventh century 
and continued to hold this position for a considerable period of time.
In this context it is interesting to note that the inscription from 
the Abhayagiri monastery uses the tern caturmahanikaya or 'the four prin­
cipal nikayas1. V/lien this term is considered in the light of the fore­
going discussion, it seems reasonable to interpret it as a reference to 
the Mahasanghikas, Sarvastivadins, Sthaviravadins and the Sammitiyas who 
had emerged as the four principal nikayas in India. The statement in the 
inscription would imply twenty-five monies irom each of these nikayas were 
to live together at a hermitage attached to the abhayagiri monastery.
Most probably, it was the monies of the Abhayagiri monastery who repre­
sented the Sthaviravadins in this context. Unlike the residents of the
1
A. Bareau, ' Trois traites sur les sectes boiiddhiques des a Vasumitra,
Bhavya et Vinitadeva1, JA 1954- pp. 229-233* hes sectes... p.24.
2
Bareau, Les sectes.... p.26,
These lists are also quoted by Bu-ston. See Bu-ston>op»cit. Pt, II pp. 98- 
100.
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Mahavihara, the monies of the Abhayagiri fraternity had always been 
tolerant of and even receptive to the teachings of the non-Theravadin 
schools of Buddhism. As early as in the third century, they welcomed
■j
the teachings of the Vetullas. Hiuen-tsang noted that they ’...studied
both Vehicles and widely diffused the Tripifaka..' unlike the monks of
2
the Mahavihara who were ’opposed to the Great Vehicle’. The close re­
lationship which prevailed between tie monks of the Abhayagiri monastery 
and particularly the Mahasanghikas is reflected in a comment of the
exegetist Sumangala 011 a 'heretical view* jointly held by the Mahasanghikas
3
and the Abhayagirivasins.
The practice of different nikayas living together at the same 
monastery was not unknown as evident from the Chinese and Tibetan accounts 
of the Buddhist scholastic tradition prevalent in the eastern regions of 
India. It has already been mentioned that the rather incoherent statement 
of I-tsing seems to point to the friendly co-existence of the four nikayas. 
This gains further strength from the evidence in the Blue Annals. This 
work records the tradition that Dipahkarasrijriana, an abbot of the 
Vikramasila monastery, studied the Canons of the four nikayas. Further, 
this text states that the Tibetan scholar Rwa lo-tsa-ba rDo-rje-grags 
sent one hundred srans of gold to the Vikramasila monastery as an endowment 
to pay for the regular recitation of the Arya-Pra.j hap ar ami t as aft cay agatha
1Mv,, 36.41.
2
Beal? op.cit. Vol. IV p.443.
Abhidhammatthavikasini p. 46. See also p . S~?X
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1
by'eighty-four papditas of the four nikayas'. These statements seem to 
suggest that the Vikramasila monastery was an institution where the monks 
representing the four nikayas lived and that it was a centre which en­
couraged the comparative study of their teachings.
The Culavaqisa recorded that the Mahasanghikas and the Theriyas were 
given the Virankurarama built at the Abhayagiri monastery. According to 
the hlkayasangrahaya, a monk belonging to a 'heretical' school settled 
at the Viranlmrarama and won over the king to his cause; the sastras like 
the Ratnakuja were also brought to Geylon during the same reign. The 
Abhayagiri inscription records that monks from four nikayas at least one 
of which represented a school of thought distinct from the Theravada lived 
at a hermitage attached to the Abhayagiri monastery; it also makes 
special provision for the study of the sastras by forty monies. On con­
sidering these remarkable instances of coi-roboration, it seems reasonable 
to suggest that all ihese three sources - the two chronicles and the in­
scription - are speaking of the same incident and to hold that the in­
scription dates back to the reign of Sena T, This dating, as pointed out 
earlier, is supported by palaeographic considerations, too.
The Ratnakuja or the Pao-chi is one of the seven categories of the 
Mahay ana class of the Sutra Pitaka in the Chinese Buddhist Canon. It con­
tains a collection of forty-nine sutras. The parallel division in the 
Tibetan Cannn, the dkon-brtseg, has forty-eight sutras; some editions have
1
G. IF. Roerich, The Blue Annals, Pt. I pp. 243> 377*
£ / u
1 "* * only forty-five. Edgerton has pointed out that the Kasyapa Parivarta
2 ~ is sometimes called the Ratnakuta. Most of the works in the Ratnakuta
class are short tracts dealing with a single problem but some like the
Pitaputrasamagama are analytical treatises of considerable extent.
In this connection, it is interesting that a number of copper plaques
discovered at the In&ikajmsaya stupa, at Cetiyagiri, a monastery which
was under the control of the Abhayagiri nikaya, have been found to contain
quotations from the ICasyapa Parivarta.^  These are written in the Sinhalese
script; Paranavitana believes that they may belong to the eighth or the 
5ninth century. Hence the tradition the scriptures of the Ratnakuta
class were brought to Geylon seems to have had a historical basis.
/mother piece of important information found in the H ik ay a s aft g r all ay a
is that the Vajiriyavada was introduced Into the Island in the reign of
Sena I. The 'heretic' who won over the king belonged to the Vajraparvata
sect.k The term Vajraparvata is sometimes used in plaee of Vajiriya;^
the two seem to be synonymous* Eliot is probably right in equating Vaji- 
“* 3riya with Vajrayana. Some of the most important centres of Tantric and
■^ Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism Vol. Ill pp. 282, 283, 374.
2
Edgerton, op.clt. Vol. II p.374.
3Go V. Murti, Central Philosophy of Buddhism p.86.
4E2 Vol. XII pp. 199-212, 238-242.
HZ Vol. Ill p.200.
S fo information on a sect by this name is available. In the Avatarnsaka 
Sutra, there is a reference to a place called the Vajraparvata situated in 
the sea where bodhisattvas used to congregate. Taisho Tripitaka, Vol. X, 
p. 241b.
^Nlks* p.10,
^Sliot op.cit. Vol. Ill p.40.
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Vajrayana teachings were found in the eastern regions of India* According
to the Tibetan accounts, the abbots of the Vikramasila monastery from
*  ™ l
the time of Buddhasrijnana were famous vanracaryas.~ The possibility
of Tantric teachings being brought to Ceylon from the eastern regions of 
India is strengthened by the discovery of some stone slabs bearing Tantric 
dharanis found within the Abhayagiri monastery and not far from the
site of the inscription under discussion* Paranavitana has described the 
script as a form of Nagari used in eastern India in about the ninth century. 
Probably these Tantric influences came through Indian monks from the centres 
of Buddhist learning in eastern India or Ceylonese monks who had lived at 
these monasteries.
The Hikayasangrahaya states that the 'heretic' came from India.
There is no indication of the particular region of his origin. It also 
mentions that the Ratnaku tasastras were originally the work of the And- 
halcaso" Buddhaghosa used the term Andhaka to denote such schools as the 
Pubbaseliyas, Aparaseliyas, Rajagiriyas and the Siddhatthakas who, as 
evident from ihe testimony of the inscriptions and the reports of Hieun- 
tsang, flourished in the Kistna delta, especially near Amaravati and 
Uagarju#ako#$a. However, by the ninth century, these texts were fairly 
well spread. I-tsing, for Instance, writes of a certain Rahulamitra, a 
monk from a monastery at Tamralipti, who devoted himself to the study of
^Schiefner op.cit. pp. 257-261.
2ARASC 1940-1945 p.41.
Hike, p. 10.
AtHCathava t thup air ar a&a f f h ale a t ha1 Jnl» of the Pali Text Society 1889 p. 52.
El, Vol. XX pp. 17, 20, 22, 2.5; Vol. XXI p.66, Beal op.cit. pp. 425-424* 
Bareau op.cit. pp.99» 104.
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the Ratnakufa works.1 The prevalence of the idea of the corporate exist­
ence of the four nikayas in the eastern regions of India, the prevalence of 
close relations "between this region and Ceylon and the palaeographic 
peculiarities of the relevant inscriptions at the Abhayagiri monastery 
strongly suggest the probability that the inspiration came from the 
Bihar-Bengal area.
The Abhayagiri inscription and the chronicles seem to record an in­
teresting and important incident in the history of Buddhism hi Ceylon. It 
is evident from the information they provide that monks belonging to schools 
other than the Theravada like the Sarvastivadins, Sammitiyas and more cer­
tainly the i-iahasanghikas lived in Ceylon, Apparently, an experiment was 
tried at the Abhayagiri monastery to provide for the corporate existence 
within one hermitage of representatives of these four principal nikayas 
of the Buddhist sangha end to initiate a tradition of assiduous comparative 
study of their teachings without affiliation to any one of them. This was
not necessarily the first hi stance when the teachings of these schools and
2Tantrism were introduced to Ceylon. But it was probably the first system­
atic attempt made with royal patronage to absorb these elements 'to the 
local Buddhist traditions* Presumably, the monks representing the schools 
other than the Theravadins came from India. It is not possible to be cer­
tain about this. But the evidence in the Nikayasangrahaya and the fact
1
I-1sing, op.clt. pp. 63-64-.
2
bhen Amoghavajra visited Ceylon in the eighth century, Samantabhadra, a 
Tantrist of great repute, performed the Yajradhatu and Garbhadhatu cere­
monies. Amoghavajra and his two disciples learned the secrets of the five 
abhisecani from him. This would testify to the prevalence of Tantric pract­
ices in Cejrlon before the events under discussion. See ¥. Pachow, BCR 
Vol. XII p.182. ---
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that the rules of residence and monastic administration hi the Abhayagiri 
inscription are in Sanskrit end not in Sinhalese as usual may support 
this supposition,
Sena II, the next king, did not welcome this type of foreign
*•" 1’heretical* influence, if the N ik ay as an gr all ay a is to he believed. This
chronicle states that he set up guards all round the coast to prevent the
entry of ’pseudo-Buddhist monks’* To substantiate this statement, the
chronicler quotes a strophe allegedly from the Cul avails a; but this strophe
is not found in the present recensions of the Culavamsa,
Even if Sena II did take such steps, they would not have been permanent
Taranatha relates an account of the visit to Ceylon of Ratnakarasanti
(.^ anti-pa), one of the most prominent Vajrayanists in Eastern India, At
the time of his visit to Ceylon, Ratnakarasanti was the abbot of the Soma-
puri monastery the site of which has been identified with the ruins at 
2Paharpur. He came to Ceylon with an envoy despatched by the king of 
Ceylon to fetch him and brought along tin hundred texts of the Mahayana 
school. He preached in the Island for seven years and, on his return to 
India, left behind five hundred monies of the Mahayana school. During his 
stay in Ceylon, Taranatha maintains, the sutra schools^ gained wide popu­
larity* On his return to India, he wasjrequested by the king to live at 
the Ylkramasila monastery and was assigned the post of a dvarapanjita.^
~4riks. p.21.
2ARAS1 1927-3 pp. 105-6.
^This refers to the sutra schools of Mahayana Buddhism as distinct from 
the tantra schools.
Z'Orunwedel, op.cit* pp. 106-7.
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The historicity of Ratnakarasanti need not be held to question.
He finds mention in the Blue -Annals as the dvarapandita of the eastern
1gate of the “Vikramasila monastery and a teacher of great renown. ns 
the only known account which gives biographical details about him is the 
work of Taranatha, the evidence about his visit to Ceylon cannot be 
verified, ^ut it is clear from this account that Taranatha had at least 
two earlier histories before him. He mentions that they differed on the 
name of the Indian king who patronised Ratnakarasanti. The silence of 
the chronicles of Ceylon does not invalidate the evidence of Taranatha as 
it is only very rarely that they concern themselves with the affairs of 
the ’heretics’, Hence it would be unwise to reject his testimony as a 
mere legend in a late chronicle. The visit of a famous teacher like Rat­
nakarasanti, if it in fact did talce place, would have greatly strengthened 
the position of the Mahayana schools of Ceylon.
Information in Taranatha’s chronicle is not very helpful in fixing 
the date of Ratnakarasanti. According to him, the king who patronised the 
scholar was given in certain traditions as Kahipala (c.938-1058 A.D.) while 
other chronicles identified him with another king named Canaka. Taranatha
'T'
was inclined to accept the second view;^ but there is no information on 
the chronological position of this king* However, the account of the life
1Roerich op.cit. Pt. I pp. 205-6.
2
Grunwedel op.cit. p.107.
5Ibid.
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of the Tibetan translator 'brog-mi which appears in the Blue Annals 
helps us to arrive at a fairly reliable dating’* Brog-mi is said to have 
left his monastery to study in India when the lo-tsa-ba Rin-chen bzan-po 
was nearing the age of fifty. At Vikramasila, he studied, the V in ay a under 
Ratnakarsanti who was a dvarapap§.lta at the time.^ In an earlier context, 
the chronicle records that Rin-chen bzan-po was born in a year correspond- 
ing to 957 A,I). This implies that Ratnakarasanti was already a well- 
known teacher at Vikramasila by the beginning of the eleventh century; 
his visit to Ceylon should have taken place in the latter part of the 
tenth century.
The Culavafflsa refers to many scholars from Jambudipa who came in the 
reign of Vijayabahu I (1055-1110)• The king welcomed them and pleased them
g
with gifts of money. It is not impossible that some of these scholars 
were Buddhist monies from the eastern regions of India. Finds from the 
relic chamber of the Mahiyaftgagia stupa testify to the continuity of the 
relationship with this region. Among these finds was a figure of the 
Buddha cut in relief on a plaque of black basalt. On its back, the Ye 
dharma ....formula was inscribed 'in rfagari characters of the Pala period'. 
As iaranavitana pointed out, the finds seem to have been deposited in the 
stupa during restorations undertaken daring the reign of Vijayabahu
r  —  ■ = ’ ~~ - _
Roerich op.cit. pp. 206-7.
^ibid., p.123*
A v . , 60.19.
ARASI 1951 P.17.
Apart from the scholars who came to Ceylon to propagate their teachings, 
it is possible that there were some who came to study at the monasteries of 
Ceylon# When the Burmese monk Cliapafa was in Ceylon, he found a young monk 
from Tamalitti (Tamralipti) who had come to study the teachings of the
-  -  1  TUTHahavihara school. It may be surmised that, in later times, the «uslim 
invasions and the political turmoils that India witnessed would have pro­
moted migrations of scholars to places like Ceylon. In his NissaAka-
dana-vinoda-map$apa inscription, NissaAka Malla claims to have distributed
2gifts among many people who had come from foreign lands. However, there 
is no information in the Indian or Tibetan chronicles 6a- such a migration 
of monks or scholars to Ceylon.
The close relations that the monasteries of Eastern India maintained 
with Nepal and Tibet during this period would have enabled visitors from 
Ceylon to come into contact with the religieux from these Regions. Two 
manuscripts found in Nepal show that Ceylon was known and regarded by the 
Buddhists of Nepal as an important centre of Buddhism. One was written 
at the Sri Hlam monastery in a year corresponding to 1015 A.D.^ The manu­
script contains many miriaturepaintings dating from the twelfth century or 
earlier. Three of them represent cult objects from Ceylon. One is a paint­
ing of the Buddha DipaAkara attended by two figures identified by Foucher as
■^ See p. 4*C>4- •
2gZ Vol. II pp. 123-125.
3
Cambridge University Library MS No. Add 1643. See also A. Foucher,
Etudes sur I1 iconographie bouddhique de 11 Inde pp. 15-27.
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Avalokitesvara and Vajrapani; another depicts Jambhala while the third
m » mm —  1
carries the figure of *SrogyaSala Lokanatha*. The second manuscript 
is a copy of the Frajfiaparamita made by a resident of the Kisa. • • mona­
stery in a year corresponding to 1071 A*D. This manuscript, too, con­
tains three minatures representing images from Ceylon: Dipankara attended 
by Vajrapani, Jambhala and fArogySala Lokesvara** In both the paintings 
of ’Arogyasala Lokanatha (or Lokesvara)1 he is attended by two female 
figures, one executed in red and the other in green. Perhaps, these 
paintings were based on reports of Nepalese pilgrims who visited Ceylon*
It is also possible that some of the Sinhalese monks who visited Eastern 
India ventured as far as the native land of the Buddha* But one cannot 
rule out the possibility that they were based on mere hearsay, on im­
pressions gathered in Eastern India where visitors from the two lands met* 
The Blue Annals record a tradition about a saintly monk from Ceylon 
who, it would appear, lived in the twelfth century. A monk from Kashmir
«. • *5
who heard of his fame visited him in the town of Hatnacu^amapi• Through
him, the Sinhalese monk sent greeting© to the Tibetan monks, Rin-chen- 
dpal and dbOn*-ston Rin-po-che whom he very much admired. This story is 
found in another Tibetan work where the name of the Sinhalese monk is
A
given as Guparatna. More reliable evidence on the relationship which
^Cambridge University Library MS* No. Add 1643 ff* 8, 80, 86. Foucher, 
op.cit*, p.79.
2
Foucher, op.cit.* pp. 27-30.
3
No information on a town of this name is available.
4
Roerich op.cit. Pt* I p.315? Pt. II p.599* These Tibetan monks are said 
to have lived in the latter part of the twelfth century.
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prevailed between Tibet and Ceylon during this period is to be found
in two Sinhalese manuscripts discovered by Rahul Sankptyayana in the
Tibetan monastery of Sa-skya. One of these texts, incorrectly identified
as the Vessantara.jataka by Sanptyayana,^ seems to be a work not known
at present in Ceylon* The sections of this text which have been read
so far deal with many topics varying from mutual duties of teachers
and students, the advantages of patronising the sa&gha* the disadvantages
of desire, and life in heaven and hell to a discussion on the perfections1 
— — 2(paramita) * The script of the manuscript is comparable to the palaeo- 
graphic forms of the period from the eleventh to the thirteenth century
compiled by P* E. E. Fernando; his comments on the peculiarities of
3
the script of this period are also applicable in this case. The round
form of the initial a is similar to the illustrations nos* 13 and 14
in his table* The cerebral na is formed of a small circle followed 
by two loops* The dental na with the triangular base is quite similar 
to his illustration number 13 while the ma is simil&r to his examples 
15 and 16 which he has described as typical of this period* It is 
also noteworthy that the ra of this manuscript has not developed the short 
curve on the top of the letter which seems to be a characteristic feature
of the manuscripts of the thirteenth and later centuries*^ Hence, it is
5 —  - - .
Jnl* of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society 1937 p*32*
2 -
The present writer is indebted to Ven. H. Saddhatissa through whose good 
offices he has been able to obtain photographic copies of this manuscript* 
In examining this work, the possibility that it is one of the lost works 
of the Abhayagiri nikaya has to be kept in mind*
3
P* E* E, Fernando, 'Development of the Sinhalese scriptfrom the 8th cen­
tury A.D* to the 15th century A.D*1, UCR Vol. VIII pp. 222-243 (with 
two tables).
4Ibid.. p.239.
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5033113X6 to suggest that the manuscript should he dated to about the
twelfth century. Presumably, Rahul Sankytyayana is reporting information
available in sources preserved at the Sa-skya monastery when he says that
the two Sihhalese manuscripts belonged to Anantasri, a Ceylonese monk
1who visited the monastery in the time of Grag-pa rgyal-tshan. According 
to the Blue Annals. Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan occupied the chair of the
2
monastery in the year corresponding to 1172 A.D* He died in 1216 A.D.
It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the palaeographie evidence 
agrees with this date* Therefore, the tradition quoted by Sankytyayana 
probably has a historical basis.
In considering the importance of the relations that Ceylon had with 
the northern centres of Buddhism, it is necessary to draw a distinction 
between Eastern India and the other centres in Nepal and Tibet. A Sin­
halese monk or pilgrim who occasionally found his way to Nepal or Tibet 
is unlikely to have exerted an influence of considerable magnitude; nor 
is any such influence evident* The ®me comment applies to the rare visitors 
from these regions who may have reached Ceylon. On the other hand, there 
is reason to believe that the reMions with the Bihar-Bengal area were 
established on a much more regular basis* The practice of going on pil­
grimage to sacred places in this area and the existence of a permanent 
body of Sinhalese monks at the monastery of Buddha Gaya provided an oppor­
tunity to absorb the influences disseminated by the centres of Buddhist
^Jnl. of the Bihar and Orissa Res. Soo* 1937 p.32*
2Roerich. op.cit. Pt. I p.211.
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learning in this area as also to possibly propagate the teachings of 
the Theravada. There is hardly any doubt that the influence of the 
monastic centres of Eastern India which spread to Tibet and South Bast 
Asia also stimulated the development of Mahayana and Tantrism in the 
Island# The decline and the final destruction of the great monasteries 
in the Bengal-Bihar area would have severely affected the strength of 
the influence of these sects in the Island and the position of the mona­
steries which harboured their teachings#
Apart from the inscriptions written in a script which shows a re­
semblance to that used in Eastern India, there is reason to believe that 
the East Indian influence was felt on the Buddhist sculpture of Ceylon* 
Paranavitana has drawn attention to the affinity in style between the naga
figures at the Ratanapasada in the Abhayagiri monastery and the sculptures 
• 1
of the Pala period# A figure of Avalokitesvara from the Nevill Collection 
of the British Museum may be cited as another example. This figure with 
a roundish face, Mongoloid in its appearance, is seated in the mahara.1 alii a 
on a lotus pedestal# It has a dhyani-buddha on the head-dress* A lotus 
is held in the left hand; the right is in the varada mudra* An inscription 
stating that it was 'given by safigha (sanghadattahV had been indited on the 
pedestal* Wickremasinghe who read this inscription has pointed out that it 
bears a close similarity in its palaeographic forms to the Abhayagiri 
Sanskrit inscription discussed above* both inscriptions seem to have been
1OHC Vol. X Pt. X p.404.
1
written in the script of the East Indian regions of the ninth century*
Hence, it can he suggested with justification either that this sculpture
was brought from Eastern India of the Pala period or that it was the work
of a sculptor trained in the traditions of this region*
It has been suggested that the group of images at the Galvihara at
- 2Polonnaruva bears some resemblance to the works <£ the Pala period* But 
it is not advisable to attribute them exclusively to the North Indian tradi­
tion as some of their characteristics like the technique of representing 
the folds of the robes by 1 double grooves1, the decoration of the back of 
the seat in the form of a makaratoraaa, the use of the 1 flame1 design to
decorate the haloes and the method of depicting the padmasana as a thin
- 3cushion on the pedestal are found in sculptures discovered at Nagapafcjana* 
They represent perhaps influences of both these regions with which Ceylon 
maintained close relations*
Relations between the Buddhist communities of South India and Ceylon 
had always been very close* For, as in Ceylon, Buddhism of the Sthaviravada 
school thrived well in the Dravi$a land* Hiuen-tsang recorded that there 
were about a hundred monasteries with ten thousand monks of the Sthavira 
school 3n the Ta^lo-pi-cl^a (Bravi^a) country*^ It is possible that the
^Ananda K* Coomaraswamy, Mahayana Buddhist images from Ceylon and Java1, 
JRAS 1909 pp. 283-297 pi. I fig. 2.
2
P. E. B. Fernando, fTantric influences on the sculptures at Calvihara, 
Polonnaruva1, UCR Vol. XVIII Nos* 1 & 2 pp* 50-67*
3 -T. N. Ramachandran, The Nagapattanam and other Buddhist bronzes in the 
Madras Museum, Pis* I & XVIII*
^Beal, op.cit. p*429*
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position of Buddhism in South India was affected by the rise of 3aivism 
and Vaigpavism as militant religious movements contesting the tenets of 
both Jainism and Buddhism* Evidence on the rivalry between these religious 
communities is preserved in Tamil literary works like the Periya-puranam♦ 
Tiruvatavurar-nuranam, Kuruparamparai and the Tirumalai. TirufSnacamp- 
antar is said to have defeated the Buddhist inhabitants of the village 
Fotimankai in a debate; subsequently they were converted to Saivism*^ 
According to the Tiruvatavurar-puranam* Mapikkavacakar, another Saivanayanar
entered into a dispute at Citapbaram where he defeated a Buddhist monk from
2 «.
Ceylon* Evidently, the militant propogationary activities of the alvars
and the nayanars did not provoke the development o f a similar enthusiastic
movement on the part of the Buddhists to counter the growing influence of
the Saiva and Vai^pava faiths* It is possible to surmise that the decline
of the influence of Buddhism led to migrations of South Indian monks to
3more salubrious surroundings in nearby countries like Ceylon*
The important centres of Buddhism in the Coromandel coast survived 
this difficult period to play an active role in the subsequent history of 
Buddhism* Of these, KaKci had risen into importance in the time of the 
Pallavas; but its importance and influence outlasted the political power 
of the Pallavas* As late as in the fourteenth century, the Nagara-Ker
W* Sohomerus, Sivatlsche Beligenlegenden (Periyapuraaa and Tiruvata~ 
vurar pur ana) Jena, 1925 p* 155*
2Ibid* pp* 264-280*
5See p♦375’'
tagama refers to Buddhaditya, a monk from the §a$wihara at Kaftci who
wrote a panegyric in praise of the Javanese king Hayam Wuruk.1 The port
of Nagapafjana (Negapatam), situated further to the south at the mouth of
the Kaveri was another important centre which attracted pilgrims and scholars
from many regions* The commentator Dhammapala the Senior lived at the
Bhammasokamaharaja monastery at KfagapaJJana at the time of the composition
2
of the commentary on the Nettipakarapa. Buddhadatta, an earlier commentator, 
lived for sometime at KaveripaJtana, another port nearby.^ It waB at Naga- 
paffana that two monasteries were built in the time of the Colas by Maravi- 
jayottungavarman, the king of 3rivi;jaya.^ More than three hundred Buddhist 
images dating from about the ninth to about the seventeenth century were 
found here revealing that it was an active centre of Buddhism for a very 
long period.
The influence of Buddhism was by no means restricted to the Coro­
mandel coast; it spread across the central highlands into the Malabar
4
coast. A copper ^ plate from Vedaranyam, inscribed in a script datable to
about the tenth century, records a grant of land made to a Buddhist monastery
5
called SundaracoJaperumpaJJ.i built by one Selettiyan* According to an
1
Theodore G. Th* Pjgeaud,_Java in the 14th century, a study in cultural
history (The Nagara-Kertagama by Rekawi PrapagcaVvol. Ill p.Ill: Vol.
IV pp. 331-333.
Nettipakaraaa (PTS) p.249.
^Madhuratthavilasini (PTS) p.299*
4EI Vol. XXII p.242 11.80-84.
5p, R. Sirinivssan, The story of Buddhism. 1956 p.158.
inscription from the Shikarpur taluk, a Buddhist monastery with shrines 
for Tara, Lokesvara, Kesava and the Buddha was built at BaJJigave 
(Belugami) in 1055 A.D* It was most probably a Tantric institution;
for endowments were made for the maintenance of yoginis*3, A record from
2the same taluk dated in 1093 A.D, mentions another Buddhist shrine*
The monastery of Mulavasa located in the Malabar coast^ was well known
among the Nepalese Buddhists of the eleventh century as an important centre
4
of Buddhism in the Dakgipafha. A number of Buddha images datable to the 
Coja period have been in many places spread over this area like Tyaganur,
Tanjor, KaSlci, Tiruvatti, Tiruvalanjuli, Elaiyur, Jayakop^acojapuram,
5Manambady and Karadikkuppam. It has already been pointed out that the 
images from MagapaJJana testify to the survival of Buddhism into the
seventeenth century. Tliis is confirmed by certain inscriptions of the
— -• 6Yadavas of Devagiri, the Vijayanagara kings and of the Nayakkas of Tanjore*
Bven if it cannot be said that Buddhism waB in a flourishing state, it is 
quite clear that it was very much alive at many South Indian centres during 
the period under review*
^Bpigraphia Camatica, Vol. VII Shikarpur taluk No. 170*
2Ibid. No. 106.
3Travancore Archaeological Series. Vol. II pp. 115-125*
4
Foucher, op.cit. p.194*
5
Sirinivasan, op.cit. pp. 62-101*
% K i  1927 No. 292; 1927/8 No. 66; 1939/40 No. 144.
The friendly relations between the Buddhist communities of South
India and Ceylon can be traced back to a very early period. Many stories
in the S ihal avat thu-p akar an a and the Sahassavatthu-nakarana speak about
Sinhalese monks who visited South India; the port of KaveripafcJana occurs
frequently In these stories. Monks who were banished from the Island for
adherence to the teachings of the Vetullavada sought refuge in the CoJ.a
land where they found friends who were ready to come to Ceylon to vindicate
their position.^* South Indian commentaries like the Andhakatthakatha were
studied by commentators in Ceylon* The works of Buddhadatta and Dhamma-
pala the Senior are products of the relationship which existed between these
two countries* It has been suggested that Ananda, the author of the
Visuddhimaggatika. and Anuruddha, the author of the Abhidhammatthasaftgaha.
were Indians. In the colophon of the Faramatthavinicchaya, the author
- 2states that his birthplace was Kaveri.
The close contact between the Buddhist communities of the Coromandel 
coast and of Ceylon would have continued till the end of the tenth century 
when friendly relations were vitiated by political developments which led 
to the conquest of RajaraJJha by the Cojas. When Vijayabahu I restored the 
Sinhalese power over Ra^arajfha, it was to Burma and not to South India 
that he sent envoys to obtain monks to restore the sasana in the Island. 
This, too, has to be partly explained by political reasons; presumably,
1,Mv>, 56.111-3.
faramatthavinicchaya (Devananda) p. 337. 
3
See also p.'S^
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friendly relations between the two countries had not been established by 
this time.
A strophe in a fragmentary inscription from Polonnaruva, probably 
issued in the reign of Vikkamabahu I, mentions a hierarch by the name of 
Ananda who is compared to *a banner raised aloft in the land of LaAka*.
The last two padas of the strophe which are readable only in part refer 
to his connections with the saftgha of TambaraJJfoa and of the Coja land."**
He was no doubt an important monk to receive the patronage of the queenof 
Vikkamabahu at a time when the royalty were not well disposed towards 
the saftgha* Buddhappiya, a monk from the CoJ.a kingdom, who claims to have 
presided over ’two or three monasteries including Baladicca (Baladitya)' 
states in the colophon of the Rupasiddhi. a Pali grammar he wrote, that he 
was a disciple of Snanda, ’the banner of Tambapappi'• The commentary on
tt16 Rupasiddhi adds that Cujamapikarma was one of the monasteries which
3 -came under Buddhappija? s control* This may be identified with the Cpda-
mapivarma monastery built at Nagapa^Jana by the king of ^rivijaya*^
Buddhappiya claims to have made the sasana shine* Perhaps he is identical
with the monk of the same name who is mentioned in the Vimativinodani as
one of the leading figures who took part in the 'purification* of the Order
£
in the Dravi^a lands, suppressing loose interpretations of the Vinaya rules*-'
1EZ Vol. IV pp. 71-2.
Slaharupaaiddhi sannava (Sumafigala and Dhammaratana, 1891) p.444.
5Ibid.
4EI Vol. XXII p.242 1.83.
jr
Vimativinodani (Dharmadhara) p.100*
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Paranavitana is probably right in identifying the teacher of Buddhappiya
1
with the hierarch Ananda of the Polonnaruva record. Xf this is accepted,
it could be cited as one of the important examples of the relationship 
which prevailed between the saftgha of Nagapafjana and of Polonnaruva*
during the ten years he spent in Ceylon, the Burmese monk Chapata
-  -  2
met Ananda, a monk from KaSci who was versed in the three pifrakas. Two
Coja monks, Buddhamitta and Kassapa, were in Ceylon in the time of Parak- 
kamabahu I* Little is known about Buddhamitta* Kassapa, probably identi­
cal with the author of the Vimativinodani and the Mohavicchedani * lived 
at the time he composed the latter work at the Ufaganana monastery in 
Cojadhinathapura, situated in the middle of the Coja country. Warder has
mm- mm mm A mm
identified Cojadhinathapura with Nagapajfcana. But NagapaJJana is known
5 -in CoJ.a inscriptions as Co].akulav&].}.±pa£$ana* The statement that Coja-
dhinathapura was situated in the middle of the Cola kingdom also suggests 
that it should te located further inland. Kassapa criticizes the Sinhalese 
hierarch Sariputta for giving a too permissive interpretationof the rule 
on the consumption of liquor* This interpretation, he points out, had 
encouraged lapses in discipline in the Coja land and had been rejected as
an 'unorthodox1 interpretation by the leading monks of that country. They
1
Paranavitana, Jnl of the Gtr* Ind. Soc. Vol. XI, 1944 pp* 17-25*
2See p.
3
-'See p. %■&$
‘Tfohavicohedan! (PTS) p.xvi.
5EI Vol. XXII p.242, 1.83.
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Xcleansed the sangha of monks who supported such views*
This criticism is important as it reveals the influence that the 
views of the Ceylonese bore on the clergy of the Coja land# It is also 
evident from this that the South Indian monks claimed to be more * orthodox1 
than their Ceylonese counterparts* Kassapa accuses Sariputta for having 
be:en influenced by the monies of the Abhayagiri monastery* It is also poss­
ible that this criticism indicates something more than mere disagreement; 
it is possible to detect traces of regional rivalry in some of these writ­
ings* It is natural that the intense political rivalry and hostility be­
tween the Sinhalese and the Coja kingdoms that the reign of Parakkamabahu I 
witnessed would find expression in the writings of this period* The author 
of the Slmalaftkara* a work on the problems of demarcating ceremonial bound­
aries, claims to have vindicated the position of the Sinhalese monks* All 
those who knew the Vinaya rules and who wished for the perpetuation of 
the sasana, he maintains, would accept the views of the Sinhalese monks 
which are in accordance with the scriptures and their commentaries; they 
would certainly reject the views of the Cojiyans which are false and con­
trary to these* It was a Sinhalese monk called Vacissara, he declares at 
the end, who wrote this Simalafckara and the commentary thereof#^
It was pointed out earlier that the thera Ananda was described in 
the Polonnaruva record as a monk who had connections with the sa^gha of
1
Vimativ** pp. 96-100; see also p*£r2>5 
2Simala&kara (Buddhasiri), 1904 pp. 42-3*
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Tambarajijha. TambarajjJiha finds mention in three other sources. According
to its colophon, the Paramatthavinicchaya was written by Anuruddha, a monk
bom in fthe township of Kavira in the land of the city of ffafici1 who was
living at the time of TaHja in TambaraJJiha.1 The author of the Jinalaftkara
2speaks of his reputation among the learned men of Coliyatambarattha. This
could be interpreted either as the Coja land and TambaraJi&a or as Tam-
bara|:J:ha in the Coja land. The third reference occurs in the Culavamsa.
Parakkamabahu II sent two missions to foreign lands to obtain monks to
help reorganize the Order in Ceylon. One of these missions was to the
Coj.a kingdom. The other was sent to Tambarajfha for the specific purpose
3
<£ inviting Dhammakitt*i, a monk reputedly of great virtue.
Geiger was inclined to believe that Tambaraffha should be located 
in South India.^ One possibility is to identify Tafija with TaSjavur in 
the CoJ.a country. But the context of the reference in the Culavamsa pre­
cludes such an identification; it is clear from this that, at least in 
the thirteenth century, Tambaraffha was distinct from the Coja country.
For separate missions were sent to these two places.
Paranavitana has attempted to identify Tambaraffha with the Ligor
5 - -
region of the Malay Peninsula. He has pointed out that the Pun avaliya
substitutes Tamalifigamu for Tambarafjfoa in the account of the reign of
1 —  . —  ■ 
Paramatthav., p.331 • This statement seems to suggest that the Paramattha-
vinicohaya was written at a time when the town of Kavira was under the
control of the Pallavas. If this be so, the work has to be dated to the
ninth century or an earlier period.
inalaflkara (R. Palita) 1955 p*51»
3Cv., 84.9-16.
40v., trsl. Vol. II p.155 n.2.
5jnl. of the Str. Ind. Soo. Vol. XI, 1944 pp.17-25. JRASCB(NS) Vol.VII Pt I
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Parakkamabahu 'II.' The Hatthavanaeallaviharavaasa mentions a certain
invader by the name of Candabhanu who raided the Island in the time of
— 2
Parakkamabahu II# He came from Tambalinga# The Elu-Att anagaluvams ay a ,
the fourteenth century Sinhalese translation of this work, gives Tama-
<7
liAgamu in place of TambaliAga# Coedes has identified Candabhanu with a 
king who bore this title mentioned in a Sanskrit inscription from Caiya#^- 
Ostensibly, this would be very strong evidence for the identification of 
TambaraJJha with the Caiya region# Paranavitana goes on to suggest that 
there was a fTanjong-pura somewhere in the Malay Peninsula which would very 
well have been the Taftj a-nagara referred to in the Faram&tthavinicchava1 #
5
1 There is also', he adds, *& Tanjong Tembeling#1
But a closer examination reveals that this identification is not 
as dependable as it would seem at first sight# For there seems to have 
been some confusion in the use of the name Tamaliftgamu in the Sinhalese 
literary works# Further, there was more than one region round the Bay of 
Bengal which couldjhave borne the name Tambarajtfha# The Saddharmalankaraya 
relates a story about sixty Sinhalese monks who reached the roadstead of 
Tamli£gamau on their way to the city of PHJ.alup (Pafaliputra), In this
1
Pjv♦ f p#118*
Hatthavanagallaviharavamsa (PTS) p#32#
3 —Elu attana&luvamsaya (Simon de Silva) p#45#
4 %Coedes, Recueil des inscriptions du Siam Pt# II pp# 25-28#
5JHASCB(NS) Vol. VII Pt. X p.5.
6 — — —
S addharmalankar ay a (Bento j?a Saddhatissa) p*361.
context, Tamalifcgamii could hardly be any other place but the port of 
lfiralipti# In fact, certain Sinhalese translations give Tamali&gam 
in place of Tamalitti (Tamralipti) in the Pali originals* According 
to the saddharmaratnakaraya. the ship bearing the sapling of the Bo-tree
touched at Tamali&gamto$a on its way from Buddha Gaya to Ceylon**** In
—  -  -  2
place of Tamalitti in the Pathavamsa * its Sinhalese gloss gives Tama-
— 3li&gam while the Daladasirita retains the Pali form without change*
Tamralipti and Tamrali&ga were not the only places which had names 
beginning with tamra, meaning •copper*# Tambadiparaftha was a name used 
to denote a part of Burma. Dhammasenapati, the Burmese monk who wrote the 
Karika, the Pali grammar, states in the colophon that he lived at Arimma- 
ddanapura (Pagan) in the Tarabadiparalijiha#^  The Nighandutika was composed 
by a Burmese minister called Catura&gabala in about the fourteenth century#
He mentions that he lived in the reign of Sihasura, the king of the Tam-
- 5 -badiparajfha* G* H# Luce has quoted the Jambudipa tJchavi to point out
that the region to the east and the south of the Irrawaddy was known as 
Tambadipa while the region to the north and west of it was called Sunapar— 
anta. This is supported by an inscription from the Shwezayan pagoda at
^Saddharmaratnakaraya (Kosgo$s Hanavimala) p#361*
Halvego^a Silalafikara ed# p.81 quoted by Paranavitana JRASCB(ffS) Vol* VII 
Pt# I p.20*
^Daladasirita (Sorata) p#32*
^Pali Sahityaya Vol* II p*481.
5Ibid. p.535.
^Journal of the Burma Research Society Vol# XLII p#39#
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ThKton which mentions a king called Makujaraja who is described as the lord
of *the whole Tambaviseya* Luce has identified Maku-fcaraja with Manuha,
2the contemporary of Anawrahta, who ruled over Lower Burma* As Dupont has
suggested, Tambaviseya may be compared with Tamravisaya* ^ a term synonymous
with the Pali Tambaraj^ha.
The Mahabharata mentions an island called Tamra.^ The Divyavadana, a
- «, 5
too, refers to a certain Tamradvipa* Edgerton has suggested that they denote
—  6Ceylon which was known at one time as Tambapa^i (Skt. Tamraparpi). The name 
of the South Indian river Tamraparpi goes back very much into the past and
finds mention in the Vayu-pura&a* 7 In the Matsya-purana and Visnu-purana,
—  »  8Tamraparpa occurs as one of the nine divisions of the Bharatavarsa* Pro-
<9
bably, it is the same river which is mentioned in the Afokan inscriptions.lt 
is possible that the land round this river was also known by the same name*
The foregoing discussion demonstrates the difficulties involved 
in accepting Paranavitana1 s suggestion that the TambaraJ;j;ha of the Pali 
works should be identified with the Ligor region of the Malay Peninsula.
This identification is based merely on the similarity of the names* But
there were about five regions round the Bay of Bengal which did or could
■^ Pierre Dupont, L1 archeologie Mons de Dvaravati Vol. I p.9.
2G* H. Luce, Mons of the Pagan dynasty p.9*
^See f.n.l*
4Mbh.. 2.28.46.
^Divyavadana (Cowell & Neil) p.525.
/T
Edgerton, op.cit* Vol* II p.251.
7 _
Vayfr-purapa (Anandasrama), Poona, 1905, 77*24-5. See also Brahmanda-purana 
(Sri Venkatesvasa Press, Bombay) 1912 11*16*56.
®Matsya-purapa (Anapdasrama) Poona, 1907* 114.8* Vienu-purana (sri Venkates- 
Qvasa“Press, Bombay) 11*56. “  '
9CII Vol. T pp. 5, 46.
....
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have home similar names* It could have been possible to rely on this
identification if the Culavamsa and the Pu.javaliya which speaks of
TambaraJJha and Tamaliftgamu as the home of Dhammakitti used these names
also to denote the kingdom of Candabhanu* But this is not so; in
, l
these works* he is merely referred to as the king of the Javakas*
Paranavitana has attempted to identify the town of TaSja mentioned 
in the Paramatthavinicchaya with Tanjong-pura which he presumed was in
the Malay Peninsula* Chau-ju-kua mentions a certain Tan-jong-wou-lo as
2 %one of the dependencies of Java. This has been interpreted by Coedes as a
reference to Tanjong*-pura* A principal city called Tanjung-puri is listed
among the tributaries and neighbours of the kingdom of Majapahit in the
Nagara-Kertagama*^  Pigeaud who edited this chronicle located Tanjung-
5
puri in the island of Borneo. Internal evidence from the chronicle 
supports this identification which has found general acceptance among 
scholars*
It is true that many places in the Malay Peninsula have the term 
Tanjong as a part of their conjoint names. For tan .long in the Malay language 
means 'cape* or promontory* * Tanjong-Tembeling, the place-name which 
Paranavitana cites to support his identification, merely means *the headland 
of the river Tembeling*. Had the author of the Paramatthavinicchaya
1P.iv. p.117; Cv., 83.36-51.
2
Hirth and Rockhill, Chau-ju-kua p.86.
rz % f
Coedes, Les etats hindouises*. p*340#
4Pigeaud, op.cit. Vol. XIX p.16.
Ibid., Vol. IV p.31; see also pp. 128,230.
lived at one such place, it is very unlikely that he would have stated 
that he was living at TaKja without giving the actual name of the place*
No places bearing the name Talxja are known from Burma or the Tamra­
lipti area. On the other hand, there were at least two places by this 
name in South India. One of these was TaSjavur, modern Tanjore, which 
was the capital of the CoJ.as for some time. But, as pointed out earlier, 
TaSja of the Tambara$j?ha seems to have been outside the Coja country. 
Another city which bore this name is mentioned in the Tamil poem, the 
Taficaivanankovai. The work has been dated to the twelfth century by 
the editor, but it may be about two centuries later. The hero of the 
poem was a feudatory of the Pa$L$yas* He ruled from the city of TaKcai 
which was situated near the Pojiyil hills by the river Vaikai. It iis
described as ■Taftcai of the south1, probably to distinguish it from Tafi-
- - 1
javur in the north.
Though it is possible that the Tambarajfctha of the Pali works is 
identical with Tamralifiga or the Ligor area of the ^alay Peninsula the 
difficulties involved in accepting this hypothesis induces one to consider 
other possibilities. TambaraJJha occurs in all its known contexts in 
association with South India, particularly the Coja country. This would 
suggest that it was situated close to the Coja country. The TalSja of the 
Paramatthaviniochaya could very well be identified with Taffcai in the 
Papaya country. It is easier to accept the suggestion that a monk who was
1 « . . .  4. .
Tallcaivanankovai (S. R. Ramasami Pillai) pp. 11, 16, 20, 27, 51, 510, 559.
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bom in Kaveri went to live in the Papgya country though it is not im­
possible, as Paranavitana has suggested, that he went to the Malay Peninsula. 
The evidence before us seems t> favour the view that Tambara^ha was in 
South India; but it is not strong enough to preclude the possibility of 
locating this region in South East JbSia#
Almost all the evidence cited on the relations between the monastic 
centres of South India and Ceylon relate to contact s with the Coromandel 
coast# Further, they deal only with relations with centres which professed 
Theravada faith# However, it is possible that important centres on the Mal­
abar coast like the Mulavasa monastery were known in Ceylon. The contri­
bution that South India made to the expansion of non-Theravada teachings 
in Ceylon in an earlier period is evident from the Mahavamsa and Mahayfkist
records inscribed in the Pallava Grantha script like the Trikayastava in-
1
scription from Mihintale# The co-operation between the sa&gha of South 
India and Ceylon brought forth important results evident particularly 
in the Pali Buddhist works of this period# The introduction of South Indian 
elements into the Sinhalese monastic organization, too, has to be attributed,
p
at least partly, to this relationship.
Buddhism was at a low ebb at the accession of Vijayabahu I; all the 
sources agree that it had been on the decline# It is possible that the 
neglect and lack of patronage during a long period of political turmoil
^EZ Vol. IV pp. 242-246; see also pp. 151-60.
2See p*3-4_^ _
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forced the monks to give up robes or to seek shelter in centres of Buddhism
outside the Island. The Pujavaliya and the Raiavaliya lay the blame on the
-  1 -Cojas who, they maintain, tried to destroy the sasana. Vijayabahu found 
it difficult to get together sufficient monks to hold ecclesiastical cere­
monies like that of Ordination* ^his need not necessarily imply that the 
number of monks in the Island had been so severely diminished. Perhaps, 
it merely means that the monks who were available were not considered 
sufficiently virtuous or worthy to preside over such ceremonies. In fact,
according to the Pu.i avaliya| the Nikayasaftgrahaya. Vijayabahu could not
2find feven five virtuous monks'. It is also possible that as in later 
times the ceremony of Ordination had fallen into abeyance and as a result 
the monks in the Island were not qualified to conduct it. The Velaikkara 
nscriptions at Polonnaruva which ; is the source closest to the events 
gives a slightly different account. According to this record, monks were
invited from Arumapa (Ramaflfia) to 'purify* the saftgha of the three
— 3nikayas.
The later Sinhalese chronicles agree with the statement that Vija- 
yabahu obtained monks from Aramapa. For this purpose, he is said to have 
sent emissaries bearing pearls and precious stones as presents. The 
Culavamsa adds a valuable piece of evidence in stating that it was to king 
Anuruddha that these emissaries were sent.4 Geiger was inclined to question 
^P,iv.. p*105; Riv. (Cunasekara) p.42.
2PJv., p.105; Niks, p. 23.
5EI Vol. XVIII p.338.
4Cv., 60.4-8*
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the authority of the Culavamsa. He accepted the chronology worked out 
by Phayre which placed the reign of Anuruddha (Anawrahta) from 1010 to 
1052 A.D. and remarked that the assumption of the contemporaniety of
Anuruddha and Vijayabahu I was ’probably an arbitrary one on the part of
- 1the author of our part of the Mahavamsa or of his source*. But according
to the Burmese chronology revised by Maung Hla, the reign of Anuruddha
2
would fall between 1044 and 1077 and within the reign of Vijayabahu I 
(1055-mo). Hence there is reason to believe that the account in the 
Cularamsa was based on a reliable source of information.
According to the Culavamsa, the monks who came from Burma were 
thoroughly versed in the three pitakas. They initiated numerous cere­
monies of Admission and Ordination and rehearsed the scriptures and their 
commentaries. The Pu.iavaliya and the Nikayasaftgrahaya hold that the 
scriptures, too, were brought from Burma. ^ This would imply that apart
from the decline in the standards of discipline, there was a shortage of
books as well as of monks at the accession of Vijayabahu I. The accomplish­
ments of the monks brought from Burma would seem to be nothing less than 
the re-establishment of Buddhism which had been severely affected during 
the period of foreign rule. But the silence of the Velaikkara inscription 
on this point makes one rather hesitant about accepting this interpretation.
1Cv., trsl. Pt. I p.214 n.4.
Slaung Hla, ’The chronological tables of the kings of Burma1, Jnl. Burm.
Res. Soc. Vol. XIII p.82.
^Cv., 60*4—8.
4— — —
agamayada genva P.iv. p.105; patpot genva Niks, p.25.
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As evident from the Hmawza inscription dated to a period from 
about the fifth to the seventh century, Pali Buddhism was known in Upper
Burma long before the reign of Anuruddha.*^ The Burmese chronicles
•  — 2 Mahayazawin and the Hmannan Yazawin refer to the thriving community of
monks of the Arafl (Ari) school who lived in the Mramma kingdom in the
reign of Anuruddha. The capture of the city of Thaton (Sudhammapura)
in RamaflHadesa in c.1057 A.D. brought the Mramma conquerors into close
contact with another school of Buddhism. Shin Arahan, a monk of this
schooiV won over the sympathies of Anuruddha, the Mramma king, and eventually
became his^ersonal preceptor. Monks and the scriptures of this school
were brought to his capital from the conquered Thaton.
According to the Ceylonese sources, the monks who officiated at
— 3the purification* of the Sinhalese saAgha came from Ramahfiadesa ; probably 
they, too, like the monks who went to Pagan, ®me from Thaton. However, 
Quaritoh Wales pointed out that no evidence has been found at Th&ton 
to show that Buddhism flourished there before the eleventh century. It 
has been suggested that the monks found there were those who had been 
forced to leave the kingdom of HaripuHjaya by the invasion of Suryavarman I 
or the cholera epidemic mentioned in the Camadevivamsa.^
^Buroiselle, 'Excavations at Hmawza* ARASI 1928-9 pp* 105-7•
2Maha Yazawin (Saya Pwa) pp. 181-191. Hmannan Yazawin.translated into 
English as the Class Palace Chronicle by Pe Maung Tin and G. H* Luce
pp. 71-80.
3EI Vol. XVIII p.338.
H. G. Quari&eh Wales, 'Anuruddha and the Thaton tradition', JRAS 1947 
p.152. See also Coedes, Les etats hindouises.... p.274*
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As Paranavitana suggested, another possibility 3s that the monks 
brought to Ceylon in the reign of Vijayabahu I were those who had ori­
ginally gone from Ceylon or representatives of a community descended from 
them* He has pointed out that the inauguration of the ceremony of Ordina­
tion by these monks did not result in the establishment of a community 
named after Burma, as it happened later on when foreign monks were brought 
to initiate this ceremony* It is alscfnoteworthy that the Burmese annals do 
not refer to an instance of their monks taking part in a ’purification1 
of the Order in Ceylon in the time of Vijayabahu I. On the other hand,
they state that the Sinhalese clergy were in the line of direct descent 
2
from Mahinda. The Sinhalese monks who were forced to leave the Island 
during the period of Coja rule would have gone to centres of Buddhism 
outside the Coja kingdom; it is quite possible that some of them went to 
Burma* The Culavamsa testifies to the prevalence of close relations between 
the king of RamaSfla and the Sinhalese military leaders who rose against the
power of the Co).as. The king of RamaHfia is said to have sent aid to
■* 3Vijayabahu when the latter was engaged in campaigns against the Cojas*
Most of the sources are not very helpful in determining the origin of the
monks brought from Burma. The Hikayasangrahaya provides some additional
information. According to the printed version edited by Amaramoli, twenty-
1UHC Vol. X Pt. XX p.564-.
Indian Antiquary Vol. XXII p.29s Bp. Birm. Vol. Ill Pt. II p.189.
5Cv., 58.8-10.
I
five monks were brought by Vijayabahu I; they are described as 
Aramanaratavasi , f residents of Arama$a*» The editor gives a variant 
reading - Aramanayata vadi, 1 those who had gone to Aram^a1.1 All the 
four manuscripts of this text at the British Museum are unanimous in
supporting the latter reading, ^hey also state that the number of monks
2 - 3
involved was twenty; the Pu.iavaliya gives the same number. If the
reading in the manuscripts is accepted, it would add strength to the con­
tention that the monks brought to the Island in the time of Vijayabahu I 
were in fact those who had originally gone to Burma in the Ooja period 
or their descendants. But the evidence available is not strong enough 
to warrant a definite conclusion on this point.
The Burmese chronicles supply some more details about the relations 
between the two countries during this period. The Mahayazawin records that 
Anuruddha sent a minister to Ceylon with an elephant as a present to the
king to ask for the Tooth relic. But hdhad to be satisfied with a replica
1
of the relic. He had several more replicas of the relic made and deposited
them in shrines in various parts of the kingdom. The name of the Sinhalese
king is given as Sirisaftghabodhij this was a title of Vijayabahu 1.^  The
authors of the Hmannan believed that the Mahayazawin was wrong in respect
of the last detail and concluded on the strength of the evidence from their 
N^iks. p. 23 and note 1.
^British Museum MSS Or. 2702 f.ke; Or. 6606(lO) f. kau; Or. 66606(ll)
„f. k h a : Or. 6606(48)
rP.jv* f p. 105.
^Maha Yazawin p.202*
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chronological calculations that the king should have been Dhatusena.
Obviously, the earlier chronicle was correct.
^ke Sasanavamsa states that, after the capture of Thaton, Anuruddha 
sent four envoys to Ceylon to obtain copies of the tipitaks. These were
compared with the scriptures brought from Thaton; they were found to be
2 3in complete agreement with each other* N. R. Ray has accepted this account.
But the Sasanavamsa is a late chronicle compiled only in the nineteenth 
century; this account does not occur in any of the earlier chronicles* More­
over, it is difficult to believe that Vijayabahu would have had to obtain 
the scriptures from Burma if they had been sent to Anuruddha a few years 
earlier.
The close friendly relations between Burma and Ceylon evident in
the reign of Anuruddha persisted after his death. The Burmese chronicles
state that Kyanzittha, one of his successors, was sent nine relics by the 
4king of Ceylon. If the chronological position of Kyanzittha, between 
1086 and 1112 as suggested by Maung Hla, is accepted, the Sinhalese king 
may be identified with Vijayabahu I. During the reign of Uarathu, a period
5
marked by violence and political assassination, Panthagu, the royal pre­
ceptor, was disgusted with the vile ways of the king and left the kingdom
H^mannan pp. 89-90.
2 *Sasanavamaa (B.C.Law) p*71*
N^. R. Ray, Theravada Buddhism in Burma pp. 100-101.
4Haha Yazawin p.227; Hmannan p.110.
5
As Than Tun^has pointed out, Panthagu which is the equivalent of the Pali 
term pamsukulika is a title rather than a name. Than Tun, The Buddhist 
Church in Burma in the Pagan Period (unpublished thesis) p.240,
in protest to live in exile in Ceylon* The king is also said to have 
attempted to laicize many monks who, too, were forced to flee to Ceylon*^- 
Such movements of monks from Ceylon to Burma and from Burma to 
Ceylon in times of political turmoil in either country would have promoted, 
and to some extent presuppose, friendly connections between the saAgha 
of the two countries. These connections helped the saiigha to intervene
when hostilities broke out between Burma and Ceylon in the reign of
—  2 —Parakkamabahu I. According to the Culavamsa* the saftgha were instrumental
in restoring the normal relations between the two kingdoms after the 
3campaxgns*
The most well known of the visits of Burmese to Ceylon is perhaps
- 4the pilgrimage of Uttarajiva, the preceptor of Narapatisithu. This monk
arrived in Ceylon with a group of disciples among whom was one Chapafa, a 
novice he had met at the port of Eusima (Bassein). Probably, it is this 
association with Chapaja which has added such importance to his visit*
Accounts of this visit are preserved in the Kalyap.i inscriptions and all
in
the Burmese chronicles. At a ceremony/which both the Burmese and the 
Ceylonese participated, Chapafa received his Ordinatinn. Uttarajiva held 
discussions with the Sinhalese monks and returned soon to Burma after 
worshipping at the important shrines. Chapaja decided to stay back to
X
Maha Tazawin pp. 251-2; Hmannan p. 133* Harvey has stated that Panthagu 
returned to Burma early in the reign of Narapatisithu and that he died at 
Pagan at the age of ninety. He has not cited any authorities. The present 
writer has found no evidence in the sources he consulted to support this 
statement. A certain Uga Sweshin Panthagu is mentioned in the account of 
the reign of Uarapatisithu. But it is doubtful whether they are identical. 
See Harvey, History of Burma. 1925 p«55*
2See p . ^ S  
3Cv>, 76.69-74.
4gansu. (SjLthu) in certain inscriptions and Narapati j ay a sura in the KalypJ. 
inscriptions*
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complete his studies*
According to the Kalyas! inscriptions, the departure of Uttarajiva
to Ceylon took place in the year 532 of the Burmese era and six years
— 2
after the purification* of the saftgha by Parakkamabahu I, in 1165/6 A.D*
The date of Uttarajiva *s visit would thus be in 1171/2 A.D* The years |>2f6 
and 552 of the Burmese era correspond approximately to the same years*
Coedes has suggested that Uttarajiva brought the message of peace mentioned 
■fc*18 Culavamsa which led to the cessation of hostilities between Burma 
and Ceylon* The chronological evidence from our sources would, however, 
militate against the acceptance of this view* Themr with Burma is men­
tioned in an inscription of Parakkamabahu dated to the twelfth year of 
his reign, i*e* 1165/6. Nevertheless, it may be suggested that the visit 
of the preceptor of the Burmese king represents the restorationjof friendly 
relations between the two kingdoms, even if he did not in fact bring the 
message of peace*
4The young novice Chapaja stayed in Ceylon for ten years and during
this period mastered the three pitakas together with their commentaries*
On his return to Burma, he took with him four other monks from Ceylon who
were also well versed in the scriptures. Of these monks, Itahula was a
^Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXII p.29; Ep* Birm* Vol.’* Ill Pt. II pp. 189-190.
2
Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXII p*29; sAe also p.^-^ •
^Cv., 69*74; Coedes, Les etats hindouises*** p.525*
^It has been suggested that Chapaja was^the author of the grammatical treatise 
Suttaniddesa and of the Saflkhepavaanana t the commentary on the Abhidhammattha* 
saftgha (M. H. Bode, Pali literature of Burma pp. 17-1B; Coedes, Les etats 
hindouises* * * p*525)« Though the author of these works was a monk named 
Chappafa, the colophons of the works record that he visited Ceylon in the _ 
year 1990 of the Buddhist era (1446/7 A*D.) when a certain king Parakkamabahu
(cont.)
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a Ceylonese, Nanda was from Kaflci and Sivali from Tamalitti (Tamralipti)
while Tamalinda was the son of the king of Xamboja. This group refrained
from associating with the Burmese monks who were in Pagan and began to pei>-
form the eccleciastioal ceremonies by themselves. This led to the rise of
a separate school, the Sihalasa&gha, which drew its inspiration from the
Sinhalese centres of Buddhism. They won over the support of Narapatisithu
who held for them an Or dilution ceremony on a raft of boats at which new
recruits were admitted to this school.^- This is reminiscent of the Ordination
ceremony held under the patronage of Parakkamabahu I in a pavilion built on
2boats anchored in the middle of the river MahavSli* It was evidently a 
ceremony performed after the Sinhalese fashion. The return of Chap&ta which 
may be dated to dout 1181/2 A.D, and the formation of a separate school 
represents a very important stage in the ecpansion of Sinhalese Buddhism.
For, with the foundation of the Qihalasailgha, a centre was established at 
Pagan for the dissemination of this influence in Burma and to some extent in 
the rest of Sou th*-East Asia. The account of the formation of the Sihalsaftgha 
throws some light on the question of initiative. The establishment of 
Sinhalese Buddhism in Burma was not the result of missionary activities 
undertaken by Sinhalese monks. The initiative came mainly fran the Burmese.
(cont.) was ruling at Jayava$£hanapura. This king is probably Parakkamabahu 
VI Xwho. ruled from Koj?j?e. The author has to be identified, as Buddhadatta 
rightly pointed, out with .a ? second Chapaja. Theravadi Bauddhaoaryayo 
pp. 163-9; Pali Sahityaya Vol. II pp.468, 331-5; UCB Vol. IX p.69.
1Indian Antiquary Vol. XXII p.30.
2Cv., 78.28-30.
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The friendship between the ruling houses of Burma and Ceylon, was
strengthened at the end of the twelfth century when Vijayabahu XI (1186-
1187) the successor of Parakkamabahu I, wrote a letter in Pali to the
king of Arimaddanapura and signed a treaty of friendship* Nissa£ka Malla,
2
too, claims to have maintained friendly relations with Aramapa. An in­
scription dated in 1197 A.D* found at the Dhammayazika shrine records the
3
enshrinement of four sacred relics sent by the king of Ceylon* Probably, 
it was Nissa&ca Malla who sent the relics; the Burmese king has been identi- 
fied with Narapatisithu.4 The establishment of the Sihalasafigha in Buraia 
and the prevalence of friendly relations between the two kingdoms would have 
promoted regular movements of monks the evidence for which, however, is 
unfortunately lacking*
It is noteworthy that the monk Tamalinda who accompanied Chapaja to 
Pagan is described as a son of the king of Kamboja (Kambo.jara.1 atanu.1 a) *
A minor dynasty called the Kambojas ruled from Priya&gu in Bengal for some 
time in the tenth and eleventh centuries, but it seems more likely that 
the Kamboja in question is the kingdom of Cambodia. According to the Cula­
vamsa. the king of RamafSfia seized a princess that Parakkamabahu I sent to 
Kamboja. He is also said to have apprehended and imprisoned some Sinhalese 
1Cv., 80.6-7.
2EZ Vol. II p.151 1.C3.
•2
Inscriptions of Burma. List Ho. 19b*
4
Than Tun* op»oit*. p.268*
5See p* 404-
g
R. C. Majumdar, The history of Bengal Vol. I. p.32.
envoys on the charge that they were taking a letter to the king of 
*]
Kamboja* Kamboja ocaurs together with Arama^a in the inscriptions of 
Nissa&ca Malla*2 The Kamboja in these sources could hardly be any other 
than the Cambodian kingdom* As the correct name of the kingdom is, however, 
Kambuja, it has to be assumed that this has been changed to Iiamboja, a 
more familiar name to the Buddhists in Ceylon*
Certain circumstantial evidences point to the existence of relations 
with Cambodia for some time before the reign of Parakkamabahu I* Boisselier 
speaks of a Cambodian Buddha image, at present in the Husee Blanchard de 
la Brosse, which bears some similarity in its characteristics to examples 
in Ceylon* It has been assigned to a period earlier than the ninth century* 
However, he was rather hesitant to conclude on the derivation of early
Cambodian art from Ceylon because of the differences the sculpture of the
3two regions reveal in the treatment of the face and the hair* Dupont has 
pointed out the similarity of some images of 'the Buddha seated on the coils 
of a nag a1 found in Khmer art to images from Ceylon* They have been assigned 
to the tenth century* As Dupont suggested, they probably represent the in­
fluence of Sinhalese art which spread into the Cambodian kingdom through
4
the mediation of the Mons* The indirect nature of this influence may to 
some extent explain the differences pointed out by Boisselier*
1Cv*, 76.21-23, 35.
2B2., Vol. II p.151 1.C3; p.155 1.14.
^J* Boisselier, La statuaire Khmere et son evolution* Publication de l'^PBO.
1955, pp. 273-4.
D^upori* op.cit* p.263.
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On the other hand, certain ruins from Polonnaruva which are 
unique in the traditions of Sinhalese architecture seem to show that the 
influences of the Cambodian lands were at work in Ceylon. Bell has re­
marked that the so-called Potgul vehera of Polonnaruva, built in the reign 
of Parakkamabahu X, is in many respects comparable to the Hindu temple of 
Mi Baume* ^ The central shrine of the Potgul vehara is a rotunda with a 
vestibule attached to its eastern side* It is situated in a quadrangle 
at the four sides of which are four stupas each of which is 18 ft* in 
diameter. The whole quadrangle is enclosed by a wall. Below this is 
another terrace with four parivenas on the north and four on the south.
The number of terraces and walls, the deployment of the shrines on the 
top terrace and the arrangement of the parivenas on the second are all 
reminiscent of the layout of the temple of Mi Baume. There are some differ­
ences as well. The layout of the terraces is not as regular as at Mi Baume. 
On the second terrace, the Potgulvehera has only eight parivenas as against 
the sixteen of Mi Baume. The gateways of Mi Baume have given place to 
simpler entrances at Polonnaruva. But the basio similarity of the two 
dirines suggests that the Potgulvehera, even if it was not modelled on the 
temple of Mi Baume, goes back at least to an antecedent common to both.
Another structure which stands isolated in the architectural tradi­
tions of Ceylon is the monument from Polonnaruva known as the Satmahal 
Prasada. It is a tower of seven stories the preserved portion of which
X
ARASC 1906 p.17 and plates. See also A. Tissandier, Cambodge-Java p.44*
which rises to a height of slightly less than 53 ft# on a base measuring
39 ft. 2 ins. each way* Bell considered the possibility of Khmer influence.1
2
Jully pointed out the similarities with the Prasat Ande£ in Cambodia.
But Dupont seems to be more accurate in his comment that analogies have to 
be traced in the Mon lands rather than in Cambodia proper; he has shown that
the Satmahal Prasada comes very close to the examples at Wat P*ra Prot*on
*5 4in North Siam. Coedes has compared it with San Mahapon at Lamphun.
One difficulty in utilizing this evidence is that no direct information
is available on the date of the Satmahal PrasHda. But it is probable that
it dates from the Polonnaruva period as it is found among a group of ruins
dating from the reign of Vijayabahu X to the reign of NissaAka Malla.
9?he eridence cited above clearly points to the prevalence of relations
between Ceylon and the Cambodian kingdom, particularly with the Mon regions
which came under Cambodian rule. Hence it is not difficult to believe that
a prince of the Khmer ruling family came to Ceylon to study Buddhism at
the monastic centres of Polonnaruva. Coedes has identified the father of
Tamalinda with Jayavarman VII (c. 1181-1218).^ But if the date for the return
of Chapafa suggested above is accepted, he should more probably be an earlier
1MASC 1903 p.16.
2
A. Jully, Bulletin Trimestriel de l^cademie Malagaohe. 1903 Vol. II pp.77>8 
quoted by Bell. See f.n.l.
3
Dupont, op.cit.. pp. 95-6,98.
4CoedSs, BEFEO Vol. XXV, p.83 n.2.
Coedes, Les etats hindouises... p.323.
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king, The Khmer stele from Sal SuA, edited by Coedes, testifies to the 
presence at Lavo (Lopburi) of Buddhist monks belonging to the *Mahayana 
and the Sthavira divisions* in 1025 A,D., in the reign of Suryavarman I.1 
The presence in Ceylon of tfamalinda may k© cited as evidence of the re­
lations which prevailed between the Theravadins of the Cambodian and the 
Sinhalese kingdoms. But, unlike in the case of Burma, there is no evidence 
to show that Theravada gained popularity in the Khmer kingdom during the 
period under review.
The Kalyapi inscriptions relate an interesting anecdote about Rahula, 
the only Sinhalese monk in the entourage of Chapafaii^  Rahula, it seems, fell 
in love with a Burmese danseuse and decided to leave the Order, Chapafa 
and the other monks who failed to persuade him to change his mind prevailed 
upon him to leave Burma before giving up the robes. He left for Kusima 
(Bassein) from where he took ship to the island of Malaya* There he taught
the Vinaya to the king of Malaya and with the bowl of precious stones that
2the king gave him set up house as a layman. The romantic element in the 
story casts some doubts on its reliability. But it is not very likely that 
the chroniclers would have made up a story which does no credit to one of 
the leading figures associated with the establishment of the SihalasaAgha in 
Burma, Probably, it has a historical basis, Malaya may be identified with 
Malayu in the Jambi region of Sumatra, An inscription on a Buddha image
^Coedls, Reoueil des inscriptions du Siam II, pp,10-12,
2
Indian Antiquary, Vol, XXII p.50,
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found from the Vat Hva Vian at Caiya and dated in 1183 A#B.(?) records
that this image was erected on the orders of a king identified as a ruler of
Malayu#*1* It is evident from this that Buddhism was patronised by the king
at Malayu who ruled during this period# Hence it is possible to accept
that Rahula was welcomed in this kingdom; the results of his visits,
however, could not have been very impressive,
There is more independent evidence which shows that the Sinhalese
schools of Buddhism were known in this area* Three groups of nuns and a
group of monks went to China in the fifth century* Such movements persisted
at least till the eighth century. Pou k’ong, a Ceylonese monk wielded great
influence at the Chinese court during the reigns of the T*ang emperors
Sou^tsong and Tai-tsong* It was he who requested the emperor in 764 A*D.
2
to waive the imposts levied on the monasteries# The sea-route to China 
which these religieux took lay past the ports of Java which had become 
an important centre in the trade between China and the Bay of Bengal#
It is quite reasonable to suppose that the Sinhalese saftgha maintained 
contact wi*Sathese countries, too# More definite evidence on this question 
is found in a Pre-Nagari inscription from the Ratubaka plateau in Central 
Java* This inscription, dated in 792/3 A*B*, records the foundation of a
monastery# Be ©asparis who edited this inscription translated the relevant
■■ ■ ■
Coedes, Recueil des inscriptions du Siam# II, pp# 25*^ 28*
^Pou ICong niao tche k*l p*831 quoted by Jacques Gemet, Les aspects 
economiques du bouddhisme p#43«
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passage as follows: 'This Abhayagiri Vihara here of the Sinhalese ascetics(?),
trained in the sayings of discipline of the Best of the Jinas, was established! 
Evidently this points to the foundation in Java of an institution named after 
the Abhayagiri monastery of Ceylon#1 It is ole a? from this record that the 
Abhayagiri monastery was known and probably held in high regard in Java* It 
may also be suggested that there were close relations between the Abhayagiri 
monastery and the Javanese centres of Buddhism of this period though this 
does not necessarily follow from the evidence in the inscription.
The foregoing discussion reveals that the Sinhalese saftgha maintained 
extensive contacts with centres of Buddhism in both South and South East Asia. 
The two way movement of monks between these centres and Ceylon introduced
new elements of Buddhist thought into a land dominated by the Theravada
\
school. One of the most important developments in the history of Buddhism
during this period was the wave of Mahayana and Tantric influence which spread
from the centres of Buddhist learning in Eastern India to the lands in South
East Asia. This, as is evident from the discussion, touched the shores of
Ceyla* too. The evidence we have cited runs counter to the view held by
certain scholars that the Abhayagiri monastery was purely national in its 
2scope. As a school which welcomed and was receptive to new thought it is 
to be expected that it would be extra^-national in outlook. It is clear that 
it ; , not only maintained close contact with centres of Buddhist learning
1Art. As. Vol. XXIV pp. 241-248.
2See Paranavitana, UHC Vol. I Pt. II p.568.
min India but also inspired Buddhists in South East Asian countries like 
Java as early as in the eighth century.
On the other hand, the influence of the Mahavihara made headway 
in South India and later in Burma. Most of the Pali works attributed to 
South Indian scholars are expositions of the teachings of the Mahavihara# 
Even those writers like Kassapa who were critical of the views of their 
contemporaries in Ceylon claimed to adhere to the traditions of the Maha­
vihara school#'** In fact, it was their complaint that the Sinhalese monks
had veered off these traditions due to the corrupting influence of the
2Abhayagiri school# In Burma, Sinhalese Buddhism found more fertile ground# 
The period under discussion represents the initial stage of its expansion 
into this country and the other regions of South East Asia.
This discussion has been mainly confined to movements of monks by 
the restrictions imposed by the availability of evidence. Undoubtedly, move­
ments of laymen were also an important medium for the spread of ideas#
The bringing of the dhammadhatu by a Sinhalese merchant who went to the 
Kasi region in the sixth century was an important event in the introduction 
of Mahayana teachings to Ceylon# But, obviously, the movements of monks 
were the most common means of transmission of Buddhist thought from region 
to region.
1 ~     _
Mahaviharavasinam kamabhatanayanugam. Mohavicchedani p.l^
2
Vimativ* p.99.
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THE SIGHT JT&TEENITIES
A development of considerable importance in the organization of the 
sangha9 noticeable in the period which followed the Co^a rule over the 
Island, was the rise into importance of an institution called the ayatana.
The importance of this institution is reflected in the role it played, in
the religious as well as political affairs of the time and the deference
and respect with which it was treated by the rulers and the dignitaries of 
the land. The CPI avails a records that the monks of the ayatanas, together 
with other dignitaries of the kingdom, met on the death of Vijayabahu I to
decide on a successor to the throne. They bestowed the kingship on Jayabahu
-  -  , ~  1
and nominated Manabharap.a to the position of the upara.ja. The Culavamsa
also states that Parakkamabahu I built eight three-storied mansions for the
theras of the ayatanas. The account in the Pu.javaliya differs in details.
Tt was at Sagiri ±i Polonnaruva that the king built the mansions for the
eight ayatanas; he endowed them with 'valuable allotments from the fields
of Polonnaruva'. Parakkamabahu II restored to the eight ayatanas the lands
and villages which had lapsed from their control.^ Both the Culavagisa and
1See Cv., 61.1-4.
2 - — — — —
tattha ayatanavasinam theranaqt thirasilinaaii
mahagghe affhapasade karapesi tlbhumake - CV., 78.33*
Polonnaruve sagiriye aj?a ayatanata mahapa karava... a$a ayatanata
w i *  1.1.1 ll»IH I 1 tatlW. ■ ■ .. I m.l i i i    ■ — . —  i. ■ h ------ ** —   T-----~M ~
Pojonnaru verupetin vajana pasa lava Pjv., pp. 105-106.
^Qy«, 84.4 *
the Pu.javaliya add that he also hu.ilt monasteries for the eight mahatheras
- 1 - *of the eight ayatanas, in the outskirts of his capital* The Nilcaya sangr a-
haya refers to Adipada Virabahu who wielded de-facto authority over the 
kingdom during the reign of Bhuvanekabahu V (13Z2-1408 A.D.), as having 
appointed various monies to the leadership of the ay tans*«*■ ■** » n r,m i * -r 11 ^
The term ayatana was translated by Geiger in the first two instances 
of its incidence in the Culavaaisa as ’district1 and as ’sanctuary’ in the 
third* Ayatana has also been used to denote ’monastery’ in certain 
instances*^ But the contexts of the passages cited above suggest that 
the term is being used in these cases in a specific and technical sense*
The Culavamsa also refers to the monies of eight establishments called 
mulavibaras as having left Polonnaruva in protest against the confiscation 
of monastic property by Vikkamabahu 1 (1111-1152 Geiger translated
mulavihara as ’original monasteries'* The similarity of the numbers involved 
may suggest that both these terms, ayatana and mulavihara, refer to the 
same type of institution. But it is not evident from our sources that these 
terms were used to describe any one of the ancient monasteries like the
Mahavihara and the Abhayagiri.
In this connection, it is interesting that the Culavaflisa refers in 
its description of the meritorious deeds of Yasodhara, the daughter of 
^Cv*, 84.18; Pjv*, p. 118,
^Niks. (VikramasiJjtha Md.) p*50*
<£*• tgsl. V01* X p.225; Vol. II pp.105, 354, 155.
See p, _
5Cv., 61.58-61.
Yijayabahu I, to the patronage she extended to the Kappuramulayatana*
Similarly, the Daladasirita speaks of the monks of the Uturu^a-mulu-ayatan
2in connection with the rituals pertaining to the Tooth relic.~ These two 
examples are important as they demonstrate that the terms mula and ayatana 
were used conjointly to refer to the same institution. Secondly, there 
is little doubt that these two institutions are identical with the two 
fraternities, ICapara and Uttaromula (var, Uttaralha, Uturalu, Uturu^u, 
Uturu) of the Abhayagiri nikaya. In the Sinhalese inscriptions of the 
tenth century, these two institutions were known by the termj-nula. The 
term mula meant ’group’ or ’collection’ and is used in this sense in the
*5
contemporary literary work, the Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya. The Pali term 
mula which occurs in the chronicles is used in the same sense but seems to 
be, as Paranavitana has suggested,^ an incorrect rendering of the Sinhalese 
term* Thus it seems quite probable that the terms mula, mula, mulavihara, 
ayatan, ayatana, mulu-ayatan and mulayatana were all similar in meaning 
and connoted a ’fraternity of monies’* The word samuha has also been used 
in this special sense in certain instances*
It is evident from the references cited above that these were eight' 
’fraternities’ within the body of the saftgha, each led, presumably, by a
1Cv., 60.83.
2Daladasirita pp.49-54.
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mahathera. Apart from being organizations of monks, they were bodies 
which owned property including land and villages* Two instances are known 
of monasteries being built at the capitals for these eight mulas or ayatanas* 
It is possible that it was these monasteries which were known by the term 
mulavihara*
The Uttaromula was one of the most important and influential of the
eight fraternities. The Culavamsa presents an account of the origin of this
1fraternity in its chapter on the early life of Vijayabahu I* One writer
who has based his conclusions on the context of this passage has dated
- — 2 the foundation of the Uttaromula to the reign of Vijayabahu. But a closer
examination of the chapter reveals that the passage from the fourth strophe 
to the twenty-sixth which comprises the account of the origin of the 
Uttaromula stands independently. There is hardly any connection between 
strophes 3 and 4 or 26 and 27* It is quit e possible that this account 
was a legend preserved at the Uttaromula itself; it wouldjhave been inserted 
in the chronicle at a timo when this institution had risen into importance 
as one of the eight major units in the/organization cf the saftgha*
According to this account, prince Mana {X), son and heir to the throne 
of a certain king Kassapa, was blinded in one eye during the course of an 
incantation he performed before the God Skanda. He considered himself dis­
qualified from kingship owing to this physical defect and requested the 
courtiers to crown his 'younger brother1 Mana(II) in his place. Mana II was
1Uv>* chap. 57.
2
Encyclopaedia of Buddhism* ffasojkulle A - A.Qa p.12*
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sent for and he came to Anuradhapura to he consecrated. After talcing 
over the kingship, he took his elder brother to the Abhayagiri monastery 
and had him admitted to the Order. Then he built for him the Uttaromula 
parivena and placed him at the head of six hundred monies. The ‘seven 
supervisory officials1 (patihara) and the 'five groups of servitors'^ 
(pessavagga) were delegated to serve him and the guardians of the Tooth 
were placed under his direction. The king carried on the administration 
according to his counsel.
It would appear from this story that the Uttaromula occupied a pre­
eminent position in the organisation of monies from the very beginning of 
its history. It had six hundred monies within its fold, was founded by4 
king and led by one -who had been the heir to the throne. Moreover, it had 
in its charge the Tooth Relic which had come to be recognized as one of
the most valuable possessions in the kingdom* It is evident from the
- 2 Vela&kara Inscription at Polonnar^ uva, that the Tooth relic had come to
be in the charge of this fraternity at least by the time of Vijayabahu I.
But one tends to doubt the authenticity of a story which points to its
occupying such a high position from the time of its foundation. It would
be natural to suspect such a story as a later development •
In fact, certain contradictory elements come to light when an attempt
is made to date the foundation of the Uttaromula on the basis of the story.
1
For a discussion on theseterms see {p. }\84-.
El. Vol. XVIII pp.330-340; EZ Vol. II pp.242-55.
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at the end of the story, Mana (Il), the founder, is referred to as 
Manavamma who founded a dynasty of sixteen rulers with Aggabodhi at its 
head. The reference to succession by a rul^r called.Aggabodhi strengthens 
the possibility that the king in question was Manvamma who captured the 
throne with troops from the Kaveoffi (Pallava) country* This seems to be 
further confirmed by the Pu.i avaliya which ascribes the foundation of the
Uturalamula to Mahalapana, son of Pasuju Kasubu, who defeated Hunannaru
- 1 Kiyanda^a with troops from the Kava|r|;i country.
It may seem that the corroborative evidence from all these works 
point to the foundation of this institution by Manavamma (684^718). But 
certain other facts in the story strike a discordant note* According to 
the legend, it was an heir-apparent by the name Mana, son of king ICassax>a, 
who had the throne bestowed upon his kinsman who shared his name* Obviously, 
the accession of Manavamma does not conform to this description. However, 
there is another instance from the history of the ^sland, which seems to agree, 
though not completely, with these details. According to the 45th chapter of 
the Culavamsa, the heir to the throne of ICassapa II (650-659) was his son 
Mahaka* But, as he was too young, the king summoned his nephew Mana from 
Rohapa and gave him the charge of the government as well as the welfare of 
his children. Here it is seen that Mana was a cousin of Manaka; according 
to the terms of kinship prevalent among the Sinhalese a cousin is called 
brother. A comparison of the two accounts suggests that it was not king
, p.102.
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Manavamma but Mana that the earlier part of the legend speaks of* But 
there is a discrepancy between the two stories in that in chapter.45?
Mana does not become king but crowns his father as Dappula I, while in the 
other Mana (ll) is consecrated king* In this connection it may be pointed 
out that even in the Pujavaliya and the Daladasirita,"^ the founder of the 
Uttaromula is described as apano \~ P* adipada) and not as king though he 
is said to have brought troops from the Kavafji country, Spa^o would be a 
title more appropriate for Mana than for Manavamma*
This identification is of considerable value in testing the credit­
worthiness of the legend* Firstly, it is mentioned in the account in chap­
ter 45 of the Culavamsa that Mana was invited to take over the government 
as Kanaka was too young* This confirms our suspicions and gives us suffi­
cient evidence to rule out completely the miraculous and dramatic part of 
the legend which presents Mana (l) as a person disqualified from kingship 
due to the loss of an eye* The second important fact about the account is 
that it was Kanaka who later became king as Manavamma. Hence we may be 
fairly certain that the latter part of the legend, which claims that the 
heir-apparent Mana joined the Order and became the first chief incumbent 
of the Uttaromula, is also a later development which does not stand to 
critical scrutiny* Finally, according to this legend, there were about 
sixteen kings in the dynasty founded by Manavamma. But it' is clear from
Culavamsa itself that there were more than sixteen rulers in this dynastj
^Pjv* ,p*102; Daladasirita. p*42*
This may point, though not necessarily, to the origin or the writing down 
of this legend in or not long\. . after the sixteenth king's reign, that is in 
the reign of Kassapa V or soon afterwards*
An examination of the evidence in the chronicles on the foundation 
of the Uttaromula shows that there was some amount of confusion on the 
identity of the founder* This is understandable as the two claimants to 
this honour were not only contemporaries but also cousins who shared the 
same name*This difficulty, however, is not liable to cause a radical alter­
ation in the chronological position of the origin of this institutinn as 
Manavamma became king only about twenty-five years after Mana assumedfpower*
f
The problem has become more involved by the appearance of a third
person who staked a claim in a most unobtrusive yet romantic manner by
scribbling two verses on the Mirror Wall at Sigiri to express his admiration
for 'the maidens of Sigiri'* Below the two verses, he wrote of himself as,
Uturolapirlvana karayu le Myandalnn* Translated into English this would
read, 'I am RiyandaJ. (?* Ratanadajha or Hatthadafha), the Scribe, who
1founded the UfcuroJ.a~pirivana' * Uturoja being a rather unusual name, it 
is probable that it refers to the Uturo^pirivana of the Abhayagiri monastery* 
If so, this record would cast grave doubts on tie reliability of the evidence 
from the chronicles*
Paranavitana has commented that the graffito may be 'taken as dating 
back to the period of Manavamma', and suggested that the chronicles of a
^Sigiri Graffiti, Vol* II p*285 v.463*
later period have credited the king with the work of one of his subjects.1
This would, of course, be one means of reconciling the discrepancies in our
sources. But, Paranavitana himself has dated the graffito on palaeographic
2grounds to the second half of the eighth century* Hence, inspite of the 
evidence of the chronicles, we cannot rule out the possibility of the 
UfcuroJ.a-.'pirivana having been founded as late as in this period*
The earliest direct reference to this institution occurs in the 
account of the reign of Sena I (833-855) in the Culavamsa. Sena I built a 
residence for monks (pariecheda) ,named after himself, at the Uttara^ha.
The context of the passage suggests that it was at the Abhayagiri monastery. 
His successor Sena U  (853-857)9 erected a pasada at’the same institution.^"
It is probable that the Uttaromula moved its seat to Polonnaruva after the 
accession of Vijayabahu I, who built monasteries for the three nikayas in
fT
the new city. The next reference to it occurs in the Velaikkara inscription 
6
at Polonnaruva. According to this record, Vijayabahu I buiLt the temple of
the Tooth relic within the precincts of the Uttorujmula, which was 1 the
principal ayatana of the Abhayagiri monastery, the chief fane of the city 
7of Pulanari'. This shrine housed the Tooth and Bowl relics as well as 'the
^Sigiri Graffiti, Vol. I! p.ccxi. 
Vol. II
ma./p. 285, v .463.
5Cv.,, 50.77.
4Cv., 51.75.
5Cv., 60.9-10.
6El Vol. XVIII pp.330-340.
’Pulanariyaha yi.iayara.lapurattu. eduppitta mulasthanamagiva
(cont.)
mgreat stone image of the Buddha’* It appears from this that the Uttaromula
and perhaps the Abhayagiri monastery itself were, by this time, established
at . ■ Polonnaruva* Further, this record establishes beyond doubt that the
Uttaromula was a fraternity attached to the Abhayagiri nikaya*
It is noteworthy that this inscription was found near the so-called
vihare no* 2 at the ’Quadrangle to the north of the Citadel’ in Polonnaruva*
This brick-built shrine comprising a vestibule and a garbhagyha occupies a
space of roughly 75 by 45 feet* The garbhagpha has thirty-sis stone columns
distributed in the pattern familiar at Anuradhapura, with twenty of them
standing flush with the walls and leaving wide intercolumn!ation in the
2
middle, either way, in cross-like fashion* Paranavitana points out that 
stylistically it stands midway between the Anuradhapura period and the age 
of Parakkamabahu I* Mason-marks on the building had the word dalada*
It seems to have also served as an image-house for it has three images 
at the back of the garbhagrha 9 placed against ’curtain walls’* On the 
left is a flight of stairs which led to an upper floor built possibly of 
timber. Perhaps, the relics were kept there. All this conforms to the 
description of the shrine in the inscription. Henc§ it may be said that the 
site of the ’Quadrangle to the north of the Citadel’ belonged to the Uttaro­
mula. The Quadrangle was, however, within the city* And it is unlikely that
(cont.) Abhayagiri-mahaviharattu agrayatanamajja Uttorujmulaiyil* 
ei voi* xraiT^WlTaT^ioT*"* ” “ ..... ' ....
1ARASC 1903 pp.8-11.
2CJSG Vol. II p.163.
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the monastic establishment of the Uttaromula was within the city* We may 
postulate that the Tooth relic was housed within the city and placed 
under the charge of the Uttaromula.
It is evident from this record that, by the end of the reign of 
Vijayabahu I, the Uttaromula had become important enough to call itself 
the chief ayatana of the Abhayagiri-vihara and that it had been vested 
with the charge of the Bowl khd Tooth relics which were important in the 
religious as well as the political life of the cotmtry, This association with 
the two relics would have considerably enhanced the position of this in­
stitution in the eyes of the faithful. We also learn from the record that
4^9 *1to
the mahasthavira of the mula at the time was Hagai an who was described as a
man of good conduct and behaviour, versed in the £astras and the agamas,
— 1in addition to being the royal preceptor (rajaguru). The legend on the 
origin of the Uttaromula strongly suggests that this monastery had become' 
a large institution supporLting a multitude of monks and wielding consider­
able influence in both religious and political life, at least by the time 
of the origin of the legend. By the end of the reign of Vijayabahu I, 
this description had become a reality.
It has already been mentioned that the monks of the eight mulaviharas 
left for Roha^a in the reign of Vikkamabahu I in protest against his 'mis­
deeds1. We can be fairly certain that the monks of the Uttaromula were among
1
He also has the title \ vyarinl. Wickremasinghe interpreted this as 
1 grammarian1 • "But this interpretation is not reliable.
them as it is mentioned that the Tooth and Bowl relics were also taken
to Koliada, These relics were in Boha^a till they were captured and
** 2
brought back to Polunnaruva in the time of Parakkamabahu I* Most probably 
the monks of the Uttaromula followed the relics*
More information on this fraternity is available in a literary work 
written aa the time of Parakkamabahu IV (1303-1326)• The Daladasirita, 
which gives the history of the Tooth relic and lays down the procedure 
to be followed in the rituals pertaining to it, states that the casket
containing the relic was to be removed from its shrine by the chief in­
cumbent of the Uturu^umuJ.u«ayatan, with the assistance of suitable people
selected from tie two clans - Gra$av£isi and ICili^ i - when it had to be taken
in procession* After the procession, the seals of the casket were broken 
in the presence of this dignitary and an exposition of the relics was held 
for the benefit of the sangha, the king and the public. All disputes con- 
cerning the temple of the Tooth relic were to be settled by the chief in­
cumbent of the Uturujumuju-ayatan sitting in session with the king's 
ministers. Thus it is clear that the Uttaromula enjoyed the custodianship 
of the Tooth relic even as late as the fourteenth century. It had ac­
companied the Tooth relic in its wanderings with the change of capitals 
and was settled at this time at KurunSgalpura•
Perhaps, this association with the flelic helped its survival. Mention 
of this fraternity occurs as late as in the fifteenth century, in the 
10v>, 61.61.
2Cv>, 74.-67-68.
3 «
Daladasirita. pp. 49-54*
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literary works of the hierarch Rahula who lived at the Vij ayabahuPirivana 
in To$agamuV'af in South Ceylon. In the ICavyasekhara, one of his verse
works, he refers to himself as the grandson, in pupillary succession, of
_  X
the mahathera Rahula of the Uturumula. Unfortunately, little definite
«* 2 ■* ** 3
information is available on Rahula, the elder. In the Fadasadhanatika,
Rahula of Tojagamuva^ claims to be the -;grandson of Rahula of the Uturumula
and at the same time traces back the pupillary succession to Saripatta of
Polonnaruva. This is significant as it seems to suggest that the later
members of the Uttaromula laid little emphasis on the origin of this
fraternity in the Abhayagiri nikaya and that the differences, with regard
to teachings, which marked it out from other fraternities, had more or
less disappeared by this time. Another statement of particular interest
4occurs in the Pareyisandesaya of the same author. Here, he claims to have 
obtained a boon at the age of fifteen from the god Kanda (Skanda). This 
reminds one of the legend about the founder of the fraternity who was also 
described as a devotee of the same god. It is extremely difficult to deter­
mine the true significance of these two statements though they seem to sug­
gest that the Uttaromula was associated, in some way or other, with the cult
of Skanda* The Uttaromula seems to have produced yet another poet in the 
author of the Anuraddhasataka who describes himself as the 1 upasthavira
~4{avy. Sarga I v.23*
2 - - - «
Buddhadatta confounds him with Calaturumula mahasvami of the Tmthagama
vihara* He believes that the term Uturumula was derived from Galaturumula. 
But there is no evidence to warrant such an identification. For Ualaturu- 
mula see p.
^Sariputtamahadisamijanane .jatassa sambhavite^natta uttara mularahulamaha- 
therassa sikkhagaru,Padasadhanafika quoted in Theravadi Baiaddhacaryayo p.l5(
(cent.)
Anuruddha who was like unto a jewel in the necklace of the Uttaromula1*
This work testifies to a rather high standard of Sanskrit versification
2
but fails to provide any definite evidence to help us determine its date* 
Equal in importance to the Uttaromula was the ICaparamula or the 
Kappuramula, a fraternity which finds frequent mention in the inscriptions 
of the Abhayagiri monastery* According to the Culavamsa, Uajhopatissa II 
(659-667) built the Kappura-parivena at the Abhayagiri monastery; but evi­
dence in the Sinhalese chronicles casts doubts on the validity of this
statement. The Pujavaliya and the Sulurajavaliya ascribe the building of 
the Maha (Greater) Kapara Pirivana and the Ku$a (Lesser) Kapara Pirivana 
to Kassapa 17 (898-914)*^ However, these seem to represent a confusion 
rather than evidence contradicting the testimony of the Culavamsa* Por, 
these two works attribute, at the same time, the construction of the 
Kapara pirivana to Lamani Dajupatis (Dafhopatissa II), Purther, in the 
Culavamsa mention of the Kapara Pirivana occurs twice prior to the reign 
of Kassapa IV, i.e. in the reigns of the fourth (667-683) and the ninth
^(cont.) ™ " "
kandavuru kula upan rartdl totagamu pi.yasa - seda dat siyalu kav nalu magada 
saku basa - kanda kumarifldu vara lad pasalos vayasa - vadahaja rahal va&i 
tan kala rav sahdesa. Kandavurakula. if taken as derived from Skanda-
varakula, would mean * the clan which received a boon from Skanda* • But 
kandavura also means 1military camp’, Parevi sandesaya v.208.
Idem vyadhattottaramulahara-ratnankuropasthaviranuruddhafc Anuruddhasataka 
v.101.
2
Some scholars have dated the poem to the Polonnaruva period on stylistic 
groimds. Ceylon Historical Journal Vol. IV p,96; UHC Vol. 1 pt. II p.589.
3Cv.,45.29.
A  HPt kt
Pjy., p.103; Sulurajavaliya p.10.
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(831-833) kings who bore the name Aggabodhi. In the light of the fact
that Aggabodhi IV was the Immediate successor of Da^hopatissa II, the
testimony of the Oulavamsa appears to be creditworthy#
Apparently, the Kapara Pirivana attracted the indulgence of a
greatex* number of patrons than the Uttaromula# Potthakufjha, a Tamil officer
in the service of Aggabodhi II, erected a pajsada at the Kappura Parivana
2
and granted a village to it. In the reign of Aggabodhi IX, Sena, the
,, built a row of cells (? pariccheda) which bore his own name,
3for the same institution. As mentioned earlier, Kassapa IV built the 
Ku$a Kapara Pirivana so that there were two institutions called Maha Kapara 
and ICu$a Kapara within the Kapara fraternity.^' Kassapa V (914-923 A#D#) 
claims that he built the Salameyvanpavu for the Kapara-muja, in an in­
scription, dated to his sixth regnal year (919)> found in the 'stone-
5
canopy area' of the Abhayagiri monastery# There is hardLy any doubt that 
Salameyvanpavu was the same as Silameghapabbata, mentioned in the Culavamsa, 
which he built at the Abhayagiri and endowed with a grant of villages#'
The same inscription decrees that an amuna of rice and four aka of gold 
should be set apart daily for the provision of alms to the inmates of the
10v., 46.21; 50.77*
2Cv., 46.21-2.
3Cv., 50.77.
4P.iv.. p.103.
5SZ., Vol. I p.47 1.13.
\
Maha Kapara Rrivana# Further, one thousand (kaland?) of gold were set
1
apart each year for the provision of robes# It was mentioned earlier
that the Maha Kapara* Pirivana was one of the two major groups within
the Kapara fraternity* and these figures would enable one to hazard an
estimate of the number of its Inmates at the time as having been slightly
2
over three hundred*
Mention of the Kapara-mu^a occurs also in a Sanskrit inscription found
from within the precincts of the Abhayagiri monastery and dated by Parana-
*■* 3vitana to 995 A#3)., three years after Kajarajfha passed under Coja rule#
According to this record, Sanghanandin, who calls himself stharl r a-munivara
and was most probably an eccleeiastical hierarch in the fraternity gave
200 tankas'^  to provide 1 drinkables’ Ananiy a) for the monks at the ICapararama*
This inscription is significant as it purports to be within the precincts
of the ICapararama, and thereby helps to locate the site of the fraternity*
It was discovered at the site of a monastery in the north-west of the
ICuttam Pokug.a in Section V of the Abhayagiri area* Paranavitana believes
that it was found at or near the original site*
1EZ Vol. I p.49 11.48-56.
2 —
An amuna would amount to 40 lahas or 160 ’measures1 (seru) of rice* On a 
conservative estimate, this should be sufficient to provide 640 meals* 
Considering the fact that two meals were served every day this would point 
to a rough estimate of the population of monies to 300* It has also been 
pointed out that the provision of robes was expected to cost about 3 kaland
\ lllll ■! iwlr ■■**!■ ■■■■«■
of gold per monk, each year* The 'iact that one thousand (kaland?) were set
apart would suggest the presence of a similar number# See p*;M6.
Vol. V pt* I pp* 162-169.
tanka9 as it is known today in India, is subject to a great degree of
regional variation (about 43 to 72 grains). For a discussion, see H. W*
Qodrington# Ceylon coins**** p*5«
1 ~The main ruin found at the site today is a pafioayatana group
surrounded "by cloisters except on the east. And on the east was a stairway
leading to a stylobate 63 ft. square, with projecting bajrs. Access to it
could be gained from the north, west and the south. ’This stylobate formed
an open colonnade round the central walled shrine, -which conformed generally
to the basement plan and entrances, but in fret lines. Within, the four
free-standing pillars were of the spreading-capital type. At the back was a
small projection, perhaps once a portico on the east. No other ruin has
yet come to light at Anuradhapura approaching this unique building in
2
beauty of outline and choice ornamentation of some of its columns. ’ There 
is no evidence to exactly determine the function of this remarkable structure* 
The debris scattered round these ruins point to the possible existence of 
other buildings. But the ravages of nature and of vandals have removed 
all clues about their form and function. The whole complex of ruins was 
situated within a walled enclosure and a well-laid out pathway which passed 
through a stone-built gate-house connected them with the rest of the mona­
stery. But in all probability, this group of buildings was only part of
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the ICapararama and should not be mistaken for the whole.
Bell who excavated the site of a ruined monastery at Puliyankulam, 
about two miles to the east of the Abhayagiri monastery, declared that it 
was ’the largest and most complete monastery of its kind d:tes)overed at
1
AUA.SG 1894 p.5* See also plate XIII of the Thirteenth Report of the ASC.
2
Anuradhapura,’1' The central feature of this monastic complex was a
square terrace supporting four shrines# The terrace was surrounded by
thirty two cells, each measuring 26 ft. square and supported by twelve
pillars, laid out in perfect symmetry. Round these was a wide moat, while
the outermost boundary was marked by a wall of a double-line of stones
about six to seven feet in width and forming a rectangle measuring 330
by 360 yards# Access to the central terrace was open from all the four
sides, but the mainentrance was on the south# A connecting street twenty
five feet wide extended from the gate-house on the south and widened to
ninety feet at about thirty-five yards from the terrace* The symmetry of
- - 2the whole layout is reminiscent of the so-called Vijayarama.
A path, which extended directly to the north of the terrace over the 
moat and jart of the stone-wall, connected this monastic complex with an 
image-house, situated on a succession of terraces, which was described by 
B611 as the best specimen of its kind# The lowest of the terraces was 130 ft, 
long, 100 ft# wid.e and 4ft. 3 ins. high. It had two flights of stairs on 
the south and the east. The second terrace measured 100 ft. by 78 ft. and 
was 3 ft* 2 ins* high and had an entrance only on the south# On this was 
a large shrine comprising sanctum and a vestibule similar in proportions to 
the image-house at the Jetavana monastery. Access to the vestibule could
1
ARASC 1896 p*3; 1897 pp.4-6; 1898 pp.3-4
Report pp.2-3; Sixth Progress Report pp.5-6.
3See fp*^ 4 -55-
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be gained from both the south and the east.
Immediately around the image-house were four structures built of 
brick and mortar on stone plinths. Their floors were covered with lime 
concrete. Their layout suggests that they possibly had an upper floor.
Two of themhave been identified by Bell as 'gate-houses1 and the other two 
as residential quarters. To the north of the image-house was a building 
of thirty columns, slightly detached from tie rest, and a ruin identified 
as a 'bath-house' was found to the south-east. Bell has remarked that 
this group appears to be of a later date than the buildings at the moated 
site.
Two inscriptions dated to the reign of a certain Abha Salamevan were 
found at the monastery at the moated site.'1' But it is a record found at 
the image-house to its north that is most relevant to ourpurpose. This 
inscription dated to the twelfth regnal year of Dappula IV (924-955 A*D.) 
identifies the site as the Udakitagbopavu, the hermitage built by Uda 
mahaya. (mahadipada Udaya) and named after him and his son, Kitagbo apa 
(Adipada kittaggabodhi), It was generously endowed for the provision<f 
priestly requisities and granted to twelve monks described as 'adorned with 
ornaments of distinctive virtues such as moderation in desires, contentment
and religious austerity', who came from the Kaparamula va vajena Puvaram-
1? .» *■ vehera. The term va has been used in both the Sigiri Graffiti and the
IrASC 1898 p.4.
2EZ Vol. I p.182.
3EZ Vol. I p.186 11.13-18.
Dh amply a Atuva G-atapadaya^ in the sense of 'having originated’ , and
2vatena from Slct, Vvyt occurs with the meaning 'being' and 'existing'.
On this basis, it seems possible to trace the origins of the community 
of monks at the Puvaram (P. Pubbarama) monastery to the Kapara fraternity 
of the Abhayagiri nikaya. And as the Udakitagbopavu was granted to monks 
from the Puvaram monastery it is probable that both these institutions 
accepted the leadership of the Kapara fraternity.
It is rather unlikely that the extensive monastery at the moated site 
with about thirty-two buildings devoted to residential purposes is identical 
with the hermitage built by mahadipada Udaya for twelve monks. Hence it 
seems reasonable to identify the site of this inscription with its ruins 
of moderate proportions as the VUidalKitagbopavu., But this raises the 
problem of the identity of the moated site. The archaeological evidence 
cited earlier provides us with some indeterminate yet helpful clues* It 
is evident that a very close relationship prevailed between the monastery 
of the moated site and the hermitage to its north. An examination of the 
building techniques reveals that the moated site was built earlier than the 
other complex. Lastly, the whole group was situated to the east of the 
city and the Abhayagiri monastery.
It has already been mentioned that the twelve monks - who occupied this 
hermitage came from the Puvaramvehera. Further, the inscriptions .states
^Sigiri Graffiti Vol. II pp. 10-11 v.18, pp. 33-34 v.55.
Vol. II p.887, See also Dharmapradipika (Uharmarama) p.323.
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that whenever the number of residents at the hermitage fell short of
the specified figure, the vacancies were to be filled with monks from the
same monastery. It also lays down that no objections were to be raised if
any of the monks decides to go and live at the main monastery. According
to the Culavamsa the Pubbarama was built about a century earlier than the
Udakifcag$bopavu, by Sena I (833-^53) and his queen Saijigha, who also made
2endowment for the provision cf the requisites of the sangha. Finally, 
it may be pointed out that the name Pubbarama, though it does not nec- 
essarily imply that it was on the east, strongly suggests that it was so. 
Hence it may be suggested that it is the Pubbarama which is represented 
today by the moated site at Pujiyankulam. If this is so, it can be asserted 
with greater confidence that both the monastic groups at Puliyanlcalam came 
under the leadership of the Kapara fraternity of the Abhayagiri nikaya.
The Kapara-mu^a occurs for the last time in the Culavamsa in the 
account of the reign of Vijayabahu I. Yasodhara, the king's daughter
Mb 4**1
built a large image-house for the Kappuramulayatana. It is not clear from 
the chronicle whether this was at Anuradhapura or Polonnaruva though it is 
possible that the Ilappuramula, too, had moved to Polonnaruva during the 
reign of Vijayabahu I. Ho later instance of the Kaparamuja being referred 
1
Mebi untt tanakaf sahgun ej.(va)t tang, sang-vat-himlyanat sang sana vat a 
lclyena vat himiyan veherin ganna isa meyin vehera gos visiyafi" safe kenek 
hat sahak no va ganna Tsa. EZ Vol. I p. 187 11*30-33. He propose to 
read the last portion of 1.33 as dahalt no vaganna isa. Compare the letter 
with sa in 11*34* 37 andjjain 1.17* The absence of the upward stroke in 
the centre makes it clear that the particular letter was j^ a and not sa.
The word dahak occurs In the Dhampiya Atuva Oatapadaya (p. 166) as the Sin­
halese synonym for P. palibodha,'obstruction', 'hindrance', 'obstacle'. 
Wickremasinghe interpreted sangsana as the Sanghasenapabbatavihara. But 
such an interpretation would point to the unusual implication that though
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to by name is known from our sources, though the references to the eight 
mujas seems to testify to its continued existence*
he have seen that the Uttaromula and the ICaparamula find frequent 
mention as leading fraternities within the Abhayagiri nikaya. Most 
probably, they are identical with the 'two niulas' of the Abhayagiri nikaya 
which occur in the inscriptions of the tenth century. The Anuradhapura 
Slab Inscription of K a s s a p a  y (914-923 A.D.) contains the regulation that 
the accounts pertaining to the main institutions of the Abhayagiri mona­
stery were to Id obtained from the two mula^and the six avasas and written
1
down at the end of the year to be presented to the general assembly of monies*
Elsewhere, we have cited the statement from the Mihintale Tablets of
Mahinda IV (956-972) that the accounts of the Getiyagiri monastery at
Mihintale were to be settled by the committee of management in collaboration
2with the representatives of the two tnulas of the Abhayagiri nikaya* The 
inscription of kassapa V states that the accounts of the Getiyagiri mona­
stery were to be obtained from the chief monks of the two mula /^and written 
down at the end of the year to be presented to the general assembly of monks.
(cont.) the first batch of monies came to this hermitage from the Pubbarama,
subsequent vacancies were to be filled with monks from the Sanghaseuapabbata. 
Sorata's suggestion that sangfana would have meant the assembly of monks seenu 
to be more plausible (,dS& p.987)•
2Cv., 50.69.
^Gv*, 60*83*
1B2 Vol. I p.48 11.35-37.
2c.See P-14C- 
3EZ Vol. I p.48 11.37-38.
These two passages have been greatly misunderstood, v/ickremasinghe-1
believed that the first implied that the Getiyagiri monastery belonged to
the Kaparamula, a conclusion unwarranted and even contradicted by the
evidence. Perera was led to believe that there were two mulas at each
2of the two monasteries, the Abhayagiri and the Getiyagiri. It is
admissible that the Abhayagiri monastery came to comprise four mulas.
But, certainly there is no evidence to show that there were any such
fraternities at the Cetiyagiri; the Tablets of Mahinda IV are quite
clear and specific in stating that the accounts were to be settled in
collaboration with the representatives of the two mulas of the Abhayagiri
3nikaya who had come to assist in the proceedings. And hence we can be 
fairly certain in stating that the two mulas referred to in the Anuradhapura 
Slab Inscription of Kassapa V and the Mihintale Tablets of Mahinh IV were 
in fact the same, and in identifying them as the Uttaromula and the 
Kappuramula.
It has been pointed out earlier that certain monasteries and her­
mitages of the Abhayagiri nikaya based their origin to a mula within the 
nikaya and, perhaps, accepted its leadership. It is further evident from 
the facts cited in the preceding paragraph that the two mulas occupied a 
place of prime importance in the organization of the Abhayagiri nikaya. They
1EZ Vol. X p.81.
2
I• S• Perera, Institutions.•• p.1423.
Ababaygiri vehcrhi demulin sahanuvaf vadi s ah gun saman^ gihn _
EZ Vol.- I p.92 A.22.
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seem to have been directly concerned with the internal administration 
of the Abhayagiri monastery and were also responsible to the community 
of monks of the main monastery for the supervisory control over the mona­
steries and hermitages belonging to the nikaya. Inscriptions testify 
to their joint participation in the administration of the Getiyagiri 
monastery for a period of more than half a century. Most probably, it 
extended to a much longer period.
In this connection, a regulation occurring in the inscription of 
Kassapa V seems relevant. It decrees^ that inihecase of a dispute among 
the 'unsupported monks 1 (ap±1isarana sahgun), 'recipients of incomes',
(labha laduvan) or 'the recipients of dwellings' (avasladuvan), the monks 
of the mula were to sit in session and resolve it. It is significant that 
no mention is made of the head of the nikaya in this respect. If the 
mula failed to settle the dispute an inquiry was to beheld in collaboration 
with the royal officials and suitable punishments were to be levied. It 
is to be expected that it would have been very difficult to bring all the 
affairs of such a large monastery as the Abhayagiri under one central con­
trol, And these facts seem to suggest that it was a loosely organized 
corporate institution in which the mulas had great responsibility and 
importance.
^  ^  ^  - — 
Aillsarana^val&imlyan isa labha ladtmanjisa avas laduvan isa kajaba ya)ra vara^
dak atapovat mula saiTgun hindh nnlmanranu isa s ah gun visin no nimat sam-
daruvan l>a mujva vicarakot nimava pat pat seyin danduvam karanu isa.
m  Vol. I p.48 11,r29-31*
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An ornate eulogy in a late tenth-century inscription at the
Abhayagiri monastery describes, apart from the Katanapasada and the
image-houses, the four mulas of the monastery which were compared to
four divine abodes. This is perhapsjon indication that two more institutions
gained prominence and grew large enough to acquire the status of mulas.
The inscription of Kassapa V, as quoted earliex*, refers to two mulas. Of
the six ayasas it names two, the Vahadu and the Mahanetpa, which were pro-
2bably the most important. It is these two avasas which one tends to 
expect, xfould obtain the status of mulas.
This indeed seems to be what really happened. Por Vahadu is most 
probably identical with the Vadu-mula which, according to the Bujavaliya,^  
was built by Manavamma* But, very little reliable information is available 
on this institution. It occurs in a gx^ affito at Sigiriya which mentions 
a thera who belonged to Vahadu.^ According to the Culavamsa, Aggabodhi 
VI (733-722 A.D.) built a pasada at the Vahadipa monastery."* Udaya I 
(797-801) built the Senaggabodhipabbata hermitage for the Vahadipa.^
Pappula II (815-831) repaired a pasada at the Hatfchikucehivihara, the
ry
arama of the 1/ahadipa and the Lavarapabbata. Div and du are Sinhalese
M  Q
synonyms for the Pali term dipa and it is possible to suggest that Vahadu
1 ”  " ”* —  —  - — - - - —  —
satara mul satara^naha div fravana EZ Vol. I p.221 1.8.
2 -**
mahanet pa vahadu de avasalad me sirit karanvu isa WZ Vol. I p.49 11.47-48.
3. -
s P. 102: See also Daladasirita p.42.* **■ * --*-1—■—r-r in«i i nr~T iri m JU
^Sigiri Graffiti Vol. II p.137 v.224.
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and Vadu were synonyms with Vahadipa.* But one cannot be certain 
about this identification as Vahadipa occurs in the Cularamsa-together 
with the Hatthikucchivihara which has been located in the Kurun&gala 
hi strict
There is more information on the other fraternity. The Culavamsa
records that Aggabodhi V (718-724) built the Mahanattadipadika
pariccheda and gave it with the village Devatissa to the Dhammarno.ikas,2
« 3
Sena X built an alms-hall on the Mahaneittapabhata, Assuming that 
Mah.anettapabh.ata was situated in Polonnaruva, Nicholas has suggested 
that this fraternity was stationed in the vicinity of this city,^ But 
the validity of this assumption as well as the identification of the 
Mahanattadipadika with the Mahanettapabhata are questionable. This 
fraternity is referred to as a mula in the Pujavaliya which speaks of
Vijayabahu IV (1270-1273) as having built a monastery on the top of
- — — 5
the Vatagiri rock for the mahathera of the Mahanetpawiuja, This is
confirmed by the Cuhvamsa in which the fraternity is referred to as the 
Mahanettapasada ayatana,^  The Vatagiri^pabbata has been identified with
3-RASCB(MS) Vol. VI p.93.
2Cv., 48.2
30v., 50.74.
4jbascb ( ets) vox, v i  p .34.
p.139.
Cv., 88.46-47.
«« T  1the present Vakirigala in the Kagalla district* It is thus clear
that the headquarters of this fraternity had shifted to the south-west
along with the capital of the Sinhalese kingdom and that the fraternity
continued to enjoy the patronage of the royalty.
further, the author of the Pujavaliya mentions that the monk who
benefited from this munificence of the king, Suma:>ftigala of the Mahan&t-
pamuj-a, was a contemporary of his and that he had learned the dhamma 
3
from Sumangala* Attempts have been made to identify Sumangala with
the author of the Abhidhammatthavibhavini who was a pupil of Sariputta
and it has been suggested on this basis that monks of the Mahavihara
nikaya had been appointed over the Mahanetpamu^a after the unifications 
2of the nikayas. But it is significant that Buddhaputra, the author of
Bu.i avaliya, mentions that Sumangala was a ’brother’ of his. This
in eccleciastical terms would mean that they were f ellow-pupils-' of the
same teacher. The Pu,i avaliya was written in the thirty-fifth year of
Parakkamabahu IX (1270 A.D.). It is not very likely that he or his
contemporary should have been pupils of SaripPtta who was a senior thera
inkthe reign of Parakkamabahu I (1152-1186 A.D.)*
In the Yuttamala, written in the reign of Parakkamabahu V (1344-1259)
mahathera of the Mahane11apasadamula was extolled as a teacher of
4renown and a monk of great virtue. It appears from this work that he
1See JRASOB(MS) Vol. XV p.123.
2P.jv.. p. 140.
■z ms —
A.P. Buddhadatta, Theryadl bauddhacaryayo p.103.
1 ^^4h ammamalo ■- vira.i eti r agad in up ap p aharo i p o H >«-
haranl.jaro dharanto - mahanettapasadamuloruthero. BrTMusTHssTOr .6611 
Xl78)foIio^^
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was at DKdigama which was the capital of Parakkamabahu V. Ramacandra
Bharati, a Brahmin from Bengal who came to Qeylon in the asign of Parak- 
kamabahu VI (1412-1467 A.D.), wrote the Vyttamalakhya, ' a biographical 
eulogy on Dipankara of Ramyasthala who was the primate of the Manet- 
pamula. It is also interesting that he was mentioned in this work
as the disciple of the primate of another fraternity, the ^ailantaramula
2 —(Galaturumula)# It is quite possible that Dipankara was succeeded by
Vidagama Maitreya. In the ICavlakunumi&imal, a work on prosody written
in the fifty-fourth year (1465) of Parakkamabahu VI, Maitreya refers to
himself as Mahanetpamula mahaterihdu. He continued in this position
into the next reign; the Budugunalankara,^  another verse work by
him, was composed in the third year (1472) of Bhuvanekabahu VI. In
the M&dago$a Plate, the king records a grant of land made to this monk
after listening to a discourse during a tour of the Jaffna peninsula.
The fact that he accompanied the king on his tours would suggest that
he was the royal preceptor.
Br. Mus. Ms. Or 6611 (180).
^Ibid. (folio ki#
V  -
viyntun saru met maha - net pamula mahaterindu - melaka eksat kala - 
siri parakum ririhdu hata-paqas sivu vasa me kelem - kivllakunu 
minimal a nanu ICivilakuaumiaimal v.87*
^diyagos patiri bhuvaneka bhuja nirindu sahda-pirivas ttmehi siri laka 
ra,ja bisev lada... met maha net pamula maha terindu sanda-satvafla vas 
meda kale met sitin nada. Buduguna alamkarava w .  609-611.dkhj.ioia ■ ■ in. ■■ -.it....... n iw.wgi* .m —
5
A reading of this inscription was published by Sir I). B* Jayatilaka in 
his Simhala sahitya lipi (19*56) p.139* But no critical edition of the 
record has been published so far.
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It would have been evident from the preceding discussion that
the Abhayagiri nikaya was constituted of four main fraternities* Of
these, the Uttaromula and, the Kaparamuja played an active and vital
role in the affairs of the nikaya* But the other two came to the fore
only by about the end of the tenth century* It was also noticed that,
of these fraternities, at least the Uttaromula and the Mahaixettapasada™
mtfla survived late Into the fifteenth century*
A slab-ihacription from the grounds of the Jetavafta monastery,
dated In the reign of Mahinda IV, refers to the Seneviradmuja as a
fraternity belonging to this monastery* The record lays down regulations
for the guidance of the residents of the Ratna-ma-pirivena and the
1Senevix*atmuja regarding the use of a certain 1 water-pavilion' • It is
possible that the Seneviradnruj.a was the same as the Senapatimula men-
2
tioned in the Vuttamalar In this work, the primate of this fraternity
is described in laudatory terms as a devout ascetic and a kind monk.
The Seneviradmuja finds mention for the last time in the Palkumbura 
3Sannasa which records a grant of a village to the chief ineuiahfeft of 
the fraternity at the time, by a king identified as Bhuvanekabahu VII
(1521-1551).
It is significant that four of the five fraternities cited above 
represented the Abhayagiri nikaya while theorigin of only the Seroa-
EZ Vol. XII pp.226-229.
2 —  ~PajapuffHabinappitodarakhetto-tapotoysuddhikatagaffighanogho-’dayasihatelassa
sovapnapatto-vira.i eti Senapatlmulathero * Br. Mus. Ms. Or* 66ll(l78~) * ~~
folio k I,
5EZ Vol. Ill pp.240-247.
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patimula may be traced back to the Jetavana. This does not necessarily 
mean that there was only one mula in this nikaya. Perhaps, there were 
more* But it is possible that they did not survive the period of Go^a 
rule or were not strong enough to play an active role in the affairs 
of the %ddhist sahgha of the Polonnaruva period.
Similarly, it seems difficult to identify any of the known mulas 
as being related to the Mahavihara nikaya. In fact, it is difficult to 
trace the origin of the other mulas to any one of the three nikayas.
It is not evenjpossible to say that the seats of their origin were at 
Anuradhapure or Polonnaruva or the immediate environs of these cities.
It is quite possible that some of them, if not all, were mere provincial 
fraternities which gained recognition owing to the fame of the teachers 
who led them and the strength and extent of their influence.
One of the foremost among these was the Selantarasamuha which finds
mentinn in the Culavamsa. As in the case of the accmnt of the Uttaromula,
the chronicle devotes nine strophes in the chapter on the ’Subjugation"
of the enemies of Hohana’ by Vijayabahu I, to a description of the origin
1
of this fraternity. And as in the earlier case, this accnmt bears little 
connection with the passages which precede and follow it.
According to the chronicle, a grandson of a certain king Dajhopatissa 
took up robes and practised asceticism in a solitary spot. Soon he gained 
fame as a man of virtue and discipline. The sovereign of La^ lca (lankindo),
1Cv., 57.31-39.
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who heard of him and valued his counsel built a large mansion and had
him brought to live there* The fraternity of monies which grew round him
was called the Selantarasamuha 'as he had left his rocky abode to come
and live at the mansion at the behest of the king*. Then the chronicle
goes on to make a very interesting statement:
'Since that time the sovereigns of Lanka make a monk spend 
a night in the devapalli and if he is approved by the deity, 
appoint him to the position of the primate of the fraternity, 
and they abide by the counsel of the monk occupying this lead­
ing position in protecting the world and the sasana.'1
The thole passage poses a number of problems* Geiger pointed out
that it is impossible to determine whether the Dajhopatissa in question
2
was the first or the second king by this name. ITor can we proceed 
any further. But there were only two kings by this name and they ruled
within a decade from each other. Geiger has suggested that the 'Sovereign
,  - 3
of Lanka' might have been Manavamma. it is perhaps so. But, again, it
is merely a guess.
If we rely on the tradition of the Culavamea, the origin of the 
fraternity may be dated to the seventh century. But itis important 
to note that thisjinformation is not corrborated by the other chronicles 
or the epigraphic evidence. The passage in question occurs in the account
1,
tato patthaya vasetva palliyam devap all iyam-devatanuma tarn bhikkhum
* i i 'I u  m i i . i. m .  i«i|it.nV» 11 0    win ny mu* n.imirtl i i i. i ■■ i i . — m^*>— -i i. i ^ >i nn* .
mulajjtene thapenti hi- mulattaig. avasantanam yatingm anusasana-hankissara
pavattanti palenta lokasasanam Qv*, 57.38,39
^Cv., trsl. Vol. I p*196 n.l. 
5Ibid. ii,2.
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of the reign of Vijayabahu I, and could very well be a legend inserted 
into the chronicle after a considerable period of development. The first 
direct reference to the Selantarasamuha is also from the reign of Vija­
yabahu I. Yasodhara, the daughter of the king, is said to have erected 
a mansion called Pasada for this fraternity.^
The second problem is one of location. It is not clear whether the 
fraternity was based in RajaraJJha or Roha^a. In the account of the 
origin of the fraternity, it is mentioned that it was a ’sovereign of 
Lanka’ who built a dwelling for the ascetic and invited him to be his 
counsellor* Further, the 'sovereigns of Lanka' who succeeded him are 
said to have followed the counsel of the chief monk of the fraternity 
on the affairs of state. It is imlikely that a ruler of Roha$a should 
be called a ’sovereign of Lanka'. It has already been mentioned that 
Yasadhara, the daughter of Vijayabahu I, built a mansion for this frater­
nity. This does not necessarily imply that it was situated close to 
Polonnaruva. But it is also significant that, according to the chronicle, 
the monks of the eight mulavlharas left the capital and set forth for
Rohajj.a in protest against the confiscation of monastic property by
~ 2 ™
Viklcamabahu I. If the SelantatBsamuha is included among these eight
fraternities, it would also point to its presence at Polonnaruva.
1Ov., 60.84.
2Cv., 61.58-61.
However, there are certain reasons which suggest that the fraternity
should be located in Rohapa. Parakkamabahu 1, when he requested the
monks from various regions to take part in the deliberations leading to
the unification of the sahgha? nominated landa of the Selantarayatana to
1
lead the monks of all the three nilcayas from Rohapa. It could also be 
argued that the silence of the Culavamsa on the history of this frater­
nity right up to the time of Vijayabahu I is due to its origin and early
development in Rohapa. Nicholas locates the seat of the Selan.tarasameha 
~ - 2near Mahagama, There is no direct evidence to support such an identifi­
cation. Perhaps, he assumed that the 'Sovereign of Lanka' who founded 
the fraternity was a provincial king who ruled from Mahagama, But it 
has to be pointed out that the presence of monks belonging to this 
fraternity in Rohapa in the reign of Parakkamabahu I is not a necessary 
indication of the original centre having been in Rohspa. If the monks 
of the Selantarasamaha left the capital in the reign of Vikkamabahu I, 
as suggested by the chronicle, it is quite possible that they settled 
down in Rohapa. But it has to be admitted that the available evidence 
is inconclusive. The absence of any direct evidence pointing to the 
continued presence of the fraternity in Rajata^ha or Rohapa makes one 
hesitant about accepting either hypothesis.
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The statement which occurs in the latter part of the account of 
the origin of the Selantarasamoha is of particular interest. The manner 
in which the prospective chief-incumbent of the fraternity was made to 
seek the approval of a deity by spending the night in a devapalli sheds 
interesting light on the relationship which prevailed between Buddhism 
and the popular cult of deity-worship. The chronicle states that the custom 
had been continued since the formation of the fraternity (%ato paithaya), 
and this seems to imply that it was kirwn at the time the chronicles came 
to be written*
The very fact that this account was inserted in the chronicle suggests
that the Selantarasamaha, like the Uttaromula, had grown into one of the
most important centres of Buddhist activity in this period, A monk who
belonged to the fraternity occurs in contemporary literature. Saftgha-
rakkhita who became the head of the Buddhist church in the time of Vija-
y&hahu III (1232-1236 A.D.), mentions in the Vuttodaya, a work on i^ rosody,
-  1
that his teacher was the thera Sila of SelaJttfcarayatara. But in the
prologue of the Sumarlgalappasadani , his commentary cn the IChuddasikkha ,
• —  2 Sangharakkhita refers to Sariputta as his teacher. Presumbly, he learned
prosody from Sila and the Vinaya from Sariputta. It appears, therefore,
that Sila and Sariputta were contemporaries. Banda of the Selantara
T  — y - ■ - 1 ~ ”
Selantarayatanavasika-silatherft. - pado guru gunagaru ;i ay at am mameso
Vuttodaya (Burmese ed.)' 1898 p. 123.
2 ~ - - - — 
sariputtam mahasamim nekasattha visaradam - mahagupagi mahapunfiam namo
me slrasa garugi. Sumangalapasadani (Dangedara SumanajotiJ, p.l.
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fraternity who led the monks of Rohapa at the proceedings of the 
unification of the sahgha was also a contemporary of Sariputta. Prom 
this we may infer that Wanda and Sila were contemporaries in the 
S el an tar ay at ana.
The close relations that the disciples of Sariputta had with monks
of the Selantarayatana are not necessarily indications of the affiliations
of this fraternity, Chthe other hand, Paranavitana is also mistaken when
- 1he says that it belonged to the Abhayagiri nikaya. In fact, there is
no evidence at all on the sectariarlaffiliations of this fraternity.
i
- - 2The next reference to this fraternity occurs in the Vuttamala 
where the mahasthavira of Upalantaramela is extolled as a monk bent on 
service, pure in mind and endowed with many virtues* lie was living at 
Dadigama, the capital of Parakkamabahu V, when this work was composed.
The term Upalantaramola is explained as the ^ailantaramula in the Sin- 
halese paraphrase. Upala is known as a synonym for saila. The author 
of the Suryasatakasannaya who introduces himself as the mahathera of the
Vilgammula claims that he was the principal disciple of Galaturumula
ip*' *■ A.
mahasvami who lived at the Tirthagama monastery. In the Vimuktisahgraha,
written in the eighteenth year of Vikkamabahu, identified as the third
1UHC Vol. I pt. II p.568.
2
saka-attha^ hitapi parattha rato-.j inasasana pal an a suddha mano*guna 
bhusana bhusanato ca ahu - UpalantaramulamahasthavirdC" Or.6611*Xl78) 
folio kj^ . 1 is omitted and 2 is taviro in Or* 6611^179)*
y
'See IJT$. Pali-Bngllsh Dictionary; Monier Williams, Sanskrit-Bnglish 
Dictionary.
^Suryasataka (Ba|:uvantudave) 1949 p«54*
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k in g  o f t h is  name (1557-1374)> bo th  G ala tarum ula  mahasvami and Vilgammula
_  1 
m ahathera a re  mentioned as the  teach ers  o f  the  a u th o r. G-alatorumula
is the exact Sinhalese equivalent of the Pali Selantax*amula. The title
mahasvami suggests that this monk was the highest dignitary among the
p
sangha at the time. The other epithets attributed to him like salca- 
lakalasarvajha, sa&bhasaparamesvara and trip itakavaglsvarcarya reveal that 
he was reputed as a man of letters and an expositor of the doctrine.
If he is identified with the monk mentioned In the Vuttamala, it may 
be presumed that he left Dadigama after Parakkamabahu V lost his kingdom, 
and settled down at Tirthagama, most probably identical with Tojagamuva 
in South Ceylon. But it is also possible they were two different persons. 
The B i. kay a s ah grda states that Maitreya mahathera, another monk of the 
Galatarumula, assisted the hierarch Dhanmakirtti II, in carrying out a 
reform of the sangha under the patronage of Virabahu who was the de facto 
ruler of the Island during the latter part of the reign of Bhuvanckabahu 
V (1372-1408). The last reference to this fraternity occurs in the 
Vpttamalakhya which mentions 3ailantaramulesa mahasvami as the 
teacher of Dipankara, the hero of the eulogy,^ Presumably, the highest
office in the community of monks had parsed again to the ^ailantaramula.^
— TT*~ IT* ” ——— —
Vimuktisangrahava (Homagama Silaratana) 1925 p.215.
2
Por a discussion on the interpretation of this term see p. 4 .
Niks. (Vikramasiipha ed.) p.630.
'^Br. Mus. Ms. 0r.66ll (18O) folio ki.
5
See p.
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The V’ilgammuJ.a, alternatively called the VelgamimgLa SarasAgamamula
and the Saragamamula, is mentioned for the first time in the Abhidha- 
- 1nappad-i-pikar a Pali lexicon compiled not longer after the reign of
Parakkamabahu I* It was to become, later on, one of the most eminent
fraternities in the fields of literary and religious activity* Moggallana,
the author of the Abhidhanappadiplka, states that he lived in the
Sarogamasamuha of the Jetavana monastery at Polonnaruva and that he
took to -writing under the patronage of Parakkamabahu* Prom this it
may be deduced that the Saro.gamamula was one of the eight mulas brought
together by Parakkamabahu I and established at the Jetavana monastery and
that Moggallana was a contemporary of the king.
The origin of this fraternity is shrouded in mystery. The phata- 
2
yafflsa mentions a certain Vilgamvehera as one of the monasteries built by 
Kakavappatissa. It appears from the same work that the stupa and the 
monastic establishment he founded near the lake Seru was one of his most 
important works. But it is not possible to determine from the contexts 
of these references whether the Vilgamvehera was identical with the 
monastery near the lake Seru. However, it is important in this con­
nection that the Sigihala Bodhivamsaya, written in the fourteenth century, 
states that one of the off-shoots of the Bo-tree at Anuradapura was
planted at Vilgama of the nagas, near Seruvila.^ This reference suggests 
i”~' I ”""
Abhidhanappadipika Sannaya (fo£agamuve PanHatissa) 1895 p.161,
Dhatuvamsa (Dhammakkhanda Ed.) See p.19 and 48.
3
5 eruvila sawlpayehl nayiftge Vilgam veherada. Simhala Bodhiva^saya 
(Dhammaratana EdTJ p.190.
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that the two places were identical. The value of this reference is 
enhanced by the fact that the Sifflhala Bodhivamsaya was the work of 
the chief incumbent of the monastery at Kalaniya who was also the 
mahasthavira of the Vilganmula fraternity in the time of Parakkamabahu
IV (1302-1326)*
One might suppose that 110 better authority could, be cited to confirm 
the identification that this monastery was the original seat of the 
Vilgammu}.a. But the casual way in which this monastery is mentioned casts 
some doubts on such an identification, Vilgama is introduced as the 
’monastery of the nagas situated near the lake SencL'. It strikes one as 
an unlikely way of presenting the monastery which was the original seat 
of the fraternity of the author# The identification is rendered more 
doubtful by the appearance of several places under this very name.
A fourth-century inscription from Na-maluva near the boundary -be­
tween the Panama Pattu. and the Badulla district refers among other places
to Vilgama. Similarly, a pre-Christian cave inscriptinn from Hennannegala
1 - in the Batticaloa district mentions Vilgama. A place called Sarogamatittha
2is referred to in the Culavagisa, in connection with the campaigns of 
Parakkamabahu I against Manabharapa, It was one of the fords on the 
river Mahavali where Kesadhatu Rakkha defeated Mahalekha Mahinda.
JRASCB(JS1 Vol. VI pp. 23, 31-32.
20v., 72.1-2, 31-32.
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Soon afterwards, &&nkhanayaka hatha, a general of Paraldcamabahu, led 
a foray into enemy territory from this place, Codrington has identified
Hennannegala inscriptions cited above also refer to the same place.
But there is no evidence, archaeological or literary, of a thriving 
monadic community in or near this place, which would lead one to believe 
that the origin of the Vilgammuja lay there.
The Galpata Vihara inscription of Parakkamabahu, the first or the
second king of that name, records that this particular monastery belonged
- 2 to the Saddharmarajan Pirivena of the Yelgammu^a. The reference to the
fraternity as Velgammuja is interesting. It is most probably the same
as Vilgammuja. The change of e to i is not unusual. In a tenth-century
3inscription, Yeluvana occurs as Yiluvana. It may also be suggested that 
the two words vil and vel could sometimes be synonymous and were inter­
changeable. As Paranavitana commented, 'the Sinhalese word vil which, 
in literature, means Rlake" and is synonymous for sara, is used in 
common parlance for a marshy land which, in the rainy season, is converted 
into a sheet of water and is capable of being formed into paddy fields'^
Saroganaaiittha with the present Yilgamuva, about fifteen miles to the
1north of Mahiyariga^a. It is noo impossible that the ha-malava and U
Jnl. Vol. IV p.134 n.5; JRASCBte) Vol. Vi p.36.
2EZ Vol. IV p.205 11.3-4. 
3EZ Vol. I p.222 1.22.
4EZ Vol. IV p.125.
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The FapiLiyana inscription gives an actual instance of the word vil
being used in-the fifteenth century in place of vel, in the sense of 'fields'
The occurrence of the term VelgammuJ.a and the interchangeability of
the words vil and vel might lead one to postulate that the Vilgammuja grew
round the Velgamvehera of the inscriptions. This monastery is represented
today by a complex of ruins near Periyakulam in the Trincomalee district,
2
revealing a close affinity in style to Dravidian architecture. One in™
scription at the site is dated to the reign of Bhatikatissa (143-167 A.D.).
After the Co^a conquest, it was re-named Rajarajaperumpalii and it is
evident from the records at the site that it was patronized by Dravidians
in the reigns of Rajaraja and Rajendra. It seems to have been considered
an important monastery; for this is the only known instance of a Buddhist
monasia:y in Ceylon being patronized by the Cojas. It continued, to attract
patrons after the capture of political power by the Sinhalese, as would
be expected, and two inscriptions dated to the reign of Yijayabahu have
been found within the precincts of the monastery. Altogether about
twenty-five inscriptions have been found here, and they testify to its
importance as a centre of Buddhism. In the Prltidanaka Mandapa rock in- 
4 /scription, Velgam yehera is mention ed together with the viharas at
i r m  ■ i 1 -  — —  • —  ~  —
kehelsena vilin yajaka vapa ha AIC p.106.
2AHASC 1953 pp.9-12; see also AKASC 1934 p.8, 1954 pp.12-4, CJSC 
Vol. IX p.199. 
3AEASC .1954 p.39.
4E2 Vol. II pp.165-178.
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Mand&ligifi, Mahagama, Devanuvara and Kalapi as/shrines visited by 
Nissanlca Malla.
But all these facts do not suffice to make one confident in identi­
fying the Velgam vehera as the original seat of the Vilgammuja. In no 
instance has the ruined site at Periyakulam been referred to as Vilgama; 
it has been consistently referred to as Velgamvehera in the inscriptions 
at the site. On the other hand, according to the Cukvafftsa, Vijayabahu I
repaired a monastery called Velagmii-vihara and endowed it with a grant 
1of villages. If this be identified with the Velgam Vehera, as Nicholas 
2has suggested, it would discourage the identification of the latter with 
Vilgam Vehera, Por the Pali term Sarogamamula was known and used to refer 
to this fraternity as early as in the time of Moggallana the lexicographer« 
Places bearing the name Vilgama are known also from the central and 
south-western regions of Ceylon. Parakkamabahu I is said to have lived at 
Saraggama in the Mahatila district during his period of estrangement with 
his uncle, Kittistrimegha. Saraggama, probably a variant form of the 
name Sarogama, may be located in the present Matale district. But here 
again, we do not hear of an important monastic institution at this village.
But there is some circumstantial evidence which might suggest that the 
origin of the Vilgammuja has to be traced to the south-western region.
1Cv., 60.62.
2JKASCB(HS) Vol. VI p.45.
3Cv., 66.71; 67.59, 80.
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All the known monasteries attached to this fraternity like the Vapasina
at Kottaiige, the Italapiya monastery and the Galpata monastery near
Bentofa were from the south-western region. The Culfeyagisa mentions that
Parakkamabahu I invited two theras, Moggallana and Nagindapalliya to
come with other mnntes of the Tuvarajaraffha to participate in the
• 1proceedings which led to the unification of the san&im-« if the first 
is identified with Moggallana of Sarogama who claimed to have enjoyed 
the patronage of Parakkamabahu I, it might again point to a south-western 
origin of the fraternity.
It has to be admitted that neither of these arguments is decisive.
The prevalence of all known monastic centres belonging to this fraternity 
in the south-western region may be an indication rather of the geographi­
cal extent of the cultural activities and the political authority of the 
kings of this period than of the origin of the fraternity. The identifi­
cation of the two Moggallana© is not clear enough to be reliable evidence, 
Nevertheless, our inference gathers strength from information of a 
more specific nature, found in this region. An inscription dated to the 
reign of J»okesvara II (1210-1211), from Kofjang© in the Madure ICorale 
of the Vaajavili Hatpattu, KurunSgala district, records a grant of land 
made to a certain general, Loke Aramena, with the proviso that disputes 
concerning the property were to be referred for settlement to the abbot
^samoggallana therahca the ram nagindap all iyam-yuvar a,i a s sa rat thasmini 
afihe sabbe ca bhildchavo. Cv., 78.9 *
See p*4-7<o ■
«. 1 
of the Vapasina ayatana of the Vilgammu^a, Apcording to a later
inscription from the same site, this and some other property was granted
a
'by mahathera Abhaya • •* of the Vilgammuja to the whole community of monks* 
It is evident from this that an important monastery of this fraternity 
was found in this area. Ruins of a monastic establishment are found at
!
j
the site of the inscriptions; but so far no attempt to uncover them j
has been made* In this connection it may be significant that certain
inscriptions from Rajangane in the same district, datable to a period
between the fifth and seven centuries, mention, among others, a place 
3
called Vilgama*
The very name of the Vilgammula suggests that it was a fraternity of
provincial origin* Many places from different parts of Ceylon claim re-
4cognition as its original home* It is tempting to consider with favour t 
the hypothesis of the south-western origin of the fraternity, but it has 
to be admitted that we do not possess sufficient evidence to warrant a 
definite conclusion.
Monks belonging to this fraternity gained recognition by their lit­
erary and intellectual eminence. Mogggllana is the earliest known. The 
Nilcayasangraha speaks of a scholar called Sahitya Vilgammula* ^ The
■^ Koftange Inscription No, 1 B2 Vol. IV p.87* 
o
Kofjange Inscription No. 2 BZ Vol. IV pp,89-90.
^JRASOB(h s) Vol. VI p.93.
4The Tisara s&andesaya refers to another Vilgama in the south-western 
region. The messenger-bird is requested to go past Vilgama, Nivaju and 
Doravaka to Dadigama. v,124* Another monastery called Vilgam vehera 
is found in the U^ La Beragama area of the Southern Province. ARASC 1933 16.
^Njks* p.28,
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giflthala Bodhivamsaya was written by a mahasthavira of Vilgammula who 
was also the abbot of the Kalapiya monastery, at the request of Parak­
kamabahu IV (1302-1326 This passage makes it clear that the
monastery at Kala^iya had come under the control of the Vilgam fraternity. 
The author describes himself as belonging to the Gangatalakaram- 
bavalan clan. Presumably, it was the same monk who was responsible for 
the Kitsirimevan Kalani vihara inscription of the year 1887 of the Budd­
hist era (1344 A.D ).2 The monk in the record bears the same titles 
with the exception that he is called mahimi (P. mahasami). This may 
indicate that he had been appointed to the position of the hierarch of
the Buddhist sangha. In this record he claims to have repaired the
*
monastery with the help of Nissanka AlagaJckonara, the minister, and re­
quests that the work be carried on by his successors including the abbot 
of the Gatarapiriven*
In the colophon of the Vuttamala, written in the reign of Parakka­
mabahu V (1344-1559)s the abbot of the Gatarapiriven claims to be the
nephew of the Sarasigamamula-mahasami and refers to the presence of the
3hierarch at Dadigama. This seems to suggest that the latter changed his
residence sometime after 1344 A.D. The author of the Vimuktisangraha
written in c.1374 mentions that the Galat^rumula mahasvami and Vilgammulaj/^
mahasthavira were his teachers.4 It is perhaps to a new head of the
^Simhala bodhivamsaya pp. 2, 200-201.
2CALR Vol. I p.153.
^Br. Mus. Ms. Or.6611 (178) folio khi.
4V imukti saftgrahava p. 215.
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Vilgammula that the Vimuktisangraha refers here. It is possible that he
is identical with the Vilgammula mahathera, the author of the Saarya- 
* 1satakasaayaya, who claims to be the principal disciple of G-alatarumula 
mahasvami. Evidently, the leadership of the saftgha had passed on to a
representative of the Galatarumula. It was also a mahathera of the
 ^ v *“ 2 
Vilgammula who composed the Sandakindura da kava; but it is not
possible to determine its exact date.
The identity of the eighth mula is a problem which has taxed the 
ingenuity and the patience of students of Geylon history for a long time.
Of the more serious attempts made to solve this problem the most signi­
ficant seems to be the work of Mada-uyangola Vimalakitti. His identi-
3
fication has been accepted also by Buddhadatta, According to the 
Mahavamsa, Voharilca Tissa (209*231) built parasols for eight stupas, 
including those at the Abhayagiri, Dalddiipamula and the Marie cava ffi 
monasteriei. The Vagtsatthapakasini explains 'Dakkhi^amula* as
r*
tPakkhig.amulanamako viha.roT. Its context suggests that it was a mona­
stery situated at Anuradhapura, Vimalakitti and Buddhadatta have identified
«*» — 6 it as the Dakkhi$arama built by Uttiya, a minister of Va^agamani, and
" ■     “ ~ : " ’ “* ' ' ' ■
Surayasataka p*54*
2 v
Sahda kinduru da samara (Alavu Isi S^ bihe].a) 1961 p.254*
3
The relevant sections of an article.by Vimalakitti are reproduced by 
A. P. Buddhadatta in his Themvadi bauddhacaryayo pp. 89, 101-105.
4lv., 36.33. 
!§£.• VOl. II p.662.
Shr., 33.88.
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have suggested that it was one of the fraternities constituting the 
eight mulas. Ostensibly, the name Dakkhi$.amula seems to confirm this 
identification.
But the Dakkhipnrama, though it bears the appellation mulain the 
Mahavamsa, does not occur in any of the known sources of the period when 
the eight mulas came to be recognized. In fact it seems to have lost its 
prestige much earlier and does not occur in the Culavamsa after the 
seventh century. On the other hand, a closer examination of the context 
of its occurrence in the Mahavamsa would suggest the means by which it 
came to be known as the Baldcipamulas According to this passage, ’one of 
the aaven warriors (of the king), TJttiya, built, to the south of the city, 
the so-called Dakkhi^avihara. In the sime place, the minister named Mula 
built the Mulavokasavihara, which was, therefore, called after him.’
It is evident from this that there were two monasteries, Dakkhipa and Mula, 
presumably adjacent to each other. It is possible that they amalgamated, 
later on, to form the Dakkhi^amulavihara. Hence, the term Dakkhi$amula 
may not necessarily indicate that there was a fraternity by this name 
among the eight mulas.
On the o'uher hand, a reference to another mula which prevailed in the 
time of Parakkamabahu I is found in the Culavamsa. On the return of the 
young prince Parakkamabahu, after a period of estrangement* to Saraggama 
in the present Matale district, Kittisirimegha sent the president of the
^Mv., trsl. Vol. I p.2^6.
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kufrharasabha and Abhaya, the primate of the Baftcaparivenamula, as
emissaries to persuade the prince to come to his capital,^ The IBMca-
parivenamula seems to be distinct from the Pahcavihara which occurs later
2
on in the chronicle; the latter has to be located between Polonnaruva 
and the river Mah^ stali. The selection of the primate of the PaHcaparivena- 
mula for this important political assignment is an indication of the esteem 
in which he was held in the kingdom of Maya, Presumably, it was a frater- 
nity which grew in this kingdom. It is probably identical with the Pah- 
caparivenassmuha mentioned in the|8jh3sa.i.j amah.jusa compiled in the reign 
of Parakkamabahu II, The author of the work describes himself as the 
head of the fraternity and as a member of the Bra i^mapa caste. The 
Yogaratnakaraya, compiled at the end of the fourteenth century gives the 
name of the author of the Bhesajj amaft.jusa as Atthadassi and dates the 
work to 1183 of the $aka era.^ ' We hear of this fraternity for the last 
time in the reign of Bhuvanekabahu VI (1470-1473) when, according to 
the Kalyapi inscription of Dhammaceti, Mangala thera of the Pancaparivena 
is said to have officiated at an ordination of Burmese monks held in Ceylon.^
^pahini so leufharadisabhanayakameva ca 
Pahcaparivenamuladhivasibhaya-yatissaram, Cv. 67.61.1 1 ii« i r,i in,' win ,u i w ii i ». f n«! m  '■■ ,n i.n *a£** Ir i i» ihuji. ■ ■■ ■'.■■ii * '
2Cv., 72.116.
3 _
sake parakkamabhuj avhanarinda - j ambu
~ ~ 1 •• ***!>• i—— r iri nr—■ •  nriMHi ■ . niT-mmiM ■r-n-iifinn -ir,n»i« i ■ m—nnii/ipijj,i i ■ ■ m i t
ddonl puramhi nivasam gajakutasankhye
'   III |,|Tt     , m,~T II' IIhAth III ~ ■ iwiflimi  1
brahmanvayo yatlrkasi bhisakkatanta 
metahca PaHcaparivenasamuhanatho
Bhesa.jjamanjusaTTK. X). Kulatilata Ed.) 1962 p.872,
The phrase ga.j akufasankhye gives the year 1183.
4 - —
Bhesa.j,jamann.jusa pp. 872-873*
5
Epigraphia Birmanica Vol. Ill pt. II pp. 231, 232*
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It has to be admitted that no evidence panting to ..the...^ presence of this
fraternity at Polonnaruva is available in our sources. But it is evident
that the PafSoaparivenamulxa was recognized as a mula from the time of
Parakkamabahu I to at least the reign of the second kincj. of this name.
Hence it does not seem unreasonable to consider it to have been one of
the fraternities constituting the eight mulas which played an important
role in the affairs of the sangha during this period.
It xsC recorded in the Huvanvalisaya inscriptions of Queen kkalyapavat
that a certain Pirivatabim Vijayanavan and his wife gave alms and robes
to the monks of this Ruvanvali monastery (Mahavihara) led by the theras
2
of ’the seven ga&as* * On the strength of this evidence, Paranavitana 
has suggested that the Buddhist church of Oeylon was divided into seven 
confraternities in the Polonnctruva period. It is relevant in this con-
v Jut
nection that the Nikayasangrahaya refers to a viyatpakafaganaya as an
institution restored by Parakkamabahu I* It has also been suggested that
the afraganaya are identical with the eight mulas.^  Both these inter­
pretations imply that the gana was an institution similar to if not identi­
cal with the mula.
But, it is clear from contemporary evidence like the G-alvihara in-
— R j R
scription of Parakkamabahu I and the Dambadeni Katikavata of the reign
1az Vol. IV pp. 253-260.
2EZ Vol. IV p.269 n.2.
Niks» p•24.
^Theravadi bauddhacaryayo p. 10).
5BZ Vol. II p.270 11.18, 21; p.273 11.49-51.
6 -j.
D. B* Jayatilaka, ICatlkavat Sarigara 1955? pp. 15-14? 16,
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of Vijayabahu III (1232-1236 A.P.) that the ffa&a was an Institution
distinct from the mula. Especially in the latter, mentinn is made of
both the muja and the gana. The gaga seems to have been a group of junior
monks placed "under the charge of a Senior teacher. It may also be pointed
out that the Ruvanvalisaya inscription apparently refers to the seven
ga&as of that particular monastery rather than to fraternities of the
sangha as a whole.
The term ga&a could also be used to refer to ^group in a secular
sense. And the context of the incidence of the phrase viyat pat aja ganaya
suggests that it is in such a sense that it occurs in the Nikayasangrahaya.
2viyatna, according to the same work, was a palace official, Viyat
3could mean ’learned1; and the term viyat paj at a ga&aya may connote
’group of eight learned men' or ’eight groups of learned men’, who
4attended on the king at his court.
The foregoing discussion which represents a long and deliberate di­
gression transcending the usual chronological limits of our study was 
necessary in order to throw light on an important de velopment which had 
taken place during the jeriod under survey. Eight monastic establishments, 
some of them going back to about the seventh century, grew during our period 
into large fraternities which replaced the three nikayas as the representa-
l ”  “ ' " ' ! ' ' * ~ “
The term gaaa is also used to refer to a group of monks who specialised in 
a particular section of the Canon as the Vihaya or the Sutta. .See PAG 
P .54.
2Wika. p„19.
3See for instance viyatmi yana manin nosihiya henuye, PAG p.54.
4See TOO Yol. 1 pt. IX p.541.
tives of the sangha in religious as well as political activities. This 
does not imply, however, that all the hermitages and monasteries in the 
Island had passed under their control. The Dambadeni Katikavata, for 
instance, lays down regulations pertaining to parivenas attached to 
mulas and then goes on to discuss ’the other parivenas'Presumably, 
there were institutions which stood al&ojf? from the control of the eight 
fraternities*
At least five of these eight fraternities grew within the constitution 
of the nikayas from minor parivenas into organizations wielding considerable 
authority and responsibility. It appears that they soon loosened the bonds 
of the nilcaya assisted perhaps by the unrest and disorganization ensuing 
from the constant warfare of the period of Co^a rule. It seems true at 
least din the case of the Abhayagiri that the growth and expansion <f the 
mula represented to some extent the dismemberment of the nilcaya.
The eight mulas had gained recognition possibly by the end of the 
reign of Vijayabahu I, or at the latest by the time of Parakkamabahu I.
They survived at least till the reign of Parakkambahu II; we have demon­
strated that some of them continued to exist even as late as the sixteenth 
century* The individuality and independence of the mulas.however, had 
been to some extent undermined in the latter days of their existence.
For ; there are instances when a monk educated under the primate of one 
mula became the primate of another. This could lave been partly due to the
1 *» _
Katikavat sangara p.13.
fact that the appointment of a primate was no longer the internal affair
of a fraternity, A candidate had to win the approval of the king and the
other members of the sangha, in addition to the support of the monies and,
1
in certain instances, the consent of the patron deity of the fraternityi
X *** *
me taramua nisrayamuktavuvada mula kamati vuvada ayatan vajataja ha 
materun mula nadi piriven adivu balavat pirivenafada s&ftghasammuti 
rajasammutinma takiya yutu* Katikavatsangara p*13*,  n i ■■ i ~ irm ti, it  i ~i i i—m n i n niTTTn r» hi imi » .
Nadi occurs in the sense of *attached to* (P. naddha from Ynah) in 
the Ruvanmalnighandu (Wijesekara Ed.) 1914? no* 446*
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Chapter 9 
THE UNIFICATION OF THE SAffiGHA
The reform of the sangha in the reign of Par aide am abaliu I which 
brought about the unification of the community of monks under a single 
leadership was hailed by chroniclers as an event of great significance 
in the history of Buddhism in Ceylon. To some, it marked the end of dis­
sension and factional strife which had persisted within the body of the 
sangha for more than a millenium. The Culavamsa states that Parakkamabahu 
brought together the various factions of the sangha 1 into a union as
inseparable as milk and water'* It was no easy task for the king who found
1
it twice as strenuous and exacting as his attempts to gain iroyal power*
To the author of the Mkayasahgarahaya, who lived in the fourteenth century 
the 3©forms meant the expulsion of the 'sinful monies' of the Dharmaruci, 
Saglika and the Vaitulyavadi nikayas who had disgraced the Order and defiled
2 Vi
iis purity. The Calvihara inscription of *arakkamabahu I indited not long 
after the events seems to consider it a personal achievement of the king and 
proceeds to illustrate the significance of the event. It points out that 
the sa&gha had been divided for one thousand two hundred and fifty-four 
years. In reconciling the differences between the various contentious 
factions, it maintains, the king had accomplished a task which his pre­
decessors who lived in more propitious times, had attempted and failed to 
3carrybut.
X
Cv., 73.21.
^Eiks, p.25.
5E2 Vol. IX p.268 11.4-5, p.269 11.12-13.
Accounts of the reforms are preserved in several chronicles and.
other literary works, the most detailed of which is the Culavamsa. In
fact, the Culavamsa contains two accounts. In the first, found in the
chapter on the rebuilding of Pulatthinagara, the emphasis is on the role 
1
of the king. The second account which occurs in the chapter on the pious
works of the king provides more details about the monies who constituted the
2council of the clergy which carried out the 'purification1. Presumably, 
the author is faithfully reproducing the material found in two sources 
■without attempting to weave it into one coherent account. Aptatement 
in the first account suggests that such an explanation is tenable. VJhile 
describing the conditions prior to the unification, it states that disunity 
prevailed among the sangha 'despite efforts made in every way by former 
kings down to the present day (yava.i,jadivasa). ^ Evidently, the chronicler 
is reproducing an account of the unification written soon after the event. 
The difference in emphasis between the two accounts preserved in the 
Culavamsa is explicable if it is assumed that the author is merely re­
producing the accounts he found preserved, in the royal and the monastic 
archives. On the other hand, this statement may also imply that this part
of the ehmiicle was written not long after, if not during, the reign of
4
Parakkamabahu I* Both the explanations accept the authenticity of the 
1Cv>, 73.1-22.
2Cv., 78.1-27. 
tv., 73.19.
4
R. S. Coppleston suggested on other evidence that the account of the reign 
of Parakkamabahu I up to the end of ch. 77 was written by an eye witness. 
JRASCB Vol. XIII p.62, But, as Sirima hickremasinglie has pointed out, this 
is not the only explanation. For a detailed discussion on the authorship 
and date of this part of the chronicle, see Sirima bickremasinghe, The Age
traditions in the Culavamsa though a certain amount of exaggeration is
noticeable. This i^particularly important as they contain valuable details
which, however, are not always corroborated by the more concise accounts in
the other sources.
The Galvihara inscription, which most probably dates from the reign
of Parakkamabahu X, is extremely important as it records the cole of rules
and regulations adopted by the sa&gha after the 'purification1• It enables
us to form an idea about the nature of the reforms* Literary works written
during and immediately after the reign of Parakkamabahu I and chronicles
like the Pu.iavaliya and the Nikayasangrahaya♦ though not as detailed as
the first two sources, add more information to complete the picture*
Reliable information about the date of this event is found in the
Galvihara inscription. This record states that the unification of the
sangha took place one thousand two hundred and fifty-four years after the
first schism in the Sinhalese Order and adds that the first schism occurred
four hundred and fifty-four years after the death of the Buddha.' Thus
the unification of the sangha should be dated to one thousand seven hundred
and eight years after the obath of the Buddha, i.e. in 1164/65 A.D. This
—  2should fall within the twelfth regnal year of Parakkamabahu I.
As mentioned earlier, the first account in the Culavamsa lays great 
emphasis on the role of the king in bringing about the reforms. Parakka­
mabahu had 'already in the past existences striven after the unification
of the sangha as something which must be attained'. It was he who assembled 
(cont.) of Parakramabahu I (unpublished thesis), pp. 11-19.
EZ Vol. II p. 268 11.4-5.
2 -
The Eikayasahgrahaya, however, dates the synod to the fourth regnal 
year of Parakkamabahu I. See Riles, p.25.
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qualified monies to officiate at the ’purification1 of the Order, He was 
himself versed in the Vinaya and took part in the proceedings of the 
council* Though this is obvious|r a biased account which overemphasises 
the role of the king and makes no mention of the contributions of the 
other participants, the fact that the king took the initiative in bringing 
about the reforms is confirmed by other traditions, too* The second tradi­
tion in the Culavamsa lists the prominent monies who took part in the synod 
which reformed the sangha but mentions that they attended it at the king’s 
request. It also states that the long was present during the sittings of 
the eccleoiastical court which inquired into the complaints made on grounds 
of discipline against members of the sangha* It was he who expelled the 
monies who had been pronounced undisciplined by the eccleoiastical court.
The Galvihara inscription, too, states that it was the king who invited 
Maha Kassapa of Udumbaragiri to officiate at the ’purification’ of the 
Order and to save it from decline*^ ' In the prologues and the colophons of
their works, Sariputta and other contemporaries of parakkamabahu I record
2their gratitude to him for the unification of the sangha* Both the Gal­
vihara, inscription and the Culavajjtsa compare the roles of Parakkamabahu
and Maha Kassapa with the parts played by Asoka and Mogalliputta Tissa in
3the third council.
h z  Vol. II pp. 268-269 11.6-11.
2 -  -  ...
Saratthadiapani p.l. Pali Sahityaya Vol. I pp. 2 57, 261; Vol. II p.287*
Vol. II p. 268 11.4-5. 0v. 78.6.
All these sources agree in stating that farakkamabahu played an 
active and important role in the proceedings which led to the reform of 
the sangha. However, it is reasonable to expect that the importance of 
the part played by the king would be exaggerated in works written during 
his lifetime. Probably, the members of the clergy had come to realise, by 
this time, the desirability of reforms and the need for unity, though for­
mally the initiative was taken by the king. Buddhist kings usually asso­
ciated themselves with such eccleoiastical reforms as 'purifications'. 
Parakkamabahu was playing this traditional role in lending the force of 
his political authority for the execution and enforcement of the decisions 
of the s;yrod,
Maha Kassapa of TTdumbaragiri who presided over the synod was a
scholar versed in all the three pitakas of the Canon. He was a specialist
in the Vinaya.^ The Galvihara inscription refers to him as a monk of the
™ *. 2
Mahavihara school. Yet, it is noteworthy that the leadership of the move­
ment for reform came not from the main monasteries at the capital but from
an institution of the A3?anhika (forest-dwelling) fraternity. It does not 
come as a surprise. The devotion of the Aranfiika monk to the austere life 
in the forest woulbd have been a sharp contrast to the ease and comfort of 
the life of the residents of the large monasteries at the capital. It is 
even possible to suggest that the growth and the popularity of the Arannika
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fraternity reflects a reaction to this change in the way of life of the
» s
Buddhist monk. To the lay population,the ..wAf.annika monk would have/?
[j would have represented the closest approximation to the ideals of re­
ligious life. There is evidence from the ninth and tenth centuries to
show that the monks of this fraternity were held in high regard and respect 
1by the laity. The participation of a monk of the AraJaKilca fraternity in 
the principal role in the reform of the sangha marks an important stage in 
their rise to prominence and recognition. Many of thc^ oonks who gained 
fame as scholars and hierarchs during the period after the reforms came 
from this fraternity, particularly from their centre at Udumbaragiri,
Among the many monies from the main provinces of the kingdom invited to 
take part in the synod were four dignitaries who, apparently, assisted 
Kassapa in conducting the proceedings of the synod. Their names are found 
only in the Culavemsa; 'He (Parakkamabahu) invited to Pul at thin agar a the
thera Hanapala of Anuradhapura with his disciples, the monks of the
o ^
Sapara province.‘‘with the thera Mogallana, the thera of Hagindapalli with
all the monies of the province of the yuvara.j a and the monies of the three 
nikayas in Rohapa after he had placed at their head the distinguished thera 
Handa who belonged to the ^elantarayatana/^ This passage further sub­
stantiates the observation that the leadership of the synod came from the
^"See p . S?>
2
Geiger identifies SapararaJ^ha with the present Sabaragamuva province,
Cv. trsl. Pt, II p.102 n*3*
3
For comments on the significance of this title, see p.3|3-
A
Gv,, 78.8-10, For Geiger's translation of these strophes, see Gv, trsl.
Pt. II pp. 102-103*.
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provinces rather than the major monasteries at the capital. Another 
characteristic about the leadership is that the representation was regional 
rather than sectarian, ‘this is particularly clear in the choice of Nan da to 
represent the monies of the three nikayas from Rohapa. It may also be sur­
mised that the participation in the synod of monks from the various provinces 
of the Island would have helped in the implementation in these regions of 
the decisions made at Polonnaruva.
It is rather unfortunate that no other information is available on 
these four monies who played such a prominent role in what was perhaps the 
most important event in the historyjof Buddhism in their times. The name 
Moggallana, however, occurs in three other contexts in the Polonnaruva 
Period: as the abbot of the Uttaromula in the Ve^aiklcara inscription at
Polonnaruva., as the author of the well-known Pali, grammar, and as the com­
piler of the lexicon, the Abhidhanappadipilca.^  The last two seem to have 
livecljin the reign of Parakkamabahu 1.^ liickremasinghe and Buddhadatta have 
suggested that the grammarian, the abbot of the Uttaromula and the dignitary 
who attended the synod were the same person.^ But there are strong reasons 
which.preclude such an identification. Elsewhere, we have adduced reasons
to suggest that the Velaikkara inscription should be dated to the period 
4
1110-1111 A.I). Mogallana occurs in this record as the senior monk in
^EI Vol. XVIII p. 331 11• 26-27. Abhidhanappadipika (Tojgamuve Pahhatissa), 
P-161. Pali Sahityaya Vol. II pp. 512-513.
2
See p.2,^ 7
E2! Vol. II pp. 249—250. A. P. Buddhadatta,; Therevadi Bauddhacaryayo 
pp. 33-87.
^See p p .U 3 -12-5 ■
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. charge of the Uttaromula* Farther, he is described as Pa.jaguru; j)robably,
he was the personal preceptor of Vi j ayabaliu X. It is most unlikely that
a monk of such seniority would have been alive in 1164-/5 A,D* to take part
in this synod* It is also unlikely that the abbot of the Uttaromula who
1was the traditional custodian of the Tooth relic would have lived away 
from the capital in this time. The identity with Mogallana the grammarian 
is less improbable. In the colophon of his work, Moggallana states that 
he lived in the reign of Parakkamabahu and claims to have ' caused the 
sasana to shine*. One possible objection to this identification is that, 
according to the commenta^ on this work written by Rahul a of To^agamuva, 
the grammarian lived at the Thuparama in iUuiradhapura,^ The testimony of 
one of the leading scholars of his time cannot be rejected as unreliable 
merely because he lived in the fifteenth century, about three hundred years 
after Moggallana, Hence, the identification remains doubtful though it 
is not impossible that Moggallana went to live at the Thuparama after the 
synod. In the colophon of the Abbidhanappadipika 9 the author states that 
he became a writer through the encouragement of Parakkamabahu. He seems 
to have completed the work after the death of the king.^ It docs not seem 
probable that he was an important hierarch during the early part of the 
king's reign* Prom this discussion, it should be evident that it is not 
1Se© rp.4?.l fr- 
Pali Sahityaya Vol. II p.513.
'J cm «* ««
Theravadi Bauddhacaryayo p.84.
1Abhidhanappadipika p.161.
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possible to establish the identity of the participants in. the synod 
with monks of this period known from other sources*
Apparently, the four monies mentioned above constituted an eccle­
siastical court presided over by Kassapa to give rulings on points of dis­
pute which arose during the 'purification'. The Nikays angrahaya states that 
sittings of the court were held at a place called the Latamapjapaya.^'
Of the monies who were accused of indiscipline those monies who were capable 
of being corrected were 'led to purification' while many were expelled 
from the Order* This was no easy task. Some monks are said to have gone 
abroad to avoid submission to the judgment of the ecclesiastical court*
The king gave lucrative positions to the monies who had been laicized to 
prevent them from creating trouble. The 'purification' was followered by 
the unification of the Order* The monks of the Mahavihara nfkaya were 
themselves divided into a number of factions. These factions were recon-
2
ciled and persuaded to unite with the adherents of the other two nikayas*
As pointed out earlier, the accounts in the chronicles tend to over­
emphasize the significance of the synod in presenting the unification of
'Sliks. p.25*
2 - 
Gv., 78.12—27* The second pada of the strophe 78.13 is translated as
'some wished for a sitting in the secret court of justice'. Cv, trsl.
p.103. But the passage is corrupt. Variant readings give nisajjamalina-
vinicchaya which would mean the opposite, viz. that they wanted an open
court*
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the sangha as an achievement of the king and a few monks. The absence
of reference to the changes which had taken place within the organisation
of the sangha and the development of relations between various factions up
to the time of the unification places the picture of the event out of
perspective. Secondly, these traditions, particularly the account in the
Nilcayasangrahaya, suggest that the 'purification’ amounted to the suppression
of the Abhayagiri and Jetavana nikayas and that the unification was in fact
the imposition of the supremacy of the Mahavihara over the other two nlkayas.
he have already cited the statement in the Nikayasangrahaya that the
sinful monks of the Dharmaruci, Sagalika and the Vaitulayavadi nlkayas, who
defiled the purity of the Ordex*, were laicised during the 'purification'.
It would imply that the 'purification' did not affect the monks of the
1Mahavihara faction. Evidently, Eliot accepted this tradition as being
or edit wo i* thy. For he states that as a result of the 'purification' of the
sangha MaLl nlkayas (even the Dharmaruci) which did not conform to the Maha-
vihara were suppressed’and that no more is heard of the Vaitulyas and the 
" " 2\Tajiriyas. Paranavitana 'too has:; suggested that the ordination of monks 
of the Abhayagiri and Jetavana nlkayas had received 'was obviously con- 
sidered not valid and, if they desired to remain members of the sangha, 
they had to receive the ordination afresh from a chapter of the Mahavihara',^
^Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, Vol. Ill p41. 
5UI-IC Vol. I Pt. II pp. 567-568.
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A closer examination of the evidence yields a picture somewhat 
different from iiat drawn by ^liot and P aranavi t ana * It is true that in 
connection with the 'purification* of the Abhayagiri end Jetavana nikayas 
the Culavamsa remarks that not a single of the residents of these institu­
tions was found to be without fault* Many had to be laicised* Several were
1
re-admitted only as novices* However, this does not necessarily imp^ that 
all the monies of these two nlkayas were either expelled or admitted only as 
novices* Some would have been merely 'corrected' as the monks of the Maha­
vihara had been. It Is important to remember that the 'purification’ 
equally affected, even according to the biased account of the Culavafflsa, 
all the three nil^yas In the Island*
There is reason to believe that the 'purification' was confined to 
matters of discipline while the unification merely amounted to an arrange­
ment providing for the coexistence of the varied factions under a common 
leadership. The standards of discipline were at a low ebb at the accession 
of Parakkamabahu I. The long period of warfare among the diminutive kingdoms 
which arose after the cfeath of Vi jayabahu I and the consequent neglect and 
loss of patronage had a detrimental effect on the sangha* This found ex­
pression particularly in the laxity in matters of discipline. Even when he 
was a provincial ruler, the Culayaxftsa maintains, parakkamabahu noticed that 
the monks had abandoned the dh aroma and the via ay a, neglected their duties 
and lived according to their ownpLeasure, Some monks even maintained wives
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and children in the villages belonging to the sangha. The presence of 
'many unscruptilous monks whose sole concern was the filling of their hellies' 
was a blemish on the O r d e r I t  was these conditions which prompted the 
king to convene a synod.
4tT4 SS*
As the Galvihara inscription reveals, the katlkavata or the code
of rules and regulations adopted at the synod for the future guidance of
the sangha confines Itself to matters of training and discipline of monies
2
and the organization of monastic living. This is particularly relevant 
and noteworthy, for had the questions of doctrinal teachings been a subject 
of dispute at the synod, it would most probably have found mention In the 
katikavata. Another reason that may be adduced In support of the hypothesis 
that the ’purification’ of the Order was confined to matters of discipline 
is the fact that Nanda of the Selantarayatana was chosen to represent the 
monies of the three nilcayas In Rohapa. Such an arrangement would not have 
been feasible If the validity of the teachings of these nlkayas was to be 
a subject of dispute.
Bven if the reformers did want to suppress the teachings of the 
schools opposed to the Mahavihara, this would not|have been a practical
1Ov., 69*3-4; 73.5-6; 78.2. The Interpretation<£ the last strophe has been 
con trover si si.
sanghagamesu sanghassa pu11aflaradipp sanam 
evaifl silagt tato arm am nevatthi silamiccapi 78.3
Vijeslnha interpreted this strophe as referring to the maintenance of wives 
and children on temple property. Geiger rejected this on the argument that 
the sangha as such could not have children and wives though Individual monks 
could. This does not seem, however, to be a valid objection to hijesinha’s 
translation. For, as SIrima Wickremaslnghe has pointed out, the author 
would have meant that as a general rule the monks had taken to these cor­
rupt practices. Buddhadatta, too, supports Wijesinha’s interpretation in
(cont*)
proposition. It is unlikely that all the monks in the Island were sum­
moned to the synod* As the Culavamsa reveals, even those who were present 
at the capital could avoid facing the ecclesiastical court by leaving the 
country, perhaps to return at a quieter time.^ The chronicles themselves 
testify to the persistence of ’heretical* views among the sangha even after 
the ’purification1• The remark of the author of the Nikayasangrahaya that 
the Vajiriyavada had survived in the Island and that it was being practised
in secret by foolish men suggests that these teachings prevailed in the
2 -fourteenth century. The Culavamsa comments that the Order was corrupted
at the accession of Paraklcamabahu owing to the influence of ’a hundred false
doctrines’* But it likens the unification of the monks of the Mahavihara
with the adherents of the Abhayagiri and Jetavana nilcayas 'who gave out as
Buddha's word the Vetulla Pijaka and the like which were no words of the
Buddha’ to an attempt to mix precious jewels with glass stones* Mven the
beneficent influence of the monies of the Mahavihara, the chronicler observes,
could not persuade their unworthy colleagues to accept the true teachings of
the Buddha. More specific evidence on the persistence of the teachings of
(cont.) translating the passage as follows; 'He having pereeived that 
(some bhikkhus) had none of the silas apart from the maintenance of 
wives and children and so forth in the villages belonging to the com­
munity^..' Gy., trsl. Pt. II p. 101 n.l; Sirima Wickremasinghe: The Age
of Parakramabahu I p.309; CCMT p.248.
2EZ Vol. II pp. 25-283.
1Cv., 78.13.
2 .
Niks. p*21. See also supra p.359.
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the Abhayagiri nikaya after the unification is found in the Abhldhammattha-
vikasini of Sumaiigala, a disciple of Sariputta. In no less than five passages
in this work, the author ccriticises the views that the Abhayagiri nikaya
was propagating and in one case points out the similarity of their views
“ 1with those of the Mahasaiighikas* This would suggest that the disagreements 
between the followers of the Mahavihara and the Abhayagiri traditions on 
matters of interpretations of the teachings of the Buddha continued even after 
the unification* Moreover, it is noteworthy that none of the works which can 
be reliably dated to the time of the synod even suggest that the reforms 
amounted to the suppression of the Abhayagiri and Jetavana nlkayas and the 
imposition of the authority of the Mahavihara. The Galvihara inscription and 
the literary works written during this time such as the Saratthadipani, 
Anguttaratlka» ¥inayatthaman.jusa and the ¥inayasaratthadipani speak merely 
of a reconciliation of the various factions of the saftgha. In these works 
the authors record the gratitude of the sangha of the time to Parakkamabahu 
for making it possible for them ’to partake of‘the divine drink of unity*»
If it is accepted on the strength of this evidence that the reforms of the 
reign of Parakkamabahu I did not amount to the suppression of the Abhayagiri 
and Jetavana'nlkayas, the unification of the sangha will have to be explained
in a different manner. _________ _____ _____________________ _
l m ” a
Mahasanghika pana Abhayagirivasino ca ditthujjikamm ^  visuj» pufiffakiriyabhavena
na gap.haiiti« Tathahi te danam si I am bhavana saqisuti desananussatimoda
veyyavaccam puja saranam patti pasamsa cati attana katapufiSanusaranam buddha-pil-H JflJr iMun.ntll^ yn i l». m I «^ i Hl» l"*l L Jll, I i>*. »tl ■■m.Tlll I MM mui.k,',.,, ill n ill ilrfl. I r I ■ ■■■■■■ imiit 1 -|-|T ■ III I llTTl(T«i» if. ■ f I
dl saranagamanam p ar agunapp as am sat i imani tini paldchipitva ditthujiukammam
... i ■y    ...--- .   , .. [   tti- ^     ^ - i .-j^ i T n  n -iM i     i t ~i t t —
agahetva dasapunnavatthuni panHapenti. Abhidhammatthavikasini (A# P. Buddha- 
dattaTp746. See also pp. 128-129, 136, 169, 352,'364-365, 387.
S ar at thadlp aiii p.l; VinayatthamaKjusa, pp. 1, 1329; see also Pali 
Sahityaya Vol. I pp. 249, 257, 260, 287.
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A summary of the main stages of the history of relations between the 
three schools of Sinhalese Buddhism should be helpful in placing their final 
unification in its proper perspective. The most important stage in the 
early relations between the Mahavihara and the Abhayagiri monastery was 
in the reign of Mahasena (274-501 A,D.), The monks of the Abhayagiri monastery 
accused the residents of the Mahavihara of being ill-disciplined. The merits 
of the teachings of the Vaitulyavada which the Abhayagiri school accepted 
seems to have been another point in the controversy," The Abhayagirivasins 
led by Sanghamitta, a monk from South India, convinced the king of the 
justice of their cause. Mahasena prohibited the giving of alms to monies of
/ gfl* »
the Mahavihara on pain of a fine of one hundred (kahapanas?). The monks of 
the Mahavihara had no other alternative but to leave for Rohapa and the Malaya 
highlands where the king's order was less likely to be enforced. It was 
nine years before they could return. In the meanwhile, the king began to 
systematically dismantle the buildings of the Mahavihara and use the materials 
to enlarge the Abhayagiri monastery. The complete destruction of the monastery 
was prevented only by the revolt of a minister in protest. This made the king 
desist and the Mahavihara was re-inhabited. Undaunted by his previous ex­
perience., Mahasena built another monastery within the precincts of the Maha­
vihara to found the rival sect of Jetavana. The monks of the Mahavihara left
Anuradhapura in protest for the second time and the monastery was left aban-
1doned f o r  n in e  months more. The a c t iv i t i e s  o f  th e  monks o f the A b h ay ag iri
Sanghamitta is said to have been a friend of the Vetullav&di monks who were 
expelled to India, Mv, 56.112-113. An inscription from the Jetavana mona­
stery, too, suggests that the Vaitulyavada was a subject of dispute. See,
EZ Vol* IV pp, 273-285,
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monastery which brought desolation and destruction to the Mahavihara would
not haVe been easily forgotten by the followers of this school.
The monies of the Jetavana monastery came from a faction which left
the Abhayagiri as they did not wish to accept the teachings of the 
1
Vaitulyavada* Hence their attitude towards the Abhayagiri could not have
been very co-operative at the beginning. Apart fromthe animosity towards
the Mahavihara the two nlkayas would not have had very much in common. But
a distinct change of attitude is noticeable in the reign of Silakala.
According to the Gulavamsa, a young merchant who ^ visited the city of ICasi
brought back the dhammadhatu in the twelfth year of his reign (529)* The
king received it with greet honour, placed it in a shrine close to the
palace and instituted the practice of taking it to the Jetavana monastery
2once every year to hold a festival in its honour. The term dhammadhatu
is suggestive of Mahayanist connections. In fact, the Mikayagangrahaya
states that the book brought by the merchant contained the teachings of
the Vaitulyavada. It goes on to add that the monks of the Jetavana were
at first hesitant about accepting the teachings of Vaitulyavada but were
■2
persuaded to do so by the monies of the Abhayagiri monastery. This is an 
important incident in the history of nikaya relations as it would have 
amounted to an overt act of acquiescing in the leadership of the Abhayagiri 
s.ohooX*
'hffiks,, p, 14.
2Cv., 41.37-40.
3jtfiks. p. 19.
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In a debate held in the reign of Aggabodhi I (571-604), Jotipala,
a monk who come from India, defeated the followers of the VetuBavada.
The king was so pleased with the performance of this monk that he took him
under his patronageThe K ik ay a s an gr ah ay a, gives a slightly different
version. According to this chronicle, the defeated monks won over the
king to their cause through the viyatna, an official at the palace. Yet,
their influence waned after the deathcf this official. And thenceforth,
in tie words of the chronicler, the monks of the Jetavana monastery became
meek and humble and accepted the leadership of the Mahavihara. It is also
noteworthy that the Hikayasangrahaya dates the coming of Jotipala to the
reign of Silakala. If indeed the monks of the Jetavana school had changed
their allegiance, as the Hikayasangrahaya asserts, they accomplished another
change of face by the reign of Parakkamabahu I; for the Gulavamsa refers
to them in the passage cited .earlier as having pie ached the Vetulla Pijaka
3as the word of the buddha, On the whole, their stand on the doctrinal 
issues which were the cause of controversy between the two main nikayas 
remains ambiguous and unclear.
The period from the first schism to the unification of the Sinhalese 
sangha saw nine attempts at 1purification*. Of these, the fourth which took
1Cv. 42.35-37.
2
Mrks. p.19* Apparently, Rahula misunderstands this passage when he states 
that * the monks of the two nikayas, namely, the Abhayagiri and the Jetavana, 
dismissed pride and lived in submission to the Mahavihara'. Rahula, op.pit., 
p.105*
3C v . , 78.22.
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place in the reign of Silamegha (619-628) is of special interest in this
context. It did not concern the whole sa&gha hut was restricted to the
Abhayagiri monastery. At the request of Bodhi, an enthusiastic young
monk from the Abhayagiri, Silamegha authorized the carrying’ out of 'an
ecclesiastical act1 and purged the school of many undisciplined monks. In
revenge, the laicized monks murdered Bodhi, But the king completed the
task of reforming the monastery and severely punished the malefactors re~
by
- sponsible for the crime by reducing some to servitude and/banishing others
to India, Then he invited, the monks of the Mahavihara to hold the uposatha
ceremony in the company of the monks of the Abhayagiri monastery. But this
"*™ ** 1request was turned down by the monks of the Mahavihara, It was the first 
instance of an attempt being made, though in vain, to bring about a recon­
ciliation between the two main rival nlkayas of Sinhalese Buddhism.
A greater spirit of mutual tolerance is noticeable since the ninth 
century when we find the monks of the three nikayas working in collaboration
to mediate in important political matters in the reigns of Sena II, Udaya HI,
2Oajabahu II and Parakkamabahu I. From as early as the tenth century, there 
is evidence which suggests that the three nlkayasjassembled together even 
for matters concerning religion. According to the Gulavamsa, Kapsapa Y 
(914-923 A.D.) arranged a recitation of the paritta by Bionics of the three 
nlkayas to ward off the dangers of plague and bad harvest,^ Of course, this
1Cv,, 74.81.
2
See •
Gy, 32,80. See also p*3£6k
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does not necessarily imply that the monks of the three nikayas assembled 
together for the ceremonyo But there is a clearer example from the reign 
of Sena IV (954~956). The Gulavafflsa records that this king who was a scholar 
versed in the teachings of the Buddha used to explain the scriptures to the 
monies of three nlkayas who would assemble in the Lohapasada*^ This statement 
is clearly suggestive of the prevalence of friendly intercourse among the 
monks of the three nlkayas making it possible for them to meet together at 
the MahaviharaB It may be suggested that the etforts of the kings to promote 
amity among the three factions of the sangha would have been, at least 
partly, responsible for fils development.
Further evidence .on* this trend in the relations between the three 
nikayas is found in an inscription from the site of the Mahapali alms-hall at 
Anuradhapura. It has been dated to the last quarter of the tenth century.
The inscription records a decision taken by all the monies who received alms
at the Mahapali to donate their share of rice to meet the cost of repairing
— 2 the s tup a at■the Jetavana monastery. This seems to point to a period of
exiguous patronage when monks found it extremely difficult to maintain their 
monasteries in good repair. It would be, as Paranavitana remarked, more re­
presentative of the reigns of the successors of Mahinda IV than of his own 
reign or those of his immediate predecessors.^ The most important fact about
1Gv., 54.4.
2
EZ Vol. ill p.132*
^ibid., p.351*
this record is that all the monks who received alms at the Mahapali are 
said to have consented to this decision. The Mahapali was, in all probability, 
an alms-hall for monks of all the nikayas. The fact that these monks decided 
to forgo their alms to contribute to the restoration of the Jetavana stupa 
restores our confidence in the inference that the relations between the 
nikayas had developed, by this time, to a level which enabled them to make 
this gesture of solidarity in a time of difficulty. This feeling of 
solidarity would have been strengthened during and after the period 
of Co.].a rule when ^aivism gained popularity in the Island and found patrons 
even among the Sinhalese rulers.
The revival of the sangha after the period of Co]„a rule brought
with it the revival of the n ikay a divisions. But the nlkayas of this period
were probably less organised and more amenable to attempts at reconciliation
than before. In this connection, a statement in the account of the reign
of Vijayabaliu is said to have built a large monastery capable of housing
many hundreds of monks, endowed it with the whole district of AJfsara and
1given it over to the monies of the three nikayas. It Is of course possible 
that this merely means that the monastery was donated to the sangha as a 
whole and not to any one nikaya. But on the other hand, if this statement 
is accepted in its .“literal meaning, it would imply that a significant step 
was taken in persuading a considerable number of monks from the three 
nikayas to live within one monadiery and to perform the religious acts 
together. It may be suggested on this basis that the difficulties that 
k v . , 60.11-15.
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the sangha had to face during the period of Go^a rule trough the adherents 
of the three nikayas closer to each other, It would then appear that, in 
the unification of the sangha in the reign of Parakkamabahu I, the king 
and the leading monks who took part in the synod were assisted by the 
development of friendly relations which went back to a time considerably 
earlier than this event*
It is reasonable to expect that the development of friendly re­
lations between monies of the three nikayas and their joint participation 
in groups to study the scriptures would have promoted the exchange of ideas 
and the extension of mutual influences. In fact, there is some evidence 
which suggests that during this period the Mahavihara came to be influenced 
by some ideas of the ’heretical* schools of Buddhism, Some evidence of 
Tantric Influence is found in the I) h amply a Ifuva Gafapadaya, a commentary 
on the hhammap ad a i £h ale a th a, The colophon of this work states that it was 
written by * the great king Ahha salamevan, born of the twice consecrated 
queen*There is hardly any doubt in identifying the author with hassapa 
Y (c, 914~923 A.D.) who refers to himself in the same manner in his 
Madirigiriya and Bilibava inscriptions,
Kassapa Y was hailed in the Oul avails a as an ideal ruler who was 
’pious1, 'wise as one who possesses supernatural powers*, 'a preacher of 
the true doctrine* and 'adroit in what is right and not right', *Ke
stood firm in the teachings of the Leader on the path of deliverance and
could not he shaken by all storms of other opinions.' In fact, the
1
chronicler claims that 'lie had reached the path of salvation'. It follows
that he was considered to be an ideal follower of the Theravada as taught
by the Mahavihara. He was supposed to be so well versed in the scriptures
and 'orthodox' in his interpretations that monks used to gather at the
Mariecavajjji monastery belonging to the Mahavihara nikaya to listen to his
2discourses on the Abhidhauima, Hence one may reasonably suppose that his
opinions were acceptable to the Mahavihara if they did not In fact represent
the views held by the Mahavihara in his time.
The Dhampiya Afuva Gafapadaya makes an interesting statement when it
comments on a passage from the Devadatthatheravatthu%
rudhiruppadanakammam katva, le salvana kam kofa. tunrim 
vuhuf selin bind! budun pijlpaya hugtu le tanin sal ay 1 
seyi. budun siru.ru vajrakaya vana bavin sail pahara 
hotuju le buyinoviya yet, varjrakaya hot .jivakayan ata 
satin kum&a kahclaviya yat, vajrakaya n amp ar o p all r am ay en 
nobihdena bava. .jivakayan sat pahara paropakrama nam 
noveyi. eheyln vajrakayatavata hanl nati yet, ese hot 
tarun sail pahara hi le tanin kumafa silly a yat. viduru 
noblfidetu.iu. avuvehl tubuva hunu tavahi vana seyin uvakum 
hamiyehi noblhdetu.ju ant as call ana matrayek ve, eyin 
vajrakayatavafa hani noveyi seyi.^
After stating that a splinter from the rock that Devadatta hurled at the
Buddha hit him on the sole of his foot and 'disturbed the blood at that
spot', the author comments that since the Buddha possessed a vajrakaya
1Cv.! 52.37441 
2CV., 52.48-49.
BAG*., p a ho •
lie would not bleed even if he were hit by a stone. Then he goes on to
- examine how it was possible for Jivaka to make an incision with his scalpel
on the body of the Buddha if indeed the latter possessed a vajrakaya.
The nature of the vajrakaya is such, he explains, that it would not be
damaged by 'enemy design,1 (paropakrama). The use of the scalpel by Jivaia
does not fall under this category, hence it would not affect the nature
of tie vaj rakaya. Taking the case of Devadatta, he points out that though
diamond does not break, it is liable to get heated if kept in the heat of
the sun. Similarly, though the vaj rakaya cannot be injured by 'enemy
design', it would be subjected to *a minute internal disturbance'
(antas palanamatrayek) which does not affect the real nature of the vaj rakaya.
The idea that no physical harm can befall the Buddha seems to be
present in its germinal form in several, of the stories in the Buddhist 
1
Pali Canon, But the concept of the vajrakaya as such is foreign to Pali
Buddhism, This is primarily a Tantric concept. Treatises of the Tantra
school like the Pancakarma speak of the kayavajrasvabhava, vagvajrasvabhava
and the cittavajrasvabhava as essential attributes of the Supreme Buddha
2
end prescribe means by which the devotee could acquire such attributes.
As de la Vallee Poussin pointed out, the acquisition of these attributes
takes the position of a principal rite in Tantric Buddhism.^ Round this
■abstract concept of the vaj rakaya grew the Idea that one who acquired it was
^•'Mhaya'.Mtakaj XU ppA 24 ff; Suttanipata Afqbhalcatha X p.239.
2
Louis de la bailee Poussin, Etudes et textes Tantrique, linker site de G-and, 
Recueil de travaux publes par la Faculte de Philosophic et Lettres Fasc.
16, 1896 pp. 5-6.
JLouis de la Vallee Poussin, Bouddhisme, Etudes et Materiaux, 1898 p.146.
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immune from harm. Taranatha states that Hagarjuna possessed a vajrakaya 
and henoe could not be killed. ' The teachings of the Vajrayana spread from 
centres like the Nalanda and the Yikramasila monasteries to South East Asia 
from as early as the end of the seventh century. In an inscription from
** 'erHr f 2
Talang Tuwo near Palembang dated A.D. 684? J ay anaea speaks of the va.j ras ar ir a. 
Elsewhere we have cited the tradition in the Nikayasangrahaya that Yaj- 
rayana teachings were introduced to the Island in the time of Sena I 
(833-353).3
The so-called Dajada maligava, situated to the south of the Thuparama,
is another example. This building, which seems to have stood on a platform
measuring 84 x 57 ft., was 62 ft. 6 ins, long and 27 ft. 6 ins, wide. The
sanctum had sixteen free standing pillars. Of these the four at the corners
were square. The four at the centre are also square and have wideabaci‘and
highly polished smooth surfaces. The remaining eight pillars out into an
octagonal shape are of great interest. j?or their capitals are ornamented
with representations of the vajra. These representations were sculpted
in such a way that the va,jra was visible from whichever side a devotee
4looked at the pillar.
The vajra symbol is particularly associated with Tantrism. The use
of this symbol as a decorative motif need not necessarily indicate associa-
1... da nun der^Acarya einen Yajrakorper hat, kann er nicht sterben.1 
A. Grunwedel, Taranatha1s Edelesteinmine, das Buch von den Vermittlern 
der Sieben Inspirationen, p.18•
2B15FE0 Vol. XXX pp. 42, 55-58.
8s© p *
40JSfl Vol. XI pp. 80-8I Pis. Lll, Llll; AliASg 1895 p.3;
tions with Tantrism. However, when considered in the light of the evidence 
from the Dhampiya Afuva Catapadaya cited above, it seems to represent 
Tantric influences at the Mahavihara. It woild be rash to suggest on the 
basis of the two instances cited above that Kassapa V was a Vajrayanist 
or that the monies of the Mahavihara and the Thuparama had talien to Tantrism. 
Presumably, their approachms ecclectics they would have adopted views of 
other schools as long as they wore not in conflict with their own teachings. 
But It has to be admitted that this passage indicates that by the tenth 
century Tantric influences had penetrated into an institution which claimed 
to be the citadel of orthodox Pali Buddhism.
Some evidence which suggests that the Mahavihara came to be in­
fluenced by the teachings of the Abhayagiri nikaya Is found in two comment- 
arial works written after the time of the unification of the sangha. 
Commenting on the term saci11apaMdia in the Samantapasadika? Sariputta 
states in his Sarattha&ipani that a novice who consumes liquor without 
intent and not knowing that it was liquor incurs no sin though an ordained 
monlc In the same circumstances would be committing a pacittiya offence.
To support his position he quotes from the Cullagan$hipada and the Kajjhlma- 
ganthlpada which comment that, just as one who mistakes a serpent for a 
stick and kills it without intent Incurs no sin, a person who consumes liquor
without intent taking it to be the unfermented drink from the coconut palm 
/ »' - \ 1(najlkerapana) commits no offence. But CoJ/iya Kassapa, the author of the
~ —  ■ — —  — —  —  . — —
S a ra tthadipani  pp. 4215-4-26.
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Vlmativinodar.1, did not agree with this ruling. He devotes a long
polemical discussion to refute it. He states that the ruling that only
intentional consumption of liquor amounts to an offence was a view held
by ’heretical1 schools like the Abhayagiri which the authors of the
gaflfrhipada works had incorporated in iheirrritdngs without realizing that it 
was ’unorthodox1. As a result, Kassapa remarks, it had been corrupting 
the sasana up to his own time. He goes on to say that in the past a 
’heretical’ monk called Nagasena had propagated this view in the Damira 
country. But it was suppressed by the mahathera Buddhappiya who ’purified’ 
the sasana. The recurrence of this view in the Saratthadlpani had helped 
monks with corrupt thoughts to raise their heads again. It was examined, 
rejected and suppressed by distinguished monks for the second time.
Kassapa claims to have indulged in this detailed discussion to completely
1refute this view and prevent it from bringing the sasana into disrepute.
The testimony of the Vimativinodani would suggest that some of the 
views of the Abhayagiri 11 ikay a had found their way to the commentaries of 
the Mahavihara* It is also noteworthy that these ideas appeared in a work 
of Sariputta written after the ’purification1 of the sangha. Though the 
differences of opinion between the nikayas were not completely forgotten 
the absorption by the Mahavihara of some of the ’heretical' views of the 
Abhayagiri nikaya would have made a reconciliation possible* One may also 
surmise that the waning of the influence of the monastic centres of Eastern 
1
Vimativinodani pp, 94-100 *
4S0
India would have weakened the position of Tantrism, deprived the Abhaya­
giri and Jetavana monasteries of an important source of inspiration end 
influence and made them more amenable to the idea of accommodation with
... i
the Mahavihara.
It has been pointed out elsewhere that the nlkayas of Sinhalese
Buddhism were not mere fraternities which subscribed to a particular school
of thought. In fact, it seems unlikely that they professed a consistent
body of thought to which they demanded unswerving adherence from their
constituents. This is particularly true of the Abhajragiri and the Jetavana 
2
nikayas. The nlkaya was also an organisation which possessed a large extent
of land and had supervisory control over the administration of the property
of its constituents. The growth of monastic property and the development
of a bureaucratic organization in response to the administrative needs this
created provided the ntkaya with an element of cohesion and the main rnona-
stery with opportunities to assert its position. It is evident from the
inscriptions of the Abhayagiri monastery that the regulations of the nikaya
required its dependent institutions to submit their annual statements of
income and expenditure for ratification by the assembly of monies of the
main monastery or by commiitees appointed by this assembly. Monies from
the main monastery were present at the sittings of the committee of manage-
ment of the Oetiyagiri monastery when it settled its annual accounts.
ISee p*S9o 
2
See p.£'^ 3'
v
For a detailed discussion, see pp,M-d>y i &£> ft •
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The Buddhannehala inscription reveals that the main monastery sometimes
enjoyed the privilege of appointing the abbots of the minor institutions 
1attached to it. The main monastery also had the responsibility of
maintaining the number of monks at the branch institutions of the nikaya
2at the strength stipulated by their lay patrons. It may also be pointed 
out that the Vessagiriya inscription of hahinda IV gives an distance of the 
chief monk of the main monastery making representations to the king on behalf 
of a branch monastery. A study of the administrative organization of 
monasteries reveals that it was one of the main links that brought the 
main monastery close to the minor constituents of the nikaya and strengthened 
its unity.
The loss- of property that the sahgha _ sustained during the period 
of Co^a rule and the final confiscation of wealth by Vilckamabahu I were, 
therefore, extremely detrimental in their effect on the corporate esentence 
of the nikaya * dith the loss of property was lost the basis -of the admini­
strative organization of the nikaya. There is no evidence fiom the period 
after these events to suggest that the administrative organization of
the monasteries ever reached the standard it had attained in the ninth and
4tenth centuries. The consequent loss of centralized control is reflected 
1EZ Vol. I pp. 191-200.
See BZ Vol. I p.4 1.1, p. 48 11.41-42.
EZ Vol. I pp. 29-38.
4
See fp. \<\5- t cy4-*
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in the vexy fact that the leadership of the movement for reform came from
the provincial monies representing their particular regions and not from
the main monasteries of the nikayas at the capital* The confiscation
of monastic property by Viklcamabahu united the sangha in a different nay*
It brought them together in a concerted action against the king; the
1
monks of all the ’eight mulaviharas1 are said to have left the capital 
in protest and, gone to Hohapa, Such concerted action, though it turned out 
to be fruitless, was unprecedented and in fact unique. Adversity introduced, 
an element of unity among the sangha over and above their nikaya affili­
ations, Most probably this would have influenced the subsequent develop­
ments.
In the preceding chapter, we have pointed out an important development 
in the organisation of the sangha which is reflective of the weakening of 
the organisation of the hikaya." Might monastic establishments some of which 
can be traced back to about the seventh century grew, by the time of the 
death of Vijayabahu I, into large fraternities and replaced the nikayas 
as the main groups which represented the sangha in religious as well as 
political activities* Four of these fraternities - the Uturujamuja, ;
Kaparamula, Malianetpamula and the Yahadumuja grew within the constitution ' 
of the Abhayagiri nikaya from rn.nor parivenas into institutions wielding 
considerable authority in the organisation of the saiigha. The Abhayagiri
"S1 or an explanation of the term, see p. 4-14
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nikaya seems to have been even in the ninth and te.r& centuries a loosely 
organized corporate institution in which these mu^as (var* mnla, ay a tan a 
etc,) played an important role, A fifth, the oenapafimu^a, seems to have 
been originally a constituent institution within the Jetavana nikaya* The 
growth and the expansion of these mulas to some extent amounted to the dis­
memberment of the nlkayasto which they belonged* The corporate existence 
of the nikayas, it would appear, had ceased by the beginning of the eleventh 
century and given its place to an organisation of the sangha based on the 
mula. This does not imply that the threefold divisionjof the sangha on a 
nikaya basis had been completely forgotten. The five mnJLas mentioned shove 
would have been continued to be associated with the nikayas to which they 
originally belonged. The records continue to refer to the three nlkayas♦
But in these contexts, the term nikaya was, presumably, being used in a 
conventional sense. For, in the organisation of the sanghgi, the nikaya had 
ceased to be an effective unit.
The observations made above would place the unification of the 
sangha in qjtfite a fresh perspective. The reforms cf the time of Parakkamabahu, 
it would appear, amounted to a unification of the eight raptLas rather than 
a unification of the three nlkyas. No direct evidence in support of this 
hypothesis is found in the accounts of the unification of the ganglia in 
our sources. There is, however, an incidental reference which supports it 
in the Qulavaijisa, in the description of the building activities of Parak­
kamabahu 1#
The chronicle credits Parakkamabahu I with the construction of eight 
monasteries at Polonnaruva* Cf these, the Jetavana monastery was perhaps
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the largest group of monastic dwellings.'*' within its premises we3?e a
round temple in stone for the Tooth hello, the Tivanka image--house, a
stupa, three sermon halls, two libraries, seventy-five parivenas, seventy
five long pasadas and a hundred and seventy eight small pasadas. Eight ponds
were built for the use of the inmates. In all there were five hundred, and
twenty buildings within the monastic grounds.
G-eiger presumed that the so-called Quadrangle at Polonnaruva re-
2presents the site of the Jetavana monastery. But it is unlikely that this
large monastery m s  within the inner city of Polonnaruva where the Quadrangle
is located. Pai’anavitana is probably right when he suggests that the site
of the Jetavana monastery should be identified with the precincts of the
Tivanka image-house^ known today by a curious misnomer^ the I) emaj. amaha say a „ ^
Remains of old buildings round this ruin cover an area more than a mile in
extent and. seem to represent the site of a large monastic establishment.
Seven pond.s have been located within these precincts. Pai’anavitana has
also suggested that the remains of a circular shrine to the south of the
Tivanka image-house may be identified with the shrine of the Tooth relic
though it seems to have been built of brick and not o f stone as mentioned in
the Culavafflsa _♦ The chronicle states that the irrigation canal Narmada went
5
across the grounds of the Jetavana monastery. iui irrigational canal seems
Ql-j 78.31-47.
2Cv. trsl. Pt. II p.106 n.3.
3This shrine has the remains of a tiyanka or 'triple-bent’ image, 
4CJSG Vol. II pp. 169-173.
5Cv., 79.48.
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to have flowed across the precincts of the Tivanka image-house, too*
A p a rt from  the b u ild in g s  m entioned above, Parakkamahahu I  is  sa id
io have erected within the precincts of the Jetavana monastery eight mansions
at great cost, each three stories in height, for the use of the tjheras of
^ie ay&tauas* /mother large mansion, complete with chambers and terraces
1 * .
on the upper floors, was built for the thera Sariputta. ’The Pu/avaliya 
confirms the tradition in the Oulavamsa that Parakkamabahu erected mansions
/to ^
for the eight ay at anas. These statements axe of particular interest
as they indicate that Sariputta, together witi the chief incumbents of the
eight fraternities lived at the Jetavana monastery. It was mentioned earlier
fiat a shrine was built at the same monastery to house the Tooth relic. The
Yelaikkara inscription reveals that in the eleventh century the Tooth relic
was in the charge of the Utura^amula, a fraternity which originally belonged
3
to the Abhayagiri nikaya. It is evident from the Pajadaslrlta that the 
same fraternity was vested with the care of the Eelic even :ii the fourteenth 
century*/' This further confirms the fact that fraternities which originally 
belonged to the Abhayagiri nikaya were among the eight mulas the leaders of 
which took up residence at the Jetavana monastery.
In this connection, it is interesting that in works like the 
VI nay as aratthadipanj and the Sumac gal ap as ad and, written by his disci/pies, 
Sariputta is given the appellation mahasaml (var. mahasvami9 rnahlml)*^  The 
1Cv., 78.33-34.
P.jv., p.105.
isi Vol. XVIII p.237 11.18-21.
%)ajadasir1ta pp* 49-54*
5
Pall Sahityaya Vol. II pp* 287-294
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Hlkayasangrahaya , too, applies the title mahasvami to Sariputta,'**
Evidently, it was used in a specific and technical sense and does not
seem to have been a mere honorific term* For, in the Hikayasangrahaya,
a number of renowned teachers like Buddhaghosa, Buddhadatta, Dhammapala,
Ananda and Anuruddha are called mahasthavlras while in the sane sentence
Sariputta is referred to as mahasvarnipada» Greater tried to explain this
2
term as connoting ’the superior abbot of the monastery1* But from the 
contexts of its occurrence, it seems to denote a post of greater importance.
The preamble of the Dambadenl ICatilcavata drafted by the sangha 
in the reign of Parakkamabahu II and the Nikayasen.grahaya mention a synod 
which was held in the reign of Vijayabahu H I  (1232-1236 A.I)♦) under the 
leadership of the mhhasvsaal Sahgharakkhita, the disciple of the mahasvami 
Sariputta* He was assisted by the mahasthavira Mechiaukara of the forest- 
dwelling fraternity at Binlbulagala. Sangharakkhita is described in these 
two sources as the monk who ’administered the sasana in his time’ (tatkala- 
sasananusasaka). The title mahasvami is applied to Sahgharakkhlta even 
in the Culavaiasa.^ Later on, in the reign of Parakkamabahu II (1236-1270), 
another synod was held under the leadership of the maliasvami Hedhahkara 
of the forest-dwelling fraternity, disciple of the mahasthavira Bud&havamsa
5
Vanaratana. It was probably the same monk who helped Aangharakkhita in the 
1Niks. pp. 26, 27. 
h v ., trsl. Pt, XX p. 174 n.l.
B. Jayatilaka, Katikavat San gar a p.8, 
"‘'CV.»y .81,76 ♦
Niles, p.27.
reign of Vijayabahu III we now find in the position of the mahasvami in 
the reign'of Parakksmabahu II* A third synod was held in the reign of
Bhuvanekabahu IV in the year 394 of the Buddhist era, :L.e0 13150 A. 10.
1
under the leadership of the mahasvami Vanaratana of Amaragiri, All these 
Instances are indicative of the discriminative vise of the titles mahasvami 
and mahasthavira in referring to the hierarchs who took part in he clerical 
conventions of their times* The person who presided over the synod always 
bore the title mahasyaml. Further, the monk who bore this title Is some­
times described as the hierarch 'who administered the s asana in his time'.
I'To instance of the title mahasvami being borne simultaneously by two different 
individuals is known from our sources* In one instance a monk is titled 
mahasvami while his teacher Is called m^hasthavira* This discernment on the 
part of the author of the Hikayasangrahaya is but to be expected, For he 
himself bore the title mahasvami at the time he wrote this work. Further 
evidence on the significance of this title is found at the end of the 
chronicle. Whenthe author mentions the synod held under his own leadership 
he refers to himself as 'the mahasvami Dh arm aid. r 11 i the second who administered 
the sasana at this time'. Later on, in the colophon, he describes himself
«* 2as one who has attained the rank of the sangharaqa, On the strength of 
this reference, it seems not unreasonable to equate the terjn mahasvami 
with the title sahgharaja, 'the king of the sangha'.
‘hllks, p. 29«
a
'"Ihiks, pp. 34? 37.
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The regulations embodied in the Dambadeni Katikavata provide more 
specific information on the significance of these titles. The section which 
deals with the organisation of the sahgiia stipulates that two senior monks 
who had completed twenty five years since their ordination and were im­
partial and exemplary in their character should be appointed to the position 
of the mahasthaviras of the ’village dwelling* (gamavasa) and the 'forest 
dwelling* (aranhika) sections of the sadgha and placed immediately below 
the mahimi in rank. These posts were formally conferred by the king who ruled 
over all the three kingdoms of the island. As the presence of too many 
leaders would be detrimental in its effects on the s ah glia, it warns, no 
monk other than these two should be raised to the position of a mahasthavira» 
And should the pad: of the mahimi fall vacant through the death of the in­
cumbent, a suitable person from among these two monks was to be appointed
1
to that position. The statements in the Dambadeni Katikavata clearly 
reveal that the terms mahasvami and mahasthavira denoted specific ranks in 
the hierarchical organisation. And the evidence in all the sources cited so 
far leaves no doubt that the term mahasvami was the title of the supreme 
hierarch who was placed in charge of the san^ha of the whole Island.
It was only after the unification of the sangha in theaeign of 
Paraideamabahu I that it was possible to appoint a mahasami over the entire 
community of monks in the Island. The post was certainly in existence from 
the time of Vijayabahu III. One may suggest that this was an institution
which became necessary in the reign of f arakkamabahu l to help consolidate 
the unification. These considerations together with the fact that Sariputta 
is called mahasami in even the literary works written during his time make 
it possible to believe that he was appointed the supreme hierarcliof the 
saiigha in the time of Parakkamabahu X*
The appointment of Sariputta to the positioriof the mahasami raises
i
a number of questions which, however, cannot be satisfactorily answered with 
evidence at our disposal. One would expect Kassapa who played such a sig­
nificant role in the ’purification1 of the sahgha to be the first choice 
for this rank. It is possible that he was advanced in age at the time of 
the ’purification* and that his death took place not long after the synod.
On the other hand, it is also possib3.e that this saintly monk from the 
forest-dwelling fraternity preferred the quietude c£ the forest retreat to 
the busy life of the head of the church. In the absence of any direct evi­
dence on this problem one has to be satisfied with such speculative answers. 
Though Sariputta was a great scholar and renowned teacher of his time little
information is available 011 his life prior to his appointment to the leadership
1
of the sangha. He mentions in his works that he was a disciple of kassapa.
Xet it is nowhere mentioned whether he was a monk from the monastic settle­
ment at Dimbulagala to which IC&ssapa belonged or even whether he belonged 
to the ’forest-dwelling’ fraternity.
However, the evidence cited ii the foregoing discussion makes It 
possible to understand the nature of the unification of the sahgha which
J^See p.
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took plaoe in the time of Parakkamabahu X, It is clear that the unification 
was accomplished by reconciling the eight fraternities which had replaced 
the nikayas as units in the o rganisation of the community of monies and by 
persuading their leading monks to live at the same monastery and to accept 
a common leader In Sariputta* It did not amount to the victory of the 
Mahavihara and the suppression of the other nikayas as some later chroniclers 
and certain modern writers claim. It is true that a monk who followed the
Mahavihara tradition took the lead in Initiating the 'purification’ of the
 ^ «•»% 
sangha while his disciple, Sariputta, was appointed the head of the church
after the unification. To this extent, the leadership came from the Maha­
vihara ♦ But it cannot be maintained that the leadership came exclusively 
from the Mahavihara; and it is evident from the Oulavaj^sa that the 1 purif­
ication* affected all the participants in the synod regardless of their 
sectarian affiliations* Further, the unification of the sangha did not 
bring about a complete fusion Involving the loss of the identity of the
fraternities concerned. For some of these fraternities survived for moi’e
1than three centuries after the unification.
It seems unlikely that the unification of the sangha was the blending 
of milk and water that the Oulavaiysa suggests it was. The later statements 
in the same chronicle contradict this account. There is reason to believe 
that the difference of opinion and the rivalries among the groups of monies 
who came to live at the Jetavana monastery persisted after the unification
hee rjp.4-^4-; 44-1; .
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and that fa ctional strife broke out no long after the death of
P ar aide am abaliu I. In his inscription at the Dambulla cave monastery
kissanka Malla claims to have reconciled the disputes among the monks of 
- 1the three nikayas. it is not very likely that this statement concerning 
the Order made in a record indited at one cf the most prominent monasteries 
at the time was a mere idle boast* Probably, it had a factual basis. In 
its account of the reign of Vijayabahu III, the Pujavaltya states that he
established, unity among the sa&gha which had been divided for a long time;
- . . .  2 this is corroborated by the Culavamsa and the 11 ikayasangrahaya. The
testimony Of these sources confirms the observation that the unification
of the sahgha did not bring about the end of factional rivalry within
the community of monies.
The reforms of Paraklcamabahu I weeded out undisciplined elements
in the sahgha and brought together the community of monks which had remained
disunited and divded, as the G-alvihara inscription points out, for one
thousand two hundred and fifty four years. The reforms seem to have ushered
in a period of intensive activity for the sangha, particularly in the
literary field. Sariputta and the group of devoted scholars who gathered
round him produced an extensive exegetical literature, both religious.
and secular. This period also saw the expansion of the Sinhalese Theravada
to Burma and other parts of South Bast Asia. The decline of the Indian
centres of Buddhism may partly explain the rise cf Ceylon to the position
p „ ■ y - “
• *»bo ho kal bhlmiava tubu tun nkkahl sanguruvan s am any a karava.
332 Vol. I p.lpi i.2l7
2
* * * ji?AP.-.A%Y.§.sQfc esamangavu sahghaya samanga kota... Pjv. p. 110,
0y\ 8.147. Niks* p.26.“  —  —  -
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of a source of inspiration to the Theravadin monks of South Ease Asia.
But there is little doubt that the revival of Buddhist activity during 
this period should he to a great extent attributed to the reforms of the 
reign of P ar aide amah ahu I.
In creating the post of the raahasami, the reforms introduced a 
very significant institutional change which helped to keep the saAgiia 
together despite recurrent factional rivalry. 3?or the first time in 
the history of the Island, the community of monks was organized under a 
single leader. In the early centuries of its history, the organization 
of the Buddhist saflgha was presumably based on the model of the Indian 
tribal state with which the Buddha was quite familiar. But in the context 
of the political and social organisation that was known in Ceylon, such a 
system was incongruous and anachronistic. During more than a millennium 
of its existence in Ceylon, the safigha gradually acquired an organisation 
similar to that of the body politic . This tendency would have grown 
stronger after the acquisition of landed wealth and administrative privileges 
when the monastery began to perform certain functions which usually fell 
within the perview of the duties of the state. The monasteries and the 
nikayas seem to have been organised with chief incumbents and abbots at 
their head. There is no evidence, however, to believe that the abbots of 
the nikayas played an important role in administrative affairs. The appoint­
ment of a head of the ganglia who in later times came to be called f the king
The conversation that the Buddha had with Vassakara, the minister of 
Ajaiasattu, reveals the knowledge that the Aiddha lad of the constitution 
of the Lie cliavis and his admiration of the system. Ahgutt ar a N ikay a 
Vol. IV pp. 17ff? Digha hjkaya Vol. II pp. 72 ff.
of the sjdlgha’ appears to be an important stage in the development within 
the clerical organisation of institutions similar to those of the body 
politic.
The divisions which obtained in the organization of the sahgha 
up to the time of Par aide am ab ahu were a factor which curtailed its authority 
and in turn strengthened the position of the temporal power. Hence one 
would expect that the creation of a unified church under a single leader 
should have had important repercussions in altering the structure of power 
in the Sinhalese society. But in practice the situation was different.
The Vinaya rules prevented the monies from directly wielding political 
authority and as such they would not be a real threat to the power of the 
king. Further, though the sahgha were unified, in certain respects they 
wielded less power than they did in the ninth and tenth centuries. The 
loss of monastic property and privileges and the collapse of the monastic 
administration deprived the saAgha of one of the most Important sources of 
power. Moreover, it could also be said that the participation of the king 
in the reform and the reorganisation of the saAgha gave him a controlling 
influence over clerical affairs and over appointments to the more important 
positions in the hierarchy. The Bambadeni Katikavata stipulated that in 
appointing the abbots of the eight fraternities and the chief incumbents of 
— the principal monastic establishments only those monks who are ’acceptable!: 
to the king1 (rajasammutin) should be selected.1 As mentioned earlier, it
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was the king who formally conferred the higher ranks in the 
clerical organization.'*’ Such arrangements would have been 
effective in establishing cordial relations between the clerical 
and the temporal powers and injleterring the development of the 
sa&gha into a force which challenged the authority of the king.
1See p. 43®
CONCLUSION
The foregoing study of the period of about four centuries from the 
reign of Sena I to the invasion of Magha reveals its tremendous importance 
in the history of Buddhism and particularly in the organizational develop­
ment of the sa&gha* The three nikayas, which had been the main groups in
sangha for about six centuries, acquired a high degree of organisational 
development in the early part of this period and then disintegrated giving 
way to a new grouping of the saftgha based on eight fraternities* These 
eight fraternities formed the basis of the unification of the sangha in 
the reign of Parakkamabahu I, which created for the first time in the 
history of the Island a unified organisation under a common leadership*
Of the three nikayas, the Mahavihara appears in the most favourable 
light in the Pali and Sinhalese sources which, with two exceptions, are 
works of its followers or supporters* The bias of these sources precludes 
a correct assessment of the extent of the influence of the other two 
nikayas or of their relative positions in the organization of the sa&gha*
To someoctent, they also distort the picture of the unification*
Little evidence is available on the Jetavana nikaya. Prom what 
little is known, it appears that its influence was more restricted than 
that of the other two* But the picture of the Abhayagiri nikaya which 
emerges in the light of the evidence examined in our study is that of 
an extensive organization with an influence not second to that of the 
Mahavihara* It was a group of monks representing several schools of Budd­
hist thought. The great. -• majority of its followers seems to have adhered
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to a Theravada school which based its teachings on a Canonical 
and commentarial tradition different from that of the Mahavihara,
The 'orthodoxy* of the two traditions was a matter of prolonged dispute; 
each nikaya accused the other of professing 'unorthodox* views.
The scholastic tradition of the Abhayagiri nikaya was not re­
stricted to the teachings of the Theravada, The teachers of this nikaya 
maintained close relations with centres of Buddhist learning on the Coro­
mandel Coast and in North-eastern India, Svidence in our sources which 
had not been hitherto examined by scholars reveals that representatives 
of other main schodLs of Indian Buddhism - the Sammitiyas, Sarvastivadins 
and certainly the Mahasaftghilcas - were welcomed and invited to take up 
residence at the Abhayagiri monastery. And perhaps in emulation of the 
traditions current at Vikramasila and Nalanda, the monks belonging to 
this nikaya made an attempt to make a comparative study of their teachings. 
The Abhayagiri nikaya also had within its fold groups of monks who 
were receptive to Mahayanist and Tan trie ideas* The fame of the high 
standards of scholarship and discipline of these monks reached lands as 
far as Java where in the latter part of the eighth century a monastery 
was named after the Abhayagiri of the Sinhalese', The tolerant and 
unprejudiced attitude that the monks of the Abhayagiri nikaya adopted 
towards the teachings of different schools of Buddhist thought and the 
important cult-objects vlike the Tooth and the Bowl relics they possessed 
should have gained them wide popularity and accorded to their monastery 
an important position in the religious life of the people. The ruins
- 50?
of this monastery which are the largest in the Island testify to the 
extensive patronage it enjoyed and the immense resources it controlled.
The evidence on the scholastic traditions of the Abhayagiri nikaya 
illustrate an important characteristic of its constitution. For it is 
very unlikely that this nikaya could or did enforce the adherence of its 
members to any one school of Buddhist thought or even that it represented 
a systematic body of teachings. Hence It is most unlikely that the unity 
of the nikaya depended on uniformity of religious opinion. Of all the 
three nikayas« only the Mahavihara can be reasonably defined as rgr-re- 
senting a school of Buddhist thought. It is, however, possible that the 
unity of this nikaya, too, was affected in this period when the influences 
of the Abhayagiri nikaya and of non-Theravada schools of Buddhism appear 
to have penetrated into the Mahavihara. The appearance of a number of 
rival factions within the Mahavihara by the time of Parakkamabahu I 
perhaps represents the results of such a development.
By the ninth|cen^tury, the three main monasteries had, though the 
pious donations of their patrons and sometimes through purchase, accumu­
lated extensive sources of income based mainly on irrigation works aad 
land. In certain cases, their interests extended to enterprises like 
salterns and trade stalls. The safigha continued to enjoy the generous 
patronage of the royal family and of the official classes almost throughout 
the ninth and the tenth centuries* A particularly important outcome of 
the relationship between the sa&gha and the king was the voluntary transfer 
to the monasteries of the fiscal rights and of the administrative and
judicial authority that the state had enjoyed over monastic property.
This resulted in a substantial addition to the resources of the monastery 
as well as to its power. As an institution which owned extensive agri­
cultural resources and controlled many different types of labour including 
tenant-cultivators, slaves, professional castes, artisans and journeymen, 
the monastery of this period was deeply involved in the economic life of 
the people. These economic interests of the saftgha provide a valuable 
clue to the understanding of their relations with the laity, particularly 
with the king.
The administrative responsibilites that the ownership of wealth 
involved and the restrictions imposed by the disciplinary rules governing 
the life of monks led to the evolution of a system of monastic admini­
stration employing lay officials, similar in certain respects to the ad­
ministrative organization of the South Indian temple. This similarity 
seems to be due rather to the affinities of the social and political 
organization of the two lands than to one system being modelled on the 
other. The transfer to the monasteries of the powers and the authority 
that the royal officials had enjoyed elevated the monastic officials to 
the position of a ruling class. Like their couunterparts in the state 
administration, the monastic officials of this period performed fiscal, 
administrative and judicial functions and went on official tours to 
supervise the administration of villages and land belonging to the mona­
steries.
The system of monastic administration, which is reflected in the
records of the ninth and the tenth centuries at a very high point of 
its organizational evolution, did not completely relieve the monk of 
his administrative responsibilities. But it formed an important link 
in the organization of the nikaya which brought at least some of its 
dependent institutions under the supervisory control of the main monastery. 
The administrative records of the Abhayagiri monastery reveal that it main­
tained a close check on the financial affairs of its dependent institutions. 
The possession of wealth and the organization which administered it were 
vital factors behind the unity of the Abhayagiri nikaya, and possibly also 
of the Jetavana nikaya. And even in the case of the Mahavihara, they would 
have been important elements which strengthened its cohesion.
The growth of monastic property and the organizational development 
of the monastery had a decisive effect on the life of the saiigha. It 
widened the areas of contact between the sangha and the laity. On the 
other hand, it relieved the sa&gha of its total dependence on the voluntary 
donations of the laity. At the larger monasteries, the monks were not 
only provided with food, robes and medical attention, but they also received 
allowances graded in accordance withtheir fields of study. Some monks even 
possessed sources of personal income. The social privileges and the immunity 
from the demands of the state that the safigha enjoyed and the comfortable 
life that the monasteries offered drew many undesirable elements into the 
Order necessitating periodical laicizations and a strict control over 
admission. In return for the amenities it provided the monastery demanded 
from its inmates, on pain of expulsion, their complete allegiance and adher-
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ence to its codes of rules. The organized monastery attempted to strictly 
regulate the daily routine of the monks even in its details.
Like the South Indian Hindu temple of this period, the Buddhist 
monastery was a centre of learning in the Sinhalese society. The saflgha 
was perhaps the dominant element among its literati. The ceremonial and 
ritual which grew round Buddhism and the cultie practices it absorbed 
turned the monastery into a centre for regular gatherings of the lay 
community and assigned to the monks important functions connected with the 
magico-religious needs of the society. The use of painting, music, dance 
and drama in the service of religion made the monastery a patron of the 
arts.
The Sinhalese safigha of this period maintained close contacts with 
centres of Buddhism on the Coromandel Coast and in the North-eastern 
regions of India, The presence of a permanent community of Sinhalese monks 
at Buddha Gaya and visits of pilgrims and scholars brought in diverse 
influences which enriched the traditions of Buddhist thought in the Island. 
The influx of Tantric elements was a particularly important result of this 
relationship. The attempts of the Sinhalese monies to propagate Theravada 
Buddhism in the Bihar-Bengal region did not meet with success. But 
their activities in this area seem... to have brought them into contact with 
the Buddhist communities of Nepal and Tibet, In South India the ^ahavihara 
found many followers who worked usually in close collaboration and sometimes 
in rivalry with the Sinhalese to expound its teachings. The relations between 
the sangha of Ceylon and Burma, which can be traced tack to about the period
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of Coja rule, led in the twelfth century to the establishment of the 
Sihalasangha in Burma* This marked an important stage in the expansion 
of Sinhalese Buddhism in South Bast Asia which has left a lasting impact 
on the culture of this region*
sa&gha appears to have played a dual role in the development 
of Sinhalese culture* In a sense, it was one of the most important media 
through which Indian cultural influences were continually transfused into 
the Sinhalese society* On the other hand, its influence was restrictive#
It was a sieve whioh held back certain non-Buddhist influences* This 
partly accounts for the predominantly Buddhist character of Sinhalese 
culture. Under the influence of Buddhism, the divergent elements of 
Sinhalese culture achieved a synthesis. This gave the Sinhalese a unity 
in culture and an individuality which acquired a political significance 
during this period of intense rivalry between the Sinhalese kings and 
the Hindu rulers of South India.
The kings would have seen in the sangha useful allies who could 
help in strengthening their hold over the people. The wide influence 
they wielded over the laity was conducive to the stability of the society. 
In times of war and civil disturbance, they were helpful mediators who 
settled disputes. In the king the sangha found a generous patron whose 
authority was useful in the execution of its eccleciastical decisions. 
Further, the rights and privileges that the sangha enjoyed and the position 
of power that the monastic officials occupied linked their iiterests with 
those of the Sinhalese ruling classes. During times of foreign invasion
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and of internal disorder their position was adversely affected* The 
mutually beneficial relationship whioh brought together the 3angha and 
the king finds expression in the political ideas of the time* These ideas, 
legitimized* the position of the king with the sanction of the sangha 
and at the same time emphasized the interdependence of the sangha and 
the king thereby helping to maintain a balance in the distribution of 
power in the Sinhalese society*
The lack of a clear definition of the relative limits of monastic 
and royal authority led sometimes to disputes between monastic and royal 
officials as well as between the safigha and the royalty* I'ftien Rajarai^ha 
was captured by the Cojas the safoyha was placed in a severe plight*
Though there is no evidence of a suppression of Buddhism, the sangha 
certainly suffered from loss of patronage and from destruction and con­
fiscation of 'It's.- property* The restitution of Sinhalese power brought 
in a revival of Buddhist activity. But the monks' aroused the hostility 
of Vildcamabahu by their injudicious association with an attempt to deprive 
him of his rightful place an the line of succession. Vikkamabahu captured 
the throne by force and proceeded to confiscate the property of the safihha. 
Some monks made an attempt to defend their possessions and privileges by 
enlisting the support of the Tamil mercenaries; but this proved to be 
futile. If as suggested above, the possession of property were an important 
element behind the unity of the nikaya, the loss of wealth that the safigha 
sustained during this period would have had a disruptive effect on its 
organization.
One of the most important developments in the organization of 
tt10 sangha, noticeable in the period after Goja rule, was the rise 
into prominence of eight fraternities supplanting the nikayas as the 
main groups in the organizationof the sangha* Three of these frater- j 
nities were of provincial origin and seem to have grown outside the 
nikaya organization# Thejorigin of the other five fraternities can be 
traced to the Abhayagiri and the Jetavana nikayas; their appearance 
as separate groups represents the disintegration of these nikayas*
Less prominent but no less important was the rise of another clerical 
faction - the AraSnikas* The devotionjof the Araftftikas to ascetic ideals 
and to a life of scholarship at a time when life at the well-endowed 
monasteries was becoming progressively worldly gained them recognition 
and won for them the admiration of the laity* In the reign of Parak- 
kamabahu I it was they who provided the leadership of the council which 
reformed and unified the sangha*
In the light of our study, the traditional view that the unifi­
cation of the sangha involved the suppression of the Abhayagiri and the 
Jetavana nikayas appears to be inaccurate* The regrouping of the sangha 
under eight fraternities, the loss of their property and its effects 
on the monastic organization and the common fate that they suffered dur­
ing the period of Coja rule and in the time of political instability which 
followed the death of Vijayabahu I blunted the edge of traditicn al 
rivalry among the various factions of the sangha* The unification was 
rather a bringing together of the eight fraternities under a common
leadership than an attempt to impose the authority of the Mahavihara 
over the other two nikayas as has been hitherto supposed. Though 
it did not bring factional rivalry to end, the unification gave 
an impetus to religious activity which is particularly noticeable 
in the prodigious output of commentarial literature which turned this 
period into the final phase of the development of the Theravada, The 
scholarly activity of this period attracted students of Buddhism from 
places as distant as Tamralipti and Karici in India and from Burma and 
Cambodia and helped the espansion of Sinhalese Theravada to the lands 
of South East Asia. Perhaps the most important result of these re­
forms was that, for the first time in the history of Buddhism in the 
Island, all the rival factions of the sangha wer^unified under a 
common leadership.
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APPENDIX 
VIEWS 03? THE ASBAYASIRIVlSINS
* 1Apart fromthe pioneer work of Andre Bar ear , no systematic
attempt has been made so far to determine the doctrinal position of
the Abhayagiri nikaya. References to the teachings of this school 
are found scattered in about fifteen literary works. It would seem that
Bareau was able to utilise only some of these works. This appendix attempts
to bring together all these references and to determine the points on which 
this important branch of the Sinhalese Theravada differed from its rival 
nikaya - the Mahavihara.
The sources can be grouped, on chronological considerations, under 
three heads* Pour works attributed to Buddhaghosa, the Visuddhlmagga, 
Atthasalini, Sammohavino dani and the Samantapasadtka, and the Abhidhammavatara 
of Buddhadatta who is said to have been a junior contemporary of Buddhaghosa 
may be grouped together. The Mulafika, a sub-commentary on the Abhidhamma,
the Visuddhimaggafrika and the Va%isatthapakasini, the commentary on the
*!*
Mahava%isa? fall into another group. These two groups comprise the most 
valuable sources for the study of the subject. For they contain reports 
and comments of writers who lived at a time when the Abhayagiri nikaya was 
still in existence.
Pour of the works which belong to the next group, the Saratthadipani, 
the Vinayavinicchayasangaha and its commentary and the Abhidharmarthasan- 
1 *
Andre Bareau, hes sectes..*. pp. 241-43*
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gg ’ were written by Sariputta* Like the Saratthadipani, the
Yimativinodani sub™ commen tary the Sara an tap asadika Abhid.ham-0
matthavikasini is the commentary that Sumangala wrote on the Abhidhammava t ar a
i’hese works, together with the Saddhammopayana, a general work on Buddhist
in the thirteenth century, form the third group.
All the works belonging to the third grouj.) seem to have been written
after the unification of the saiigha in the reign of Parakkamabahu I. But in
certain instances they speak of teachings of the Abhayagiri nikaya which
were evidently current in their own times. The fifth and the sixth works
2
are of x>articular importance* As we have pointed out elsewhere, the 
Vimativfnodani reveals that some of the views of the Abhayagiri nikaya 
had later come to bo accepted by the teachers of the Mahavihara. The 
Abhidhammatthavikasini contains references to certain views of the Abhayagii'i 
nikaya which are not found in any of the other sources; among them may be 
found views which the teachers of this nikaya propounded after the period 
represented by the second group of literary works. The axithor of the 
Saddharmalankara who lived in the reign of Bhuvanekabahu V (1372-1408) quotes 
from the S addhammo p ayan a which he attributes to kavlcakravartti Ananda
8of the Abhayagiri monastery." Thus, of all the sources mentioned above, the 
Sia!alasekara, pall Literature of Ceylon, p*212,
teachings which has been dated to the twelfth centun?y, and the Yisuddhl
margamaliasanyaya, a Sinhalese sub-commentary ai the Yjsuddhimagga written
"S e e  pp.4-g-g- 4 - ^ .
-A3 addh arm al aAk ar ay a pp. 603-4
Saddhaiumopayana is the only work which may be regarded as a product of the 
Abhayagiri nikaya* But the ideas expressed in this work do not differ from
* * .  * w  1
those of the Mahavihara except on one minor point*
A treatise called the Yimuttimagga by a certain Upatissa, preserved
in its Chinese translation, was brought to the notice of scholars by
M. Hagai who identified the author with the thera Dpatissa who finds mention
in the >S am an t ap asadika as a teacher of the Yin ay a* He also suggested that
2
the Ylsuddhlmagga was a revised version of the Y1mu ttimagga« Malalasekara
questioned this view which was based on inadequate evidence*'j> Subsequently,
in a detailed comparative study of the Yimuttimagga and the Yisuddhimagga„
P. V# Bapat^ has demonstrated the similarity of these two works in the
classificatinn of subject-matters, use of common sources, oven common
similes and examples,and in quoting common doctrinal views, though they
differ in treatment and on certain points of doctrine* In his Yisuddhlmagga,
Buddhaghosa discusses and rejects nine doctrinal points which tally with
views expressed in the Yimu11imagga„ The Visuddhimagga and the Yisuddhi-
margamahasanyaya attribute one of these views to 'Upatissa, the author
that
of the Ylmuttimagga’ and specifically mention/in this particular passage
5Buddhaghosa was considering Upatissa1s viexfs. Pour of the views are
_ _ _ _ _  — —  -  _  -
See no* xv,
2Jnl* of P.To3*, 1917-19? pp. 69-80.
Malalasekara, op*cit*, p. 86-7*
4P. Y* Bap at; Yimuttimagga and Yisuddhimagga, Poona, 1997.
5
Ysmtk* p. lip ? Ysmsn. p* 246*
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attributed to the monks of the Abhayagiri monastery; the remaining four
instances receive no comments in the Visuddhimaggafika. On the basis of
this evidencej Bapat has suggested that the Vimuttimagga was the earlier
work; that Buddhaghosa would have used it as a model in the composition
of his Visuddhimagga and that 'Upatissa must be supposed to have advocated
- 3the views which were later accepted by the Abhnyagirivadins'
P„ 0 Bagchi advanced the suggestion that the Vimuttimagga and the
Y1suddhlmagga represent the recensions of the Abhayagiri and Mahavihara
2 Tr 
schools of a common original work. The idea that the ylmuttimagga is a
work of the Abhayagirivasins seems to have found acceptance among a number 
3
of scholars* It is quite possible that this was so. But in the absence 
of any conclusive evidence to establish this identification it seems pre­
ferable to utilise only those views which have been specifically attributed 
in our sources to the Abhayagirivasins. This is the methods which has been 
adox^ ted in this paper.
None of the fifteen works mentioned earlier gives a systematic ex­
position of the views of the Abhayagiri nikaya. The evidence has to be 
culled from incidental references in a large number of works spread over a 
period of about eight centuries. It is natural that views expressed by a
school within such a large expanse of time would sometimes tend to be in- 
4
consistent. Further, all the major sources are works of the rival school-
Bapat, op.cit.9 pp. xlix, Ivii-lix. See also Yimuktlmargadhutagupanirdesa, 
London, 1964, p.xix.
p
P. 0. Bagchi, *0n the original Buddhism, its Canon and Language1, Sino-Indian 
Studiesy Vol. II p.113.
Bareau, Pll*^ oit*_, p.242; UHG Vol. 1 Ft. X p.390; Encyclopaedia of Buddliism 
Fasc. A-Aca pp. 26-8. — — ------_ _ --
^See for instance views v) and xi).
the Mahavihara, In almost all these 'instances the views of the Abhayagiri- 
vasins have been cited solely for the purpose of showing their defects 
and rejecting them. Hence the possibilities of omission and distortion 
cannot be ruled out. It is only with a great deal of caution that con­
clusions should be drama from this evidence on the views of the Abhayagiri 
nilgaya.
The emergence of the Abhayagiri monastery as a separate group seems 
to go back to disagreements on points of discipline. Hence one would expect 
that the controversies between the Mahavihara. and. the Abhayagiri monasteries 
would centre on the interpretatiorjof the idnaya texts and on points of 
discipline, The Yams a t than ak a s1ni states that the monks of the Abhayagiri 
monastery 'gave variant readings and variant meanings' to the Khandhaka. 
and the ParIvan a sections of the Vinaya Pijaka and left the Theravada in 
the reign of Vajrtagamapi to form the Dhammarucika school. Similarly, it 
mintains, the monies of the Jetavana monastery gave 'variant readings and 
variant meanings' to the two Vibhanga sections of the Vinaya Pi^aka.1
The S am an t apasadlka cites an instance when the Mahavihara recension 
of the Suttavibhanga differed from that of the Abhayagiri monastery. This 
concerned the story of the m m  Mettrya who is said to have unjustly accused 
a monk, Dabba Mallaputta, of having violated ter chastity. The Buddha 
questioned Dabba Mallaputta and on his denial ordered that Mettrya be ex­
pelled from the Order. The account in the Vinasua Pijaka presents a difficulty
\  * ,atthantara~po4;hantaravasena bhodam katva.#» Yap. Vol. I pp. 175-6.
Evidently Mettiya was condemned before she was given a chance to defend 
herself or to confess her guilt* The Abhayagirivasins possessed a version 
which stated that she was expelled 'on her confession' (sakaya pati^aya 
nasita). In the reign of Bhatika TIssa (143-167) a dispute arose among 
the monks of the two monasteries on the authenticity of the two versins*
The S amant apa sadika records that .the minister I) ighak a ray an a who was ap­
pointed to inquire into the dispute gave his verdict in favour of the
- 1 Mahavihara.
In the reign of Mahasena (274-301), the monks of the Abhayagiri 
monastery accused the residents of the Mahavihara of being 'undisciplined' 
and objected to their use of ivory fans, to the conferment of the Ordina­
tion by messenger and to the practice of reckoning from the date of con­
ception the to qualify for Ordination. They also disagreed with the 
monks of the Mahavihara on the method of fixing ceremonial boundaries and 
the propriety of spitting on the ground after morning ablutions. The
Yaqisatthapakasini cites the authority of the Mahavagga and Cullavagga
**■ 2sections of the Vinaya to vindicate the positions of the Mahavihara. 
Presumably the recension of the Vinaya Pi£aka of the Abhayagiri monastery 
differed on these points*
The Samantapasadlka and the Bar atthadipani mention that the monks 
of the Abhayagiri monastery objected to the use of a stand (adharaka) 
to accept food. They believed that the physical participation in the 
1
PP* 582-4»
2
c‘f* Vinaya Pi taka Vol. I pp. 93? 106; Vol. II pp. 130, 277; Van, Vol. I 
pp. 676-7*
act of acceptance was limited by the use of a stand.
file reign of Dajhopatissa IX (659-*667) witnessed an important 
stage in the controversy between the Mahavihara and the Abhayagiri mona­
stery. According- to the Vafflsatthapakasini , two monks who shared the name 
Dajhaveda, one from the Eurundacu’l 1 aparivena of the Jetavana monastery and 
the other from the Kolambahalakaparivena, made a compilation of the Vinaya 
lHJaba incorporating the two Vibhanga sections of the Dhammarucika recension 
and the Khandhaka end Farivara sections of the Sagalika recension together 
with their own interpretations and comments maintaining that their version
2was more 'orthodox' than that of the Mahavihara* KolaJjibahalaka occurs in 
the Haliavamsa as the name of a hermitage to the north of the city andclose 
to the Abhayagiri monastery/' Probably it was a hermitage of the Abhayagiri 
nikaya.
The evidence cited so far suggests that the Abhayagiri and the 
Jetavana nikayas had their own recensions of the Vinaya Pi]:aka for which 
they claimed orthodoxy. Similarly, they had a commentarial tradition differ­
ent from that of the Mahavihara* It is also evident that there were differ­
ences between the traditions of the Abhayagiri and the Jetavana nikayas.
The joint venture on the part of the two scholars representing these schools 
would have been an attempt to arrive at an interpretation acceptable to 
both schools.
Snip., p*84-6; Saratthadipant, p.851. This is confirmed by the Vinayafrflnl- 
cchayasangaha p.120 and its commentary p.62.
2Ya,j., Vol. I, p. 176.
5MVj_, 21.5; 25.80; 33.42; 35.94.
At least in one case the views of the Abhayagiri monastery came to 
he accepted hy the teachers of the Mahavihara, The author of the Vlma— 
tivinodani cites the ruling given hy Sariputta that a novice who in­
advertently consumes liquor does not commit a breach of discipline, attri­
butes it to the Abhayagiri school and devotes a detailed discussion to
. u 2reject xt*
Fifteen points of doctrine on which the Abhayagirivasins differed 
from the teachings of the Mahavihara find mention in our sources. They can 
be grouped under three heads following the same chronological basis used 
in the classification of the sources'*. Those points of doctrine which find 
mention in the first category of sources and have been attributed to the 
Abhayagirivasins in a eommentarial work belonging to the second or the 
third category form the first group. It has been further divided into 
three sub-groups?
la. Views mentioned in the Yimuttlmagga and a work of the first category
of sources and attributed to the Abhayagirivasins in a work belonging
to the second category5
i) The ascetic practices (dhutanga) are outside the Profitable
Triad (kusalatti^  They are merely nominal
(nania-paffllatti) * In an ultimate sense (paramattha) they 
do not exist Casantaffl). Being so they cannot have the meaning 
of shaking off defilements; nor can they be practised.
P• 24J Vsm. p.64; Vsmtk. p.965 Vsmsnfr. 194)»
— - —   — " ~  ’ 1 ““ “ — — - — -
Saratthadipaai pp. 425-6.
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lb.
ii) Purity of progress (pat Ip ada-visuddht) means Access with its 
constituents (sasambharlko upacaroT; the development of 
Equanimity (upeidqhanubruhana) means Ecstasy (appan& and 
Thrill (sampahaig.sanal means Reflection (pacoavekkhaoia).
This is the explanation that the teachers of the Abhayagiri 
nikaya gave of a passage from the Pajisambhida* The monks 
of the Mahavihara believed that Purity of progress itself 
came within Ecstasy. (Vmg. p.49? Vsm. p.120; Vsmtk, p.159? 
Abhdhvk. p.352; Vsmsn. p*358).
iii) The Abhayagirivasin added inertia as matter (mlddhaiupa) 
to the traditional list of material qualities.
(Vmg. p.95; Vsm. p.381; Vsmtk. p.520; Vsmsn. p.1070).
iv) A Stream-winner (sotap anna) sets up insight (vipassana) 
thinking, 'I shall enter upon the Fruition-attainraent
(phalasamapatti)’ and becomes a Onee-returner (sakadagami) 
and a Once-returner a Non-returner (anagami).’
The teachers of the Mahavihara maintained that such a person 
would attain the Fruition (phala) (of the same stage but not 
the Path (magga) of the next stage. It is only by developing 
the Path that one could attain the Fruition of the next stage, 
(Vmg,p.127; Vsm. p.603; Vsmtk. p.898; Vsmsn, p.1726)
Views mentioned in a work of the first category of source and attri­
buted to the Abhayagirivasins in a work belonging to the second cate-
v) The teachers of the Abhayagiri nikaya maintained that the -
’consciousness of the momentary present’ (ldiapapaccupannam 
cittern) was the object (arammapa) of the ’knowledge of dis­
cerning others’ thoughts (cetopariyaftana)’. For conscious­
ness arises simultaneously in the possessor of psychic powers 
(iddhima) and the other. This was explained with similes 
’Just as when a handful of flowers is thrown in the air, one 
flower undoubtedly hits another, stalk to stalk, and so too,
— when with the thought ’I will know the mind of another,’ the 
mind is adverted to the minds of a multitude as a mass, then 
the mind of^one penetrates the mind of another at the nascent 
moment (uppadakldiap?), the static moment (thitikldiapa) or 
the cessant moment (bhangakkhapa).
The teachers of the Mahavihara believed that the object of 
cognition was the continuous present ‘ (santati-
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paccupparma) and the durational present (a&dha-psnou'
.Vsm, p. 3615; Atths. p.421; Vsmtk, pp. 48*4-8; Multk» pp. 194-7 
Abhdhvk. p. 387; Abdhvt. p.109; Vsmsn, pp, 1015"18*JT
!
vf) 'Psychic powers (iddhl) are ''undetermined’' (anipphanna);
the Bases of psyehihc powers (iddhipada) are "determined"
(nipphanna) $
Hie Mahavihara school held that both Psychic powers and the 
Bases of psyehihc powers are "determined" and subject to the 
properties of the phenomenal world (111 akkhgjpabbhaliato),
(Smhvnd. p.308; Hultk. (Vbhg) p.169).
vii) The Abhayagiri tradition gave a variant definition of the 
term asecanaka in the Sy. hk. Vol. V pp, 321-22, This merely 
quoted3 but not rejected. (Vsm. p.221; Vsmtk. p.284;
Vsmsn. p.647)♦
lc. Views mentioned in a work of the first category of sources and attri­
buted to the Abhayagirivasins in a work of the third category;
viii) The Mahavihara school held that the three vlratis are 
invariably found together in the Transcendental Consciousness 
(lokuttaracitta),
a) The monks of the Abhayagiri nikaya held that they 
existed separately (tivldha11aT ~and not invariably
(aiilyatatta)
b) Xt is also suggested that they believed :l:o. a fourth
virati which was invariably found in the Transcendent 
Consciousness (c^ atutthlfli niyataiy viratimlcchantl).
(Abdhdbmvt. p. 21; Abddlivk. pp, 128-9).
i x ) 'Form and other things (rupadayo) , which owing to limitatinis 
in duration and spatiality (IdTsnavaithupaid.ttat t a) are not 
subject to the field of senses, belong to the category of ob­
jects of ideation (dhpjimiararjmia:g.a) ( Abhdhvt. w. 30p“2; 
Abhdhvk. p.169).
x) 'Eye is the sentient surface of phenomena (bhuta) which have 
the heat-element (tejo) in excess; the ear, nose, tongpe and 
the body are the sentient surfaces of those who have space’
elements (vlvara), mobility (vayu) g cohesion (apj-) and 
extension Xpathavi) in excess*
the followers of the Mahavihara pointed out that there 
was no scriptural evidence to support this* (Vsm. p.576; 
Vsmsn* p* 1050)*
Of these three sub-groups, la and lb may be safely attributed 
to the period prior to the visit of Buddhagliosa. Though the views in 
group lc do not find mention in the sources of the second category, it 
is probable that at least viii) and ix) represent the teachings of this 
school in a period prior to that represented by these works.
2* A vIt-jw attributed to the Abhayagirivasins in the sources of the
second and the third categories falls into this group;
The Visuddhimaggajika- and the Mulapika state that the 
Abhayagirivasins did not accept the static moment 
( fhitikkhaaa), The Abhldh armarthasan.ya.ya adds that they 
argued that the static moment does not find mention in 
the Canon. The Mahaviharavasins pointed out the contra­
diction between this and an earlier view (v; of the Abhaya­
girivasins. This discrepancy would suggest that this view 
came to be accepted by the Abhayagirivasins in the period 
after the visit of Buddhaghosa. It is similar to the views
of the Sautrantlka school on the subjectj but this need not
necessarily imply any connection. (Vsmtk. p. 484? Hultk. 
p. 194; nbhsngsny. p.70; Vsmsn. p. 1015; Bureau, Les 
sectes... p.157}0
ibuted to the Abhayagirivasins in works of the third category
The Abhayagirivasins did not include 'the correcting of 
false views' (dlfthnjjukamnia; in their list of ten merit­
orious actions (pimnalciriyaT.
It was pointed out that they agreed with the Mahasanghikas 
In this respect, (Abddhvk . p.46).
xxi) •
p. Views attr 
xii)
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xiii) ’Envy (isjsa) and Meanness (macchariya) may by chance 
(yadicchavasena) rise together.1
The Mahavihara school held that this could never happen.
(Abdhvk p•136),
xiv) The Abhayagirivasins held that, from the sixth stage of the 
jhanas, the Sphere of Infinity of Consciousness (vifmapan- 
cayatana), the seventh stage, the Sphere of Nothingness
Iaktnoayatana), is attained by reflecting on the non-existence 
of the Sphere of Infinity of Consciousness.
The Mahaviharavasins maintained that the seventh stage goes 
beyond the use of objects of concentration (Abhdhvk. pp. 364*65)
xv^  The Sad dh ammo payana states that there were three apayas.
The writings of the Mahavihara school list four. (Sdhmpy.
JPgS, 1887 p.56).
These probably are views propounded by the Abhayagiri nikaya in the last 
phase of its existence as an independent group. It could be suggested that 
the need to criticize them arose as the monks of this nikaya continued to 
hold them even after the unification of the sangha» The manner in which 
they are referred to and discussed in this work also supports such a suppo­
sition.
Our examination of the views of the Abhayagiri school reveals that 
they had a separate recension of the Pali Canon, or of some of its parts, 
which was different from that of the Mahavihara. They also had a separate 
commentarial tradition of their own. It appears that these works were 
still in existence at the time of Sumangala, the author of the Abhidhammat- 
thavlkasini» For this commentator quotes from them.'1' Hence the destruction 
and the disappearance of the works of the Abhayagiri school.-has to be dated 
^Abhdhvk. pp. 46, 128-9*
to a period after the time of Sumangala - probably to the reign of 
Magha (1215-1236) when, according to the Culavaijisa, 'many books known
and famous were torn from their cords and strewn about1 by the retainers of 
Magha, ^
The scholastic tradition of the Abhayagiri nikaya was not restricted
to the teachings of the Theravada, The Vinaya Pi£ aka of the Mahi sasaka
school that Fa-Hian obtained In Oeylon was probably from the Abhayagiri 
2monastery. The teachers of this nikaya are supposed to have been in- 
fluenced by the V&tsiputriyas. They held views similar to some of those
« v  m a*, A
propounded by the Mahasahghikas and the Sautrantikas. Elsewhere, we have
pointed out that monks of the Mahasanghika school and probably those of
the Sarvastivadin and the Sammitiya schools as well lived at this monastery
and that an attempt was made to make a comparative study of their teachings,
From about the third century the Abhayagiri monastery took an interest
in the teachings of the Vetullavada. in spite of initial attempts at
suppression, these teachings were current at the Abhayagiri monastery even
™ 5
in the time of Parakkamabahu 1. Kern and Paranavitana have rightly iden­
tified Vetullavada as a term used to refer to the Mahayana.6 Hiuen-tsang
1Cv.» 80.67.
2
Beal, op.cit., p.51*
»v
^See p,
4
See p* 51X
5See p.4-7^
6
Kern, 'Vaitulya, Vetulla, Vetulyaka1 Versl. en Med, der IC. Ak. von vfeten- 
‘ schappen, Letter k. 4e R., D.viii, pp. 312-319, reported by Poussin in 
JUAS 1907 pp* 432-4? CJSG Vol. II pp. 35-6. See also Rahul a op. eft, p. 89. 
More evidence to support this identification is found in the Abhidharmaf*-
519a.
recorded that Mahayana teachings were studied at the Abhayagiri monastery.~
A number of copper plaques, some of which contain quotations from the
Pahcavlmsati-salias rika and the datasahasrlka versions of the Prajhapara-
mlta were found at the Indikajusaya stupa situated by the foot of the hill
of Mihfotale, This is the site of the Getiyagiri monastery which was an in~
- 2stitution belonging to the Abhayagiri nikaya. By the ninth century, the 
influence of Tantric teachings became evident at the Abhayagiri monastery. 
Slabs bearing Tantric formulae dating from this period have been found 
within its premises,^ It-is also evident ; from a tenth-century record from 
Buddhannehala that the practice of initiating novices with the rite of 
abhigeka was known and practised at some of the institutions belonging to 
this nikaya/' ■ The abhlgeka, according to the commentary on the HaJiava- 
irocanasutra, was an essential rite which had to be performed before a
5
teacher of the Tantra instructed his disciples.'
It is remarkable that in the commentarial works ox the Mahavilmia 
school no mention is made of the Mahayana and Tantric ideas held by the 
followers of the Abhayagiri nikaya though, as would have been evident from 
our discussion, they go into the most minute d.etails of their disagreements 
on the text mid the interpretation of the Pali Canon. One reason for this
attitude may be that, at least in the latter part of the period under review,
oont.Tliwsamuccaya (dantinekatan, 19507, p.79 and the Vibhaga-prabha- 
vrttf quoted by P. S. Jaini in the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism Pasc. A-Aca 
pp. 56-7.
Beal, op.cit., p.443*
2EZ Vol. Ill pp. 199-212; Vol. IT pp. 238-242.
^3ee p.371 % 2  Vol. I p. 196 11.B7-8.
5
dee the article on Abhigeka in the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism Fasc. A-Aca 
pp. 125-130.
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the monks of the Mahavihara, too, borrowed some of these ideas and
1practices which were not in actual conflict with their own teachings.
It could also be suggested that the Mahayana and Tantric elements within 
the Abhayagiri nikaya constituted only a smell minority end as such were 
considered inconsequential. The main challenge to the position of the 
Mahavihara came from the Theravad'in faction of the Abhayagiri monastery 
who gave variant readings and interpretations of the texts on which the 
followers of the Mahavihara based their teachings. Hence, it is not surprisiig 
that they wasted much breath combatting these ’revisionist views’ which they 
would ha*veregarded as the more formidable threat.
^See p p . 4^4-
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